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CHAPTER-I 

INTRODUCTION 

An Overview of Foreign Investment in Indian Economy (Pre
Independence Eta) 

Foreign capital primarily dominated industrial and financial fields in India till the 
mid-1940s. The foreign trade network, as also part of the internal trade that fed into 
exports, was controlled by foreign capital. British companies dominated coal 
mining, jute industry, shipping, banking, insurance, and tea and coffee plantations. 
Moreover, through their managing agencies, British corporations controlled many 
of the Indian-owned companies. After 1920, the British giant companies- Unilever, 
Imperial Chemical Industries - were joined by several American multinationals, 
among them General Motors. 

The large presence ofJoreign companies· before independence, however, did not 
contribute to the growth of income in the country. In fact, it may have been a cause 
of India's underdevelopment as foreign investment was concentrated in production 
and export of raw materials and foodstuffs. There was practically no transfer of 
capital to India and it was a net exporter of capital to the U.K1• There was no scope 
for transfer of technology as most of the investment was concentrated in low 
technology extractive industries1a. 

Against this background, it is no wonder _that after independence in 1947, an 
important plank of India's development policy was to discourage inflows of foreign 
capital. Foreign shareholding in existing companies was also reduced drastically by 
forced or v'oluntary transfer of capital into Indian hands. By the beginning of the 
1980s, the share of foreign direct investment in gross capital formation was among 
the lowest for India among all developing countries ie; only 0.2 percent as against 
the average of about 6 p_ercent for developing countries as a group2. The highly" 
restrictive policies towards foreign investment continued, without any significant 
change, until mid-19913. 



Development Strategy (Post Independence Era, 1951-1990) 

India's development strategy, like that of most other developing countries, has . 

evolved over successive Plan periods, reflecting the growing strength of our 

economy, structural transformations taking place in the domestic economy and also 

developments in the world economy. In the early stages of development planning, 

government was viewed as the principal actor in development, exercising strict 

control over private investment, ensuring a dominant role for the public sector in 

all the important industries. Trade policy tended to. be inward oriented focussing on 

industrial development through import substitution, which was encouraged through · ~;,. 

a tight control over imports and maintenance of high tariffs. The limitations of this 
I 

strategy became evident by the end of the 1970s and early 1980s when it became 

clear that these policies reduced efficiency and competitiveness and growth was 

much lower than targetted. Growth achieved during this period was 3.7 per cent 

(1951~81) as compared to 5.6 per cent (1982-1992l While government was ·over-. 

active in industry, it was under-active in many areas, especially relating to soci_al 

development and this was reflected in a very slow pace of improvement in critical 

social indicators. 

Some efforts Wyre made to reform th~ system in the second half of the 1980s to 

address the shortcomings in our development strategy. However, it was not until 

1991 that wide-ranging programs of economic reforms aimed at decontrolling and 

debureaucratising the economy was initiated. These reforms hav.e been pursued by 

successive governments since 1991 and enjoy a broad base of support. They have 

yielded reasonably good results so far. There is no doubt that the Indian economy 

has responded well to the change in policy direction and the growth rate increased 

from 5.8% in the Seventh Plan (1985-90) to 6.8% in the Eighth Plan (1992-97)5. 

However, there are many dimensions in which performance has lagged behind 

expectations. Faster growth has not reduced poverty as much as it should have, 

. nor has it created the number of high quality jobs we need to satisfy the aspirations· 

of our increasingly educated youths. Growth has not been as regionally balanced 

as it should have been. The deficiencies in social development indicators have · · 

· also continued and our low level of social development is today a major 

constraint on reaching a growth rate of 8 per cent, which should be our medium 

term target. 
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Shift in Development Strategy (Economic Reforms 1991) 

The era of reforms began in the Indian economy in i 991. The reform process has 
. two components. One is the stabilization of the macro economy aiming at controlling 
fiscal and balance of payments deficits and controlling inflation through the 
appropriate interest rate, exchange rate and, fiscal and monetary_ policies. The · 
second component refers to structural adjustment, which aims at removing controls 
in domestic economy and' opening up of the economy to international trade and 
investment. The former aims at reforms in the internal sector and the latter in the 
external sector. These measures are expected to increase efficiency in the economy. 
Both stabilization and structural adjustment are aimed at putting the Indian 
economy on a higher growth path. 

The reforms in India were triggered by a crisis in the external sector, caused mainly 
by foreign exchange and balance of payments imbalance. Reforms were started 
with two main objectives namely, a) to absorb and neutralise the shock of 1990-91 
external crises .and b) to set the economy on a higher growth path. However, while 

· introducing the reforms certain economic and social factors need careful studies. In 
the domestic sector one needs to carefully examine the real economic factors and . . 

' the financial factors. With respect to the external sector reforms, there are certain 
important factors, which needs consideration. These are namely the growth in the 
imports and the exports, the financial economy, covering the net financial flows in 
the_ country and the role of exchange rate as an integrating mechanism, which 
reflects the final balance of payment situation of the country. In examining the 
social dimension, the two important aspects are poverty and unemployment. This 
involves the question relating to the economic growth with a human face. Therefore, 
the economic reforms are meaningless if it fails to bring in qualitative improvement 

· in the living·standard of the people living below the poverty line, or to reduce the· 
income inequality or the regional inequality or fail to provide jobs to the unemployed 
people of the nation. 

Globalization,and Growing Inequality : Nec~ssity for a Balanced . 
Liberalization of Labour and· Capital 

' ... : .... ;.'~-~~-~· 

There are basically two important factors of production, labour--and capitaL With · · 
the process of integration of international economies and globalisation, the movement 
of capital has become free to a very large extent. However, labour remains 
immo-vable due to stiff immigration laws -restricting the movements of labour 
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beyond the national boundaries. On the one hand, there is concentration of wealth/ 

capital in the developed countries and on the other hand, there is heavy burden of 

huge population in the developing countries. International institutionalization of 

various agencies i.e. IMF, World Bank and WTO has been generally dealing with 

the free movement of trade (goods and services) and investment (capital). The term 

free movement of trade in the form of services is a misnomer and it means free 

movement of service sector, which basically means banking, insurance shipping 

etc. and does not mean free movement of labour. Article V of General Agreement 

· on Trade in Services of WTO deals with Labour Markets Integration Agreements 

in a very indicating manner and does not contain any forcible and concrete 

roadmap. 

The flow of capital from the rich countries to the poor countries, ·undoubtedly it 

helps the development process with new technology and managerial skills does 

not, however, fully resolve their problems of unemployment and poverty. The 

results are evident from published figures of international agencies, particularly 

United Nations. There has been an increase in the capital concentration amongst the 

rich nations and the level of poverty and unemployment has increased amongst the 

poor nations. The Human Development Report 1999 of the UNDP supports this 

fact. The studies on the new economic order in the new millennium may lead the 

human society towards a balanced economic growth with a better quality of human 

life. 

· Economic Reforms in the Context of Washington Consensus 

Policy errors in the past led to severe debt burden on the developing countries 

coupled with the problem of oil crisis from time to time which created the problems 

for ba~ance of payments and servicing of debts. Several Latin American and African 

countries overburdened with, debts underwent debt-crisis in early 1980s. JMF 

.provided spe~ial loans and prescribed -economic reform programmes the latest 

being popularly known as Washington Consensus. 

John Williamson (1990), while presenting a paper on Latin American Economy, iii 
a, seminar in November 1989, defined what he called the 'Washington consensus' 

in relation to the policy of conditionality attached to Latin American countries at 

the time of the debt crisis. The consensus essentially boiled down to "free markets 

and sound money." Developing countri.g.s in Asia and Central and Latin America 
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and post -socialism countries , in transition opened, their economies following this 

consensus. According to Hale David (1994), "During the 1990s more than 50 

developing countries have established domestic capital markets in order to encourage ' 

the privatisation of public enterprises and to encourage foreign investment.'.~ The 

. tenets of the Washington consens~s also known as "neoliberalism" or the policy. · -

manifesto for the developing economies can be summarized. as follows : 

> Governments should exercise fiscal discipline, obviating ·the need for an 

. inflation tax. 

> Public expenditure priorities should be shifted from politically sensitive areas 

to neglected fields with high economic returns and the potential to improve 

income distribution. 

> Tax reform should broaden the tax base and reduce marginal rates. Ways · 

should be found to tax flight of capital. 

> Financial markets should be partially liberalized. 

> Import quotas should be replaced by tariffs. 

> Barriers impeding the entry of foreign fmns should be removed; foreign and 

domestic firms should compete on equal terms. 

· > State enterprises should be privatized. 

> Governments should remove regulations that are not justified by such criteria · 

as safety, environment protection, or prudential supervision of financial 

· institutions. . 

. > Property rights s~ould be safeguarded. (Louis Emmerij, 1997) 

Principally, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, the twin . 

Bretton Woods Institutions (BWis), transmit these recommendations toward 

developing economies. The stabilization and adjustment measures in recent years 

have been tied together in a "Policy Framework Paper" or PFP, which is agreed 

between the visiting team of IMF officials and the government officials 
consisting of professional economists. 

However, in a rect!ntdiscussion on the topic "The Washington Consensus Revisited" 
. . -. ~ 

John. Williamson has set out a new agenda which give more emphasis on increase. 

in savings by maintaining fiscal discipline, reorientation of pu~lic expenditure 

towards well-directed social expenditure including education etc. BWis are yet to 
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correct its prescription to debt- ridden developing countries according to the new_ 

prescription. 

Leftists have criticized the Washington Consensus, as the joint manifesto of the 

World Bank, IMF and USA fqr a long time in the past. However, recently it has 

been criticized by none other than Joseph Stiglitz, chief economist of the World 

Bank, in a recent WIDER lecture (1998) entitled "More Instruments and Broader 

Goals: Moving towards the Post-Washington Consensus", where he said, "Macro-

. economic stability, as conceived by the Washington Consensus, downplays the 

stabilization of output or unemployment. Minimising or avoiding major economic 

contractions should be one of the most important goals of policy. The social and 

economic costs of these downturns can be devastating 6." 

Economic Reforms and Foreign Investment : 
Meaning and Scope of Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) 

. Foreign Investment has been narrowly defined as the act of acquiring assets outside. 

one's home country. These assets may be financial, such as bonds, bank deposits 

and equity shares or they may be so called direct investment and involve the 

ownership of the means of production such as factories and land. Direct investment 

is considered to take place also if the ownership of equity shares provide control 

over the assets of the firm7. 

Foreign investment has broadly two categories- Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 

and Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI). FDI is generally in the fohn of long-term . 

investment in plant and machinery with foreign technology using foreign brand 

name t?ither as a joint venture with an entrepreneur of the host country or by setting 

up ·a. subsidiary company. FDI is undertaken by Multinational Companies (MNC' S) 

also known as Transnational Corporations (TNC' S). FPI or the Foreign Portfolio 

Investment means investment in stocks or bonds of the existing companies of the 

host country, which are traded in their stock exchanges and are generally for short
term gains. Foreign Institutional Investors (FII's) of the nature of insurance 

companies and pension funds undertakes FPI. 

World Investment Report 1999 defines, foreign direct investment (FDI) as an 

investment involving a long-term relationship and reflecting a lasting interest and 

control of a resident entity in one economy (foreign direct investor or parent 

enterprise) in an enterprise resident in an economy other than that of the foreign 
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direct investor (FDI enterprise or affiliate enterprise or foreign affiliate)8• FDI. 
implies that the investor exerts a significant degree of influence on the management 
of the enterprise resident in the other economy. Such investment involves both the 
initial transaction between the two entities and all subsequent transactions between 
them and among foreign affiliates, both incorporated and unincorporated. Individuals 
as well as business entities may undertake FDI. 

World Investment Report 2000 has made a further classification of FDI in terms of 
(a) Brown-field FDI and (b) Green-field FDI. The former denotes FDI through 
acquisitions, mergers and takeovers and . the latter ··implies FDI through fresh 
investments, which create productive assets and make provisions for concrete 
inflow of funds. Green-field investment is more beneficial than cross-border 
mergers and acquisitions (M&A) either through takeovers of existing Domestic. 
Companies or through amalgamations. Such green-fit~ld investments add directly 
to productivity capacity and employment. The essential difference between cross
border M&As and green-field FDI is •that the former involve, _by definition, a 
change of assets from domestic to foreign hands and, at least initially, do not add 
to the pro~uctive capacity of host countries. FDI throughM&As is less likely. to 
transfer new or better technologies or skills than green-field FDI, at least at the time 
of entry and also does not generate employ.ment. However, over the longer term 
most of the short comings of FDI through M&A are taken cru.:e of by sequential 
investments and transfer of new or better technology especially when acquired 
firms are restructured to increase the efficiency of their operations. Thus, in· the 
longer run, differences between the two modes as regards employment generation 
tend to diminish and depend more on the motivation for entry than on the mode of 
entry .. 

. Cross-border M&A transactions r<?present the invasive face of globalization. They. 
raise important questions of concerns. This is particularly because transnational 
corporations are the principal beneficiaries of globalization, while local, small and · 
medium industries are adversely affected. It is no accident that popular perception 
associates M&A activity of the cross..:border variety with the expansion and 
dominance of global big businesses. Cross-border M&As can sometimes lead to 
creation of large monopolies and reduce competition in domestic manufacturing. 
Cross-:-border M&As also lead to the _logical concern that control of strategic 
industries may be lost to foreign acquirers. In this sense, M&A~ can also threaten 
national identity, especially when leading industrial groups are taken over. 
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FDI flows comprise capital provided (either directly or through other related 

enterprises) by a foreign direct investor to an FDI enterprise, or capital received 

from an FDI enterprise by a foreign direct investor. There are three components in 

FDI: equity capital, reinvested earnings and intra-company loans. Equity capital 

accounted for 72 percent of global FDI inflows and reinvested earnings for 8 

percent in 19989. 

> Equity capital is the foreign direct investor's purchase of shares of an enterprise 

in: a country other than its own. 

> Reinvested earnings comprise the direct investor's share (in proportion to 

direct equity participation) of earnings not distributed as dividends by_~ffiliates 

or earnings not remitted to the direct investor. Such retained profits by affiliates 

are reinvested. 

> Intra-company loans or intra-company de~t transactions refer to short-or long

term borrowings and lending of funds between direct investors (parent 

enterprises) and affiliate enterprises. 

Foreign direct investors may also obtain an effective voice in the management of 

another business entity through means other than acquiring an equity stake. These 

are non-equity forms of FDI, and they include, inter alias, subcontracting, 

management contracts, turnkey arrangements franchising, licensing and product 

sharing. Data on transnational corporate activity through these forms are usually 

· not separately identified in balance-of-payments statistics. These statistics, however,· 

usually present data on royalties and licensing fees, defined as "receipts and 

payments of residents and non residents for: (i) the authorized use of intangible 

non-produced, non-financial assets and proprietary rights such as trade-marks, 

copyrights, patents, processes, techniques, designs, manufacturing rights, franchises, 

· etc., and (ii) the use, through licensing agreements, of produced originals or 

prototypes, such as manuscripts, films, etc.10. · 

Foreign direct investment is an inclusive term and includes in its ambit-FDI through 

Joint Ventures & Technic~l Collaboration, FDI through Financial Collaboration, 

FDI via Capital Market through Euro Issues· and FDI through Private Placement or 

Preferential Allotment. 
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Definition of Multinational Enterprises (MNCs) 

A multinational or transnational enterprise is an· enterprise that engages in foreign 
direct investment (FDI) and owns or controls value-adding activities in more than . 
one country. This is the threshold definition of a multinational enterprise (MNE), 
andone that is widely accepted in academic and business circles, by data collecting 

. agencies such as the Organization for Economic Co?peration and Development. 
(OECD), the United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations (UNCTC) and 
by most national governments. At the same time, some scholars and practitioners 
have found it desirable to distinguish between the universe of enterprises undertaking 
foreign production and those that have substantial overseas commitments and/or 
pursue an integrated managerial strategy towards th~ir foreign and domestic 
operations. In particular, business analyst like to distinguish between MNEs that 
govern a group of largely independent multi-domestic foreign subsidiaries, each of 
which produc~s goods and services mainly for the local market, ~nd those that treat 
their affiliates as part and parcel of a regionally orglobally coordinated network of 
production and marketing activities. 

Various kinds of Assets of MNCs 

The assets that the FDI bundle comprises are : 

.+ Capital : FDI brings in investible financial resources to host countries. The 
inflows are more stable, and easier to service, . than commercial debt. or. 
portfolio investment. In distinction to other sources of capital, TNCs invest in . 
long-term projects, takin~ risks and repatriating profits only when the projects 
yield returns. 

+ Technology : Developing countries tend to lag in the use of technology. Many 
of the technologies deployed may be outdated. Even if part of their productivity 
. gap is compensated forb¥ lower wages, technical inefficiency and obsolescence 
can severely handicap the quality of their products and their ability to cope 
with new market demands. TNCs can bring modem technologies, some not 
available without FDI, and they can niise the efficiency with which existing 

.. technologies are used. They rimy, in some cases, set up local Research and 
Developments (R&D) facilities. 

+ · Market access : TNCs can provide access to export markets, both for existing 
activities (that switch from .domestic to int~~ational mar~ets) and for new 
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activitie~ that exploit the host economy's comparative advantages. The growth 
of exports itself offers benefits in terms of technological learning, realization 
of scale economies, competitive stimulus and market intelligence. 

+ Employment, skills and management techniques : TNCs possess advanced . 
skills and can· transfer these by bringing in experts and by setting up state-of
the-art training facilities. New management techniques can offer great 
competitive benefits. Where affiliates are integrated into TNC networks, they 
can develop capabilities to service the regional or >global system in specific 
tasks across the entire spectrum of corporate functions. 

+ Environment: TNCs often possess clean technologies and modem environment 
management systems, and can use them in all countries in which they operate. 
Some TNCs ·are in the forefront of adopting high environment standards at 
home and abroad. 

While TNCs offer the potential for accessing these assets in a package, this does not 
mean that simply opening up to FDI is the best way 'of obtaining or benefiting from 
them. As noted, there are market failures in the investment process and divergences. 
between TNC and ·national interests. This means that governments may have to 
intervene in the FDI process to attract or promote (specific types of) FDI, or to 
regulate and guide it1I. 

Factors affecting FDI. Policies of Host Countries 
' 

Factors affecting FDI policy of host country include (i) Information and coordination 
. failures .in the international investment process, (ii) Infant industry· considerations · 

inthedevelopment oflocal enterprises, which can be jeopardize~ wheninward FDI . 
crowds out these enterprises,. (iii) The static nature of advantages transferred by 
TNCs where domestic capabilities are low and do not improve over time, or where 
TNCs fail to invest sufficiently. in raising the relevant capabilities and (iv} Weak 
bargaining and regulatory capabilities on the part of host country governments, 
which can result in an unequal distributim1 of benefits or abuse of market power by 
TNCs. 

· The complexity of the FDI. package m'eans that there can be trade-offs between· 
. different benefits and objectives. For instance, countries may have to choose 
between investments that offer short as opposed to long-term benefits; the former 
may lead to static gains but not necessarily to dynamic ones. A large inflow of FDI 
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can add to foreign exchange and investment resources in a host economy, but it may 

deter the development of local firms or create exchange rate problems. The desire 

to generate employment may lead governments· to favour labour intensive, low 

technology investments, while that to promote technology development may favour 

more sophisticated invest'8ts. Similarly, the desire to upgrade technology may call 

for a heavy reliance on technology transfer by TNCs, while the desire to promote 

local innovation and deepening may require more emphasi~ _ o~ arm's length 

transfers to indigenous firms. There can be many such trade-offs, and there is no 

universal answer to how they should be made. There is however, no ideal policy on 

FDI, which applies to all countries at all times 12. 

Meaning and Scope of Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) and 
Distinction between FDI and FPI 

Foreign investors' interest in a country may result in financial flows either in the

form of direct investment or portfolio investment. Foreign portfolio investment 

takes the form of acquisition of tradable securities either in the primary or · 

secondary market13• Foreign direct investment is preferred primarily for the reason 

that it goes ·directly to increase the capital formation of the recipient country. FDI 

implies a more lasting interest and a controlling voice in the management. Cases of 

frequent disinvestments are not? therefore, they can be more volatile than direct 

investment. Their impact on capital formation is one step removed. Increased 

activities in the capital market may act as a spur to further domestic real investment. 

Sharp increase in portfolio flows also pose certain problems for macro-economic 

management. However, there is certain complementarity between the two forms of 

investments. Very' often portfolio investment creates a climate of confidence 

required by the foreign investors and thus paves the way for direct investment. 

Traditionally, the territorial expansiop. of a firm's produ~tio~ _outside its national 

. boundaries has been achieved by the act of a foreign direct investment. FDI is

different from foreign portfolio (or indirect) investment in two important respects. 
First, the former involves the transfer of a package of assets or intermediate 

products, which includes money capital, management and organizational expertise, 
technology, entrepreneurship and access to markets across national boundaries; the 

latter involves only the transfer of money capital. 

Second, unlike arm's length trade in assets and intermediate.products, FDI does not 
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involve any ·change in ownership; in other words, the control of decision taking over 

the use of the transferred resources remains in the hands of the investing entity. To 

put in another way, while the market organizes the indirect exchange of assets and 

intermediate products, the direct exchange is administered by, and within, investing 

hierarchies. -

Portfolio investment, as distinct from foreign direct investment (FDI), comprises 

financial instruments that can be acquired by foreign investors either in the 

international securities exchanges, the US private placement market, or through 

directpurchase in the developingco~ntry's stock market. These instruments can be ... _ . 
. Classified in two groups: equity and debt instruments. 

In principle, FPI is distinguished from FDI by the degree of management control 

that foreign investors exercise in a venture. Portfolio equity investors usually 

provide only financial capital by purchasing shares of a company without any 

. involvement in the company's management and has a shorter investment horizon 

than FDI, say one year or two years. An investment is normally counted as FDI if 

the equity stake is more than 10 percent, but this limit is somewhat arbitrary. Flows 

of FPI are intimately linked to· the development of stock market in recipient · 

countries. The overriding motivation of FPI is earnings through capital gains and 

dividend. FPI investors are commonly. knows as Foreign Institutional Investors i.e; 

Fils and FDI investors as Multinational Corporations or MNCs. It is easier for Fils 

to liquidate their investment as compared to MNCs to sell their foreign affiliates 

and this gives rise to the risk and problems associated with FPI investment due to 

high volatility involved with it. 

The Role and Necessity of Foreign Investment 

Economic growth being the objective, the investment function can be activated 

through one of the following sources - either printing money at Govt. level or 

borrowing _money from internal or external sources or through domestic/foreign 

savings or by increasing the productivity either alone or with the combination of 
increase in the investment level. Productivity is a function to increase the growth · 

rate with the same level of investment resources but it depends upon two factors 

namely Labour Productivity and Capital Productivity. Knowledge and technology 

keep on influencing the productivity factors. However, we consider total productivity 

factor (TPF) for the overall efficiency level of all the available resources. Therefore, 
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combinations of factors i.e. the existing savings, the available resources and 

technology, the demand and supply factor in the domestic and external economy 

etc. influence the investment and growth. The existing level of inflation will 
---c --influence the decision of Reserve Bank of India's efforts to increase money supply. 

The existing debt service ratto and the. interest rates will influence the decision to 

borrow further money either in domestic or external market. Similarly, the existing 

level of external debt will infhience the decisions of debt or equity investments 

. from the external resources. 

In the.early stages of planning, and till the late eighties, we depended on external 

borrowings but once the debt service ratio started deteriorating towards the end of 

1990, we made ,a shift from debt to equity. The debt financing is possible through 

institutional borrowings under bilateral arrangements with various developed 

countries and through IMF, World Bank etc., on long-term basis and through 

Commercial banks on short-term basis. The equity financing on the other hand 

purely depend on the private sector financing through the route of either foreign 

direct Investments or portfolio investments in the stock/capital market. Thus the 

question of allowing investment in the domestic economy takes place. · 

The financing of gap between the domestic savings and domestic investment by 

debt option till late eighties did riot require any kind of refoirn measure& but the 

decision to allow foreign investments necessitated a plethora of changes in the 

. Govt.'s policies. Whether we call it an option or compulsion, the situation of our 

foreign exchange reserve. had come to a serious and precarious level in the year 

199014 when we could hardly afford to import for another one month. We had the · 

limited option to continue with external debts for some more time but that could -

lead. to a situation of debt crisis, which was faced by Latin America countries 
including Mexico, Brazil and Argentina in 1982. The IMF team, therefore, suggested 

. . -
a series of economic reforms measures and Govt. of India signed an agreement with 

IMF to accept Structural Adjustment Loans (SAL) on the basis of a policy 
framework paper to immediately introduce Structural Adjustment Programmes 

· (SAP) .. The SAP, inter alias, included drastic changes in the foreign investment · · · 

policies and the doors were ~pened to invit~ both the FDI and FPI under the New 

. Economic Policy (NEP) announced .by The Congress Govt. of Shri P.V.Narshimha 

Rao in July 1991. 
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Therefore, the question of foreign investment is directly linked with the economic 
reforms. The objective of this study is to analyse the need, the purpose, the risk and 
the desired extent and proportions of domestic and foreign investment in the 
domestic economy. The study will seek to examine as to whether the ultimate 

· objectives of sustainable economic growth can be achieved in solving the acute· 
problem of poverty and unemployment of our country by making a comparative 
study with China, Mexico and South-East Asian countries Foreign investment per 
se provides external resources, which help to finance the balance of payments 
deficit with9J:!! adding to the country's 'external d~bt. In this respect, the ability to 
attract foreign inves.tment promote the objective of self reliance by helping to avoid 
a build up of ext~rnal debt whi~h adds·to our vulnerability. Apart from providing 
support for the balance of payments, foreign investment also provides critical . 
access to technology and other types of know how, and also· provide- potential 
linkages to world markets. In a world when~ transnational corporations increasingly 
dominate trade, it is import~nt to encourage foreign investment as part of the 
process of modernizing our industry and ·developing linkages with the rest of ·the 
world. Many Indian companies are eagerly seeking foreign· investment in joint 
ventures as part. of their plan for technological up gradation and modernisation and 
these efforts should be encouraged. As the s~cond largest developing economy in 

· Asia, India can be a major destination for foreign investment. Foreign investment 
policy was re-oriented in the Eighth Plan period to encourage a larger flow of . 
foreign investment into the economy, especially into the infrastructure sectors 
where a rapid expansion in capacity is urgently needed. Foreign direct investment 
increased from·$ 0.1 billion in 1990-91 to$ 3.5 billion in 1997-9815. 

An aspect of external economic policy, which needs careful COn$ideration, is the 
pace of liberalisation of the capital account. Globalisation has meant an explosion 
of financial integration in world markets, with large volumes ·of capital moving 
freely across national boundaries. Free acce~·s to ·capital from world market has its 
advantages, but it also poses dangers. to developing countries. because of the 
potential volatility of these flows. This is _~gnply demonstrated by the experience of 
East Asian countries, which suffered a massive outflow of capital based on a sudden 
change in international perception abo~t underlyingfundamentals in these countries. 
The outflow precipitated a currency crisis with a severely disruptive effect on these 

· economies. It is important to recognise that East Asia's problems arose not because· 
" · .· of open trade polici§s or openness to foreign direct investment, but because an open 
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. capital account allowed banks and corporations to borrow freely in world markets. 
leading to a large accumulation of short term debt. Weaknesses in the banking 
sector led to poor inter-mediation of these flows to support unproductive investments, 
including investment in" real estate. When these weaknesses became apparent, the 
short-term nature of the liabilities led to·a reversal of capital flow, which was not 
easily arrested. A lesson commonly drawn from the experience is that developing 
countries with we·ak banking system may be well advised to maintain restriction on 
short term capital flows to limit the potential danger of sudden and large outflows. 
The approach to capital account liberalisation followed in India _has been cautious, 
and government policy has been particularly concerned to avoid a build up of short
term external liabilities. This caution is vindicated by the East Asian experiences . 

. \ ' . 

External policies should continue the. process of cautious liberalisation in the 
financial sector with particular caution onthe build up of short- term debt. 

.It is necessary to deal with the question as. to why foreign investment is necessary 
. for economic growth. Supposing that a backward and underdeveloped country is. 

interested in. rapid economic development, it would generally need import of 
machinery, technical know-how, spare parts and even raw materials. One method · 
of paying for the impo~~ is to step up exvorts. This is possible,. if the Government 
is prepared to curtail consumption drastically and export more, simultaneously 

. curta~ling import of consumption goods. Russia, China and others had adopted this 
method. As this involves a lot of sacrifice, it can be adopted only by a Government, ' . which is committed to such a policy. The second alternative of getting foreign · 
technology and. equipment is to depend upon foreign assistance i~ some form or the 
other. 

Most countries ofthe world, which embarked on the road to economic development, 
had to depend on foreign capital to some extent The degree of dependence, 
however, varied with the extent to which domestic resources· could be mobilised, 
the state of the domestic econo.my in respect of technical progress, the attitude of 

. , .. 
. the respective Go-yemments, etc. However, the fact cannot be denied that foreign. 

capital contributed in many important ways to the process of economic growth and 
industrialisation. .. 

The need for foreigl) capital for a developing country like India can arise on account 
of the following reasons : .. 
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(i) Domestic capital is inadequate for purposes of economic growth and it is 

. necessary to invite foreign capital, 

(ii) For want of experience, domestic capital and entrepreneurship may not flow 

into certain lines of production. For~ign capital can show the way for domestic 

capital, 

(iii) There may be potential savings in a developing economy like India but this 

may come fol"Ward only at a higher level g(economic activity. It is, theref.ore, 

necessary that foreign capital should help in speeding up economic activity in 
· · ... ,_- the first instance, 

(iv) It may be difficult to mobilize domestic savings for the financing of projects 

that are badly needed for economic development: In the early stages of 
. ' 

development, the capital market is itself under developed. During the period in 

·which the capital market is in the process of development, foreign capital .is · 

essential as a temporary measure and 

(v) Foreign capital brings with it other scarce productive factors, such as technical 

know-how, business experience and knowledge, which are equally essential for 

economic development. 

Bridging Four Gaps 
An important issue regarding· direct foreign investment is whether it displaces 

domestic investment or adds to that. It depends on the purpose and application. for 

which it is used. It is now a more accepted view that TNCs are accepted by 

developing countries since they help the latter to fill four gaps: saving-investment 

gap, foreign exchange gap, fiscal gap and skills, knowledge technology and 

management gap. These are basically the four major objectives of foreign direct_ 

investments namely : (i) The resource gap .between domestic investment and 

domestic savings, (ii) The foreign exchange or trade gap between foreign exchange 

requirements and foreign exchange earnings, (iii) The budgetary gap between 
targe(reyenue and locally raised taxes and (iv) The management and skill gap by 

providing foreign management and the training of local managers or workers. 

In other words foreign investment helps to : (i) supplement dot.nestic savings; 

(ii) access to latest technology and management techniques, contributing to the 
' . 

training and development of people; (iii) the possibility of improving asset utilisation 

through better knowledge and skills; (iv) stimulate domestic competition, resulting 
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in market growth through quality and cost improvement; ( v) access to international 
markets; (vi) contrib~te to the inflow of foreign currency to redress the trade 
deficit; and (vii) ensures productivity and profitability·that follows. 

Major Concepts and Theoretical Framework 
Economists have developed several models of conceptual ideas on foreign 
investment. Accordi~g to the classical theory as elaborated by Macdougal G.D.A . 

. 1960), Kemp. M. (1961), Ruffin J.R.(1984), the gains of foreign investmel).t. 
approximately equal to the amount of foreign investment times the reduction in the 
teal rate of interest. Foreign investment-enhances per capita income of either the 
capital exporting or capital importing country in proportion to the country's · 
improvement in the terms of lending or borrowing the capital account. For a capital 
exporting country, the improvement mean.s a· lower rate of return. All these models 
assume that foreign investor does not exploit the domestic labour market to ensure 
long run growth: 

In the neo-classical model developed by Robert Solow (1956) the capital mobility 
shoot up the assets of either capital exporting or capital importing countries and 
increases lop.g run per capita income. In his over lapping generation progress, it was 
found that FDI generates gains even though there is monopolistic exploitation. The 
model overviewed that foreign investment makes the future generation of the 
capital importing country better off and the future generations of the capital 

. ·exporting country worse off. 

Since the foreign investment lowers interest rate in the capital importing region, the . 
. . 

model explained that the present gener().tion is made worse off. The present 
\._ ' . . 

generation· would be better off if the interest rate rises in the capital exporting 
region. In the capital-importing region, future generations will be better off because 
the capital stock is higher causing higher wages. In the capital exporting· country, 
the future generatipns will be worse off because wages will be lower. Schumpeter, 
J. (1942), Schmooker, J. (1966) developed the ideas th_at FDI bnngs new knowledge· 
and entrepreneurship, empower research and development in tecQ.nological progress . ' 

. which induce to increase profit. Paul. M. Romer (1990) shmyed that longer the 
stock of people capable of carrying out R&D, the larger the rate of growth. Since 
the human capital is growing, the endogenous growth model (i.e. technological 
progress is faster, the larger the level of .accumulated human knowledge: because 
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cost of innovation falls as the level of human knowledge increases) implies 
accelerating growth rates. 

·-
In this case the issue is also whether FDI leads to spillover effects of the kind 

· envisaged by the theory of endogenous growth. There are several findings in this· 
regard. Chen E.K.Y.·(1983) found that industries that have been recipients ofFDI 
have higher rates of technological progress .(e.g. Hong Kong). 

. ( 

Aitaken. S. and Harrison A (1992) ~ound that proximity to FDI had weak effects on 
domestic firms that were foreign owned .at one time. This conclusion does not 
suggest any norm of productive industries or unproductive industries. 

Further modification was analysed by David Gould and Roy J. Ruffin (1992). They · 
explained thatthe rate of growth (endogenous growth in an open economy) depends 
jointly on the level of human capital and nature of trade regime. (D. Bhowmik & 
R. K. Sen) (1995). . :>~ 

Any economic analysis presupposes a model, however informal. The treatment of 
. . 

a controversial issue such as foreign direct_investment (FDI) virtually demands an 
.· explicit statement. · 

The approach has had a number of key innovators; the nall!es Dunning, Casson, 
Buckley, and Caves are at the forefront. Without denying the insights of the 
Heckscher-Ohlin model of comparative advantage and international production and 
trade, OLI niodel asks -why FDI exists and answers it focusing on a number of 
factors such as transport costs, scale economies, and differing technological levels. 
Perhaps .the key breakthrough in the development of this approach was the 1960 
Ph.D. thesis of Stephen Hymer (1976), who first explained FDI combining the 
classic idea of Coase with Bain's concept of barriers to entry. 

Dunning (1980, 1988a), describes it as an "eclectic paradigm" of multinational 
investment. This model affirms that there will be foreign investment ~hen there are 
ownership or locational advantages for a firm to produce over~eas; which can best 
be captured by internalization of production through FDI. These considerations of 

. ownership, location, and internalization, are the essence of the OLI model. (Dunning,· 
1993a). 
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> . The ownership-specific ~dvantages (e.g. proprietary technology) of a firm-if 
exploited optimally-can compensate for the additional costs of establishing 
production facilities in a foreign environment and can overcome the firm's 
disadvantages vis-a-vis local firms . 

. > The ownership-specific advantages of the·firm should be combined with the 
locational advantages of host countries (e.g. large markets or lower costs of 
resources· or superior infrastructure). 

> Finally, the firm finds greater benefits in-exploiting both ownership specific 
and locational advantages by internalization, i.e. through· FDI rather than . 
arm's length transactions. This may be. the case for several reasons. For one, 
markets for assets or production inputs (technology, knowledge or management) 
may be imperfect, if they exist at all, and may involve significant transaction 
costs or time lags. For another, it may be in a fmn's interest to retain exclusive 
rights to assets (e.g. knowledge), which confer upon it a significant competitive 
advantage (e.g. monopoly rents). 

While the first and third conditions are fmn-specific determinants of FDI, the· · 
second is location-specific and has a crucial influence on a host country's inflows 
ofFDI. If only the first condition is met, fmns will rely on exports; licensing or the 
sale of patents to service a foreign market. If the third condition is added to the first, 
FDI ~ecomes the· preferred mode of servicing foreign markets, but only in the 
presence of location-specific advantages. Within the trinity of conditions for FDI 

. . . 
to occur, locational determinants are the only ones that host. ·governments can 
influence directly. Governments can influence the other two conditions but only 
indirectly-for example, through the promotion of cross-border partnerships in 
R&D, thereby reducing the imperfect nature of technology markets and thus 

· affecting transaction costs, degree of competition and other elements of ownership 
and internalization choices. A host of factors are assumed to be important for 
jnducing FDI in a host country. As summarizes! by Dunning (1973)16, factors 

. usually included in survey studies fall into the follow~ng categories namely : 

i) Market factors .which. not· only include market size and growth potential, but 
also include the ability to maintain market share and the promotion of trade 

. ' 

between the subsidiary· and parent company, 

ii) · Trade barriers, 
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iii) Cost factors, which encompass various factors influencing cost of production 
(such as labo~r and the achievement of economies of scale), and the investment 
climate, which consists mainly of political stability, general attitude towards 
FDI, incentives and disincentives of host countries and 

iv) As Dunning reports, these survey studies 'stress the host government's attitude 
to inward foreign investment, political stability, and the prospects of market 
growth as the most important considerations prompting foreign activities' 
(Dunning 1973)17. 

In summary, Dunning predicted that if a corporation 'has a firm-specific advantage, 
is able to internalize this advantage, arid can benefit' from specific host country 

. attributes, then FDI will occur (Stephen Meyer and Tao Qu). 

Kojima K. (1973) studied the circumstances under which FDI would be trade 
creat~ng or trade reducing. He argued that the former would occur when a firm that 
possesses superior technology but lacks resources invests abroad in countries with 
opposite endowments. Similaily, anti-trade, or domestically biased investment, will 
arise when a host co~ntry raises tariffs,' attracting overseas investors. 

Foreign investment has long played a key role in the theoretical ~o~structs of those · 
critical of the twentieth-century capitalist system. In the early years of the century, 
Hobson and Lenin asserted that a major economic force behind imperialism was the 
search for new markets overseas. Its cause was the condition of oversupply and a 
falling rate of profit at home due to the ever-larger production capacity outpacing 
a continually diminishing domestic purchasing power, itself squeezed by a steady 
worsening ofthe distribution of income. The Hobson-Lenin analysis was influential 

. for its emphasis on economic as opposed to military or political explanations of 
imperialism. 

Foreign direct investment depends on both economic and political factors. Rana 
P. B. (1988) explained four models related to those factors, namely : 

i) The economic model hypothesized that FDI per capita was influenced 
favourabely by real GNP per capita and growth rate and negatively by the 
current account balance and inflation rate. 

ii) The political model specified that FDI is function of number of strike, a proxy 
for political instability etc. , 
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iii) The political economic model analysed all variables and 

iv) This is an amalgamated model where FDI is a function of general investment 

climate proxied by the institutional investor credit rating index. 

Lim Chung Yah (1988) found several advantages of FDI over commercial loans. 

FDI is packaged incorporating not only financial capital and foreign exchange but 

also production management and marketing capabilities. It reduces the risk of 

export-oriented industrialisation for infant industrial economies. The entrepreneurial 

· ris-king function is bome_by the foreigner. Profitibility and outward remittance of 

profit and dividends move in close tandem with performance of the economy and 

B.O.P.The other benefits of FDI as advocated by Lall Sanjay (1993) are : 

i) FDI provides continuous· access to change in new technology. 

ii) It can import new managerial and marketing skill, stimulate domestic 

competition. 

iii) It helps local supplies, improves quality and competitiveness. 

iv) Developing countries can participate in sophisticated technologies with the 

alliance of MNC. 

v) FDI benefit can be maximised only in relatively free and market oriented 

environment. 

vi) FDI carries the largest risk. 

vii) It provides large economies of scale implying Rand D and 

· viii) Joint venture with foreign investors can stimulate technology. 

According to Lin Chung Yah (1988), the FDI have possessed some fundamental 

disadvantages which are : 

i) FDI brings· foreign ownership and control over economy which may lead to 

surrender of national sovereignty. 

ii) FDI dominance may crowd out domestic private enterprise. 

iii) FDI are not attracted to stagnate or depressed economies .since it need only 

good rate of return. and 

iv) FDI has risk exposure from commercial loan. 

Th~re is no guarantee that foreign direct investment must benefit host countries, 

government policies play a crucial role in ensuring that foreign investment constitute 
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positively to economic development and benefits are maximised (Chen. K. Y.1993 ). 

Chen. emphasized that Government Policies towards FDI should follow through 
some definite economic backgrounds such as: export - oriented industrialisation, 
excellent infrastructure, stable macro .economic environment, outward looking 

. . . 
strategy (rapid transformation from primary to secondaryindustry), privatisation of 
industries and services, rapid growth of domestic economies, exemption of taxes 
and movement towards free trade. :~':: · - , .. ··· 
Chen suggested that the government should follow structural adjustment policies in 
successive stages of reform. To attract more FDI, Govt. can set up more EPZ, SEZ 
to create general investment environment along with financial stability, which need 
stable mo"netary and exchange rate policy. 

. 

To keep up pro FDI policies, a Government should have certain requirements which · 
may lead to higher growth (Chen, 1993) su_ch as : political,-social and economic 
stability, a buoyant growing domestic market, the Government applying laws free 
for FDI, a quickmovemerit towards policies ofliberalisation, a gradual improvement 
of human resources and infrastructure, observing for a movement of favourable 

\ 

factor endowment and motivating common effective preferential tariff with blocs/ 
non-blocs. 

Findlay (1978) postulates· that foreign direct. investment increases the rate of 
technical progress .in the host country through a "contagion" effect, from the more 
advanced technology, management practics etc used by the foreign firms. Wang 
(1990) incorporates this idea into a model more in line with the neoclassical growth 
framework, by assuming that ~he increase in knowledge applied to production is 
determined as a function of foreign direct investment (FDI). 

Empirical research results by a team of Natural Bureau of Economic Research 
(NBER 1995), suggests that FDI is an important vehicle for the transfer of 
technology, contributing relatively more to growth than domestic investment. 
However the higher produ~tivity of FDI holds only when the host country has a 

-minimum threshold stock of human capital. In addition, FDI has the effect of 
increasing total investment in the economy more than one for one, which suggests 
the predominance of complementary effects ·with domestic firms. 

The NBER research (ibid.) further investigate the effect of FDI and domestic 
investment, namely whether there is evidence that the inflow of foreign capital · 
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"Crowds out" domestic investment. The study shows in contrast a "crowding in" 
· effect, that is, a one-dollar increase in the net inflow of FDI is associated with an 

increase in total investment in the host economy of more than one dollar. The values · 
of the point estimates place the total increase in investment at between 1.5 and 2.3 
times the increase in the flow of FDI. Thus, in addition to its effect on technological 
progress, it appears that FDI contributes to economic growth by increasing total 
capital accumulation in the host economy. This study shall also examine the above 
empirical study in the context of Indian situation . 

. -~,, ··'- ~J .. ·. 

The phenomenon of economic growth is complex, and the lines of causation 
frequently go both from supposed causes. to growth and from growth to the 
supposed causes. Furthermore, the various factors that are thought to explain 
growth are themselves interrelated. These problems face all studies attempting to 
throw light on whether, -in what way, and to what extent a particular factor or group 
of factors affect growth. They similarly apply to study of the impact of FDI on 
growth. Capital formation may be"affected by FDI inflows, because they are a 

· source of financing. Inward FDI may increase host country productivity and 
exports, and productivity growth may affect exports. Host country institutional. 
characteristics, such as the legal system,· enforcement of property rights, and the · 
extent of corruption, that have been suggested as explanations for differences in 
growth rates, are likely to influence. also the extent of inward FDI and capital . 

. formation. 

The search for explanations of growth has been pursued in several different ways. 
Many of the earlier studies, such as those of Kuznets, traced the long-term growth · 

I of countries, . mostly those that were, at t~at time, developed. Few developing 
countries at thaf time had data extending over long periods for even a few of the 
standard aggregate measures commonly used, in. research. After World War IT there 
came a worldwide expansicm and intemation·al standardization of national accounting. . 
systems, eventually covering almost every country. The United Nations International • 
Comparison Programme (ICP) began in the 1970s to provide real income and price 

· comparisoqs. across-countries, including developing countries. These w~re the raw 
material for a series of paper~ by Summers and Heston and the accompanying Penn 
World Tables that underlay a large. outpouring of studies of economic growth, 
espe~ially growth~ !;developing countries. 
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The few long-period cross-section growth studies that included FDI as a variable 

tended to find some positive relationship. For example, one study reported a 

significant relationship between inflows of FDI as a percentage of GDP and the 

growth of per capita GDP across all developed countries for the period 1960-1985 

(Blomstrom, Lipsey, and Zejan, 1994). It suggested that although the gap in 

technology and productivity between foreign-owned firms and locally owned ones 

is larger in poorer countries than in richer ones, that does not necessarily mean that 

the poorer countries gain the most from inward FDI. It argued, "the least developed 

countries may learn little from the multinationals, because local firms are too far 

behind in their technological levels to be either imitators or suppliers to the 

multinationals". And it found, in confirmation of this supposition, that inflows of 

FDI were significant as determinants of growth for the upper half of the distribution 

. of developing countries, by per capita income, but not in the lower half. 

A similar conclusion was reached in a study for 69 developing countries of growth · 

in per capita GDP from 1970 to 1989 (Borensztein, Eduardo, Jose De Gregorio and 

Jong-WhaLee, 1995). The FDI variable in that study was the inflow ofFDI to these 

countries from the presumably more advanced ones that made up the OECD. FDI 

itself was a marginally significant positive influence on growth, but FDI interacting 

with a measure of average educational attainment was a stronger and more 

consistent influence. The higher the level of education of the labour force, the 

greater the gain in growth from a given inflow of FDI. An interaction between 

FDI and education was also found in a paper on FDI in China that concluded that 

"Education becomes even more effective when it is associated with foreign 

knowledge ... the interaction between school enrolment rates and foreign investment 

is significantly positive, suggesting mutual reinforcement between domestic 

human capital and foreign knowledge that accompanies the investment." However, 

''the coefficient on foreign investment becomes negative when the interaction· 

term is introduced, implying that much of the power of foreign knowledge may 

come through the local base of human capital" (Mody, Ashota and Fund-Yi Wang, 

1997). 

Very few long-period cross-section studies have included a measure of FDI as a 

potential source of growth (Blomstrom, Lipsey, and Zejan, 1994; and Borensztein, 

De Gregorio, and Lee, 1995). Reflecting this, a comprehensive review of variables 

used in such studies did not include FDI (Levine, Ross and David Renelt, 1992). 
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However, some of the variables identified in these studies as factors of growth are 
typically under the influence of FDI. For example, relatively "robust" relations 
were found between investment ratios (investment/GDP) and growth and between 
investment ratios and trade ratios. But, both investment ratios and trade ratios could 
be affected by FDI flows, and thus, indirectly form a channel for an effect of FDI 
on growth. Another example refers to the effects on growth of knowledge spillovers 
(Eaton and Kortum, 1994 and 199._i.llnd Coe and Helpman, 1995). FDI is also a 
plausible vehicle for these knowledge spillovers, by itself (through R&D, for 

' ~ 

example) and through its relation to the intensity of trade. 

Time series studies focused initially on the impact of FDI on domestic investors. 
In an early example, relating to Canada, some regr~ssion coefficients, taken at face 
value, implied that "$1.00 of direct invest~ent 'led to' $3.00 of capital formation" 
(Lubitz 1966, pp.97 -98). A later study of FDI into Canada, with somewhat different 
methods, a slightly longer time span, and annual rather than quarterly data, found 
a positive direct effect on capital formation greater than the amount of the FDI (Van 
Loo, 1977). That is, there was some complementary effect on fi_xed investment by . 
domestic firms. HC?wever, when indirect effects through impacts on other variables, 
such as exports (negative), imports (positive);and consumption (negative), operating 
through the accelerator, were added, the addition to total capital formation was 
much smaller, a little over half the inflow. The offsetting negative effects on 
domestic investment are quite model-specific, and involve accepting plausible, but 
statistically insignificant, coefficients. 

Long-period analyses of growth face endogeneity problems, particularly uncertainty 
about the direction of causation between growth and investment ratios. In an . 
att~mpt to avoid some of these problems, in one analysis, the period since 1970 was 
broken into five-year sub-periods that high growth led to high subsequent investment 
ratios than for the opposite relationship. In equations including (among others) 
contemporary or previous period fixed investment as a right-hand side variable, 
FDI appeared as a positive and significant influence on a country's rate of growth. 
However, the level and significance of the FDI coefficient fell "Yhen the following 
period's investment was included, suggesting that FDI in one period may have 
affected host country capital formation in the following period. When the equations 
were formulated so as to eliminate .the cross-section influences by. dividing each 
variable by its long-period average, the influence of the FDI variable disappeared. 
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In other words, the influence of FDI was evident only in the cross-section; higher 
FDI in a period did not have any visible influence on growth in that period in a 
given country, although across countries, those with higher ratios of FDI to GDP 
were also those that grew faster.. · 

The internalization theory, that is currently used to explain the international" 
operations of the firm, suggests that transfef of intangible assets (e.g., technology) 
will be made through FDI (or internal mode) only if costs of markettransaction are 
high (Buckley and Casson 1976; Dunning 1979, 1993). If the transaction costs are 
not Jllgh, the technology transfer could take place through arm's length licensing 
which in Indian parlance is·referred to as purely technical collaborations. 

Among the factors that determine the distribution of these flows across developing 
countries various empirical studies (e.g., Root '!nd Ahmed q979); Scheneider F. · 

·and Frey B.S. (1985) have pinpointed per capita income, growth rate, extent of 
. ' 

urbanization, availability of infrastructure, political uncertainty and BOP problems~ 
In light of these findings, low income agrarian economies with BOP problems are 
likely to attract lower magnitude of FDI than middle income newly industrializing 
economies (NIEs) with high levels of urbanization. Policy incentives and 
liberalization have been foundto be of limited significance in affecting a country's 

· attractiveness for FDI. During the late 1970s and ·1980s a large number of 
developing countries undertook policy reforms to attract a greater magnitude of 

· FDI. Contractor F. J. (1990) in an empirical study of 46 countries did not find 
liberalization to be an important factor in influencing the pattern of FDI flows. 

· The foreign investor's response was found to be strongly influenced by the size and 
growth of the host economy rather than by changes in the government's FDI 
policies. Another exercise by Wheeler and Mody (1992) covering 42 countries for . 
the period 1982 to 1988 ~mphasized the-importance ofthe quality of infrastructure, 
level of industrialization and market size in attracting US FDI. The open market 
policies or incentive.s, such as tax breaks· were found to be of limited value in 
determining the investment decisions of US MNEs. 

FDI creates technological externalities - knowledge spillovers or demonstration 
effects - for the local economy. Econometricians searching for such effects have 

. found evidence that the presence of .FDI has a positive effect on domestic firm's. 
total factor productivity and on their propensity to export18. 
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Case study findings in Hobday, M.G. (1995) reflect a large number of situations in 

· which initial investments by developed country multinationals in developing East 

Asia created backward linkage effects to local suppliers. Interesting examples 

include computer keyboards, personal computers saving machines, athletic shoes 

and bicycles in Taiwan. The initial foreign investments created demand for local 

suppliers and improved their quality, productivity and product diversity. Hundreds 

· of local firms entered to supply components or assembly services to multinational 

firms. This growth of component and other intermediate goods supply and 

productivity in tum created a subsequent forward -linkage effect to the final goods 

producers, drawing in more multinationals and domestically C!wned firms. In some 

cases (e.g. bicycles and computers) local firms eventually displaced the original 

multinational entrants into Bibliography. 

In a recent study made on FDI in Global Competition Report 1997, the World 

Economic Forum (WEF) has examined two alternative empirical models for FDI. 

The sample for the cross-country regression analysis included 5J countries, and the 

· sample period was 1990-96. In the first regression, the dependent variable was the· 

·average ratio of FDI to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and the independent 

variables included the host country's market size, as measured by its GDP, at the 

beginning of the period; a measure of the openness of the host country's economy 

to capture the influence of trade barriers, like tariffs and quotas, and the foreign 

investor's ability to repatriate profits and dividends; and the degree of protection of 

intellectual property rights (IPRS) in the host country: 

Econometric analysis, and the Survey's results, has important implications for any 

country's economic policies. It is instructive to note that foreign investors do not 

particularly care about the things that used to be considered important: corporate 

tax rates and structure, tax holidays, cheap credit, subsidies, and other types of 

investment incentives. In the past, governments eager to attract FDI have introduced 

.generous incentive schemes, sometimes adversely affecting the national government's 

fiscal revenues. 

The Survey's results cast doubts about the effectiveness of such investment

- promotion policies. The important message here is that governments · should 

concentrate on reforms that improve institutions and economic policies and, thus, 

r create an environment conducive to private investment .~nd economic growth. 

Public investment in education and infrastructure can raise the productivity of 
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private capital and the workforce. It will therefore, also- help attract FDI inflows 

(Hu Frederick 1997). 

In yet another recent study after the South East Asian crisis on foreign· portfolio 

investors (FIT's) trading behavior during the crisis period, by analyzing the data in 

·the Korea Stock Exchange, Kim Woocham and Wei Shang-Jin (1?99) has concluded 

with a number of findings. First the domestic institutional investors who were 

negative feedback traders before crisis period switched to become positive feedback 

traders during the cris~s period. In contrast the non-resident Institutional Investors 
or the FII's have been consistently engaged in positive feedback trading and the· 

tendency is reinforced during the crisis period. Second, individual investors . 

were significantly more than institutional investors and non-resident investors 

(institutional as well· as individual) herd significantly more than their resident_ 

counterparts. Third, major Western and Korean papers carry different numbers of 

good news relative to bad news about the Korean economy: For example, in the · 

months leading upto. November 1997, the Western papers reported relatively 

more bad news. This difference in norms is corrected with the difference in the net 

selling of the Korean stocks by the non-resident investors relative to their 

' resident counterparts. 

While establishing a correlation between the level of corruption !n the host country 

imd the reluctancy of foreign investment Smarzynska and Wei (2000) has tried to 

establish that a foreign investor's choice of the entry mode is affected by the 

investor's technological sophistication and the extent of corruption in the host 

country. Corruption makes locaL bureaucracy less transparent and hence increases 

the value of a local joint venture partner to a foreign investors. On the other hand, 

Joreign investors with sophisticated technology may worry about leakage ·of 

. technological know-how by joint venture partners and are thus less inclined to form; 

joint ventures. In addition the study . also finds that, other things being equal, 

American investors are somewhat more rehictant to form joint ventures in more · 
·corrupt countries possibly because of the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, of 
1977 Beate K. Smarzynska and Wie Shang-Jin (2000). -

'~Assaf Razin, E fraim Sadka and Chi-Wa Yuen (2000), has tried to draw the 

implications of two extreme cases regarding the information possessed by the firm 

at its financing stage for whether foreign.debt flows rna~ crowd_ out f9reign equity_, 
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flows or the other way round. The study demonstrates that there is a severe "home 
bias" problem concerning equity flows. However when the two mechanisms are 
blended, equity flows will crowd-out debt flows. 

MNCs have to make a choice between exporting, foreign direct investment and 
licensing as methods of servicing foreign markets.The modem theory of FDI 
suggests that the MNC develops in response to imperfections in the goods or factor 
markets. Then ,country specific ~dvantage of a nation- which leads to trade- is 
replaced by a firm specific advantage internal to an MNC- which leads to FDI. 

· When there is an a~vantage specific to a firm, such as knowledge or other special" 
inform(ltion, it can be transported between the home and host nation within the 
internal market of MNC. The MNC is a substitute for free trade, in the rigorous 
terms of economic theory. (Rugman 1981) 

· Seyoum (1996) has made a study on the corelation between tP.e intellectual property · 
rights (IPR) protection and the inflow of FDI. The study concludes that in case of 
a developed country FDI inflow increases if the protection to IPR is reduced. There 
is some support for this finding in the literature. Turkey abolished process/ product 
patent protection for pharmaceuticals in 1961 to reduce foreign-exchmige losses 
and high prices. However, the amount of FDI in the pharmaceutical sector rose 
dramatically. Strong IPR protection on the other hand appears to have a positive 
influence on FDI in countries in which the econoniic environment is less favourable 
for investment and in which there is limited industrial and technological infrastructure. 
This means that developing countries have to str~ngthen their intellectual property 

· regulatory regime if they are to attract greater levels of FDI. FDI in the developed 
eountries tends to be in research- intensive sectors which are less influenced by the . 
availability of resources or market size. 

The ·Purpose of th~ Study 

· The purpose of this stridy is to establish the link between the need and necessity of 
- . 

foreign capital and economic growth on the one hand and the· impact of foreign · 
2apital on the domestic industry, the exchange rate, the capital market by drawing 
a distinction between the role of foreign direct investment and the foreign pqrtfolio 
investment taking examples and experience of China, Mexico and South East Asia. 
The study shall also dea,L)¥.ith th<frole of economic reforms on the flow of foreign 
investment in these comiti{es:- The major thrust of this study would be to explain 
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the Indian case and examine whether Economic Reforms have ushered a new era 

in India to guide the economy to a sustainable growth path or has acted as a paradox 

in a changed regime. Another important question to be examined in the study would 

be as to whether capital controls or prudential measures can limit short term and 

potentially volatile capital.inflows before. a crisis erupts particularly in view of 

. Mexican crisis of 1994 and South-East Asian crisis of 1997. 

Plan of ·the Thesis 

The thesis follows in dght chapters. Chapter II presents a global view of the FDI 

stock and FPI stocks and their flows in the developing economy particularly Latin 

America and Asia vis-a-vis the linkage of globalisation with economic reforms in 

the developing economies and the inflow of foreign investments. Chapter III 

provides an insight of the background of Indian economy in the pre-reform period 

and'the policies followed for foreign investment since independence in 1947 till 

1990. Chapter IV deals with the actual flo~s. of FDI and FPI during the reforms 

period between 1991 to 1997 and its impact on the econoniic growth of the country, 

the linkage between the. reforms allil the inflow of foreign investments and an 

analysis about the distribution of FDlin various sectors of the economy and its 

regiqnal spread, the impact of FPI in the Indian capital market, its volatile ness and 

the risk involved in the Indian currency fluctuations. Chapter V deals with the 

· impact of FDI in the Chinese economy and how People's Republic of China has· 

been successful in attracting more FDI than India by making a comparative study 

between the economic policies and economic scenarios of· the two countries. 

Chapter VI deals with the Mexican experience particularly the currency crisis of 

1994 and the lessons India should learn from Mexico, particularly hot money 

movement, the impact of FPI on the capital market imd the currency fluctuations 

and how a strong economy plunges into a currency crisis when capital account 
convertibility is allowed to the domestic investors. Chapter VII deals. with t4e 

South-East Asian Countries expe.riences of 1997-98 economic crisis. How did the 

tiger economy melt down and its contagion. effect, the manner in which the crisis 
which orig~nally triggered in Thailand, passed soon to Malaysia, Korea and 
Indonesia and, therefore, what precautions India should take for preventing such 
type of crisis which disprovecf~n prudential thoughts and predictions of IMF and 

other leading International eco~omic research agencies. Chapter VIII presents a 

comparative analysis based upon statistics and data over the reform period in India 
· in order to· arrive at certain conclusions about the linkage between the foreign 
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investments and economic growth and other select countries namely China, Mexico 

and crises hit five countries of South-East Asia. Chapter IX presents some 

· concluding remarks about the thesis on the basis of the analysis drawn from the. 

theoretical framework of earlier studies and on the basis of statistical analysis and 

the experience of the economic reforms measures over the initial period of reforms 

in India. 

Summary and Conclusions 

It is evident from the preceding analysis, FDI inflows can supplement domestic 

fi~ancial resources for development and can add, directly or ind~rectly,to domestic 

investment in host developing countries. They.bring foreign exchange that adds to 

host countries' balance-of-payments receipts. TNCs can undertake investment 

projects thafmay be beymid the reach of domestic investors. But they can also h~e 
a number of negative effects, such as crowding out domestic investors and, through 

transfer pricing, shifting funds out of the host country. In distinction from national 

enterprises, TNCs may remit profits they earn on investment projects in a host 

country in the form of dividends (rather than reinvesting them), adding to the. 
• 0 

country's balance-of-payments expenses. While all developing countries try to 

attract FDI for the purpose of supplementing their domestic"financial resources, 

FDI inflows 0 still do not have. a major influence on total investment in most 

developing countries: in fact for all developing countries the ratio of FDI to gross 

domestic capital formation averaged only seven per cent over the 1991-1997 

period. 

To attract FDiand benefit from it, governments take a range o~ measures. One of. 
the first things governments wishing to attract FDI can do (and should do) is to . · 

establish an enabling policy framework for FDI. Of course, they need to recognize 

that the FDI policy framework is but one of the factors_ that attract FDI inflows. It . 
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to influence locational decision. 
Business facilitation measures- the efficiency and 'efficacy of the administrative. 
system that impinges on the entry and operations of TNCs, as well as investment 

. promotion (including incentives available to foreign investors) -can also influence. 
FDI inflows. Once a regulatory. framework is enabling, however, TNCs are 
attracted primarily by economic factors such as the size and growth of the domestic 

and regional markets and the availability and· cost of resou~ces, ranging from 
0 

nat~ral resources through unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled labour to physical 

infrastructure (UNCTAD 1998)19. ... 
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There is no "one-size-fits-all" best-practice FDI policy framework that is appropriate 
for all countries. The subsequent text discusses briefly a number of issues relating . 
to the main col1lponents of the FDI policy framework: policies and regulations of 
FDI; their implementation; promotional measures; and targeting. Each of these 
three components affects the attractiveness of host countries to foreign investors 
and hence the flows of FDI. 

Recognizing that FDI can contribute to economic development, all governments 
want to attract it. Indeed, the world market for such investment is highly competitive, 
and developing countries, in particular, seek such investment to accelerate their 
development efforts. With liberal policy frameworks becoming commonplace and 
losing some of their traditional power to attract FDI, governments are paying more 
-attention to measures that acii~ely facilitate it. Still, ·the economic determinants 

-- remain key. What is likely to be more critical in the future is the distinctive_ 
combination of locational advantages and, especially, created assets that a country 
or region can offer potential investors. · 

As the development process started, the emphasis was on the .accumulation of 
capital. Domestic capital formation was the primary concern not only "in India but 

· also in all developing economies. Many countries in the world have now gone well 
beyond the savings- investment limit of 15 per cent. India's saving rate has ranged · 
between 21 and 24 per cent in the recent period, while the inv~stment rate has varied 
between 22 and 26 per cent20. 

Finally, it should be remembered that there are many constraints on the development 
process. Lack of adequate capital. is one among them, albeit, an important one. 
However, even in relation to capital, with the rise in the level of inve,stment rate the 
emphasis has shifted to productivity of capital. Productivity is the relationship 
between the quantity of inputs employed and quantity of output pr()duced. An 

. increase in productivity means that more output can be produced with the same
inputs·. Single factor productivity measures examine the output for one unit of input 
such as labour or capital with other inputs changing. -
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CHAPTER-II 

ECONOMIC REFORMS AND FOREIGN 
INVESTMENT: A GLOBAL'VIEW. 

Evolution of Economic Reforms Stabilization and Structural 
Adjustment Programmes 

· Until the 1980s, countries encountering balance of payments difficulties could 

approach the IMF and adopt a stabilisation program; or they could themselves 
address their difficulties. The name "stabilization program" was consistent with an 
earlier held view that the underlying conditions giving rise to balance of payments 
difficulties were unsustainable macroeconomic policies. Therefore, it was argued 
that underlying changes in macroeconomic policies would stabilise the' situation, 

thus giving rise to the name. The IMF was the sole provider of support for these 

programs, as the WorldBankwas largely engaged in lending supp~rtfordevelopment .. 
projects. Formally, these programs were generally "standby arrangements". Fund 
support generally lasted only for three years; the implicit theory was that the 

underlying causes of macroesonomkinstability could be corrected within that length 
of time. 

By 1980, however, it came to be recognized that balance of-payments crisis were 

occurring not only because of macroec_onomic imbalances but also because of 
problems ~ith the "underlying structure of the economy'.'1• On one hand, the Fund 
increasingly provided loans for more than three years in the form of the Extended 
Fund Facility (EFF) and Structural Adjustment Facility2 (SAF). On the other hand, 
the World Bank began granting "structural adjustment loans" (SALs) in support of 
policy reform programs. In addition to SALs, which were intended to provide support 
for overall policy reform, the Bank also engaged in Sectoral Adjustment Loans 
(SECALs), supporting policy reforms in specific sectors. These loans, known as . 
SECALs, were normally intended to support reforms in such sectors as agriculture 
or trade. · 
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By the mid 1980s, the IMF and the World Bank were both engaged in supporting 
policy reform efforts, and the dividing line between "stabilization" of macroeconomic 
policy and structUral adjustment was sufficiently blurred that it was no longer a useful 
distinction. The World Bank continues to provide SALs and SECALs, and the Fund 
continues its activities with standbys, EFFs and SAFs. 

'Conditionality', which is an agreement between the IMF and a member country on 
a stabilization program, usually signifies in a letter of intent from the President or 
Prime_Minister of the country to the Fund. In many instances, Fund staffs have 
reached the conclusion that certain policies have to be changed if there is to be any 
hope returning to a viable balance of payments situation. In these circumstances, 
those policy changes are stipulated in the letter of intent, and the Fund typically 
declines to support programs until conditions judged at least minimally capable of 
bringing about the desired turnaround are agreed to. 

Most of the time, disagreement comes over three issues: (i) the necessary magnitude 
of reforms - the degree of exchange rate devaluation, import tariff reduction, 
restructuring of agricultural prices, deregulation of interest rates, cuts in public 
sector expenditures and revision in tax rates and so on; (ii) the range of reforms 
to . be undertaken initially; and (iii) the speed at which refornis should be 
introduced. 

When the national authorities are in any event intent upon reform and seek primarily 
financial support from the IMF, the World Bank, and donor agencies, some problems 
may arise at home. Problems, and criticisms, are greater: (i) when there is less 
domestic consensus as to the need for policy reform; (ii) where the primary motive 
of major decision makers appears to be their desperation for foreign ~xchan~e to · 
finance imports; and (iii) when the short-run results of the program result in 
considerable economic hardship. 

Most of the reforms ·were introduced after the debt -crisis of 1982 in Latin American 
Countries which were badly affected by the two consecutive oil crisis as will be 
evident from the following discussions. 
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Oil Crisis of 1970s, Debt Crisis of 1980s and Economic Reforms 

The two world oil crises of the 1970s, the first in 1973 and the second in 1979, · 
produced two conspicuous effects: the developed industrial countries went into a 
prolonged period of economic recession and most of the developing countries,. 
specially the· oil importing countries, were push~d off their develop men~ tracks. 
Growth rates of their economies declined sharply. In a large number of African 
countries, which had been experiencing high population growth, real per capita 

. . ' ~ .... "'!::·-.-. . 

incomes declined, indicatin~ a sort of reversal of d~velopment and a large number of 
those developing countries fell into bala11ce of payments crises. Mexico's default on 
her repayment obligation in 1982 triggered the developing world's debt-crisis. The 

· debt crisis of 1982 was pre~ipitated by a sudden reduction in capital inflows at a time. 
when highly indebted developing countries were facing a slowdown of the world 
economy, a large increase in international interest' rates, and a sharp loss 'in terms of 
trade. 

This was the period when the reforms began and by the end of 1980s, more than 60 
developing countries had submitted to the IMF-World Bank, market-oriented eco
nomic reforms, euphemistically called 'structural adjustment programmes'. The· 

· economic reforms led to liberalization, privatizatLqnand glopalisation of the economy' 
of the developing world. Policy reforms were introduced for liberal imports against . 
earlier policies of import substitution and foreign investment was allowed to lower 
the external ·debt burden and to supplement the gap between the savings and
investment in the domestic economy. We shall discuss in detail about the impact of 

· globalisation on.international trade and investment in subsequent paragraphs. 

Globalisation : Meaning and Its Impact on Trade and Investment 

Globalization refers to the growing ~conomic interdependence of countries wotld
wide through the increasing volume and variety of cross-border transactions in good~ 
and services and of international capital flows, and also througl) the more rapid and 
widespread diffusion of technology. The term "globalization" has no common, 
widely agreed upon meaning2a. We define it quite simply as follows: globalization is 
the widening and deepening ofinternatio~al economic interactions(Milberg, 1998). 

Economic integration among nations is not a new phenomenon. Indeed, the increas
ing integration of the world economy in recent decades can in many ways be seen as 
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a resumption of the intensive integration that began in the mid-1800s and ended with 
World War I when belliger~nts imposed a series of quantitative restrictions. 

A renewed_ movement toward liberalization under the Gold Exchange Standard 
(1925-31) ended ~ith the Great Depression. After World War II, the international 
community, along with the IMF, the World Bank, and other international organiza
tions, created the Gener_aJ.Agr~ement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The World Trade 

. Organization (WTO), which succeeded 'GATT in 1994, is currently engaged in. 
reducing non-tariff barriers and protection, including in areas not covered by the 
GATT2b. 

There are three dimensions of globalisation: international trade, international invest
ment and international finance. It needs to be said that openness is not simply 
confined to trade flows, investment flows and financial flows. It also extends to flows 
of services, technology, information, ideas and persons across ·national boundaries. 
Multinational corporations (MNCs) play a pivotal role in the cross-national flow of 
goods, capital, and technology (Gilpin, 1987, 1975; Vernon, 1977, 1971, 1966)3

• 

There can be no doubt, however, that trade, investment and finance·constitutethe 
cutting edge of globalisation as discussed briefly in subsequent paragraphs. 

International Trade 

· The second half of the twentieth century has witnessed a phenomenal expansion in. 
international trade flows. World exports increased from$ 61 billion in 1950 to$ 315 
billion in 1970 and$ 3447 billion in 1990. At the end of the century in the year 2000 
the World exports have touched a figure of$ 7 409 billion, which is more than double· 
of 1990 level. The rate of growth.ofWorld exports has declined from 9.2% in 1964-
73 to4:6% in 1973-80 and further down to 2.4% in 1980-85 but has increased to 6.7% 
in 1985-94 (See. Table-!). The free trade regime and removal of quantitative 
restrictions after the formation of World Trade Organisation with_effect from 01-01-
95 have contributed towards higher level of international trade of goods arid seryices. 
The share of woild expo~ts in world GDP rose from about 6 per cent in 1950 to 12 
percent in 1973 and 16 per cent in 1992. Export sales of foreign affiliates of MNCs 
accounted for $ 2338 billion in 1998 an increase of 14.9 percent over$ 2035 billion 
in 1991. It is estimated that'30% of the World trade is intra-firm4

• 
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Table-1 

Indicators of growth of international economic activity, 1964~ 1994 
(average annual% change) 

World export World FDI International World real 
Period volume flows bank loans· GOP 

.. 
1964~1973 . 9.2 - 34.0 4.6 

1973-1980 '4.6 14.8 26.7 3.6 

.1980-1985 2.4 4.9 12.0 2.6 

1985-1994 6.7 14.3 12.0 3.2 

· Source: Crotty, Epstein and Kelly ( 1998); UNCTAD ( I997a:Table24,p.71), "Global Instability;··· 
The Political economy of world economic governance," Pg.l17. 

International Investment 

The stock of direct foreign investment in the world economy increased from $ 68 _ 

billion in 1960to $502 billion in 1980 and$1761 billion in 1990.Attheendof1998, 
the stock of FDI, a broad measure of the capital component of international 

production, stood at $4 trillion. The flows of direCt foreign investment in the world 
economy increased from less than$ 5 billion in 1960to $52 billionin'1980 and$ 209 

billion in 1990. In 1998, global inflows reached $644 billion, an increase of 38.7 
percent over the previous year. The World FDI flow grew at an annual average rate 

of 14.8% in 1973-80 and with a decline in growth rate to 4.9% in 1980-85 rose again 
' . . 
to 14.3% in 1985-94 (See Table-I) The ratio of FDI flows to World gross capital 
formation was 7.84 percent in 1997 (See Table-IV)~ FDI is thus playing a larger and 

more important role in the world economy. 

International Finance 

The past two decades namely 1980s and 1990s have witnessed an explosive growth 
in ~nternational finance. The movement of finance across national boundaries is 
enormous. So much so that, in terms of magnitudes, trade and investme.qt are now · 
dwarfed by finance. This internationalisation of finan<~ial markets has four dimen~ 
sions: foreign exchange, bank fending, financial assets and government bonds. The 
daily foreigp exchange turnover exceeds the official· reserves of all IMF members· 

combined (Eichengreen 1996) .. 
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In foreign exchange markets, trading was a modest$ 15 billion per day in 1973. It rose 
. to $ 60 billion per day in 1983, and soared to $ 900 billion per day in 1992 .. 
Consequently, the r~tio of world-wide transactions in foreign exchange to world trade 
rose from 9:1 in 1973 to 12:1 in 1983 and 90:1 in 1992~-In l992,:..:world GDP was$ 
64 billion per day while world exports were$ 10 billion per day, compareq with glo hal 

· foreign exchange transactions of$ 900 billion per dayS. The estimated daily global 
turnover of foreign ex_change market has gone up. from $820 billion per day in 
1992 to $1190 billion iri 1995. The daily turnover of forex market as a percentage 
of world exports of goods and services has gone up from 7.4% in 1986 to 19.1% in 
19956• 

Financial Liberalization and Shift in Financing-from Debt to Equity 
in Developing Countries 

Prior to financial liberalization, the deveioping countries we~e dependent for their 
financing requirements mainly on multilateral financial institutions like the IMF, the 

· . World Bank; the regional development banks such as the Asian Development Bank;. 
bilateral donor country financing and external commercial borrowings. Developing 
countries had extremely no access to private ·banking and the capital markets of · 
advanced industrial countries. The 1980s, and 1990s have witnessed the rapid 
globalization of production process and finance under the Structural Adjustment 
Programme of World Bank and the IMF. 

Consequently, the flow of foreign capital to developing countries in the form of 
foreign direct investment and foreign portfolio investment witnessed an increase 
from US$ 26.912 billion in 1990 to US·$ 152-.832 billion in 1997 as evident from 
Table II. Within the total, netFD I flows ro~e from $23.687 billion in 1990 to $120.382 
billion dollar in 1997 while. net portfolio investment flows increased from$ 3.225 
billion to $ 32.450 billion over the same period. The loans and other did not increase 
so fast. 

. Till1980 long term debt from World: Bank and other official lending agencies used· 
to be the ·major source of finance to the Developing Countries. It is ev~dent from 
Table-II that all the developing countries together received $10.893 billion in the year · 
1970 of which $6.648 was from Long- term debts, $2.092 in the form ofvatfous grants 
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and $2.152 from FDI. There was practically no receipt from Foreign Portfolio 
Investment (FPI) tilll980. In all practical sense long- term debt was the major sour~e 

of finance to meet the requirement of external capital to service the old debt and to 

meet the trade deficit. It is a bit surprising to note that profit remittance(~ on the FDI 
amounted to $6.446 billion as against inflow of only $2.152 billion ofFDI in 1970. 
Similarly in the year 1980 FDI inflow was $4.420 billion as against huge outflow of 

$23.689 billion on account of profit remittances of FDI. Thus there was net outflow 

till1980 on account of Foreign Direct Investment from the developing countries, 

which was met out by inflow of long term debts with cumulative effect of heavy 

inflow of debt till 1980, which ultimately resulted into debfcrisis in most of the 
developing countries in the 1980's. This necessitated a shift in the policy directions 

and most of the developing countries, started inviting Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI) through open policies. The results are evident from data given in Table-11. 
Beginning with year 1990, we find that equity flows have multipiied by more than 5 

times as compared to 1980. On the one hand there is increase in the aggregate amount 
ofthe FDI inflow from $4.420 billion in 1980 to $23.687 billion in 1990 and on the · 

other hand there is decrease on the profit remittance of the FDI from $23.689 billion 
to $17.319 billion. With the increase in the equity flow, the net transfers 7 of long term 

funds also went up from $26.375 billion in 1990 to $187.935 billion in 1997. 

Foreign Direct Investment flows towards the developing countries increased from 
$23.687 billion in 1990 to $120.3 82 billion in 1997. As against this Foreign Portfolio · 

Investment has increased from $3.225 billion in 1990 to $32.450 billion in 1997. A 
comparative study of FDI and FPI flow in developing countries has been made 
(Please see Figure 1.1). 
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Table- II 

................................... ~.!J.Q~.~~~. f'.l:~.~~-~~-r,:~--~~--~n.?~~~ Trcl.~f~':'ll (l::ong-Tef111).!J\ll.~~yeloping ~IJ~ies) . 
(US$ million, unless otherwise indicated) 

1970 1980 : 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 

. ~~~--~.~?:: .... + 
.. ':!~~-'=--~~-~~---···-·····'· --~-~-!~~.3..: .... ~.!9..~.!. ... : -~-~!~~-~ ......... ~.!?. .. ~70 ! 143,926 
Net Row of ; 

.. 'C>n.~~~fl!l9.~~t .. J. .. .. ... . . ... . 
(~~~-~-9.in._~ __ ,_tv.l_f'LL ... 6,64~---·· .... §.~~--9. ..... ~?..~§?. -~-1. 1_~-~···· ..... ~!.~1~_? ............. ?.~ .... 138 53,986 76,480 87,618 122,381 

--~~~~()li~ ~~_i_o/, __ J_ 
flow.; . I 

Foreign direct ! i i 
__ in.Y.~.S.!f!l.~n.!.(n.~!) .. J ...... 2.~-~-~-?. ............. ~!~.?.9. ..... : ..... ?.?.~.?.~.? ............ ~.?.. 8!.!.. ............ ~.?.!.?.?.~.---······· 6~.!~82 ······-~-~-!-~§~ 

I ····r1 ···r· ·;··;~;~·-·:,;(i:,-·(-·11·-~ ······························ 
0 ! 3,225 7,LU/ j ,012 44,987 

.~.9.-~.!-~?.~ .... : ..... ~.!-~· 9§.9. .......... ~.?.9.·?.~.?. ..... . 

0 32,636 32,498 45,830 32,450 

. .f:'..~_n._t_s. __ (fl.'.<~-~-9.~ .... !... .. ····--··················-·····················!··································-·····················+··············-······-···························· 

__ in.~--~~-n..ic::c:~l ___________ ,_ ···················-··-···········-············ 
coop). ! 2,092 13,198 29177 35,072 30,488 28,405 32,670 32,638 29,195 25,061 

Memo:technical I 
·:~P.i/..~~~~.~:::·::·::::[····:;:·72'9''''''·:···:~:~~§ ...... [. --~-~~-~-§?. ............ ~-~~.?.§8 1!.~-~?.?. .......... ::j:~::~?.-~:·:::::·::··1·7:447 ............ ?.~:-~~~·::··:::·3~~?.-?.4_·:·······:3~.:?.?.?.::······ 
Ne!Tran-

-~!~-~---········-··············-L-.. ~!-~.'!!...... .~?1_994 26,375 .... ~!.9.9.! ... L ... !.9.·~-~~-- ...... ~ .. 3..'!!.~3.3. .... \ ..... ~-~?.!.~-~g ·····---~-~~.!~-~?. ......... 17~·-~!.~ .... : ..... ~-~-!!.~J.-~----· 
Interest on 

long-tenn debt I 2,281 32,355 54,557 54,251 53,019 51,219 58,715 74,381 77,323 80,938 
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Nature and Composition of Global Capital Flows to Developing 
Countries 

The character of global capital flows to developing countries underwent significant 

changes on many counts during the nineties (Rao et.,al). By the time the East Asian 

financial crisis surfaced, the overall size of the flows more than tripled. It stood at 

US$100.8 bn. in 1990 and rose to US$308.1bn. by 1996. The increase was entirely 

due to the sharp rise in the flows under private account that rose from US$ 43.9bn. 

to 275.9 billion during the same period. In relative terms the percentage of private 

account capital flows increased from 43.55 to 89.55 per cent (See Table III). 

Simultaneously, the Official Development Assistance (ODA) declined both in 

relative and absolute terms. All the main components of the private account capital 

transfers, namely, (a) commercial loans, (b) foreign direct investments (FD I), and (c) 

foreign portfolio investments (equity and bonds) (FPI) recorded significant in-

. creases. Portfolio flows increased at a faster rate than direct investments on private. 

account. As a result, starting with a low level of 11.16 per cent, the share of capital 

· flows in the form of portfolio investments quadrupled to reach 37.22 percent in 1996 

reflecting the enhanced emphasis on private capital flows with portfolio investments 

forming the second important constituent of the flows during the nineties. In this 

. process multilateral bodies led by the International Finance Corporation (IFC) played 

a major role. 

Following the East Asian financial crisis, initially there was a slow down followed, 

by a decline in private capital flows. While bonds and portfolio equity flows reacted 

quick! y and declined in 1997 itself, loans from commercial banks dropped a year later 

in 1998. Decline in FDI was also delayed. But the fall in FDI was quite small 

compared to the other three major forms of private capital flows. While flows on 

official account increased, following the crisis, they continue to constitute only a 

small portion of the total flows. Thus, starting with the resolve by the developed. 

countries to provide one per cent of their GNP as developmental aid, the industrial
ized world preferred to encourage private capital transfers through direct investments 

instead of official assistance8• The declining importance of official development 
finance is attributed to budgetary constraints in donor countries and the optimism of 

private investors in the viability of the developing countries9
• 
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Table- Ill 
Aggregate Net Long-term Resource Flows to Developing Countries 

(US$ bn.) 
:Type of flow 1990 1991 1992 1993! 1994: 1995 1996 1997! 1998 
• A OffiCial Flows 56.9 62.6 54.0 53.3/· 45.51 53.4 32.2, 39.1! 47.9 
'B. Total Private Flows 43.9 60.5 98.3 167.0! 178.1 I 201.5 275.9. 299.01 227.1 

of which. 
International Capital Markets 19.4 26.2 52.2 100.0! 89.6 96.1 149.5 135.5; 72.1 
- Private Debt Flows 15.7 18.6 38.1 49.0! 54.4! 60.0 100.3 105.31 58.0 

-Commercial Banks 3.2 4.8 16.3 3.3j 13.9! 32.4 43.7 60.1: 25.1 
-Bonds 1.2 10.8 11.1 37.01 36.7! 26.6 53.5' 42.6i 30.2 
-Others 11.4 3.0 10.7 8.6i 3f 1.0 3.0 2.6i 2.7 

-Portfolio Equity Flows 3.7 7.6 14.1 51.0! 35 .. 2,; 36.1 49.2 30.2! 14.1 
Foreign Direct Investment 24.5 34.4 46.1 67.0) 88.5j 105.4 126.4. 163.41 155.0 

• C. Aggregate Net Resource 100.8 123.1 152.3 220.2! 223.6 i 254.9 308.1. 338.1: 275.0 
: : 

Rows (A+B) 
75.8, 79.65 I Share of Private flows in 43.55 49.15 64.54 79.05 89.55 88.44! 82.58 

Total Rows (C) 
Share of Portfolio Capital 11.16 30.41 25.64 52.7/ 40.37 i 31.12 37.22" 24.35! 19_.51 
Rows (equity+bonds) in 
Private Rows (B) 

Source : Based on World Bank, Global Development Finance, 1999. 

The Determinants and -Causes of Global Capital Flows 

International capital flows have recently been marked by a sharp expansion in net and 
gross capital flows and a substantial increase in the participation of foreign investors 
and foreign financial institutions in the financial markets of developing countries 
(World Bank 1997)10• This expansion has been much greater than that of international 
trade flows (Goldstein, Matheieson, and Lane 1991 and Montiel1993). It has been 
reinforced by the ongoing abolition of impediments and capital controls and the 
broader liberalization of financial markets in developing countries since the late 
1980s. Feldstein and Horioka's (1980) finding oflow international capital mobility 
based on the correlation between the shares of savings and investment in gross 
domestic product (GDP) still remains a puzzle (see Obstfeld 1995). However, studies 
based on interest_ rate differentials generally provide evidence that there is a high and 
increasing degree of international capital mobility among the major industrial 
countries and among international and developing countries (Montiel1993). 

Another main feature of recent capital flows to developing countries is that private· 
(bond and equity) flows, as opposed to official flows, have become a crucial source 
of financing large current account imbalances: "This surge of portfolio investment 
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combined with the large amounts of foreign direct investment has meant that in the 
early 1990s, close to half of all aggregate external financing of developing econmpies 
comes from private sources and goes to private destinations" (Bruno 1993,). 

Net 9apital flows arise when saving and investing are unbalanced across countries, 
resulting in a transfer ofreal resources through a trade or current account imbalance . 

. The processes of deregulation, globalization, and innovation have increased both the. 
efficiency of and volatility in financial markets. Volatility adds another source of risk, 
not only making the pricing of financial assets more difficult but also generating 
portfolio flows that are potentially more unstable (Corrigan 1989; Claessens, Dooley, . . . 
and Warner 1995; Grabel1995; and Clarke 1996).Also some evidence suggests that 

. . ' 

. volatility is not correlated with any measure of financial integration and that it does 
not rise because of financial liberalization (see, for example, Tesar and Werner 1995 
and Bekaert 1995). 

The recent literature usually distinguishes between two sets of factors affecting 
capital movements. 

The first are country-specific-pull-factors reflecting domestic opportunity and risk. 
As developing countries' creditworthiness is restored, capital (bond and equity) 
flows are likely to become an increasingly prominent source of external finance. For 

. example, equity. related capital flows could be very large and come in the form of 
· either foreign direct investment (FDI) or portfolio investment in equities. FDI may 
be attracted by the opportunity to use local raw material or employ a local labor force. 
Although portfolio equity flows to developing countries have increased sharply in 
recent years, they are expected to be extremely sensitive to a country's openness, 
particularly to rules concerning the repatriation of capital and incoine (Williamson 
1993). The right to repatriate dividends and capital may be the most important factor 
in attracting significant foreign equity flows (Goldstein, Matheieson, and Lane 
1991). 

Rates of return.,_ obviously a crucial determinant of capital flows- are often very high 
iri the financial markets ofdeveloping countries relative to many major markets in 
industrial countries, reflecting the high risk generated by their typically high 
volatility. 
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Credit ratings and secondary-market prices of sovereign debt, reflecting the oppor

tunities and risks of investing in the country, are likely to be important in determining 

capital flows as well (Bekaert 1995). Those indicators also rose in the late 1980s 

(Mathieson and Rajas-Suarez 1992 and Chuhan, Claessens, and Mamingi 1993). 

The second set of determinants of capital flows to developing countries is global

push-factors. For example, the sharp increase in U.S. capital flows, which represent 

a significant share of the portfolio flows received by emerging markets, may_have 

been induced to some extent by the fast and market fall of U.S. interest rates (short, 

medium, and lor1i'leim) in the late. 1980s. Moreover, the slowdown of the U.S. 

economy in the late 1980s may also have attracted U.S. capital flows, especially: 
· because during that period macroeconomic policies, labor market co~ditions, and 

exchange rate policies in many developing countries were becoming noticeably more 

stable (Calvo, Leiderman, and Reinhart 1993 and 1996). One would expect that as the 

governments of developing countries make macroeconomic and institutional re

forms, international investors will gain confidence and be more willing to direct 
capital flows toward the new market-s {Papaioannu and Duke 1993). · 

\ 

In other words the causes of capital inflows can be grouped-into three major 

categories: autonomous increases in the domestic money demand function; increases 

in the domestic productivity of capital; and external factors, such as falling interna

tional interest rates. The first two are usually interest rates and referred to as "pull" 
factors, the third as "push'; factors. 

While the composition of capital inflows can provide information about their causes, 
· it is often difficult to distinguish between foreign direct investment flows and· 

portfolio investment flows, especially in the short term. In general, an incr~ase in 

money demand is likely to attract short-term -portfolio investment, whereas other 
'change~, such.as an increase in the domestic- rate of return on capital, will tend to 

attract longer term foreign direct investment. In these cases, also, there may be ld'ng 
delays between the stimulus and the inflow of capital, depending, among other things, 
on the regulatory environment and absorptive cap~city of the recipient country. Thus, 

. an increase in the domestic productivity of capital may initially lea~ to larger portfolio 
inflows and only later attract greater amounts of foreign direct investment. 
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. Global Flow of Foreign Direct Investment and International 
Production 

The growth of intema~ional production is an important part of the process of 
globalization. "International prodricti9n'~r~fers tQ that part of the produ~tion ofgood~ 
and services of countries that is dmt~olfedand m.anaged by firm's headquartered in 
other countries: Firms that engage ininteniatiQnal productjon(TNCs) establish; 
under the ,<;ominon govema~ce of their headquarters, intef11ation~1 production, 
sy~te~s. in which fact6rs of production: m_ove, (o .a greater or lesser extent, a~oiig . 
units located in different countrie~.lf .. A¢cording to World Jtivestl11eJ1t Report 2000, ' 

· ·gtobat 'nflows reached $865 billion iii 1999; .. ait increase off 27 -:per<;en.t 'oyer the . ·· 
· previousye~r~ .Atthe ~nd of 1999; the stock 6£ FDI,, a ~road ineasrire of the capital 
cmnponent of international· pto~m~tlmt, · stoo~l ~f · $~ trillion12'. Sales. by foreign ... ·. 
affiliates, a broad meas~r~ of' tl).e.rev~nlles··genetated by intematipna] productimi,
reached aJ1 e~timated $14 trillion in i999;, while' their gross prod1Jct (v~lue added): . 
stood at an estimated $3 triHion. The gross prodtictofan TNC systems. together- that . 

. ·is,_ including parent firms- was an_estimated $8trillion in 1997, comprising roug])Iy· 
a ~uarter of the world's grdss 4omesticproduct13 • D~veloped countries attracted $636, . 
billion in FD I inflows in 1999,.$156 billion more than in i 99 8, accounting f~r nearly 

' ' . -- ' 

three quarters of the world's totaL The United States and the United Kingdom · 
continued to lead in both inward and outward FDl FDI flows to developing countries, 

. after stagnating in 1998, seemed set to resume their earlier growth trend. Their valqe 
reached $208 billion, an increase of 16 per cent over 1998. However, given the rise 
in flows to developed countries in 1999, their share in world FDI inflows continued 
to decline, falling in 1999 to 24 percent from 38 per cent in 1997. Total flows to · 
developing countries amounted to $208 billion; some $106 billion went to develop
ing Asia (including Central Asia and West Asia), $40 billion of it to China alone14'. 

An analysis of the FDI flows during 1986-1998 (Table-IV) reflects the growing · 
, influence ofFDI in the global economy. The annual growth ofFDI inflow in 1998 was . 

3S:~7 percen~ ·over l997.,Thougg the average amiual growth in FDI inflow in the 
·second half of 1980s was 24.3% (1986-90), the an.nual growth irt FDI inflow in the~ · 
first half of 1990s was a comparatively iow at 19.6% (1991-1995).However the· 
growth rates iil the second half have been bett~r. The growth was 29.4% in 1997 as · 
against 9.1% in 't996, which can besaidto be th,e lowest rate of growth inthe past t~n 
years. The FDiinflow has grown from $2091Jill~on in l990to $464 billioii In 1997~. 
indicating a growth of 122 percent over-seven years or an average annual growth 'of 
17 .43percent. As against this the growth in one single year in 1998 over 1997 is 3 8. 79 
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percent. The recent years have experienced increase in cross-borde.r mergers arid 
acquisitions which have phenomenally been manifested by an increase in FDI flow 
under this mechanism from$ 163 billion in 1996 to$ 236 billion 1997 and$ 411 
billion in 1998. The annual sales of all the foreign affiliates together have gone up to 
$ 11.43 trillion in 1998 over$ 9.38 trillion in 1996 and$ 9.73 trillion in 1997. The
total assets ofMNCs and their affiliates during this period grown to·$ i4.62 trillion 
in 1998 as compared to.$ H.25 trillion in 1996 and$ 12.21 trill~ion in1997. The 
increase in sales of MNCs and their affiliates have grown by 17.5% in 1998 as 
compared to a low of 3.8% in 1997. This is however close to average annual rate of 
growth of 16.6% in 19 86-90. The growth in gross product of MNCs and their foreign 
affiliates have been much higher at 12.8% in 1997 and 17.1% in 1998 as against a 

negligible 2.5% in World GDPin 1996 and 1.2% in 199-7. The World GDP growth 
has come down substantially from average annual growth of 12% in 1986-90 to 6.4% 
in 1991-95 and a law of 1.2% in 1997. Though the GDPgrowth ofMNCs was also 
very low at 7.3% average annual during 1991-95 as compared to 16.8 during 1986-
90, it has picked up very well in the recent past at 12.8% in 1997 and 17.1% in 1998 
and specially, if we compare it with World GDP growth. This is mainly because of 
growth of FDI influence in the developing countries wh~re the growth rate is 
comparatively higher than that of the developed countries. 

The gamut of Foreign Direct Investment has expanded far and wide the globe through 
its huge network ofTNCs, now numbering 63000 parent firms with around 690,000 · 
foreign affiliates and a plethora of inter firm arrangements. The foreign affiliates of 
the top 100 TNCs, employ over 6 million persons and their foreign sales are of the 
order of $ 2 trillion. They are concentrated mainly in electronics and electrical 
equipment, automobiles, petroleum, chemicals and pharmaceuticals15

. 

While there are several reasons behind the expansion and deepening of international 
production, the ongoing liberalization ofFDI (and related) regimes and the recogni
tion that FD I can contribute to firm competitiveness stand out as the principal pull and 
push factors. 

The expansion of TNCs has been facilitated by favourable legal framework created 
by host countries. Over the period 1991-1999, 94 per cent of the 1035 changes 
worldwide in the laws governing foreign direct investment (FDI) has gone in favour 
of TNCs. Sales of foreign affiliates worldwide ($14 trillion in 1999 as against $ 3· 
trillion in 1989) are now nearly twice as high as global exp_orts16

. 
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Between 1986 and 1990, the total inward stock ofFDI increased at an annual rate of 
17 .9%-"inward stock" being the cumulative total reported by recipient or "host" 

··nations-but between 1991 and 1995 this rate fell to a still substantial 9.6%. By 
contrast, total world exports of goods and non-factor services grew at a rate of 15% 
between 1986 and 1990, but slowed to 9.3% between 1991 and 1995. World GDP 
grew at an annual rate of 12% between 1986 and 1990, and slowed to 6.4% between 
1991 and 1995. (For details, see table IV) 

It is apparent that all three aggregates (FDI inward stock, world exports, and world 
GDP) grew faster during the last half of the 1980s than during the first half of the. 
1990s. The slowdown was most evident during the early 1990s, a period of economic 
recession in the advanced nations. Interestingly, the latest available figures show 
recovery in the growth ofFDI inward stocks, which grew 11.4% in 1997 over 10.6% 
in 1996 but neither world GDP, which grew 1.2 %, nor world exports, which grew only 
2.9% during the same year, demonstrated the same level of growth. 

Table-IV 
Selected indicators of FDI and international production, 1986-1998. 

· · ......... ········· · · ........... (siiiia.ns·aTCio.li·a·r;;;··anCi P"ercenia9Ei)"····· ......... ... .... ······ 
Item . ............ . . .. l \!?IL!E:! <3!c::t.Jr.~E:!r1tP~C?3.S ...... ..... f:\r1r1LJ<31.9r()~I:J @le! 

~~nd~~~ ~-~~ 
1990#! 1996 1997 1998 1986-90! 1991-1995 1996: .1997' 1998 

:Z.9.[)L 359 464 644 24.3: 19.6 9.1. 29.4' 38.7 
FDI outflows 245) 380 475 649 27.3• 15.9 5.9 25.1 i 36.6 
FDIInflows 

FDI inwa.rd stock 1 761 3 086 3 437 4 088 17.9 9.6 10.6' 11.4! 19 

:::~:t.>.Li?.~~r.~::~!i?.~:................................... ........................ 3"14$.:::::::::::~:~:?.~::::· ... . '.! .. !.!.? .. ............. 21.3' ................... !.9..:.?... ..~.9.:z..:: :::::?:.~:!.. .. ?.:9..:.~. 
Cross-border M&As· 151 163 236 411 21.0! 30.2 15.5 45.2! 73.9 
Sales of foreign affiliates 9372 9 728 11 427 16.6• 1o.7 11.7 .... 3.8T 17.5 

.. ~E~:>.::;.~ .. P..r.~:>.9..~.c:!.9.f.~.r.E!.i~r1 ........... · 
2286 2677 16.8' 7.3 6.7 1.~:.S..L .. 17 .1 affifiates 

·farai"a.sset5··c;f'torei9n 
affifiates 

::~iJ.~~::C?n~?.r.~l9.~::~ff.d.i~t.~~-·: :~::::~:::.:r::::T:ji.:~$.r:: 
. ~r:T.JPI()y~[lt c:lf..f.()r.E:!i9[1 . . ......... ·!····· 
affifiates(thousands) 31 630 35 074 5.9. 5.6 ..... 4:9: 2.2! 10.9 

····························-·-····-···························-············-·-······ .. :························- --·-·····-········"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ························ •••••..•...................... , ................................................................................ : ..... _ ............ . 
Memorandum: 
GOP at factor cost i 21473 29 024" 29 360 12.0' 6.4 2.5 1.2: 
Gross fixed_t::?Pital 
formation 4 686' 6 ·a'72 5 917 

........................... 
12.1 6.5 2.5 -2.5' 

··F<Ci:Ya~~~ji~cft'~~:s·r~c:Elirts ... . ........... 27r-- · ····s?"···················60"...... ········· ······ ..... 22.4 · .......................... . .............................. , .................... . 
14.0. 8.6 3.81 

Exports of goods and , 
non-factor servi~s 4 173! 6 523 6 71 o 6 576' 15.0 · 9.3 5.7 2.9! -2.0 .................................................................................................. i ......................... i·---: .......................................................................................................... , ................................................................................................... .. 

Source: UNCTAD, based on FDifTNC database and UNCTAD estimate,;;. 

....... ..... _(.'(.l'.c:>r.1'=1.1f.1Y..E;J.S.~':l.t~E!P?.':t.· ... ~r;J!:Jr;J.I".<:!>lE;J!:JL....... ........................................ . ............ ... .. ......... . ...................... . 
.. t.#. .. F.:.i>J.':l~S. ... t.C'.r. ~!:)r;J.<:J .. t.<.J~E:!r1 f.r:?.l!.l.':'Y.c:J.~.c:t l_[l".~l'.!~':lt. .. ~E;JPc:J.~, .. ?.~ ">.<:!:~~~--- ... .. .... . .................... . 
r-.1<>~=~ f'Jc:>tif.1.cludec:J ill t~iS..!cll:J~ .. <lre.t~e v<ll':l~ of wo~ci\Ni.d€Jsa~s I:JY.. fof<!i~Jn ~ffiii~t~·ass~iated ";;:;iih.th~i-~ · 
parent firms through norH!quity relationships and the sales of the parent firms themselves. Wo~dwide sales, 

.. ~.ll?.!i.:'..P~.L.l!:;.~ ... tc:Jt.CI.I.<.JS..l'.E;Jts.., .. ~.~p<'.':t.S. ... <:If.l.d. ... E!I!.IP..Ic:>V.~.Il.t..<>f .. f.c:>.~i.>J_rl ;:!:~l~;;tt.E;JS. ... <.J~ E;Jl;;_t~~!E;Jd. l:JY..~.~!':a..P..<:JI;:!_ti.!"l.~ .. t.~~ ..... 
wo~dwide data of foreign affmates of TNCs from France, Germany, Italy, Japan and United States (for sales and 
~~ioym;;;nt) and thos~ trOmJapan and the united Stat~ (fore~Pc>rtsi. thos~ fro~ the United Stab~s(fo~gross. 
product), those from Germany and the United States (for assets) on the basis of the shares of those countries 

::i0.:!:~~::~?~~~~::?0.~~~.f.:i?.i:.~:t.e>.c.~::::.: :~ ...... :: .. :· . .. ... : ...... :.:::::· .. ..... ..::.::.: ..... . 
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Figure 1.2 displays annual growth rates of FDI inflows, FDI outflows and cross 
border merger and acquisitions during 1986-1998. It is observed that the FDI flows 
through merger and acquisitions have grown over the period consistently from 21 
percent during 1986-90 to 30 percent during 1991-95 and then after a shortfall in 1996 
has jumped to 45.2 percent in 1997 and 73.9 percent in 1998. The FDI inflow and 
outflow, both have grown at a lower rate during the period 1991-95 as compared to 
the period 19~6-90. However there is a spurt in FDI inflow and outflow during 1997 
and 1998. -

Figure 1.3 indicates that the growth rate of FDI inflow and FDI outflow is more OF 

less similar in absolute value during the period from 1996 to 1998. However the share 
of cross-border merger and acquisition has grown over the period faster than other 
hands ofFDI. 

Figure: 1.2 
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Distribution Pattern of FDI in Developed and Developing Countries: 
A Comparative View 

It is evident from table V that the value ofFDI inflows has consistently increased from 
1987 to 1998. The average annual flow between 1987-1992 was $173.530 billion and_ 
has consistently grown through 1993-1998. The distribution ofFDI is more in favour 
of developed countries as compared to developing countries as will be evident from 
table VI and figure 1.4 and figure 1.5. The share of developed countries during 1987-

. 1992 was 78.73 which came a little down around 60 percent during 1993-1997 but 
has against gone up to 71.51 in 1998. On the other hand the share of develop-ing 
countries, which had gone up to 37.16 pe~cent in 1997.from a low of 20.35 during 
1987-1992, has again come down to 25.77 percent in 1998. The gap between 
devel0ped and developing countries' share of gl0qal FDI has inc~eased in 1998 due 
t0 cross border merger and acquisition which have taken place in large number in 
developed countries in 1998. 

Amongst the developed countries, the major share has gone to Western Europe and 
North America. USA alone is the largest recipient of FDI inflow in the developed 
World. Its share in the global FDI flow has gone up from $46.211 billion annual 
average during 1987-1992 to $193.375 in 1998, which is 42 percent of the developed. 
world and 30 percent of the World FDI inflow in that year. 

Amongst the developing countries the share of Africa is very small and has gone 
down from annual average of 8.52 percent of the developing countries total during 
1987-1992 to 4.78 percent in 1998. Latin American and the Caribbean accounted for 
35.10 percent doing 1987-1992 and its share has gone up to 43.18 percent in 1998. 
Mexico is the prominent recipient ofFDI and its share in Latin American country was 
34.76 percent during 1987-1992 which has came down to 14.29 percent because of 
competition amongst other host countries in the region. However Mexico has 
regained its position as afavourabledestinationofFDI anditreceived$12.831 billion 
in 1997 which had earlier gone down after Peso crisis in 1994. The largest amount of 
FDI amongst various regions of developing countries came to Asia. It received 
$19.613 billion on annual average basis during 1987-1992, which was higher then 
Latin America and Caribbean, which received $12.400 billion on average during this 
period. Its share has constantly gone up through 1993-1997. In 1997, Asia received. __ 
$95.505 billion as compared to $68.255 billion of Latin America. However the share 
of Asia has gone down to $84.880 billion in 1998 as co_~pared to 1997, though the 
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share of Latin America has gone up to $71.652 in 1998 as compared to $68.255 in 
1997. 

It appears that due to increase in merger and acquisition in 1998, the shares of Latin 
America has gone up and secondly due to South East-Asian crisis in 1997, some 
adverse effect has come to FDI inflow in Asian Countries. 

Amongst Asian Countries, the South, East and EastAsi@-Countries have enjoyed the 
. largest share. China has been the single largest recipient in this region. Its share has
gone up froin annual average of $4.6~? billion during 1987-1992 to$45.460 billion; 
in 1998. It is the single largest recipient amongst the developing countries. Ih 1993 
it received $27.515 in 1993 and thereafter its share in global flqw ofF])] has been next 
only to USA till1997. 

Foreign direct investment in developing countries has a long history. It has fluctuated 
over time, as investors have responded to changes in the environment for investment, 
including government policies toward foreign direct investment and the broader 
economic policy framework. Hence, trends in FDlhave reflected changes in policy 
stances by developing countries, from import substitution in the 1950s and 1960s 
_through natural resource-led development in the 1970s, structural adjustment and 
transition to market economies in the 1980s, and an increased role for the private 
sector in the 1990s. 

With$ 81 billion inflows to developing countries in 1996 South, East and South-East 
Asia received about two-thirds of the developing countries' total in the year. Next to 
China, Singapore was the second largest investment recipient with inflows worth $ 
9 billion. Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand together recorded some$ 17 
billion in 1996, an increase of 43 percent over 1995. A 34 percent increase in 
investment flows to India to$ 2.5 billion pushed total inflows to South Asia to$ 3.5 
billion. Investment flows into Latin America and Caribbean increased by 52 percent 
in 1996, to a record level of$ 39 billion. Africa continues to receive small levels of 
investment flows nearly$ 5 billion in i 996. The share of central and Eastern Europe 
was $ 12 billion. 

Until1998, which saw a reversal in the trend, the share of developing countries in 
world FDI inflows had increased, reaching 37 per cent in 1997. The share of 
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developing countries in world FDI inflows has exceeded their shares in world imports 
and exports between 1991-1997. This suggests that, as a group, developing countries . 
play a more important role in world inward FDI flows than as participants in world 
trade. The least developed countries (LDCs), however, did not participate in the 

upward trend in FDI flows to developing countries: their share in world FDI flows 
remained less than one per cent during most of this period, similar to their share in . 
world trade17• 

Among developing countries, tho~gh, ·the distributfon of world FD] inflows is 
uneven. In 1997, for example, developing Asia received 22 percent; Latin America 
and the Caribbean, 14 percent; and Africa, 1 percent. In relative terms, however, the 
picture looks different: expressed as a ratio of gross fixed capital formation, FDl 

. inflows toAfrica were 7 percent in 1996, compared with 13 percent for LatinAmerica· · 
and the Caribbean and 7 percent for developing Asia. In other words, inflows to Africa 
have a greater impact on the countries of that continent in relative terms than the -· 

absolute figures suggest. 
.: .. ~~· 

Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia are other major recipient in South-East 
Asia:. There has been reversal in the growth trend in 1998 particularly after the South
East-Asian currency crisis in 1997 in these countries. Indonesia is the worst affected,· 
where there is a negative flow of $356 million in 1998 from $4.673 billion inflow in 
1997. India is also an important recipient ofFDI in South-Asia. Its share has gone up 
from a low of$58 million annual average during 1987-1992 to $3.351 billion in 1997 
and $2.258 billion in 1998. A detailed comparative study has been done amongst 
Mexico, China and India in Chapter VIII. 

The recent surge in FDI flows to developing countries was largely caused by the 
developing countries' commitment to market-oriented. structural reforms, which 
vastly improved the trade and investment climate and raised the expected rate of 
return on capital in those countries. As trade theory suggests, foreign investment 
occurs because the Squth (the developing countries) is well endowed with labour but 
is relatively short of capital (both physical and human), and the North (the industriat 
countries) possesses the opposite mix of factor endowments. Thus, capital 
moves from the North to the South until the risk-adjusted returns to capital are 

1. dl8 equa 1ze- .. 
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.................................................................................. ········ ........................ .I."!.l:>.I~ .. :::::V................................... . .. ··························································································'· 
..... . ... .. ...... ...... ~1?1 irtfi()"Y~· ~y ~~~~~9it:)f1 ~11':i~C::()Il()f11~b ~~~!:::~~~~~ 

! Host region/economy 

World , ....................................................................... .. 

1987-1992 

(Annual average) 

173 530 

(Millions of dollars) 
1993 1994 1995 1996 

219 421 

~Y..I:l_I_CJ.~~-<:.~I:I~'!.i.l:)_~ 13_~~-~~---···············1-~~-~~-~--
i.~.':~-~r.!'.E.:.~.r.c:>.~ ............................................. ?..~--~-~?. ................. , ...... J~---~~-~: ............................ . 
North America 

···················- .. 

Canada 

United States 

other developed 

countries 

i tlie Caribbean 
:····························. 

!Mexico 

! Developing Europe 

!Asia 

52110 

5 899 

46 211 

12 400 

4310 

82. 

19 613 

1· 019· 

25 

48 283 
........................................... 

4 749 

43 534 

20 009 

6 715 

274' 

54 835 

45 095 

31 451i 

I 12 362 

417 

63 844, 

58722 

4145 

32 921 

9 526 

470 

68126 

76453 

46162 

!:1186 

1 060 

82 035 

3___!._1..~ ................... ~.-~s.~ ........ l ......... ~-~-~---········'·········-~~-~---··· 
1 327 897 -1 479 2 017 

1997 1998 

109 264 193 375 

17 632 13130 

33· 165 936 

7 7 931 

68 255 71 652 

12 831: 10 238 

970 1 297 

95 505 84 880 

4 638 4 579 

3 032 3 023 
··································-··-··························································-····················'········ ················--·························· ·························-·······················!·················-····················································'· 

i South-East Asia , .......................• 
!China 

!.India 

_Indonesia 

i .. 11!1.<:!1_<:!!.'~~i<:l 

18 569 

4652' 

58 

999 

2 387 

49 798· 

27 515 

550 

2 004 

5 006 

3674 4686 

1 656 1 805 

·····-··················-i·-····························-.. -~---···········-···· 
61386 67 065 87 835 77277 

33 787 35 849 44236 45 460, 

973' 2144 3 351 2 258 

2109 4 346 -356 

3727 

7 218 

.1 3 733 6 969 

Eastern Europe 1 576 6 757 5 932 18 532 17 513 

! Source: UNCTAD, FDI!TNC database, Annex Thable 8.1 Complied from World Investment Report 1999; Pg.477-481. 

Table .. :-:YL _ 

FDI Flows in Developed and Developing Countries- A Comparision 1987-1998 

(In Percentage) 
Host region/economy 

!:?E':Y~Ic::>P.~?. .... <?.?.'::I.I"l!~E::!~ .... 
%of World 

Deve;!lc:J.P..i'::l_!;l __ ~untries 

%of World 

Central & Eastern 

1987-1992 

78.73 

20.35 

1 

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 : 1998 

61.00 57.74 63.36 58.83 

35.92 39.92 32.30 37.71 ......................... 

3.08 2.34 4.34 4.46 4.09 2.72 

Source : Adopted from data giv.en in table V. 
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Regional Distribution of FDI 

There is concentration of world FDI flows in a handful of few home and host 
countries. The 10 largesthome countries (in terms of outward FDI stock) accounted 
for four-fifths of the world's outward FD I flows in 1998; in total, some 34 countries 
had FDI outflows of $1 billion or more (co_mpared to 13 countries in 1985}. Ori the 

. host country side the 10 lar~est (in tenils of inw~rd FDI stock) accounted for 71 per
cent of world FDI inflows in 1998.At the same time, 111 countries in 1998 recorded . . 

inflow~ of over $100 million, compa.red to 45 countries in 1985.' If only developing . 
. countries a~e co~sidered, the degree of co~centration see ins to ha~e risen recently: the 
ftve large-st host cou~trie_s 9ver the past decade. or so (China,. Brazil, Mexi~o, 
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Singapore and Indonesia, in that order on the basis of inward FDI stock) accounted 
for 55 per cent ofFDI inflows to all developing countries in 1998, compared to 41 per 
cent in 1990~ The global distribution of FDl is not symmetrical. Ten countries 
received 7 4 percent of the global FDI flows which was$ 865 billion in 1999. Just 1 n 
developing countries received 80 per cent of total FDI flows to the developing 
world19• 

The regional distribution ofFDI inflow and outflow for the period from 1995 to 1998 
· is g~v~p. in tabJ_e VII. I tis evident from th~ table that the developed countries are the 

abode of both the FDI inflow as well as FDI outflow. Between the two, FDI outflow 
in dev~Xoped countries is proJ?ortiortately mor~ than the FDI inflow. Developing; 
cquntries are gradually shariilKnior~ FD] inflow mainly because of adverse debt., 
service ratio at home and aiso because of sharing the advantages attached with foreign 
direct investments more fully described and discussed in chapter I. Some developing 
countries in Latin America and Asia are also participating in FDI outflows but their 
share is very low as compared to developed countries. USA. alone is the biggest 
participant in both the inflow and t~e outflow. 

The above patterns reflect several recent and ongoing trends. First, rising FDI has 
signified the increasing importance of inter-firm trade- that is, transactions among 
the subsidiaries of the same multinational corporations (MNCs) in world commerce. 

· It has tended to displace arm's-length transactions, and thus to create comparative· 
advantages due to domestic sourcing, economies of scale, transfer pricing, and 
'captive' markets. Disparities in such advantages can in turn alter international trade 
balance and national industrial competitiveness (Encarnation, 1992). These consid
erations augment the traditional incentives for FDI that stem from the desire to 
prolong product cycle and to_ protect market share (Knickerbocker, 1973; Vernon, 
1977). 

Second, the ongoing processes of globalization as well as regionalization ofnational 
economies tend to spur FDI. The diffusion of production techniques, the standardiza
tion of product designs, the easing of transport and communication barriers, and the 
conventions of subcontracting and local sourcing have facilitated this investment,. 
especially of the export-oriented kind. At the same· time, signs pointing to possible 
regional trading blocks ill. Westem Europe and North America have raised the 
prospects of protectionism, and the consequent fears ofbeing excluded from lucrative 
foreign markets have fueled defensive investment of the tariff-leaping kind. 
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Third, the diminishing amount of official development aid, the dept crisis of the early 
1980s, and the examples ofEastAsia's export oriented economi~s have increased the 
relative acceptance of FDI in many developing countries. Concomitantly, a process 
toward privatization has been evident in a numb¢r of capitalist economies, developed 

· .Or developing, whereby governments deregulate industries and abandon th~ less 
efficient public enterprises. These tren,d,s as well as a genentl tuni away from the 
import-substitution approach to industriali~ation have bpened.up mor-e opportunities · 
for FDL . 

. Fourth; the developments. jus1 noted h~ve b¢el1! most ·dramatic in the eco~_~mii' , .. - ,, -

~dOflllS _of the, former sociallst ecoilomi~s. _In an ~r?rticrevetsalof depe1:1dency the~®.~~:::.:£:' 
officials in Eastern Europe,. C]1iria,- andVietn_am have eagerly sought FJ:)l in their 
attempts at market liberaliz;~tion alJd-expori expailSlQll. Although starting ftom rather. : ' 
Iow levels,FDI inflow has expanded rapigly fot some. For e~ampie,. fro~ 1986 to 
1990 its value rose from US$0 to us'$16111i1Hon fo~ Vietnam, from US$16 to US$89 -

· million for Poland, an4 from US$1,875 to US$3A89 million .for China (Unite& ... -
Nations, 1992). The incorporatiop of these countries: into th,e capitalist World 
economy appears to augur more competitive bidding for FDl (Steve C~han)- . 

" ' . . 

TlJ.at FDI largely takes place within the community of democratic nations. Foreign 
direct investors and MNCs seek countries that are p~osperous and stable, and these. 
overwhelmingly are democratic, industrialized states. In very recent years, however, 
there has been more direct investment in developing nations than has happened. 
historically. Of the flows that did not go to advanced nations, over 70% went tojust · 
eight countries: Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, 
and Poland. 

The increased flows to this diverse set of countries demonstrate how multinational 
corporations also seek markets that are becoming prosperous and offer the prospect 
of a ~igh return for their shareholders, even though the count:rymay lack a long history . 
of stable, democratic governance. This also seems to expl~in qpite weU why FDI 
flows to non-democratic China have been substantia1 in recent years whereas,- say, 
those to democratic India have not. 

. China .anci a; few other rapidly growing natigns notwithstanding, the fact remains that . 
-. . FD I is mostly happeninganiong the w.orld' s prospemus nations:. And to the extent that 

' . . ·t • . . . : •. 
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FDI actually is creating an integrated "global economy," it would thus appear to be· 
one from which many, and perhaps even the majority of the world's nations are 
excluded. 

China's success can be attributed mostly to it's large and growing domestic market, 
"Soft land" and macroeconomic reforms, as well as to measures to promote 
investment in provinces other than those in the coastal areas .. Detail discussion on 
China has been made in chapter V. 

Table-VII< 

············································································ ................................................................................. , ......................... , .......................... ; ..... , .................................................. , ....................................................... . 

! (Percentage) Regions as a share of totals 

Region/Country 
Developed Countres 
Western Europe 

~~r()p~§l~---~~i()~. . ............................... . 
. 9.~her Western Europe 
U n tted States 

Inflows Outflows 
1995 1996· !1991 i 1998 . : 1995 1996J1991 1998 
63.4 58.8! 58.9: 71.5: : 85.3 84.2: 85.6 91.6 
37.o 32.1J 29.1' 36.9 1 48.9 53T 5o.6 62.6 

.......... ~?-~ ..... ~.9..:~.L 27.2 35.~: ' -~~.:7. ......... 47.9: 4~:9 ?.~.:?. 
1.8 1.8 i . . .................. ?.:~.: ............ ~.:?. .............. ~.:.~ .. . 

17.9 21.3! 1 23.1 20.5 
··················································•·•······· -····························· ·····················•···· ·-···-·······························-··················:·· 

Je~p§n ... 0.1 i 5.5 3.7 
Other developed countries 

Developing Countres . 
Africa 

.. ···················:··----··· 

8.5 5.3! 

32.3 37.71 37.2 25.8 

4.6 6.4 

14.5 . 15.5 13.7 
0.1 0.3 

4.9 

8.1 
0.1 1.3 1.6 i 1.6 1.2 .................................... ··························•·•·•• .................................... ··········································· ................. ; ............................. , .................................................. , ............................................... . 

Latin America and the 
····························································-················ ············································-··········•··························--···································+-····························•··························································· ·················································· 

..... g_Cir.ib..~.~?.Q .................................. - .. ·-··························· ............... J_9.:9. ........... ~.~.:.~J-.... 1 ..... 4 .... · .. 7 ..... , ............................... , ................................................... , ........................................................ . 
0.1 0.3! 0.2 

2.1 1.9 3.3 2.4 

Dev~_l()pi~g Eur()p~ ... 
Asia 
West Asia 
Central Asia 

0.2 
································:··· .. 

20.7 22.9i 20.6 13.2 12.3 
-o.1 o.i 1.o: o.7 -0.2 
0.4 0.6! of 0.5 

12.5· 
······················· ~()ut_~ .. §.CI~!CIQ9.~~!b.:§?.~.!.f.\?.i.CI. .?..9..:~ .... 22.1 i 1 .. ~.:~.J 12.0 

The PacifiC · 

Cent~al and East(:}r!lEUr()pe ..... 
World' 

0.2 0.1 i ................................. . .................................... ~ ......................... ;.... .. . ·····················:····· ... . 

4.3 3.5 4.91 2.7 0.1 
100 100! 100, 100. 100 

Source:World Investment Report 1999, pp.18 to 20. 
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Comparative Study of Global FDI and FPI Flows of Capital 

It is evident from Table VIII that the portfolio flows are more than the FDI flows in 
the whole world in all the years from 1988 to 1995. Secondly it is found that the FDI 
has grown over the period consistently while in case of FPI there is abrupt increase 
from $454.5 billion in 1992 to $733.6 billion in 1993 and again there is an abrupt fall 
to $337.4 billion in 1995. 

Table-vm ................................ strl.lCture and ComiJQs~icm of FDI and FPI Global Row of Capital .... 
···--··········-· ...... , ......... _ ......... ,............................. ·····--····-···:···················· 

---······························ ···(,*iii·b-iii.iOOS··oi-ii~ .. dOi·ia·;:s··and ~sa ~r~·entaQ_~i·of·~c;rld·flows>; ................. : ........................ . 
...................................................................... . .. ' 1988-89a ! 1990-91 a- 199? 1993: 1994. 1995 

%j l.JS$ US$, %i. LiS$! . % U$$ %l US$[ % US$ 
. ' 

......................... ,..... .. .. ······T········ ···········(··· ·······················r············· .... , ..... ; 
Foreign direct 
Investment (net) 175.7' 1oo.o! 1'77.6' 1oo.o 162.1 1oo.ol 2oo:r: 1oo.o- 212.5 1oo.o 316.4: r = 

Industrialized countries 
Developing countries. 

Asia· 
Africa 
Latin America> 

Mercosur ................................................................... 
Mexico 

................................................................................. :. 

149.1' 
26.6 

84.9l 141.2l 
15.1: 

13.4 ?,E>L. 
2.1 1'.2 
8.7 5.0' 
4.2 2.:4! 
3.0 11.7[ 

79.5. 113·.2 69.8\ 127.6! 
20.5 48.9 30.2\ 73.0' 

25.6 15.8l 44.8: 
2.2 .... 1:4:····· 2.3 

... 1},8. 8.5 i 1-!,1f 
6 .. §!: .............. ~:.?...!. 8.6 : 

2 . .-.~'....... 4.4 . 2.7l 

100 . 

63.6 128.3 60.4 193.2' 
36:4 84.2' 39.6 107.5 
22.:}: 50.2 63.2, 

1.2 3.2 
7.01 

4.3 

?.~?. .. -:1-' •.. 1~~ .. 9 .. ?..~.?..:?' .. F.'..<:>.'!!<:>I.i<:> .. !~<:>lo'lfl'..(~!) •. 
lnterf.l.?.!i_(:)f.l~l .. ~rganis;:itions : 2.3 7.0 2.1 9.5 
Industrial countries 
Developing countries 

283.6: 
8.1 
1.2 
ns· 

3.1 

94.9[ 87.5(62'1:7: ~4.7 277.3 82:2 "472.5 
................................ 

313.6 88.0 397.7 
2.7' 27.1 7.6 42.8 9.4: 95.4. 13.0 53.2 15.8 42.2. 

Asia 
Africa 

0.4: 2.0 0.6 7.1 1.6: 25.1 3.4 18.8 5.6 26.6•. 
ns[ -0.1: 0.0 

Latin America· 1.o: 23.6 6.6 
Mercosur 1 .2 0.4' 6.4 1.8 
Mexico 2.0 0.7: 8. 2.3 

.. ~.~ .. ~.~.~.~J.~Y.-~.~.9.~.~......... . ...... : ............................................ : 

3.4 0.8: 0.3 ns 
28.3 6.2[ 56.0 7.6 

9.4 2.1 ! 26.3 3.6 
18.o 4:o. 28.9 3.9 

1.5 0.4 2.1 
18.2. 

8.8 
8.2 

5.4 16.i 
2.6 13.5 
2.4 -10.1 

.. f.l.~: ... t::Jc::J.!.~.if;!f.!.~f.l.! .................. L......... ................. ....................................... ........... ............................................................ ..................... . ....................... , ....................... .. 

.. ~~.L.J.r.~: ... f..if;!.IJ.EE:l.~ .. ~.C:.I:I.I~~E:!c:i .. :fi:~.I!' .. IIY.If.'! .. l?.9.:~':1~ .. 9.f..F.'.?..Y..I!'.~!:l~.~!~~~!~.Y..E:!.?.r..~c::J.c:l.~.~--§l§l.?..(F.:'"l.r::t.?.J... . ....................... : .. =··= ............... .. 
. ~!~P.~"l.!:IY. .. ~.r.~:::~~-~~~· ~~~~~L.J!~.C?fi?~Y.t:!.I<:>Pr:!l.E:!f.l! ~'::!~~~ l,J..f.l.i\'.~~~ <:>!~~:~~~~~. ::~~~~~-~~P~"l.l ~<:>".'.~:~ .. J:'.f;!T?.!:l.: 

................................. · ............................................................................... .. 

Table-IX 

....... A Comparative Study of FDI and FPI Flow in the World ...................................................... , ....................... , 
.................... (*In billions of US Dollars and as a percentage of World Flows) ....................................................... : ....................... :. 

1988-898 1990-91a 1992[ 1993! 1994 1995 
US$ % US$ % US$[ % US$ 1 % US$ % US$l 

Glow Flow (FDI and 

.. f.:J.>.I~~?:Set!:'e.E) . .............. .. .. 474.7 616.61 1oo,o.: ....... ~.~:'l-3l_ 100.0 549.9 100.0 ................................. 909.6[ 1oo.o: 100.0 534.2 100.0 .................. ................... .. 

Forelgll dir_ect..... .. ::: ................. . 
trve.~tment(flet) 175.7 37.0 177.6 33.25· 

. ................ : ....................................... , .. , ....... . 
21.48. 212.5 162.1 ; 26.29 200]\ 38~64 316.4 ...... _3~.78: 

Portfolio flows( net) 299.0 63.0 356.6 66.75 454.5: 73.71 733.6[ 78.52 337.4 61.36 s93.2T 65.22 

Adopted from Table-VIII' 

.. :3:.~.rl.LJ.''J~~~Il!ol:.... . .............................. . 
ns: Not significant ; . 

::~~~~~~u~~~~~:~~~~tt2~t8!ii3j~t~·r~rlJt~~~t!~~~,~~~t!•1~t!£t~~~i·Fiaws··. Pg~29:·:· 
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Foreign Portfolio Investment in Emerging Markets 

Liberalization and globalization have stimuiated the development of closer financial 

(as w~ll as trade) relations. between developed countries and ~merging markets27 ~
Foreign direct investment (FDI). ha~ become an importa~t source of capital inflows 

foF emerging markets since the late 1980s. Another is f()reign portfolio equity 

investment (fpi), which has spreadi tp. emeigirig: markets as regulatory barriers· to; 

_· capitat ino'veirtents have falfen. By contljbuting ot participating in the equity capital_ 
. . ·.. ' . ' . ' .. ' .·· ·. ' 

. of firms, both.FDI and JFP] can enha~c~-th~ qevelopment of tge enterprise sectoiin 

. host ~o~ntries. _Foreign POrtfolip IQ·V¢~tmeQt (FPI); are mainly of twq· typesi aonds•. -_-
. an.~t Equ~ty~;- · ,)· -- _ - . . - , ~ . · - . , . ' . ' - - -

.. · .. 

With the opening of the· d~veloping countries.' ecb~oiliies~; portfplio invest~ent has, - - -

_ gmwn very fast since 1985. During 1989-93, total portfolio investment i~creasedby . . 

· _ 700%fromjust$7.5 billion to$55.8_biliion~Amortg de\'eloping countries; Mexico . 
·.· •' ·. . - - ,•· . ,· . - . . . 

' . ' ' was the. m~irr beneficiary ofequity tl'Ows,. hayingreceiy~d 25% _of its endre external , 
. l99t-92dirt~m~ing inthi~ form €Todaro:: 1997; s44 ). Portfolio. flows'i1cwe increased, , -

considerably from $S:.5bn, in: 1990 to $91.8bn. fn 1996. In 1993 there was an abrupt 

increase in portfolinflows from $20:.9bn:. in 1992 to $80.9bn. in 1993.,However the 

flow reduced in .1994 to $62bn. b~t again increased to $91.81Jn. in 1996 (See 

Table X). East Asia and latin America received the highest amount of portfolio 

investment (See Table XI}. 

However, if any country relies heavily on portfolio investment to camouflage 

structural weaknesses of its economy, it may face difficulty, as happened in Mexico 

where grossly overvalued foreign exchange rates led to high current account deficits 

and dwindling fo"reign reserve. 

, . The instruments through which portfolio investment takes place are broadly of two 
types: Equity instruments and Debt instruments. The Equity instruments include ' 
Country funds~ American Depository Receipts (ADRs }, Global Depository Receipts 

· (GDRs), and direct purchases by the foreign institutional' inyestors (FIJs). The Debt 
instruments 1nclud{r International ~onds, Cominerci~ papers: -~md Certificate~ of. 

·.. deposits .. 



TABLE-X 

Portfolio Flows to Developing Countries 1990-96 l 

Billions of US $ 

Type of flow 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

Portfolio flows 5.5 
' 

17.3 20.9 80.9- 62.0 60.6 91.8 

: Bonds 2.3 10.1 '. 9.9 35.9 29.3 28.5 46.1 

· Equity 3.2 7.2 ' 11.0 45.0 32.7 . 32.1: 45.7. 1: 

Source : World Bank Debtor Reporting System 

TABLE-XI< 

Portfolio Equity Investment in Developing Countries ! 

(Millions of dollars) 
'· 

Region 1990 1991 1992. 1993 ' 1994 1995 ' 1996 ' 

East Asia and the Pacific 2,623 2,268 1,049 5,102 • 18,107 ' 12,613 : 12,230 

i Europe and Central' Asia 7l 235 0 
i 

65 i 191: i 1,934 1,590 
' 

• Latin America and the Caribbean 434 
' 1,099 6,228 8,229 I 25,149 . 13,159 6,220 

Middle East and North Africa - - : - - ' - 106 85 

South Asia 168 105 231 380 2,025 6,223 1,430 
' 

Sub-Saharan Africa - - - 144 144 860 465 

All developing countries 3,372 3,743 7,552 14,057 45,615 34,895 22,000 

Source: World Bank, World Debt Tables 1996. 

World stock markets are booming, and emerging markets compose a disproportion

ately large amount of this boom. Over the past ten years (1986-95), world stock 

market capitalization rose from$ 6.5 trillion in 1986 to$ 17.79 trillion in 1995, and 

emerging market capitalization jumped from less than 4 to close to 11 percent of total_ 

world capitalization. Between 1986 and 1995, emerging stock market capitalization 

g,rew more than tenfold-from$ 239 billion to$ 1.9 trillion-a much faster pace than 

that in developed markets. Trading in emerging markets also boosted the value of 

shares traded in such markets. In fact, it climbed from less than 3 percent (US $ 83 

billion) ofthe $ 3.6 trillion world total in 1986 to close to 9 percent (US $1 trillion) 

of the $ 11.7 trillion worth of shares traded on all of the world's exchanges in 199 5. 

(See Table XII) 
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TABLE-XII 

Expanding Stock Markets Developed and 

Developing Countries 

Item Emerging Markets Developed Markets : World 

1986 1995 1986 1995· 1986 1995 

I ' I 

Market capitalization 239' 1,896 6,276 15,892 6,515 17,788 i 

: I ' 

{billions of dollars) 
' 

I : 
: 

Number of listed · 
I I : 

Domestic companies 9,618 19,397 18,555 19,467 
I 

28,173 : 38,864 
I 

I : i : 

i I I· ' I 

Trading Volume I 83' 1,033 3,491! ' 10,63~ 3,574 11,666 : 

(billion of dollars) 
I ! ' ! 

: ! 

: i I ! 
i : i i 

I 

Trading: volume as a I· I I i : ' I 

Proportion of market 
i 

: I 

Capitalization (percentage} 35 55 56 i 67 ' 55 I 66 : 
' ' 

' 
I 

Source: International Finance Corporation. 

The two major factors behind the increase in FPI flows to emerging markets are the 
· liberalization and globalization of financial markets and the concentration of sub-· 

stantial financial resources in the hands of institutional investors. 

Between 1988 and 1995, there was a significant increase in the number ofemerging 
markets establishing liberal regimes towards foreign investment. In 1988, only three 
emerging stock markets were classified by the International Finance Corporation as 
"free" with respect to foreign investment in stocks listed locally; eleven markets were 
categorized as relatively free20

• By 199 5, 26 emerging markets were classified as free, 
11 markets as relatively free, and only one market was closed to foreign investment. 

The second major factor responsible for the surge in FPI flows to emerging markets 
is the institutionalization of savings and investments in developed countries. It has 
been estimated that insurance companies, pension fun,ds and mutual funds in 
developed countries (and some emerging markets) had an identifiable pool of savings 
worth nearly $21 trillion in 1993. It is also estimated that the six largest developed 
countries are holding around $38 trillion in savings. These figures, although not 
strictly comparable provide a very rough indication of the heavy concentration of 
developed-country savings under the management of institutional investors. In 
comparison, global t'._quity market capitalization in the same year was $14 trillion. 
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Investment by developed-country mutual funds in emerging markets has been · 
particularly important21

• However, by one estimate, the average share of emerging 
market securities in institutional investors' .portfolios is only around 1 per cent22• 

It is estimated that, over the period 1992-1994, more than 3 5 per cent FPI flows to 
emerging markets originated in the United States, 15 per cent in Japan and 11 per cent 

· in the United Kingdom (Howell et aL, 1995)23• 

Growing Domination of Institutional Investors (Fils) for Portfolio 
Investment (FPI} 

The driving force behind the financial flows to developing countries and elsewhere 
are the institutional investors which ha:Ve emerged largely in the late 1980s and early 
1990s. With the growing trend towards the institutionalization of savings in industrial 
countries (from where the majority of funds originate), institutional investors now 
dominate the global financial world, especially the capital markets. In the U.S., for 
instance, institutional investors (Fils) are not estimated to account for more than 49 
percentofU.S. equities, comparedwith-16.5percentthreedecades ago. With the U.S. 
based fund managementcompanies dominating the business, the institutional inves
tors manage and control assets worth billions of dollars. By the end of 1996, out of 
the world's top ten fund managers, three belonged to the U.S., three to Switzerland, 
two to Japan and one each to Britain and Finance. (See Table-XIII) 

TABLE -XIII 

World's Top Fund Managers (in $ billion) 

. Fund Managers 

United Bank of Switzerland1 

Kampoo2 

Fidelity 

Ax a 

· Barclays 

· Merrill/Mercury Asset Mgmt. 

Credit Suisse3 

Prudential Insurance 

Nippon 

· Zurich~ 

1As of third quarter 1997. 
2The Japanese Postal bzsurance system. 
3/nclitding Willlertliur. . . 
4/nc/udes Scudder, Kemper and T/ireadneadle Asset Management. 
Source: Institutional Investor, UBS, SBC, The Economist. 
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Country 

Switzerland 

Japan 

u.s. 
France 

Britain 

U.S. 

Switzerland 

U.S. 

Japan 

Switzerland: 

Assets 

920 

798 

516 

496 

385 

382 

378 

333 f 
332 I. 

,: 312 



The Volatility of Foreign Portfolio Investment and FDI Flows into 
Developing Countries 

There 'is cold war over 'Hot Money' (the term very often used for.p.ortfolio investment · 
particularly after Mexican Peso Crisis) flows. Several episodes offinancial turmoil' 
have focused international attention on the problem of volatility of private foreign 
capitai flows an<:f the extent to which that voiatllitysreates an unstable environment 
detrimental to e~onomic devel~pment.. An UNCTAD based st~dy has made a~~ 
analysis for 12 major developing economies during the period 1992-1997 (S-ee Table
XIVY, which shows that commercial bank. loans displayed the highest volatility 
(0'.71), ·as measured by the coefficient of variation;. followed by total portfolio 
irivestment co·.4j) and FDI (0.35)24. - . . . 

Table-XIV 

! ........... _______ Y.:~i:!!!li!}.' ___ <:>!_~!-~_i:!_!"!. .. ~_i:!:P.~_I ____ B<:>~~--f.<?r.:J:?."!..Y.."!..l.<:>P.!.':~~t9.<?~r:'!!.J"!..~.=..:.~.~~-?.-~-~?____________________ ···-··················· . 
Measure~ by Cqefficient of Variation 

:Y<:>!I§!~Icy ~YTY~.<:>flr1YE:l~t~Q!_ .............................. L,. __ : Country Specific Volatility 
.For all Developing Countries · · FDI · Portfolio 

: 
:, ·_,· .. 

! 
l ·····················-···---·-····························-·············-························ ..•.•••••...•..•.••••••••••••••••••.••••..••••.. ~: .. _: ___________ :····-··········: •••• · •••••• : ••••.• :: •••••••• ;·············· t ........................... : ..... -·-······ · . .: .... : .. : .. : ... .: ...... : .. -·-·············-
foreign Direct Investment (FDI)· '35% Argentina 36% i 51%,· 
Portfolio Investment 43% Brazil: . · 96% A6% ~ : .... _ ............... , ....... , .......................... , ........................................ ,.................................... ······································································ :··································!········· ............ , .............• 

_Equity . . t 38% Chil9~ · . 71% , 68% i ·sorias-··-·-·--····-"· .. ··· .. ·-····-········-··············-···············-·········-··:···-····-··-···-················:"s-1 .. %. 'cilina·-···-··-·---·····-····-- ··-··················-·3a% ;···· .. ··.········ .. ··-···-7-1·o;~ · 

·.¢.~~~r.:.~.~--~~.'.:l.~_b~~n~ .......... ·································-··············1 .. .?.:.1.~ ... J::I.~D.9.~r.Y. ......... , ......... --·· : .................... -... ?..~~ ~ ........................... ~ .. ?..?~. : 
l············:····························-··························:····························································································,·····················l·lr.:'~9.r.:'~~-i~ ............................. ?.?..~. ... . ..... --~~-~ . 

' Korea . 57% , .. . 4?~ . 
Mexico 40% · 122% 

li·-·-·······-···-·-··-···-·-···········----··············-.. ··-·-···-··-······················-············--································;-·-··-··-·-·-·1···-·---········-············-···-······· .. ·· .. - ···-················---··-···-·-· . 
1 Philippines . 41% 131% · 

1 .. ······················-·-·-····················· .. ···········;·····-····--······-·-········································-·····-················+····· ····-·-··l··§l.r19..~.P<?~E:l.~ ........ -.... ~---·············-·····1.§.~ .......................... ...1 . .9.1 .. ~ .. . 
. Thailand 19% . 52% . [·······························································································································································:·········_··.·····.···-_' Tiru'~iuay········-····· ' · ··· ...... 33o~c;· , ..... ··· ··········6s·% ; 

Source : World /iwestment Report, 1998, Pg. 15, Bulletin, Money & Rnarice -November 9, April- June 1999, P~, 23. 

Fmmostc·ountries, it has showngreatervolatilitythanFDI. Mexico. is a casein point:· 
even when portfolio investment fell sharply in Mexico in 1994-1995 during the peso 

' ··.~· 

crisis, FDI was more or less sustained. For a few countries, including Brazil, Chil~ . 
. and the Republic of Korea, volatility coefficients were higher for FDI than fm 
·portfolio investment during the period under consid'eration25l,. · 

The volatility of FP] flows tends to be_ hig,her hi countries~ with high levels. of . 
macroeconol1li.c instllbility .. 
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The aftermath of the financial crisis that hit Mexico at the end of 1994 and spread for 
a short period to other emerging markets illustrates the resilience of emerging 
markets. Countries with a large domestic financial sector and a broad domestic 
savings base recovered especially quickly from the crisis. Thus, an analysis of the 
impact of the Mexican crisis on the performance of 26 emerging stock markets other 
than Mexico shows that it has been significant beyond December 1994 for only four 
countries (Atlan et al., 1996}. Of these four countries, two are in the same region 
(Brazil and Columbia) and two have gone through domestic turbulence that has 
weakened their domestic financial sectors (Pakistan and Hungary). Detail discussion 
has been made on Mexican Peso Crisis and Stock Market turmoil in Chapter-VI. 

Summary and Concluding ·Remarks 

In view of the many constraints faced by least developed countries, the measures 
taken by them to attract foreign direct iiwestment will have to be reinforced by 

· complementary actions on the part_QfhoPle countries. 

There are some disincentives for outward investment in some countries, in the form 
of requiring prior authorization, limits on the export of investment capital to countries 
outside certain regions, or the requirement of deposit of a portion of investment in 
non-interest bearing account. Where any form of restriction on outward investment 
exists, special relaxations should be granted for least developed countries. For 
instance, it can be provided that no prior authorization would be needed for 
investment of any size in a least developed country. 

Fiscal incentives for outward investment should also be focused on least developed 
countries. In particular, home countries could unilaterally offer tax credit for taxes· 
paid by their transnational corporations in least developed countries and grant higher 
tax concessions for dividends and profits remitted from least developed countries. 

Financial assistance for investment is generally provided through public develop-· 
;. 

ment finance corporations. A proportion of the resources of these organizations 
should be earmarked to support investment activities in least developed countries, 
including feasibility studies and co-financing of joint ventures. 

Home countries should strengthen measures to increase the flow of information on 
viable projects in least developed countries that should be of potential interest to their 
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transnational corporations. Embassies of home countries can play a useful role in this 
reg(lrd . 

. With regard to preferential access for exports from least developed countries, home· 
countries should widen product coverage, relax rules of origin and simplify docu
mentation procedures under existing arrangements such as the Generalized System 

/ 

of Preferences, the Lome Convention and the Caribbean Basin Initiative of the United 
States. Such measures c6utd ignite transnational corporations' interest in least 
developed countries as export bases. 

The climate for foreign direct investment depends on many factors beyond the control 
of nationaL policies of least developed countries. In order to overcome the many 
structural bottlenecks, measures adopted by host least developed countries and home 
countries have to be complemented by multilateral actions. 

Least developed countries have initiated a number of reforms to attract transnational 
corporations. However, there is a need for a simultaneous change of perceptions on 
the part of transnational corporations which have not traditionally viewed least 

. developed countries as attractive investment sites. Multilateral institutions should· 
play a vigorous·f'ole in changing these perceptions by organizing round tables 
between Government officials of least developed countries, their private enterprises 
and executives of transnational corporations. 

A number ofleast developed countries are actively pursuing efforts to privatize their 
state-owned enterprises. International organizations should assist least developed 
countries in securing participation of transnational corporations within the frame
work of such privatization programs and could provide co-financing for that purpose. 

International financial institutions can facilitate the participation of transnational 
corporations in least developed countries by designing innovative investment pack
ages, as has been done in some African countries by such institutions as the 
International Finance Corporation, the Commonwealth Development Corporation 
and the European Investment Bank. 

-Thiseard1for transnational corporations interested in investment in least developed 
countries is a time consuming process and may tum out to be· quite expensive. 
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International organizations could effectively reduce t~e cost of searches by acting as 
intermediaries between least developed countries and transnational corporations. 

International organizations could assist least developed countries to set up data 
banks, which could serve multiple purposes such as the provision of macroeconomic 
and sectoral information of interest to transnational corporations and colleCtion of 
data· on variables required by national authorities for screening and approval of 

- investment proposals. Regional cooperation can help promote foreign direct invest-· 
ment in least developed countries by enlarging market size. International organiza~ 
tions could assist in strengthening existing regional arrangements or formation of · 
new o.nes, which are considered appropriate. 

S'ome serious. thought should be given, to the establishment of regional investment 
centers - perhaps one in Asia and the Pacific and one in Africa. These regional 

' ' . 

centers could act as. vehicles for dissemination of the information on investment 
opportmiities in least developed countries, establish contacts with interested 
transnational corporations, assist least developed countries in conducting negotia
tions with transnational corporations, as well as for providing training to least 
developed countries' Government officials and private sector executives in basic 
business skills such as accounting, management and financial administration. 

Recognizing that the benefits of foreign direct investment to host countries are . 
. significantly determined by the terms of specific agreements and that many of the· 
least developed countries do not possess strong negotiating skills to secure best 
possible terms, multilateral organizations could assist least developed countries in 
structuring foreign direct investment agreements, joint ventures and non-equity 
arrangements in various sectors. A number of international organizations already 
have programs in these areas. But the programs should be focused on least developing 
countries. 

The growing importance of foreign direct investment in the world economy, not only 
in its own right, but also because of its close linkages with trade, technology transfers 
and financial flows, is by now well established. With that perspective in mind, the 
international community may wish to give consideration to achieving a consensus on 
ways and means to attract a greater flow of foreign dir~ct investment to developing 
countries and to improve its qualitative content. Since, the scope fm actions by 
individuaL host countries has become rather limited, the need for coordinated 
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multilateral action by all concerned -host countries, home countries, international 
institutions and transnational corporations - is all the more ip1portant. 

Such action needs to take into account the linkages between improving foreign direct 
investment flows to developing countries and improving flows of technology, trade 
and finance. In fact, given the nature of these interlinkages, foreign direct investment 
policies today can no longer be formulated and implemented separately from those 
concerning trade and technology transfer. Initiatives being taken in those areas should 
therefore be increasingly coordinated, with a view towards maximizing the effective
ness of actions, which seek to encourage the growth and development of developing 
countries. 

However any kind of mult~lateral. arrangement needs to be on a consensus of all 
developing nations and should not be in the form of a conditionality as happens to be 
in the efforts of developed nations for implementation of multilateral agreement on 
investments. The European Union (EU) and the US want to introduce the Multilateral 
Agreement on Investments (MAI)26 that proposes to free investment flows bereft of 
any restrictions. In effect, the suggestion is to allow foreign investment in almost all 
the sectors of the economy, prohibit constraints of any form on foreign companies and 
practically leave nothing for the government to decide about fo~eign direct invest
ment. This proposal suffers from infirmity as it may bring several harmful impacts 
on the developing countries. All governments whether developed or developing have 
their own rules of the game as regard to FDI. However the proposed MAl says that 
FDI flows should be unrestricted in any form or in any sector except in defence and 
MNCs should be treated on par with the indigenous industry for all practical 

. purposes. 

It is an irony that it is the EU and the US that have scuttled the WTO negotiations in 
reaching an agreement in the areas of financial services and telecommunications. The 
MAl, if fructifies, will deprive developing countries of their discretions on the control 
and regulations of movements of foreign investments. · 

Nevertheless global integration will continue to drive FDI flows, wherever the 
economic environment is open to it. Globalization will increasingly blur the distinc
tion between foreign and domestically o·wned-,enterprises, and ~etween developed 
and developing countries. Countries that are open to foreign investment stand to 
share in the rising global prosperity that globalization bring. Nevertheless, to create 
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an enabling environment for FD I, a large unfinished agenda of policy reform remains. 
· Some of the countries that have made progress in reducing restrictions, including· 

some already receiving large amounts of FDI, still have some way to go toward 
providing a fully open environment for FDI. Many more countries have only begun 
to reexamine their policies toward FDI or the impact of their general economic 
policies on FDI flows. Yet these countries have not missed their chance to participate 
inglobalFDiflows. TherapidincreaseinFDivolumes in recent years has shown that 
this is not a zero sum game. As more countries open up to FDI, global integration will 
increase, leading to an increase in overall FDI flows. The challenge for the future is 
therefore to open more economies and sectors to foreign direct investment, thereby 
bringing opportunities for economic development to a larger part of the developing 
world. 

The period between the end of World War II and the end of the Cold War in 1989 was 
an extremely significant one in the economic history of both developing and 
developed countries. The contours of the world industrial economy underwent a 
fundamental change. 

The decade of 1970s and 1980s were debt flow and 1990s a decade of equity flow. 
Developing world has always been in need of foreign capital flows in order to meet 
their trade deficit and service of old debts and they will continue to do so in future until 
there is a reversal in their trade imbalances. The policy errors of past or the 
weaknesses embedded in their economy for long colonial exploitation, will take some 
time to make them debt free by way of proper policy planning and improvement 
efficiency with the flow of equity and modem technology including knowledge based 
industry. However human resource development through wide ranging education 
system will bring the advantages of international integration and globalisation to the 
dev~oping world in the long run. 
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CHAPTER-III 

FOREIGN INVESTMENT SCENARIO DURING THE 
PRE-REFORM PERIOD IN INDIA (1947-90) 

Bombay Plan and Industrial Policy Resolutions of 1948 and 1956 

When India attained independence in 1947, it became imperative to formulate an 
economic model for growth with social justice. Unlike many Third World countries, 
which attained freedom in the '50s and '60s, India had a strong industrial base. In 

· 194 7, the modem factory sector ~ccounted for 10 per cent of national income. Yet, 
the Indian industrialist lacked the confidence, and the capital, to bring massive 
industrialisation to the country. And so, there was consensus among political leaders 
and industrialists that India should opt for a planned economy. This was articulated 
in the famous Bombay Plan of 1944-45 authored by leading Indian industrialist like 
Purushottamdas Thakurdas, J.R.D. Tata, G.D. Birla, Ardeshir Dalal, Sri Ram, K. 

Lalbhai, A.D .Shroff, and John Mathai. They advocated comprehensive land reforms, · 
making production, in the agricultural sector cooperative-oriented, financing & 

marketing and state intervention to build infrastructure like power, telecom, roads, 
basic industries (like steel and cement) to spur sustained economic growth. The 
private sector would then cater to the demand, which this rapid State-controlled 
industrialisation would create. 

The new nation had to choose it's own economic model. One model was the capitalist 
· path of development, which was adopted by western countries such as the United 
Kingdom and the USA. But India was impressed by the success of the Five-year Plans 
of the Soviet Union, which contrasted with the severe economic crisis, which the US 
and other western countries suffered following the Great Depression of 1929. This 
led to a favorable political climate for a larger role for public sector enterprises (PSE). 

Nehru's Statement on Foreign Capital 

With the advent of freedom, the pressure for economic development in India 
necessitated a realistic approach towards foreign capital. The late Prime Minister 
Nehru made a statement inApril1949 giving three_importantassurances to foreign 
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investors: (i) India would not make any discrimination between foreign and local 

undertakings, (ii) Foreign exchange position permitting, reasonable facilities would · 

be given to foreign investors for remittances of profits and repatriation of capital; and 

(iii) In case of nationalization of the undertaking, fair and equitable comp~nsation 
would be pilld to foreign investors. 

The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 and 1956 as well as Mr. Nehru's statement 

on foreign capital constitute the core of the Government's policy· on foreign capital. 

The Indian Government has recognized foreign capital as important supplement to 

domestic saving for the development of the country and for securing scientific, 

technical and industrial know-how. 

FDI Policies from 1947 to 1980 

. During the three decades after India gained political independence in 194 7, the Indian. 

Government displayed a "stop-and-go" attitude towards foreign capital and its 
institutional form, transnational corporations. On the one hand, the Government· · 

sought to es,tablish limits on the areas of industrial activity in which TNCs' could 

operate, and also to restrict the degree of foreign ownership of those operations. On 

the other hand, the Government wanted to draw foreign investment in the hope that 

it would provide technology and capital for industrialisation as well as boost foreign 

exchange reserves. Usually, the latter considerations prevailed. Initial post

independence hostility to foreign capital quickly changed to toleration. This was 

reflected in the shift from the Government's first Industrial Policy Statement of 1948, 

which maintained that only Indians should hold effective control of industrial 

concerns, to a 1949 statement which stated that the "Government would not object 

to foreign control of a concern for a limited period". 

TNCs' investment steadily increased in subsequent years. Between 1948 and 1959 •. 

for example, the value of foreign investment in India more than doubled. In the 
manufacturing sector foreign investment tripled, with noteworthy increases in 
transport equipment, machinery, and chemicals and allied products. During the same 
decade, the share of the manufacturing sector in the total foreign capital increased 
from 28 to 38 percent. Foreign investment in petroleum grew almost seven times, 
with its share in the total foreign capital jumping from nine per cent to 26 per cent. 
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A small number of foreign companies rose to prominence in these years, including_ 
Firest?ne, Dunlop, and Bata Shoe Company. Hindustan Lever, subsidiary of the TNC 

Unilever, became India's biggest manufacturer of food products and toilet articles. 

By the mid-1960s TNCs had assumed a dominant role in Indian big business, thanks 
partly to depleting foreign exchange reserves, which had encouraged the Government · 
. to liberalise its stance towards foreign· investors. In 1966, of the largest p2 

_ corporations in India (by assets), 62 were foreign owned or controlled. The a~ sets of. _ 
these 62 accounted for 54 per cent of the assets of all112.companie~. Moreqy~.f;Jp,ap.y~~-. 

- . ' . . . ,. __ .:; ,-•·-:·!-•!"'""''': ., 
Indianfmns were involved in technical collaborations with TNCs, and were dependent 
on them for machinery and' spare parts. TNCs dominance was particularly evident in 
India's pharmaceutical sector, where by the early 1970s 80 per cent of production was 
controlled by foreign corporations including giants such as Ciba, Gbow, Pfizer, 
Hoechst, arid Bayer. 

After devaluation of the rupee in 1966, which enhanced the rupee value of foreign 
currencies and allowed TNCs to establish operations in India with a relatively lower 

. foreign exchange commitment, FDI. inflows increased considerably, further. 
strengthening transnationals' position in Indian industry.-

I 

While foreign investment inflows slowed after 1970, FDI continued to rise as TNCs 
reinvested profits which Indian foreign exchange rules prevented the TNCs from 
repatri~ting. Such rules notwithstanding, TNCs-especially US corporations, which 
were rapidly expanding in India - profited handsomely from their investments. 
However, TNC's profit arid dividend repatriation as well as remittances of fees, 
royalties, and interest constituted a severe drain on Indian foreign exchange resources. 

Concern about this drain and foreign economic domination generally led the Indian· 
Government to pass the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA) in 1973. Among 

. other measures, the FERA required foreign companies (with some exceptions) to 
dilute their non-resident shareholding to 40 per cent, essentially "Indianising" TNCs' 
subsidiaries. While some transnationals, most famously IBM and Coca-Cola, refused· 
to abide by the FERA and took their operations out of India several years after its 
implementation, most TNCs chose to star_· and sold their shares to Indians. These 
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TNCs actually benefited because their newly "Indianised" affiliates were able to 

expand and diversify without any of the restrictions, which had· applied to foreign 

firms, notably those, which had limited foreigners' access to certain industrial 

sectors. Moreover, the FERA regulators usually permitted the TNCs to issue fresh 

shares rather than sell the foreign-held shares to Indians, thereby promoting a wide 

dispersal of the new shareholdings and allowing the TNCs to retain unchallenged 

managerial control. 

Some analysts have suggested another reason why the majority of Transnationals 

complied with the FERA, namely that it offered them a defensive strategy at a point · 

when TNCs were coming under criticism about the extent of their economic sway and 

political influence. By offering Indians a stake in their business, the TNCs were trying 

to legitimise their presence and protect their interests .. "This is the functional role of 

the strategy of Indianisation", economist Dalip S. Swamy wrote in 1980. "It helps 

them [TNCs] to avoid the potential risk of being expropriated, to diversify their 

operations in the host country with local participation, and to release some capital 

which can be deployed in their parent countries or elsewhere for joint collaboration". 

Given the advantages the FERA presented to TNCs, it is unsurprising that a year after 

the Act's passage the Indian Government approved a record number of foreign 

licensing and equity linked joint venture proposals, with most of the approvals going 

to US-based companies. 

· In its statement on Economic Policy (November, 1977) the Janata Party laid the 

following guidelines regarding foreign collaborations: 

"The J anata Party will not go in for foreign collaboration in areas where adequate 

Indian skills-and capital are available. Whenever the need for foreign collaborations 

is felt in areas of high priority, emphasis should be on purchasing outright technical 

know-how, technological skills and machinery". 

The process ofindianization of Foreign Branches (FB 's) operating in the country and 
the dilution of foreign equity in other rupee ·companies, whiCh FERA sparked off, 

brought about a drastic change in the organizational structure of the foreign controlled 
sector in India. One significant outcome was that all companies operating in the 
country (except foreign airline, shippi11g and banking companies) were incorporated 
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under the Indian Companies Act. This put a stop to the alleged tax-freerepatriation 

of profits in the form of 'head-office expenses' by PBs. This provision vitally affected 

the tea plantation industry which was dominated by 114 British tea companies (PBs). 
Since the reorganization, the business of these PBs has been taken over by 45 

companies incorporated in India with up to 74 per cent foreign equity1• A number of 
MNEs that were maintaining branch offices in India - to monitor investment 

opportunities and oversee their investments in other companies but without any 

manufacturing activity-had to wind-up. Therefore, the branch_ as a form of operation 

by foreign companies became virtually extinct except in the service sectors. 

Another aspect of the enforcement of FERA was that of the 881 companies which 

sought RBI permission to continue their business only about 150 (including tea· 

companies) were permitted to retain higher levels ot" foreign equity2: Only these 

companies remained within the ambit of FERA. Others diluted their foreign equity 

to 40 per cent as per RBI directives. These companies were now able to operate, 

expand, and diversify in any industry open to other local private firms. Thus, for most 

foreign companies FERA provided an opportunity to become 'Indian' and to expand. 

Hence, most of them readily agreed to dilute the foreign equity to 40 per cent3. That 

did not mean, however, that they ceased to be foreign controlled .. First, the criterion 

of 40 per cent share holding was arbitrary. Effective control over a joint stock 

company can, sometimes, be exercised with as little as 10 per cent block share 
holding. Both the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act (MRTP) and the 

RBI considered 25 per cent equity holding to be adequate for exercising effective 

control. Second, FERAdilutions in most cases were effected not by the sale of foreign 

held shares to Indian nationals but through the issue of fresh shares. This process of 

· share allotment ensured that the new share holdings were as widely dispersed as· 

possible. In addition, the clauses inserted in the Articles of Association just before the 

dilution of shares gave special rights to the foreign shareholders. Therefore, the 

dilution of foreign share holdings did not necessarily imply a reduction in foreign · 
management control (See Chaudhuri (1979); Goyal (1979); Kumar (1982)). 

FDI Policies during the 1980s 

Just as the FERA began to be implemented, a doubling of cruqe oil prices on the 
international market in the late 197Qs caused India's annual oil import bill almost to 
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quadruple, creating an immediate and acute foreign exchange crisis. In response, the. 
Indian Government applied for and received what was the largest loan in the country's 
history from the World Bank/International Monetary Fund (IMF). This multi-billion · 
dollar loan carried requirements, which worked powerfully to TNCs' advantage. As 
part of an "adjustment program" on which the loan was conditioned, the Government 
ended support to public sector industries. The Government also increased the number 
of industrial (,lreas in which TNCs could invest; this included allowing public 
enterprises to enter into collaborations (with equity ownership) with transnationals. 

Imports of commodities and technology were liberalised. TNCs· were permitted to · 
increase their foreign equity, and export - and technology-oriented units were 
allowed '1 00 per cent fo.reign equity. TNCs were also allowed to place these export . 
units anywhere in India. Additionally, the Government instituted other measures 
such as reducing corporate income tax, which encouraged foreign investment. 

The resuli·of.these and-other liberalising changes was a near three-fold increase in 
. foreign collaborations, and an eleven-fold rise in Government approved foreign 
investment, between 1981 and 1985. Many TNCs including Suzuki, DuPont; 
Mitsubishi, Goodyear, and Seiko entered India during these years. While foreign 
collaborations declined siightly in the latter half of the 1980s, they were still at levels 
far above those-before 1984, and between 1980 and 1989 overall, the number of 

foreign collaborations more than doubled. Especially after 1985, US-based 
corporations accounted for the largest amount of foreign investment as TNCs such · 
as Westinghouse, Xerox, United Technologies, and Honeywell b~gan collaborating · 
with Indian firms. 

Increasing participation of the TNCs in this period did not however lead to a decrease 
in the foreign exchange crunch. The strains on the economy increased as the larger 
imports effected by the TNCs led to an increase in trade imbalances. Compounding 
this problem was a dramatic escalation of the burden of external debt·servicing. 

The Opening Up of the 1980s 

·Almost throughout the 1970s the govemment's· attention was focused on the 
enforcement of FERA. Towards the end of the decade, however, India's failure to 
significantly step-up the volume'- and proportion of manufactured exports in the 
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context of the second oil price shock began to worry policy-markers. It led to the 

realization that the international competitiveness of Indian goods was poor because 

of growing technological obsolescence and inferior product quality, limited range, 

and high cost. These were in part due to the highly protected local market4. Another 

. limiting factor lay in the fact that marketing channels in industrialized countries were. 

dominated by MNEs5• The government intended to deal with the situation by: (a) 

emphasizing the modernization of plant and equipment through liberalized imports 

of capital goods and te_9hnology, (b) exposing Indian industry to competition by 

gradually reducing import restrictions and tariffs and (c) assigning a greater role to 

MNEs in the promotion of manufactured exports by encouraging them to set up 

export-oriented units. This strategy was reflected in policy pronouncements made in 

the 1980s. 

The Industrial Policy Statements of 1980 and 1982, for instance, announced a 

liberalization of licensing rules, a host of incentives, and exemption from foreign 

equity restrictions under FERA to 100 per cent export-oriented units. A major 

amendment of the MRTP Act in 1984 severely curtailed its scope. Some 25 industries 

were delicensed in 1985. It was decided that four more export processing zones 

(EPZ) should be set up in addition to the two existing ones, at Kandla (set up in 1965) 

and Santacruz (set up in 1972), to attract MNEs to start export-oriented units. The 

import-export policies of these years greatly liberalized the import of raw materials 

and capital goods by gradually expanding the list of items on the Open General 
License (OGL). In 1984 nearly 150 items and in 1985, 200 capital goods were added 

to the OGL list. Tariffs on imports of various capital goods were also slashed in 19 856. 

Restrictions on imports of designs and drawings were removed. 

Parallel to the liberalization of trade policies there was an increasingly receptive 

attitude towards foreign investments and collaborations 7. Policy guidelines were 

issued in November 1980 to streamline foreign collaboration app~ovals. The power 
to approve foreign collaborations not involving an outflow of more than Rs.5 million 
in foreign exchange and Without any foreign equity participation was delegated to the 

administrative ministries8. In January 1987 this figure was further raised to Rs.10 

million. Rules concerning payment of royalties and iumpsum technical fees were also 
· relaxed9. Tax rates on royalties were reduced from 40 per cent to 30 per cent in the. 
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1986 budget. A degree of flexibility was introduced in the policy concerning foreign 

equity participation, and exceptions to the general ceiling of 40 :per cent on foreign 

equity were allowed on the merit of individual investment proposals10. To facilitate 

the flow of superior technology to existing industry the Cabinet Committee on 

Economic Affairs (CCEA) decided in December 1986 to permit foreign equity 

participation even in existing Indian companies employing superior technology. The 

equity participation under the new policy was, however, to be subject to certain 

conditions intended to make sure.thl!t this objective was fulfilled 1 :~J'he employment 

. of foreign nationals was also made much easier12. 

A number of steps were taken to remove procedural bottlenecks in 1989. Customs 

tariffs on general projects, and machinery and components were reduced by 10 per 

cent ad valorem and concessions in tariffs in the electronic sector were extended to 

35 more types of equipment in the February 1989 budget. The cement and aluminium 

industries were decontrolled and broadbanding in respect of industrial licensing was 

extended to production of white goods. The Technical Development Fund (TDF) 

Scheme was liberalized in April 1988 and March 1989 to allow for import of 

technology and capital goods upto the foreign exchange equivalent ofRs.30 million 

with a provision for further relaxation in deserving cases 13 . 

Approvals for opening liaison offices by foreign companies in India were liberalized 

and procedures for outward remittances of royalties, technical fees, and dividends 

were streamlined. New procedures were introduced enabling direct application by a_ 

foreign investor even before choosing an Indian partner. The Finance Minister 

addressed a seminar on investment opportunities in India for US companies in New 
YorkinApril1989. 

In order·to expedite the flow of Japanese private investment and technology, the 

government announced the setting up of a 'fast channel' in M~y 198 8 for their speedy 
clearance. The government also announced measures to streamline the remittance 
process and exempted export profits from income tax in order to attract Japanese 
corporations to produce in India for export, in the context of the strong yen14. The fast 

channel mechanism was subsequently also extended to other major home countries 
of foreign investors: first to erstwhile West Germany and later to USA, UK and 

France15. 
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As a result of these measures the investment _climate in the country gradually 
improved. An OPIC (Overseas Privat~ Investment Corporation of the_ United States) 
mission yisited India during February-March 1983with representations from major 
US MNEs active in oil exploration, food processing, computers, solar and wind 
energy generation, pharmaceuticals, coal mining, gear manufacture, diamond cutting, 
machine tools, etc.16• InApri11985 the European Management Foundation organized 

. _ a round table on India inN ew Delhi, which w~s attended by 140 top MNE executive. 
Subsequently, a number of international business delegations visited India to explore 
investment opportunities. As a result of the streamlining of procedures and liberalization 
of attitude the rejection rate in foreign collaboration approvals came down from 30 
per cent_ to between 5 and 8 per cent17. 

· Foreign Direct Investments in India: (1947 -1990 : Pre Reform Period)" 

Prior to 1991, capital flows to India predominantly consisted of aid flows, commercial 
borrowing, and-nonresident Indian (NRI) deposits (Table I). Direct investment was 
limited, averaging around-$200 million a year over 1985-91. Foreign companies 

. wishing to invest in India were generally restricted to 40 percent equity participation, 
subjected to requirements on technology transfer, and limited to priority areas. 
Foreign portfolio ·investment was channeled almost exclusively into a limited 
number of public sector bond issues, while foreign equity holdings in Indian · 
companies were not permitted18. 

However a sequential study ofFDI flowduring the pre-reform period (1948-1990) 
is discussed an4 analyzed in brief . 

.. 
Table-t 

Pre-reform Period 

(Annual Average) 
1985/86-1990/91 

Capital account ~.349 

Direct and portfolio investment 209. 

-Net aid 2,525 

Net commercial borrowing - 1,945 

Nonresident deposi~s- .--·,"r ~- 1,917 

. Other 753 

Sources : Ministry of Finance; and IMF staff estimates 
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In mid-1948, when the firstsurvey of India's international assets and liabilities was 

· undertaken by the RJ;3I, the stock of foreign investment in the country stood at 

Rs.2560 million, and was mostly of British origin. Bulk of this FDI was concentrated 

in export -oriented raw materials, extractive and service sectors. Tea plantations and 

jute accounted for a little over a quarter of the total FDI which together contributed 
half oflndia's exports; about 32 per cent was in trading and other services, 9 per cent 

in petroleum; and only about 20 per cent in manufacturing other than jute (Kidron 

1965:3). By 1990, the latest year for which comparable official estimates are 

available, the stock of FD I in India had gone up to Rs. 2705 0 milli?n (RBI 1993). Not 

only the magnitude but the sectoral composition, sources, and organizational forms 

of investmenrhave undergone considerable changes over this period. 

Sectoral Distribution of FDI Inflow in India (1964-1990) 

Table II summarizes the sectoral distribution of the stocks of FD I as at the end of the 

financial year 1964, 1974, 1980, and 1990. The most fundamental trend is the 

· increasing importance of the manufacturing sector- from about a quarter of the FDI 

stock at the time of Independence and 40 per cent in 1964, to nearly 85 per cent in 

1990. This jump has been at the cost of plantations, mining, petroleum, and services. 

In all the non-manufacturing sectors the absolute volume of FDI as well as its share 

in the total stock declined during the period 1964 to 1980. Since 1980, however, 

plantations and services have marginally improved their share. Almost all the inflows 

of FDI to the country after 1964 were directed to the manufacturing sector, while . 
disinvestments took place in other sectors. Though the total stock of FDI in the 

country stagnated during the late 1970s, in the manufacturing sector it steadily 

increased. This significant reorganization in the sectoral pattern ofFDI in the country 

was stimulated by the government's selective policy. A few major nationalizations in 

the non-manufacturing sectors also contributed to it. Fourteen major banks, including 

one foreign owned, viz., the Allahabad Bank (Star1dard Chartered Group), were 
. nationalized in 1969. The general insurance companies, a number of which were. 

British controlled, were nationalized in 1971. Petroleum were nationalized between 

1974 and 1976. In plantations, most of the Foreign Controlled Enterprises (FCEs) 

were foreign branches, which were obliged under FERA to Indiani~e themselves. The 
share of manuf~_cturing in the total FDI stock in India was favorable even when 
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compared to the sectoral distribution of the total flow ofFDI to developing countries. 
Thus, while manufacturing accounted for only 32, 64 and 42 per cent respectively of 
ali American (1979-1981), British (1971-1978), and Japanese 0951-1980) FDI in
developing countries (UNCTC 1983), it accounted for 87 percent of the FDI stock in 
India. 

Within the manufacturing sector, the new investments were directed at technology
intensive sectors, such as electrical goods, transport equipment, machinery and 

machine tools and chemical and allied products (in particular, chemicals, medicines 
and pharmaceuticals). These four broad sectors accounted for nearly 74 per cent of 
total FDI in manufacturing in 1990 in contrast to 47.4 per cent in 1964. The rising 
importance of technology-intensive products in FDI stock was at the expense of 
traditional industries, such as food and beverages, textile products, and metal and 
metal products. As a result of the liberal policies of the 1980s, however, consumer 
goods industries, _ such as food and beverages, and textile produ~s have also_ 
marginally improved their share in manufacturing FDI. 

Table-11 · 
Sectoral Distribution of the stock of FDI in India 1964-1990 ..... .. . .. ... . . ··············. ········································· .. 

Resui!I_~_:: __ !_QQ_r.!lillion). _____ ··-----------···--------------------------------------'--
:Industry :group 1964 March 974 March 1980 March 1990] 

Valu % Value % 
256 9.5 ! I. : Plantations 105.9 ___ _1_?._:_!.. _____ , _________________ __ 

-i:·-------:::::::~~~:JJ0.I6j~:~:::::::::::::::::~::::: ::~:::~::::::::::::::: ::: ___ ~-:.?..________ _ _9._:_~----------- _____ §: --------------'-------- _____________________ _ 
.............................................................................. 

:Petroleum · 143.3 25.3 · 137.9 ' 14.7 
:Manufacturing 229.3 40.5 625.6 68.4 

8 0.3 
3 

2298 
0.1 
84.9. , __ ; __ , __ ; ______________________ ,,-::;:--i=oocia·n·d- - · ---- -- · ·· 

----------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·· _______________________ , __________________________ --·+--------------•• ----------------------------;------+--------------"---------------------------------------- ------------------------· 
beverages 30.2 13.2 52.1 8.3 39.1 4.8 162 7.0 

! _________________ ---------~~-:--~~:.~;;;.~~~----···--; _________ ~-~-~~- ···-- --------~-:-~-----------------~-~-:~----------'-------~-:-~------······ 32.0 ....... ~.::~----------------·-----~-~------------------~-:-~------· 
------------··- _________ , __________ 1!,1_~~-i_t:l_~ __ !<?.~-~--. ···········--····----~--?.·?. ______________ §_:_f:l _________________ :'l:?..:.~ ......... :. ______ §_:!. _________ !_~:.:9 .... . 8.8 354 15.4 . 
_ ! 4. Transport 
j • equipment 15.0 6.5 32.1 5.1 51.5 ··· ··· · ······················:-·s~·-·Mei~if&··meta·; ·············· ······· ···· ···· ··· 6.3 282 12.3 

························-·········--······················································ 
products 33.1 141 6.1 

'E?,r::::l~~-~lgc:Jc:>.c:l~ 18.2 295 12.8 
• 7. Chemicals & 

i································i····························· .. ·· ........................................ . 
allied products 
a. Chemicals 

60.1 
16.3 

26.2 203.7 
i····:c:::--::·----------------------------------------------------····------··· 

769 33.4 

: b. Medicines 
'::::. ·--···------------------·---::::::?.~~::P.F~i~~~:::::···· 

:v. 

ceuticals 
c. Others ..................................... 

· 8. Miscellaneous 
. Services 
Total 

7.1 76.0 

23.2 10.9 69.7 : 11.1 105.7 : 13.0 

20.6 ... 13..:.!3.... .. .... ?..13.:~-- + 9.3 E:i?..:.? ! 8.1 
40.4 17.6 105.0 : 16.7 100.0 ; 12.3 

n.a. n.a. 

n.a. n.a. 
n.a. 
203 

n.a . 
8.8 ................................................................................................. !··············................................ .. ................................................................. .. 

82.3 14.6 39.8 4.4 38.5 4.1 140 5.2 
565.5 i 1 00.0 916.9! 100.0 933.2: 100.0 2,705 100.0 

! .. l?.c:JIJ..!:~~"--gc:J_r:!.IP..Ii~_<;f __ fr.c::l_r::r.!_!3:§1_, __ :1_t:~_c:l~:~_ir:_l!__~f!.l-~-~C?.r::'~-l __ it.:~Y.~-~!f.!.l~.t:l.~.Pc::l~i!i-c:J_r:l_:,_l:3_~l5.-~-r:Y~---I?.-?._t:l_l:<: __ c:Jf. .. 1_r:J_c:l!c.t ................. ___ __ ________ _ 
i__f?._~J._II~!:i':l_: ___ ~_!J._Iy __ ~ __ (;J..?._!:>_, ___ I\'1~~~--:!-!;J._?._f:l,_f?~~-'!.ll::>~.r..~_!=)_!:l"!,_~_t:l_<:l __ !\P.~il __ ~-~-!;l_?! .. ~t:l.c::l .. f31?.1_! __ :_1_t:l_<:li~'~----'=-<:lE~.~-t:l .. ~i~I:J-il_i~~----- . 
:and Assets as or.-March 31, 1 989'; Reserve Bank of India Bulletin, August 1993, pp. 1 031-1 051. 
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Organizational Distribution of FDI Inflow in India (1964-1990) 

Similar restructuring took place in the organizational form of FDI. In 1964, foreign 

branches accounted for 4 5. 92 per cent of India FD I liability (see Table III). By 1990, 

their share had fallen to a mere 2.0 per cent of FDI stock. Among the companies 

registered in India (i.e., on MNCs), the trend was also one of increasing minority. 

ownership. In 1964, only 11.65 per cent ofFDI was held in the minority MNCs, their 

proportion increased to about 45 per cent by 1980. These trends in the organizational 

form of FDI - the decline in branches and the increasing acceptance of minority 

ownership by foreign investors-were the outcome of government policy, in particular 

Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 1973. 

Table-Ill 
··········································· ···········-······································- ·································· ........................... ··················•·································· ·········································· 

.. ,.Org~ni;l.;~tic::>n~I .. P.i§lrit>.~~~Qn.9.tF.P.1Jnf.!9W ... inJmn~.J .. !:).94~1Jl.~.Q ..... . 
· · · (Rs. crores = 10 !llillion) 

Yea oreig_r::t Branch~s. . . .... ~9tE?!9. .. ~ .. -~c:?..~:!!::911§:~................................. Total 
! ! Rupee Companies ............................ . .................................................................................. i .. ('FER.c) ................................................................................................................. . 

Value %! I Majority • Minority 
owned owned 

1964 259.7 ... .. :'.1:§.,§3?.:: 239.9 .. .. 65.9 565.5 
[42.42] [11.65] [1 00.0] 

1974 241.6 26.45 : 470.4 201.4 913.4 

~ .............. _....... .. .......... ~: __ ,_::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::=::~~-:~_:::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~D-=~.............. ..-...................................... ?.?.:~9.:!?.::::I1::9.9.~::9.L:: 
1980 60.4 6.47!! 454.6 418.2 933.2 

.... ~ .. -~-~.9..~ .. ! .............. _,_,.?.:'.1:.:.~ .................................... ?..:.9. .. ~ ... !.... . ........ ~~-:.:.: ............. ?..t?..?..9..:~.9.. .............. ~~-: .. ~.: ....... ~-:~,~~J. .. .. 
[98.0] • [1 00.0] 

Source: Nagesh Kumar, "Multinatiional Enterprises and Industrial 

C> 'J1~-~ .. i;;:atio!':I.:.:! .... ~ .. ~-~-:':., .. E'g,_:':_2 .................................... . ........................................................ "·----······· ................................... . 
* Estimated share on the basis of distributioin for 1989. 

······················································································· ···························· 

. Countrywiselnflow ofFDI in India (1964-1990) 

There has been a geographical diversification in the sources ofFDI in India over the 

last three decades as the world has moved from British influence to American 

influence in the post war era. A considerable erosion of the dominance of the UK as 

a source ofFDI has occurred (see Table-IV). !n 1964 its share was nearly 77 percent, 

which has come down to about 49 per cent by 1990. 'f4§ US has emerged as a major 
source ofFDI, improving its share from 14.5 per cent in 1964 to 19 percent in 1990. 

Germany, Switzerland, Japan, Sweden and Canada, have also become significant 
sources ofFDI to India. Germany accounted for nearly 10 per cent of the FDI stock 

in 1990 compared to just 1.13 per cent in 1964. Japan increased its. share from 0.46 
· per cent-to 4.9 per cent in the 1980s. 
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Tab!~ IV 
··················-·············-······-·······:--····-··--··························-··················T-·· ································--············ .. 

·····················-······-··························~--···-··-·-·--···-····-···: ................. .l ......... -····-···············-····-··············-...i .......................... _______________________ _ 

Home Country-wise Distribution of FDI, 1964-1990 
! , (Rs. crores = 10 million) 
I Horne Country I 1964 1980 1990 
,--·········-·-···---·-·····-····-···············: FDI %! FDI % ·i FDI % 

I UK ! 433.0 76.77 503.3 53.93 132.1 48.8 
I USA 82.3 14.531 196.4 21.04 i . 518 19.1 
; ..•.....•...•.......•.... -..................... ······-··························· ... ···········:·····-·········································-········•····=··-······················ ································ 

....... ?A JJ3: 65 ..... ~:~~~ ...... ?~? ~:~. 
n.a. n.a. ' 4.3 0.46 ! 132 4.9 

. 1.8 1.3_~_! ____________ .?.9:1 . ?_:_1_? L...... 11 2.8 
····-·····:·················-········· .. ?A9.l 54.7___ ?:~~.!...... ... §_6 __ .. ~:? 

, Canada , 1.50; 34.1 3.65 ! 76 2.8 
! The Netherlands ~ · n.a. n.a. : n.a. n.a. I 36 1.3 
i Source:Nagesh Kumar, "Multinational Enterprises and Industrial 
1 or9a·n~atian;;·.199~fr9:4i. · ··· · · ·· · · ·· r ; 

···························································i·····;············· ··································'························ ........................................... ··························-·················· 

In view of prevailing conditions, FDI failed to exhibit any degree of buoyancy during 

1980's. For instance, while FDI, which in March 1980 amounted to Rs.933 crore, 

stood at Rs.l742 Crore as at the erid of March 1987 and aggregated to Rs.2705 crore 
. as on March 31, 1990. In other words, during 1980-90, FDI rose by Rs.l772 crore_ 

only. Although FDI in absoiute terms had been increasing, its share in the total 

liabilities of the corporate sector revealed a declining trend 19. 

The importance of FDI came down in India, particularly at a time when the FDI 

inflows into developing countries, as a proportion of total FDI inflows in the world 
increased. For instance, while the ratio ofFDI inflows into the developing countries 
to the totalFDI inflows of the world stood at 17.6 percent in 1988, it rose to 32.2 per 
cent in 1992.The total stock ofFDI as at the end of March 1991 was barely Rs.32.1 ·· 

billion. 

·Foreign Collaboration Approvals (1948-1990) 
The changing attitude of the government towards foreign investment and technology 
is reflected in the number of foreign collaborations approved in different periods. 
Table V summarizes three indicators for different periods; (a) average number of 
foreign collaborations approved per year; (b) proportion of foreign collaborations 
wit4_ equity participation; and (c) the volume of foreign investment approved. The 
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variations in these parameters across time reveal the nature of the change in 
. government policy. The gradual liberalization of policy in the early post-Independence. 

period in the wake of the economic crisis of the late 1950s resulted in an almost five
fold increase in the number of collaborations approved per year-from 50 during the 
period 1948-1958 to 297 during 1959-1966. Since foreign exchange was the major 
constraint during the period, a high (over 36 per cent) proportion of the collaborations 
approved were with financial participation. The restrictive posture adopted by the 
government during the 1967-79 period brought down the average number of 

approvals to 242. The squeeze on foreign financial collaborations was far more 
drastic, bringing their proportion down from 36.36per cent during the period 1959-
1966 to just 16.11 per cent during 1967-1979. 

Table-V 

·························s~~;·~;y·~f·~=~·~;i·9·~··c~ll~·b·~·~~ti~~··Ap·p~~;~i;;·1·9·4a=·1·99a······························ 
····-·······-····················---:························----·····························:·······;······--·-··············-···············································-················································ ------····················· 

... ................ ............. . .. ... ... . .. J Those with foreign equity . ., .. . 
Period Average no. of l Average no. Proportion Average foreign 

······················· .... ~11.?.~?~~6~=::Ii>.~·r:::Y.~~~·-.~:~~::.::!6j~t?.i:::·::·::::::·······:·)6Y.~~fui~6t.:::: .......... . 
approved per · involved per year • 
year (Rs million) 

1948-58 50 . n.a. n.a. n.a. 
························-············ ··-·····-·····················-········-·--····+·························-····--···················· .................................................................................................... . 

............ ; ..................... ?..~!............................ . ...... J .. Q~: ....................... ~~~~.~-·---··· ........................ ~.:.?..~ ...................... ! .. . 
242 39 16.11 53.62 . 
744 170 22.8 930.84 -;-·--··------··---·-------------·; .............................. .. ........................ . ............................................... , .. . 

............ §~~·--·---········'·--............. 1.~~----·------............ ~.Q.~§.?. ............................. ?..!.?.?..~:.~.?. ................... . 
* on the basis of 1961 to 1966 

···························-····················································-·············· ................................................................................................................................................... . 
Source : Nagesh Kumar,"Multinational Enterprises and Industrial 

. .QE9.~.~¥.ation'', 1994: ... !:9:.~ ..................................................................................... , ............................ ··············-·---·-----·····-· 
.............................. .. ................................................ : ............................................................................................................................................................. , .. . 

The considerable liberalization of policy in the 1980s caused the average number of 
approvals per year to increase from 242 during the period 1967-1979 to 744 during 
1980-1988. The increase in the number of financial collaborations per year was even 
sharper, their proportion in total approvals increasing from 16.1 per cent to 22.8 per. 
cent. The average value of foreign investments approved per year increased by over 
17 times from Rs.53.62 million to Rs.930.84 million. Political instability during the 
period 1989-19~0 seems to have brought the average number of approvals ~():Wn from 

_7 44 to 63.5 per year. 
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Import Liberalization and Overdependence on Debt Financing in 1980s 

The monetary over -consumption spilled over to the external sector. This is reflected 
in the macro-economic imbalance in the external sector. Our import propensity is 
higher than our import capacity as per normal channels. The excess demand for 

foreign exchange has been persisting over the 6th and 7th plans. During the 6th plan . 
· the IMF loan helped to bridge the gap: during the 7th plan commercial borrowings· 

and NRI deposit inflow along with deductions in reserves closed the gap. The 
excess consumption of foreign exchange has been financed by the growth of 
external debt. 

The economy had been getting into debt, both internally and externally, at very high 
rates. Internally, the high level and the growth rate of debt have resulted in heavy 
inter~st and servicing charges. Consequently, non-plan expenditure has risen. The 
government's own lending rates to its borrowers: were lower than those rates at 
which it borrowed. The servicing an(:J!.interest burden on external debt is eating into 
export-earnings. It is necessary that the entire perspective on future debt be 
recast. 

Therefore, while trade was liberalised during the 1950's and 1960's capital movements 
were regulated. It was only when, in the 1970's after the oil shock, inflation became· 

· an almost insoluble problem that capital immobi~ity was abandoned. This was really. 
a crisis of profitability but it put pressures to liberalise capital movements and this 
was done by USA, Germany and UK during the 1970's. 

Many Latin American countries got cau~ht in t{le global financial nexus· during the 
1970's when they borrowed petrodollars and failed to repay. India came late on to this 
problem; yetthe end result was the same. It borrowed abroad but failed to reorient its 
economy in an export oriented way and got caught in 1991 in a debt crisis. 

One of the cardinal errors of the 1980's was that India borrowed from abroad in the 
formofloans and debt rather than equity. This meant that the risk of failure was borne 
by India while with equity investment it would have been borne by the lender. The 
smart thing is to let FDI bring in the latest technology and combine it with India's 
skilled htbour pool to export. This is the lesson of Bangalore; borrow the hardware. 
and inject the software. Today technology comes embodied in the FDI along with the 

·- latest management techniques. 
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Regulation of foreign private capital in India can concretely be seen in terms of the 

changing attitude of the Indian Government towards this form of business in the 

country. 

The regulatory administration can be. seen to comprise of two distinct sets of 

policies. In the _frrst set are those instruments, which provide the overall frame

work for industrial development and include the Five Year Plans and the statements 

related to industrial policy. The second includes specific legislations enacted at 

various points of time and which can be called the 'inst~ments' of policy 

initiatives. 

Foreign Exchange Inflow and Outflow of MNCs in India during Pre
Reform Period_ 

According to a Reserve Bank of India study, the net outgo in foreign exchange by 

foreign controlled companies in India was Rs.3860 million in the three years 1982-

83 to 1984-85, compared with their actual investment in foreign excharrge of about 

Rs.4000 million2~. 

During the 1980s, total expenditure in foreign exchange by Hindustan Lever Limited 

(HLL) was about Rs.l0.155 million, giving a net drain of Rs.l942 million21 . 

Unilever's paltry investment ofRs.2.08 million in Hindustan Lever in 1932 is today 

worth ovet Rs.3.34 thousand million22, all of which it can now repatriate to its 
· "home" country. Cadbury India's foreign exchange outgo in 1990-91 was 7.3 times 

its earnings23• In the case of Castro! India, the amounts going out are over60 times 
the inflow of foreign exchange24. 

Colgate-Palmolive India consistently declares dividends of over 50%. In 1984 it was 
70% with 1: 1 bonus shares, in 1991 it was 7 5% with 3:5 bonus shares. In comparison. 
Fortune 500 companies averaged dividends of 4.1% ih 199125• Thirty four US 
<;ompanies operating in India 'in 1987 had an average annual return after taX of 19.3% 
on net worth from 197 5 to 1980. The net profit after tax and the net worth grew at an 
average annual compounded rate of 20:3- and 14.2%, respectively. Glaxo India 
increased its worth from Rs.139 million in 1971 to Rs.300 million in 1980, a growth 
of more than 100%26. 
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BOP Crisis of 1990-1991 and Its Causes 

The external debt- crisis or the balance of payment crisis, which surfaced in Indian 
economy in late September 1990, was neither ari accident nor a coincidence. Three 

· factors, namely (i) fiscal imbalances and increase in internal debts (ii) large amount 

of curren~ account deficits and increase in external debts and (iii) monetary expansion 
leading to high inflation cumulatively in second halfof 1980's led to the crisis. 

·-'"-~he gross fiscal deficit of the Central Government was 8.2 per cent of GDP during 

the second halfof the 1980s, _as compared with 6.3 per cent during the first half of the 

1980s and 4 per cent in the mid-1970s. This fiscal deficit had to be met by borrowings 

as evident from Table VI. The internal debt of the government accumulated rapidly, 

rising from 35.6 per cent of GDP atthe end of 1980-81 to 53.5 per cent of GDP atthe 

end of 1990-91. The burden of debt servicing also mounted. Interest payments
increased from 2 per cent of GDP and 10 per cent of the total central government 

expenditure in 1980-81 to 4 per cent of GDP and 19 per cent of the total central 
government expenditure in 1990-9l.lt is now obvious that any growth process based 

on such borrowing was simply not sustainable. The underlying fiscal crisis was bound 
to create a situation where . the balance of· payments situation would become 

unmanageable and inflation would exceed the limits of tolerance. 

In the secoridhalf of the 1980s, current account deficits widened, India's development 

policy emphasis shifted from import substitution toward export -led growth, supported 

by measures to promote exports and liberalize imports for exporters. The government 
began a process of gradual liberalization of trade, investment, and financial markets. 

. . 

Two sources of external shocks contributed the most to India's large current account 
deficit in 1990/91. The first shock came from events in the Middle East in 1990 and 
the consequent run-up in world oil prices, which helped precipitate the crisis in India .. 

In 1990/91, the value of petroleum imports increased by $2 billion to $5.7 billion as 
a result of both the like in world prices associated with the Middle East crisis and a 
surge in oil import volume, as domestic crude oil production was impaired by supply 
difficulties. 

Seco~d, the deterioratign of the current account'was also induced by slow growth in 
important trading p~rtners. Export markets were weak in the period le~ding up to 
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India's crisis, as world growth declined steadily from 4.5 percent in 1988 to 2.25 

percent in 1991. 

In addition to adv-erse shocks from external factors, there had been rising political 

uncertainty, which peaked in 1990 and 1991. 

India's balance of payments in 1990/91 also suffered from capital account problems 

due to a loss of investor confidence. The widening current account imbalances and 

reserve losses contributed to low investor confidence, which was further weakened 

by political uncertainties and finally by a downgrade of India's credit rating by the 

credit rating agencies, Commercial bank financing became hard to obtain, and 

outflows began to take place on short-term external debt, as creditors became 

reluctant to rollover maturing loans. Moreover, the previously strong inflowson 

nonresident Indian deposits shifted to net outflows. 

As a consequence, the current account deficit doubled from an annual average of $2.3 

billion or 1.3 per cent of GDP during the first half of the 1980sto an annual average. 

of $5.5 billion or 2.2 per cent of GDP during the second half of the 1980s. These 

persistent deficits were inevitably financed by borrowing from abroad. The result was 

a continuous increase in the external debt, which, as Table VII shows, rose from $23.8 

billion or 14.3 per cent ofGDP at the end of 1980-81 to.$62.3 billion or22.8 per cent 

of GDP at the end of 1990-91. Consequently, the debt service burden also rose from 

7.9 per cent of current account receipts and 14.9 per cent' of export earnings in 1980- · 

81 to 21.7 per cent of current account receipts and 29.8 per cent of export earnings 

in 1990-91. These strains, which mounted over the years, stretched to breaking point 

on account of the Gulf-War. The balance of payments lurched from one liquidity crisis 

in mid-January 1991 to another in late-June 1991 and came to the verge of collapse. 

On both occasions, foreign exchange reserves dropped to levels, which were not 

enough to finance imports even for a fortnight27 . 

The vulnerability of the balance of payments was accentuated by two other factors. 

First, it became exceedingly difficult to roll over the existing short-term debt in the 

range of$ 6 billion because of adverse international perceptions of the situation and 
the overnight borrowing in international capital markets was as much as $2 billion. 
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Second, non-resident deposits, where· the outstanding amount then was more than 
$10 billion, leveled off in September 1990 with a modest net outflow of $0.3 billion 
in the period Oc;tober 1990 to March 1991 and a massive net outflow of $1.3 billion 
in the period April1991 to Septemb~r 1991. 

The rapid pile up of external debt and the increased burd(!n of debt servicing 
ultimately eroded international confidence in India's capacity for repayment. 

. -·. :.:.·· 

. The price situation also came under mounting pressure. The rate of inflation, in terms 
of the wholesale price index, climbed from less than 5 per cent in 1985-86 to more 
than 10 per cent in 1990-91 as evident from Table VIII. 

Table-VI 

. ~ ..... ~i.~<!!ll!!.~!t!.~£~~-'!.~.£1 ... i.'.:l!_~.!:~al d~.~! .. C?.!_l_t:!~-~en!J::~1 .. 9ov~r..!!!!!~.~.J~~ .. ~ .. ~rc~!!~9~_ ................. _ ..... · 
:........ ........ . .. ._f?.f..§9.~~!.'!!~r!5:~~.Pr.ic:,~.~) ....... . . ......... .. 

i 

Year I Gross l Revenue Internal !Interest Interest payments as 

--- ----t=;~- -f~:~--~:bt_ -- -- ~~:Y:•: -i~:,~~ 
1980-8'1 ........ :. 6J... J. 1.5 ........................... ~?..~.?. ........... , ..... ?..O ~9~9 

.1.~!3..1:::!3.2 ' 5.4 i 0.2 35.0 ....... ,.... 2.0 ..... ...... ..1.9:§1 .... . 

~ ~:~~:! I ~:~... .I ~:~ ~~:; ~:~ ~ ~:! 
... 1~.9~8!3.45 .... :::8~-6?.............. ..! .............. 8?..~.53 ................... ',i··········· .... ~.~.~--................................... 44""25' .05 ....... 2?..:.9?...... .. .. ..................... 1122.39 .. .. ....... .. 
. :: ........... _ ... ::: .............................. l ...................... ~ ....................... i .............. _?..~.?. ........................................ _ ...... ~ ................. , ......... ! ....................... :............ .. ................................. : ....................... ~ ...................................... . 
.. ~986-87 ... .. ..I .......... §1.:9 ! .... ?..:.? ..... ................ .4§1~~ ... .: .... .~:2. . . . .. ... . . _13.5 

. ~~:~~:: i ~:~ i ~:~ ;~:~· ;:: ~~:~ 
1989-90 7.9 2.6 53.2 .3.9 17.4 
1990-91 8.4 3.5 53.5 4.0 19.0 

·····-··-···············-····-·-·-·······--···: ...... ___ , ___ , _____ ,, ............. J ........... ~--······-····-····--·-·········-··--·--·········-·····-·······-··;·-···---·····--··---·······-····-·-·-· .. ----.. ····-·········-················-·····--···-············· . 
Source: I. For gross frscal deficit, revenue deficit and internal debt: Reserve Bank of India, .. An.nlliiRe.l>ar:t:1·ss1~92.· r ...... · ............. ...... · ·1 ··· .... · ....... ..... .... ...... · 

ii. For interest payments as a percentage of GOP: Ministry of Rnance, Economic Survey, 
1990-91 and 1992-93. · I 1 

... ii!: .. .F.~.r.il.:l!t::.r.~~ .. P<.i.Y.~.I.:l.~.<.i.~ ... <.i. .. P.EC?P~.r:!.i<?..~ .. ~f.!C?~) ... ~.~~~ .. 9..C?Y..t::~_r:t.'!.l.~~! .. ~'5P~El.c:!.~'::'.r.~ .. : ... £Y.l.il.:l.~!r.:Y. .. .C?f... ............ . 
Finance, Economic and Functional ClassifiCC?.!ion of the Central Government Budget, annual ·············--··-·-·-······--·····-·····;-··-·-···-·-----·············· .... -··-·-······-·························--·······--··-·····-·············:-····-······-·-·-···········-·-·················-········-·-·······················-··············--····--··-··--··-··· 
issues. ······-!-.......... ....... .. ............ . ....... , ... . 

j 

Source·: Deepak Nayyar, Economic LiberariZation in India, Centre for Studies in Social 
Sciences, Calcutta. i 
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Table-VII 
····················currei1iAccou.i1i-·oeiiCi·i-iii1'ifEX1e.ri1al·o·efii·Ci-urii19-Fire-R.etorm 

Year ·Current account :Medium and Long-term ! Debt servicing as a 

'1.=~-~~~~---~L ..... ' ~[~:1-~bt end~=~~=::::::J~~~:~=:::~:J .. :::::::::::~~~6L:~::J::::::::::::::~:::~:::::~~::~:: 
P -milfion . percentage · ' Account · 

/ofGDP 

1985-86 

·········· :-··············· 1.2 ............................ 23,1:1 .) 14.3 ___ . ! 14.9 
1.4 24.3 14.2 13.5 

.... ~.:.9. ............. ·········-··-·····?.!.:.~---···········'················!.?..:?. ............................... ~"!.:?. ..... . 
1.1 
1.2 
2.3 
2 

31.1 · 16.o ... L 11.2 
31.9 17.1 19.8 

···-··-·-·····-~7 ·················:··'··'··························--······?..?..:?. ..... . 
39.4 

8.7 
10.3 
11.7. 
15.9 
31 1986-87 

1987-88 
1988-89 

1.9 
2.6 

T .... 26.4 

1989-90 
1990-91 

2.2 

2.3 

·······-·-··········!·········-······················· ······!··················2=··5··:·'·~ ······--····· ............................ . 
21.6 : . 31.1 21.5 
2a8 21~ 

··················•························ ···-·-····'·············--····················--·=-- .................................... . 
-~-~!£.l.l>..=.~: .. T.J:l.!3. .. ~~§ .. ~.~--'II.E:!~i_L.J!!l ... ?.!!c:l ... I<J.~.9_:!E:!.fl:!.l .. E'l:x.:t~!'I'~~E..E'l.~! .. r.E'l.e~-~E:!.<!.i!!I?.~l~.?.if.1_c::I_LJ.9E:! ~l_<_tE:!.!!l.?._l~~~!: ............. .. 
ance fi"om bilateral or muffi1ateral sources on government account and non-government account, 

.. c:l~.lf:'.i_r1_9~fr.~f!.l .. fJ.:I~ .. I.f\{lf'\E:!.l_<_tE'l.~.?..l_~f!.lf!.it=.E~?.I_I,>_c:>_r:r:c:>~ir.J9 .. ?..~~~1J..Il:;§~.c:l.i~g~<:)-~~-r.E:!~ic:l!'l.r1!.~~pc:J_~~:... .. ....... 
. ~: T.J:l.E'l.c:l?.§ .. c:J.rl c:!E:!IJ.!.~ryiyc::if.19.ir1 T?.l?.~ ? ~r~~~rj\.'E:!c:l.fr.c:>~ b.~l?.!!~c:J!P?Y~~t~~!~~~ ?.s.tf:lE:l ~IJ.r.rJc:J!. 
amortization payments and interest payments. The figures on debt servicing reported by the Ministry of 
Rnance or the Reserve Bank of India for this period underestimate the burden by a significant proport-
:~~:~~~y~~~(fu~~)6~ijlp~!~~y~@9~:-~f~~:iri:~f~~~!:~~~~:::--·· ·------- ··r::: --- ----------·:· :-:·· · 
c. The rurrent account de~-GDP ratios and the e/(temal debt GDP ratios are based on the rupee 
values of the rurrent account deficit during each fiscal year and the outstanding medium and long-term 

"~~~:iri~!:~~:~f~'ftF.~:~n~"~r~~~::~~LY~~:r.;::~?Pr.~~~~::~s.:·a.::r~:r.~6!~9~9U~pF.>::~f~-~~6i~&~i--;;·~~~":,.-:,.: 
(data on GDP are fi"om CSO, National Accounts Statistics). 
d. The debt-Service indicators are based on the rupee value of debt servicing expressed as a percentage 
"i?.E&~:~P.~~::Y?iy~:,.~r.~~P.9iji3.-:?n~::g:f.~~~f~~~~f~~:p~::<~a.~:9~-:~;p:~-~:~~~-~r:r~:6f?~-~:6t:: ................. .. 
receiP.I9.,2r~ fi"om RBI balance of payment statistics). i 

. ., . . l 

---············-··············--···-.l---·································-.. ········;··-··--· .. ····-·······-···········: .......................................... : .................... _________ .......... L .......... . 
l?..c:>':l~~:.I:>.~~P!i!~.f:':I?YY?.r., §~~_c:>f!.li.C:._l.:i!:J~@f.~~~rJ~Ir!~~. ~.':ly.~t.c:Jr.~Yc:li!'l.~i~ l?..c:>c:::i?.l?.c::i~~t::E!~, <:;?.~.1!.?., 

........................................... L. ................................................... L ...................................... .l............. . ....... : ..................................... : ........... --------··-··············· ______ , __ _ 

: : . ......... T ...... 

·······················-··········i-·-···-·······-··-··--·······································.L-.................... ·········-··--······-·····························-······ 
' TabloVIII 
,.......... iliionotiZo·Ci-CiofiC>ItS:·r-nC>r;o;"ta·ry:--;x:F>ansio·r;:ar;Ci--·inriation .......... . 

: . .x~"".r........ M~IJ~.x .. ~~PeiY..JM::3.>. ...... Un.~!-~D. .. P..'3..r::.~~-<:~.! ... J. 
P~!:'?.".r::'.~.li!.~ .. ~.r:<?.~ ..... j.P~E .. "'..<:l.r::'.l:'.r:T.' .. 

erannum 

'1988-89 
.1989-90 
:1990-91 

2.6 

.. .......... ?:.<?. ..... . 
...................... :!.: .. ~ ............................... ! ........ .. 

1.9 
...... 2:€)' 

.............. ?:.~ ........ . 
........ ?.:.~ ... 

2.0 
1.6 
3.0 
2.8 

. . 

. . ' 

18.3 
12.8 ............. . ....... . 
16.7 

.......... 18~1""""'""''''' 
18.9 .. 

. ....... .1 .. ?.-.§l .... . 

17.7 
9.3 

.. ............ :'1:.:.!3. ...................... : .. . 
7.6 

. ''"'6':4 
4.5 
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Concluding Remarks 

. The study on different policy mechanisms during pre-reforms period for regulating 
foreign private capital in India shows that the mechanisms by themselves were quite -
ineffective in controlling the growth of foreign controlled companies in the country. 
In the case of the Licensing system, as we had seen, the Government had no 
·machinery to curb misuse of licences issued. Even when.misuse of licenses were 

brought to light, the Government was found warning in taking punitive action against 
the offending companies. The scope of Government regulations in respect of foreign 
private capital, in particular, was reduced progressively in the four decades since · 
1947. The reduction of controls over foreign_prj_yate capital was done primarily 
because the Government saw foreign companies as conduit of two crucial inputs, viz., 
finance and technology, for its industrialization process. This ·was made clear by 
Prime Minister Nehru in his 1949 policy statement. While Nehru emphasized the 
need to augment domestic savings with foreign capital, the later policy makers have 
sought capital from foreign companies not in a direCt form, i.e., in theform of equity 
participation, but in the form of atrade surplus. Foreign private capital was expected 
to promote exports and to meetthe foreign exchange requirements of industrialization. 
In respect of technology, several policy documents and utilization of indigenous 
technologies28. 

· A consensus began to build in the late 1970s, and especially after 1984, that India· 

would have_ to liberalise its economy to reduce controls, create adequate resources for . 
social programs, and modernise its infrastructure and manufacturing sector. GDP · 
growth accelerated to over 5 per cent during the 1980s and there was a marked 
increase in exports of manuf~ctured goods especially, in the second half of the 
1980s. 

However, macroeconomic imbalances became a serious problem._ The budget deficit 
of the Government rose steadilifrom 6.4 percent of GDP in fiscal1981.to over 9 
percent in fiscal 1991, while t4e current accb~nt deficit rose from 1. 7 percent to 3 
percent of GDP. Iri 1991, the Government's domestic debt had risen to 56 percent 
of GDP. Besides, India's external debt rose from US$20 billion in 1981 to US$70 
billion in 1991, while the debt service ratio increased from 10 percent to 29 percent. 

_ The Government that came to power in June 1991 inherited an economy in crisis. 
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The outmoded economic policy and industrial policy; in particular, led firstly, to the 
emergence of an enormous administrative paraphernalia in both New Delhi and State 
capitals, with corruption at· all levels. Secondly, it encouraged industrialists and 
businessmen· to get involved in wheeling and dealing with corrupt officials in order 
to obtain licenses for investments and for the expansion of industrial capacity. Once 

_ they obtained these, they did not have to worry about actually producing the goods, . 
or about the quality of the products as the domestic market was protected, and here 
they could virtually sell anything with no risk of a competitor. Whilst industrial 
efficiency was at a very low level· because of too many Government regulatory 
controls, fiscal imbalance over a long period were tending India towards financial 

-:'-bankruptcy in the international market. Fiscal deficits peaked at 8.4 per cent of GDP-
in 1990-9!'; and forced the Government of India to adopt a policy of massive deficit 
financing, which led to an acceleration of a high rate of inflation. 

At the same time, the current account deficit and the persistent balance of payments 
- problem put a great pressure oflndia' s already large external debt. In brief, the Indian 

economy was on the brink of a disaster by mid-1991. The only way to save the _ 
economy was to take decisive steps to reverse the old and ingrained policy of 
'~economic isolation" which led to corruption and inefficiency and forced the , 1 

economy to deviate from the path of "sustainable development". 

In the period ending with the 1980s, India maintained a selective approach towards 
foreign direct investment (FDI). The overall policy environment during the period 
1947-1990 has been considered as the key factor in detemiining the low Jevel of 

-foreign investment in the comitry. Th~ specific instruments of policy that were widely 
- regarded as impediments to the expansion of foreign capital In the country were: 
industrial licensing under the Industries Development & RegulationAct, 1951 (ID RA}; 
the size consideration under the Monopolies & Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 
1969(MRTPA); limits on the level of foreign share placed by the Foreign Exchange 

- ' 

Regulation Act, 1973(FERA); "high rate of taxation; rystrictive labour laws; and 
- inadequate patent protection. 

The acute fo"reign exchange shortage in mid-1991 forced the gov~rnment to seek the · 
support of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Largely due to IMF's pressure, 
India thenbegan a major process of economic reform. 
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CHAPTER-IV 

FOREIGN INVESTMENT INFLOW DURING THE 
REFORM PERIOD IN INDIA (1991-96) 

The BOP Crisis of 1990 and its Origin 
"·""':- : -~ 

The external debt crisis, which surfaced in early 1991, brought India close to default. 
in meeting its international payments obligations. The balance of payments situation · 
was alniost unmanageable. The fear of acceleration in the rate of inflation loomed . 
large. The underlying fiscal crisis was acute. The factors that led the economy into 
such a situation were not attributable to any sudden shock beyond our control, such 
as a series of bad monsoons or a dramatic increase in world oil prices. It was the 
outcome of persistent mistakes in economic policy that accumulated through the 
1980s. Fiscal deficits met by borrowings at home, mounted steadily. This was 
coupled with current account deficits. The internal imbalance in_ public finance led 
to a rapid accumulation of internal debt that the government owed to its people. In 
addition, the external imbalance in the payments situation meant a rapid pile up of 
external debt that the country owed to foreigners. It needed no great economic 
calculation or foresight to anticipate that the country was heading for a debt crisis if 
policies remained unchanged. We have discussed ~n detail about the possible causes 
of the crisis in the previous chapter and therefore the same is not repeated here. The 
nature of the crisis and how it differed from the Mexican crisis of 1994 and the South. 
Asian crisis of 1997 shall be discussed in chapter VI and VII respectively. 

Response and Strategy 
. In conformity with the general guidelines of the IMF and the World Bank, the 

government set in motion a process of macro-economic stabilization combined with 
fiscal adjustment and structural reform. It needs to be emphasised that this was 
nothing new. It repeated broadly the pattern ofseveral developing countries in Latin 

- America and Sub-SaharanAfricainresponse to the debt crisis in the 1980s.All these 
countries were under similar IMF programmes of 'stabilization' coupled with World 
Bank programmes of 'structural adjustment'. Any programme of economic 
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stabilization has two fundamental objectives .. Its first aim_ is to pre-empt a collapse of 
the balance of payments situation in the short-terril by reducing the deficit on current 
account as much as possible. Its other objecr is to curb inflation by demand 
management 

· The principal instruments for achieving IMF:.style stabilization are the fiscal policy· · 
of the government and the monetary policy of the central bank. Botli: instruments are 
appli~d as bral(e·s to reduce the levei of'agg,r~gate demand or purchasing power in the 
economy, especially by.: cur~ing deniand e!llan.ating from. the gov~rnihent. The · · 

. presumption is that the pr,oblemsate attributable to gov:ernmentdeficit~-which cau~e .. 
' . . . . : . '. . . . - ,. '. . ·. . ( . ·. . : .· . 
monetary expansion which in t1lm· fe~ds demand in excess of t~e available supply of 
goods . and services in the.' ~¢~no my! th~s fuelling inflation. This co~pression. of.
demand is often combined ·with a ·devaluation· 6£ the national currency on the 

. ' . ' . . . 

presumption that the prevalent exchange rate is unsustainabl~ anq that a .cheaper . 
d()lhestic currency 'Yill provide ~m incentive to export combined with a disincentive 

·to importDevaltiation is the standard lMF-World :Sank recipe for improving the 
baJance _of payments. This package of policiys was implemented in India._ It 
pro:vided the rationale for a sharp reduction.in the fiscal deficit of the gqvernment, the 
adoption of a tight monetary policy and a substantial devaluatio1;1 of the rupee in 

July 19911• 

In conformity with what has come to be known the world over as the 'Washington 
Consensus',_ the Government of India embarked on a wide-ranging policy reform 
beginning in July 1991. 

However it may be mentioned that there are two fundamental principles of economic 
growth particularly when the econoinief are moving from the decades of adjustment 
to a new period of reform and growth (Aspe and Gurria 1992). The frrst one is *at·_ 
during the early phases of development, when an economy is no more than a 

_ collection of fragmented markets and regions, the establishment of government 
institutions, the construction of infrastructure, and the direct participation of the state 
in some areas of the economy are not only desirable_ but indispensable preconditions 

. for the growth process. The second principle is more in line with the recent theories~ 
of endogenous economic growt~ (Scott 1991; Romer 1989; Lucas 1988; and Uzawcf · 
1965). It reflects the notion that the opening -tip of investment opportunities through 
changes in the environment where lndividu~ls work, save, and invest both creates and 
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reveals new investment opportunities. In (Hirschman Alber's 1958) example, once 
the difficult parts of the puzzle have b~en solved, the remaining pieces begin to fall 

' ' 

into place almost automatically. What this means for the role of the state in economic 
. development is that after an initial period ofprotection and government intervention, . 
. growth no longer responds as strongly to further investment as it did during the very 
first stages· of industrialization. FurtherrtJ.ore', this analogy conveys the notion that. 
once the basicinstitution~l framework has been implemented the public will be bette~ 
serve,dl?y Jri~irect. support of economic acti~ity through deregulation, privatizatio~, 
trade iib.~rali~~tion, ~md .cl. · c~inpetitive environment than by direct government· . 

. participatioll in prodrietibn· ~ctivitie~:• With the~e two:principles in mincl it will be 
easier _ _to u~der_stand I_ndia's p~1icy" refomi p~rticulady in the field of f~reign 
investments. :. ·· . 

. ; _.·· 

-,, 

The process ofecon~mic reform is ~eeking to incr!tase the degre~ ()f.ope~ness of the 
economy to integrate it as sooh aspossible with the global economic system; The 
e~deavour is, therefore~ not confined to trade flqws. It extend~ to capitalfiowsand 
technology flows·;'-Consequently, the: policy regime for foreign investment and· 
foreign technology has been liberalized at a rapid pace so. that prior government . • 

_ approval is . now the exception·. and not the rule. It would seem that the primary. 
objective-of the government is to enlarge non:.debt-creating foreign capital inflows,. 
while technology-acquisition and market-'access appear as secondar')robjectives. The 
liberal access to imports of technology is meant to faCilitate technology up gradation · 
and enhance international competitiveness in industry;· 

Reform~Oriented Industrial policy 
On 24.7 .19~ 1, the Government oflndia tabled in Parliament a Statement on Industrial 
Policy which, in effect, ushered in an era of reform in the financial sector aimed at · 
freeing Indian industry from the shackles of counter productive controls, liberalising · 
foreign investment and making Indian industry ·globally competitive. Hitherto, our 
foreign investment poiicy tended to be relatively insular· as a result of which 
investment in India was quite insignificant even though it provided vast opportunities 

. and a sizeable market. With the new initiative takeri by Government1 the world's 
perception of India is undergoing a change. The post~ July 199i period constitutes a 

. . wate~shed in India's economic history ~s it signals the start of si~nificant policy 
· changes as part of the process of economic reforms:. 

. •' ! 
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Policies Regarding Foreign Direct Investment 
Followirig the external payments crisis of 1990-1991 · there has been a shift in 
emphasis in favour of.11ort-debt creating inflows of external finance. In the past, 
foreign investment not accompanied by technology was rtot generally encourage~. In 
recognition of the fact that several frontier technologies are closely held and that · 
administrative· hurdles often impede the inflowof foreign investment; sweeping . 
liberalisation has been eff~cted in industrial and foreign investment policies2 . 

. Industrial Policy ann~unced by Rao Goverimie~t in July 1991 accepted the factthat 
foreign inve.stment is: essential for mod~rnization; technology up gradation and 

. . i~dtistria!' dev~i;lopnient ·of India; The policy, therefore, overbends to cajole fo~eign · · · 
. . . capital to coineto India, T4e main-points of the policy ;rre (i)Approval wili b~ given · 

· ·· fot direct· foreign investment· U_{)to 51 per· ce11t foreign equity in high priority .. · 
industries. Clearance· will b~ available if foreign: equity covers the foreign exc;hange 
requirement for importe9 capital: goods; (ii) The·-payment of dividends would bt; 

· monitored through the .Reserve Bank of India so as to ensure that export earnings 
balance outflows on account of dividend payments over a period' of time; (iii). To . 
provide access to international markets, maJority foreign eq~ity holding upto 51% . 
equity will be allowedfor trading companies primarily engaged in export activities; 
and (iv) Autom~tic permission will be given for foreign technology agr~ements in 
high priority industries upto a lumpsum payment of .Rs.l Crore. 1 

Foreign companies are being permitted to· open liaison offices and branch offices in 
India on receipt_ of applications from them . 

. The various measures taken by the Government to create a congenial atmosphere to 
attract foreign investment to India and absorb the sarrie have resulted in opening up 
a plethora of routes for the non-residents and multinationals to brin~ in investment. 

· The policies artd procedures pertaining to foreign direct lnyestment and foreign 
portfolio ~nvestment have been progressively liberalized over the years. At present~, 
all FDI are permitted under the automatic approval route, except for a small negative 
list. In a major effort to encourage investment in e-comrrierce, FDI up to 100 percent 
~as been permitted in. the sector subject to specific conditions. The dividend · 
balancing condition for FDI in twenty-two consumer goods industries has been 
removed, The existing upper.limit of Rs.l500 crore for FDI in projects involving 
electricity generation, translllission and distribution (other than atomic reactor 

. . 
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plants) has been dispensed with. For facilitating greater inijow of foreign funds in the 
crucial oil-refining sector, the ceiling for FDI under the automatic route in oil refining· 
has been increased to 100 percent from the existing 49 percent. FDI under the 
autoimitic route has been permitted up to 100 perc~nt for ali manufacturing activities 
(with. certain exception~). in Special Economi~ Zones (SEZs). Foreign equity.· ·· 
participation up to 26 percent has been allowed in the insurance sector subje.ct to the 
issue of necessary licence by the insurance Regulatory and Development Authority. . 

. 100% FDihas also beenall~wed (withcertainconditions) in the telecommunications· 
sector for Internet Service Provid~rs (ISPs) not pr~vidhig gateways (both for sateilite · · 
~nd submarine ca]?les ), infrastrucrUt~ providers providing <Jark fiber (IP .category ]); · ·. 
eh~ctronic mail andvoki mruf . . . . . . . . . . . . 

· ~oli'eies Rega~ding. Foreign: Portfolio"Ii:}yestfuenf · 
As part of the ongoing process' ofdev~loping a ~arket;.friendly environment fOF 

· foreign investment, Foreig~ Institutional Investors{Firs ), i.e., pension funds· •. mutual 
funds; :asset management compani~s. investment trusts, n9ininee companie~ and ... 
instihitional pQrtfolio managers hav~ been allowed' access to Indian &tock exchanges. 
Th~ participation of Fils is under ~onditions comparable to. generally accepted . 
international standards. Indian companies listed on the stock exchange~ have been 
permitted to make· private placement to Fils up to 15 per cent of the enhanced 
(emerging) .Paid-up capital of the company~ In terms of policy announcement made 
by the Government in the Budget Sp~ech of 1992-93, Indian companies with good 
track records are being permitted to raise funds from· the international market by way 

· of issue of Global Depository Receipts (GDRs )/Foreign Curre~cy Convertible Bonds 
(FCCBs ). -.-

T~e off-shore· funds route for foreign investment was in operation before the 
liberalisation process started In 1991~ In 1986, the first such fund called the India 
Fund was tloated by the UTI. Subsequently, about nine other funds were floated by 
UTI, GIC and commercial banks like SBI, Cartara Bank, and Indian Bank. These 
funds were well subscribed and there has been substantial inflow in respect of these 

. funds to the country. NRis and OCBs dm mak~ direct investment in the new equity/ 
debenture issues. of coinpan~es under two main, schemes popularly known as 40 per 

, , ' - ' - ' 

cent Scheme and 100 per cent Scheme .. 

A niiniber of steps have been taken for capital market refo~s which inter-alia in dude, 
(i) setting up of the· Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), with vast . 
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. statutory powers to regulate Indian capital markets; (ii) repealing of The Capital· · 
Issues (Control) Act, 1947; (iii) allowing Foreign Institutional Investors (Fils) to 
invest in the Indian capital markets; and (iv) permitting Indian companies to access _.·. 
international capital markets through GDR issues. 
. . . -

Policies pertaining to international offerings throughADR/GDR by Indian companies 
have been further liberailzed. Overse~s business ~cquisitions throughtheADR/GDR 
' ', -. ., 

route have been permitted under the aut~n1J-aticlsimplified ~pproval mechanism for 
In,diancompanies engaged in(l) infohnatim} te~hnology and Enter,tainrnent software;··, 
(2) Pharm~ceuticals; (3) Biotechnology·; and (4)Any other sectm as notified by the. 
Qovemment. from time . to tilne .. Th~ ·automatic approval§· wouM. be· subject to,· 
co~ditiori.s ofpreviou~ lis.t!ng, conformation to Fbi policy and limiting of transactions 

· . ·to US$1 00 million or ten times the export ·e~m1ngs ciuring the. pre~eding fi~ancial 
.·_year._·· . 

. India has· taken concrete initiatives for developing standards and codes'in different 
. areas of the fimmcial system as part of the. global. effort in d~veloping smindl . 
i~temational financial archltecture4: · . . · . . 

· The ongoing economic reforms in the area of foreign investment have improved 
India's attraction as a foreign investment destination in the perception- of the 

· international community. Th~ Global Competitiveness Report: 2000, brought out by 
. the World Economic Forum/Harvard University recently, lists, several encouraging 
parameters for the Indian economy as an investment destination. Among the main 
competitive advantages of India, highlighted by the Report,. are licensing of technology, . . 

availability of suppliers, median income tax. rate, export promotion and quality of 
business environment. In the overall growth competitiveness ranking, Indi~'s position 

. has improved to 49 from 52 in 1999. 

_Necessity of Foreign Investment in India 
The necessity of foreigri investment in India can· be briefly measured from the 

. savings-investmentsgap shown in the macro-economic aggregates for the Eighth and. 
the Ninth plan respectively introduced since the. inceptions of the reforms. It is. · 
noticed from the table-1 below that the savings investment gap has been reflected in 

· . the form of current account deficit (CAD) as.l.l percent ofGDP in the Eighth Plan 
. and 2.1 percent of GDP in the Ninth Plan~ The almo~t double increase in the CAD is
possibly due to increasing need of external resources t0 achieve a higher growth rate .. 
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As per the Ninth Plan, total domestic savings is likely to average 26.2 percent of GDP. 
In addition, the current account deficit may be 2.1% of GDP, which in value term will 
be$ 46 billion in the five-year period. Thus total investible resources available are 
likely to be abou_t 28.3% of GDP. This level of investment will support a growth rate 

. of 7% of GDP thereby implying an incremental capital output ratio (I COR) of about 
· :4;03. J~e possibility of increasing the rate of growth in economy would depend upon 
increasing the total level of investible resources and./ or reducing ICOR. The inflow 
of foreign savings can be either in form of debt, both public and private or foreign 
investment, both direct and portfolio. 

Secondly the financing pattern of private sector investment of Rs.149000 crores 
during the Eighth Five Year Plan (1992-1997) has been based upon net inflow from 
abroad in the form FDI to the extent of Rs.21300 crore5. 

Second, reliable source to know about the necessity of foreign capital is the Rakesh 
Mohan Committee Report on infrastructure. The Prime Minister's Council on Trade 
and Industry with a sub-group on 'Infrastructure Development' has also accepted the 
recommendations of the said report6. The Report had set the objective of hiking 
investment in infrastructure sector from around 5.5 percent of GDP in the 1990s to 
7 percent by 2000-01 and 8 percent by 2005-06. In terms of value of investment, the_ 
figures are Rs.432000 crore (US $ 100 billion) for the period 1996-2001 and 
Rs.755000 crore ... (US $175 billion) approximately for the period 2001-2006 
approximately. Thus we can understand about the volume and magnitude of the FDI 
requirement in the near future for the Indian economy. We have to analyse and 

. visualize in subsequent paragraphs with the actual inflow of FDI, which has taken 
place so far during the reform period and the measures necessary to attract sufficient 
amount of FDI in order to meet the desired goals. 

Table-1 

Macro Parameters for the Ninth Plan (1997 - 2002) 

Plan Eighth Plan Ninth Plan Pas 

·Jomestic Savings Rate (% of GOP at market price) 23.8 26.1 27.2 

Current Account Deficit (% of GOP at market price) 1.1 2.1 2.6 

Investment Rate 24.9 28.2 29.8 

I COR 3.7 4.3 
< 

3.9 

GOP Growth Rate (% Per Annum) i 6.8 
: 

6.5 7.7 

Export Growth Rate (% Per Annum) 11.9 . 11.8 14.5 

Import Growth Rate 11.7 10.8 15.9 

Source : Ninth Five- Year Plan 1997-2002, Vo/.1, Pg. 54 
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Foreign Investment Flow in India: A Shift from Debt to Equity 
Prior to 1991, capital flows to India predominantly consisted of aid'flows, commercial 
borrowing, and non-r:esident Indians (NRis) deposits. Direct Investment was limited, 
averaging around$ 20Utnillion a year over 1985:-91(see previous ch~pter). Foreign · 
companies wishing to invest in india were generally restricted to 40 percent equity · 
participation; su~jected to requir(!ments on_ technology transfer, and lhnited to · · 
priority areas. Foreign portfolio investment of public sector bond issues,· while· 

. . . . - . . . . . . -

foreign ~quity holdings in Indian companies wer~ not permitted. 

The basic difference in the approach to raising resources for ~evelopnient between 
thepr~~;efqim period (i.e. before 199o).and th~ post refprm period (i.e. after 1991} 
has been twofold namely (a) tliat a markeHn:iented investment pat_tem would be the . 

· best for ~ptimality of development, rather than a· 'State directed' and (heavily state 
_ :financed) pattern of development; and (b) that in line with the above philosophy~ the-. 

free flow of capital across. international borders would be the best way to develop 
hitherto iess developed eGonomies ( o~tensihly because capita~ would tend to flow to 
low wage countries in. w~ search for high~r p~ofits) 7.. . . 

In the year 1990-91 there was a current account deficit of $9.680 billion, which . _
receipt financed by capital account receiptQf $8.402 billion leaving a g~p of $1.278 , 
which was utilized from the foreign exchange reserve. The capital account receipts: 
ti111990-91, mainly consisted of official assistance from the IMF and other donor 
_countries and borrowings from various banks andinstitutions including ~on-resident · 

· deposits. The contribution of foreig~ investment was practically nil in the capital' 
acGount as evident from the figures given in Table-II which shows that there was only _ 
'$103 million from foreign investment and the balance amount being $8.299 was in 
the form of the debt flow. In other words the foreign investment contribution was only 
1.2% of the ca:pital account receipts in the year_1990-9 ~.In the post reform period the · 
share of foreign investment has substantially increased and in the year 1993-94 it was 
43% of the total capital account receipt accounting for $4.235. billion as against total 
capital receipts of $9.882 billion. In the year 1994-95 the ratio of foreign investme11t 
was almost 60%. In fact substantial amount of flow from !oreigi1 investmen~enabled 
the government to ~epaythe external debts.: Thus, the surplus available after meeting 
of the current account.deflcit arid. repayment of external debts have contributed to 
increase in foreign exchange reserve over the period of reform. In each year of the 
reform the iqcrease in for~igri exchange reserves. varies from $4 billion to $8 billion 
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save and except only one year 1995-96 in which there was withdraw! from the reserve 
to the extent of approximately $3 billion because of substantial increase in trade 
deficit and current account deficit and repayment ofiMF and other loans even though 
the ratio of foreign investment inflow was almost 165% of the net_ capital account 
receipts. It may be mentioned here that net capital account receipts in this year came 
down to $2.974 billion against the receipt of $8.013 billion in the earlier year 1994-
95 because of outflow on the capital account of about $5 billion towards repayment 
of various external debts. To sum up it may be said that the overall BOP situation has 
improved over the reform period with a pradigm shift in the nature of flow from debt 
to equity, both FD I & FPI. The total receipt on capital account during the period 1993-
94, 1999-2000 was $58.817 billion of which $32.402 billion (55%) consisted of 
inflow on account of foreign investment and the balance $26.469 billion ( 45%) in 
various forms of external loans and deposits including the proceeds of Resurgent 
India Bonds in 1998-99 . 

......................................................................................................... ...................... _ ................ I~l.l.l~.!.l ______ ........................................ ---................................................ , ................................ , .. :.: .. :.: ... "-.. 
Balance of Payme~ : Summary# 

(In US$ million) 

............................................................. ..l .. ~-~-~9.: . 9~-~:~.4 ... ~.~-~~7.~.!5. .. ~.~-~-~-=~-~--! .. 1 .. ~~-~.:~?. ..... ~.~~.!.:~.?. .. :~ .. ~~.?.:~~---·! .. 1.~.~-~.?9.9.9.Jf.IP.r.it§..~P..~.!Il~~.r.t ..... 
t . . 1999-2000 2000-01< 

1. Exports ! .. .......... . , .... ?.268~ ........ ?~!!?.?. ...... ~?~.~ .. 11 ........ ~~~.?..~ ... ~?..~~.9..!.... 34298i 38285 17808 217 42 :2: ... iiTiiJoi1S ........................ : 27915\ 26739 35904 4367oi 48948 51187i 47544' ........ 55383 .......... 25358""'36976 
......... o'fwilidi":·i3a·l: ................ , .......... 6o........... ...5754 ... ___ 5928 ............ 7526!"' .... 1.oo36 ............. 8.1.64'i' ........... 6399T ......... 1.o4a·2 .................. 4464 .......... 830'6 .. 

~-~!i~~~~i~~ti ............ , ..... ~~~ ..... :~~~~ .. ~;~~2 ....... :~~!!§1 .. --=~6-i~-~- .. :.~·635i ... -1 ~~~:· -~~~~: -~:~~ -;~~: 
Nail~raciarseiVicesT. 9 535 602 -19 726 1319: 2165: ·· 3856 629 511 

......... 1f1~~~r1~ .. i!!~me i -32?..9. ..... :~~1 .......... :320 -3307 ....... :=?.?.?..1.:. :=?.544' -3359 -1831 -2067 
.. f'.Ytt@llsfers 5265 8093 1~?.~QL. 19280) .. 1.?.?.?.~ 

Oflidaltransfers 368 416 410 379) 307' . 382 

.. ?.
5

·:· .. ~ c=j~~~i~~ant~n~ce~~:=·c>.~~::::::::·:·t::::::-~~:~j3QJ':::·::.1I§~:: .. ::: .. ~:~~ei'f""·:=.:~i~}~>.L: .. ·:·~eij·~:· ... : .................... .L ...................... L .................. 1:~~ .... :::::"""·-~~2S.:~?r=·::~~-~~S.: 
6. External assistance 

(net) .. i: .. carriiTie.rCia·i·ti·;; 
...... ~i':J~ .. {':\~9..@. .... 
8.1MF(net) 
"!i .. NR deposits (net) 

.. 1.Q:.f3~P~.~-~-~~t !'.~~ ... !.. .... : 

.. ~.~.:F.'<:l.r.t:!.igll.lr1Y.~~~-~~ . 
(net) 
ofwhich: 

.: : :(iffi?.G~~~L.. . .......... .. 
(iO Rls 

-377 

....... . .... 5?.?..~1:·· ..... ??.~~ ... ::: .. :_j~99! ....... ~~§?."" .......... ~~-~........ . ............ ~9. ............ :~.9..!5. . == .......... _ .. 1::"1''"43 -1715! -975 -618' -393' -260 -156 -26 
112 ..... 1.1"o3!" .......... 3.35a··· ........... 1.1.25·r .... - .... 1.74:t ............... 2.1'4o ...................... 932 ......... 1.36'2 .. 

-983 -952! . -727 -767! -802l -711 -521 -461 

····················-················································!··--··········-········· ·······················-~---······-·····-··········-~---······ 
4235 4807 4615! 5963 5353[ 2312! 5117 2406\ 1766 

28 1943! 2938 3525 2380('" 2093 1057[ 1082 
1665 1503 2009 1926 979) 2135 954) -46 

(ITO Euro equities & i 
... 'C?t~~~... ··: .... ::· : .. ·I:::: .. 1'984 ...... 2o16 .. · 6'63!····1a99 ... fl49: .. 322! ..... 889............ 395! 73o 
12.0ther flows (net)+ 1 2800 2604 ~2235) ~1131 -606i :::174: 2805 · ······ 826i 379 

.. ~ .. ~.:.<?.~.P.!t.~.' .. ~~.C:..c.>~ ............ ! ........................ .L..................................................... ' i : ..... ~ota' <~tt · 8402: 9882 8013 -~~-:;;~r ... : .. :;·o-437 ............ 9393 : ........... 7ss7' ............ :;·o·3o·s·......... .. ... 3s·asT ........ 2'53'ii' 
14.Reserve use 

(-increase) 1278' -8724 -4644 2936! -5818 -3893\ -3829! -6142 -821 l 146Q 
#A_CtlJ<I_Is,_ . ... ......... . .. :... .. . , .. ·. .. .. ........ . .. . .. : . . .... .. .. . . , . .. . . . .. .. ..... . .. 
@ Fgures in dude receipts on account of India Development Bonds in 1991-92 and Resurgent India Bonds in 

1998-99 and related repayments, if any, in the subsequent years. : ................................................. .. .. ; .. .... +.iil.cili~e .. a.ma.n9 .. Ci'i'ile·rs::·~eiaxeCi.exi:iaitrec;eiP'iS:·a·i1Ci.eiTCi.r5·&:a·r.:·;;;;;iQi15: ............................. · ...... . 
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India's Share of FDI in Developing Countries 
The surge in FDI inflows into the developing countries continued in 1990s. FDI into 
developing countries increased from US$ 33.7 billion in 1990 to an estimated US$ 
166 billion in 1998(Table III). India's share within this flow has increased over the 

· last few years. It has goneupfrom0.4percentin 1992 to 1.9 percent in 1997. China's 
share has increased from about 10 percent of the developing countries total in 1990 
to about 25 percent in 1998. We shall make a detailed comparative study between 
India and China in chapter VIII. 

Country 
China 
India 

·························-· 
Indonesia 

... 'S9..r.~.?..: R~P..:.C?.f ..... . 
riJ1?i?Y?!>i9 

_Philipines 
Thailand· 
All developing countries 

ir1C::Il:.lc:jif1g q~i_r:l;:t . . . 
Share of India in 

. 9.~Y~'9.Pil1 ~l.c::9..l:l.l)tr:i~~('Yc 

·Table-Ill 

1990! 1991! 1992 1993[ 199{ 1995! 1996 199T 1998 
3487! 4366 11156 27515! 33787! 35849! 40800 44236~ 45460. 

162! 233 ....... ??..9.1.. 9731 2114! .?.1?..1?..... 3351 .......... ?.?.?.?. ... . 
1777 

727 
2004! 21091 4346! 6194" 4673: -356 
ss so9T 1776! · 2325 2844: 5143 

2068 ..... ·······:·······. 

5078 
1517 
2336 

·····················································-·· 
5106 
1222 

3727 
1713 

··························--· 
3733; 6969 

.. 11=3.24! 51108 78813!101196!106223 1E+05 172533'165936 

! 

0.48! 0.34: 0.4 

The Indian Financial System is found to have integrated itself, though mildly, with 
the rest of the World in terms of trade flows, flow of foreign capital and interactions 
on the stock market. 

Analysis and Appraisal of Actual Flow 
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the actual inflow of FDI was practically 
negligible during the pre-reform period because of preference of.foreign technology 
over the foreign investment and several restrictions were prevalent for equity 
investment in Indian Industry. However the new industrial policy announced in 1991 
had several advantages for the inflow of foreign direct investments in the country. As 
a result the actual inflow started pouring in from the financial year 1991-92 and in the 
very first year after reform, the FDI inflow was US$129 million which gradually 
increased consistently from US$315 million in 1992-93 to US$3557 million, (ten 
times more) in 1997-98 as evident from table IV. The inflow was through RBI 
automatic route as well as SINFIPB route but the major inflow was through FIPB 
route. In 1997-98 the FDI through RBI route was US$202 million whereas it was 
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US$27 54 million through FIPB route. The share of financial collaboration increased 
from30.42% in 1991 to 71.61% in 1997. Theaverageshareoffinancialcollaboration 
during 1991 to 1998 (March) was 58.36% involving a total amount of Rs.l58770 

. crore as evident from table V. The number of financial collaboration approved during. 
this period was 13202, which was only 950 in 1991 at the beginning of reforms. 

FDI inflow as a percentage of gross capital formation in the country has gone up 
during the reform periodfrorrialow of just 1% in 1993 to 4.2% in 1997. The increase 
has been gradual and consistent as 1.4% (1994); 2.6% (1995) and 2.6% (1996)8. The 
FDI stock as a percentage of gross domestic product, which was 0.7% in 1980 and 
0.4% in 1990 during pre-reform period has also gone up substantially to 1.6% in 1995 
and 3.3% in 1997 during the post-reform period9. In term of value the FDI inward 
stock in India remained stagnant during pre-reform period between 1980 (US$1177 
million) and 1990 (US$1179 million). However it increased gradually during post 
reform period to US$5196 million (1995); US$10073 million (1997) and US$13231 
(1998)10. It may be noted here that the world stock of inward FDI was 4.088 billion 
in 1998 and the Indian stock as percentage of world stock was a negligible 0.003. The 
developing countries total OOI inward stock was US$1.219 trillion, which was a little 

. more than one third of the world total. Thi,s suggests that India has a long mile to go· 
to increase its share in the world pie qf£0I stoek~ 

- .. --
, ..................................................................................................... . ··········································· ....... . 

Table-IV , ............................................................................................................................................................ . 

Foreign Investment Flows by Different Categories 
.............................. T..... . .. ···············r·"····· 

(US$ million) 

!.:. ............ . 
• 100HT2 I 1002ill 1~ I100Wi 1ffi)ffi I 1ffi:HJ7 1997-98 1991-98 

........... ............ : ............................. 1······ . ···············-~-- ..... 

'Grand Total 

\A. Dir~~!.l.~Y.~.~!~~~!............ . ..~.?..~.!...... 315 ......... ?.~?.1 ......... 1314 21441 2821 3557! 10866 ............... · .............. . 

a. RBI automatic route 42 
;·b. siAIFIPs~~t~ ...................... 661···· 222 

! ~: ~~IJ~QY.o..~ ~.00%) . 63! 51 

l.~:.,ll,~~i~i.ti?..~ ... ~~.~.r.~~t .. 

/ B.Ftxtllrrmrat 

: aFls# 

: b.B.JrotqJis@ 

!c.cxtael.Jrffi 

! &oms 
! Totai(Aill) 

41 

- l 

-

4! 

133 

244 

240 

3 

ffi9 

... ~91 .. 
2801 

2171 

'Jii1 ! 

100> i 
152) \ 

~' 
4153 I 

171 1691 135 0 202 808 
...... ········ ... 

701 1249\ 1 922 2754l 71 94 

442 715\ 639 241: 2368 
········································ 

.............. !~: 125 ............ ~.§.9..'.. ~?.§ ........... . 

~4 2748: 
19)3 201l 

~ ffi3 

Zil ffi 

51:£ 4ffi2\ 

3312 

1m> 

13:'B 

20 

6133 

1&28 ! 

9?3! 
645' 

'Source : Economic Survey 1999-2000 and previous Lssues,Govt. of India. 
: ..................................................................................................... :·-·-·-·----·----··---·--------.-:.:;;·······'-·············:·····----·····-----··· .................................... , ...................................... .. 
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Table-V 
·······--··-·····-·······-···········································--························································--························---------······································--······ 

.............................................. Fi.'!~.~~.i."!! .. ~~-~-.!~.~f.:l.~.i.!?.."!.l .. ~.~~-~~-~-~~-~-i~.r.!.~PP~~Y.:~.I:>. ... : ... ~.~-!:!~ ... !~ .. ~.~.!'J.~ ................. _. ______________ ............. . .............. . 
Year ....................................... .. ~PE~Yt:!.c::lt::::.<?.1.1.c:J.'?.~r.§l.!i9':1~ Shar..t:!~.f. . .. }':IY.~!5.~.~':l~ .... LF.':C?.r.~ig_':l ..... . 

. ...... .. ........ (Numbers) .................. ~J?.Ec:>Y~~ ....... l .. l?..r.".l.t:l.~~? 
. .. . . ................... .. .. ......... . ........................ ... . .. J~.!'.:t::::r..1 ....... :..(~.<?.!:>) ... . 

1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

1 . 

Sub-total 1991-1995 

289 
692 
785 

1,062 
1,355 
4,183 

950\ 
1,520[ 
1,476! 

-1,854! 
2,337] 
8,1371 

30.42 
45.53 
53.18 
57.28 
57.98 
51'.41: 

3,879! 
8,862i 

14,190, 
32,070' 
59,535! 

1996 1,559· 2,303! . 67.69. 36,150' 

1997 ........ J.~.f?.?. 2,325: 71.61 ?:'!.f:l~P.L 
1-~~~(~pi():f0~:r.~6i ., 298 ·A~?!··· ... .......... 6Ei':'19 ......... !3_,1!39: .... · 

. 9lll:>.~~()tc:JI.:t~~~~1~~13.(1'1/!?r.~L .. ;3..?.??.... ... . §.()~?· .. .... ......... 69.54 ..... -~~.?;3.()[ 
........................... , ............ :._.············· 

~~~1:::~.~-~·-~~ . 7,705 . .13 

489 
507 
529 
565. 
619 

679 
712 
871i 

.. $~.l:l.r..~ ... : ... 1f.:!.c:l.i? .•.. !Y.l.i~.i.~~l)' .. ~! .. 1.t:J.c:l.'::l~~lyi.§_~.-~.t:!YY..!>.1.t:!.i:t.~r. •. ~.~-l _ _:l __ ~§lf3:..... .......................... .......................... .......................................... . ........................ .. 
Note: Approved investment indudes GDRs and FCCBs amounting to Rs.17,473 crores. 

::::::::::: :::::N:()~::e:>~:~:r.~6:~6:~~::~~f.~d~::~~~6:~i~i ¥.~~~:::::::::::::::::::::.. ::::::::::::;:::::::,:::::::::::::::.::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::... · 
..... ··.::-, . 

It is very important to note that during the pre-reform period the FDI approvals with 
foreign share holding between 25% to 40% were 80.65% of the total approvals 
granted during 1981 to 1983 which came down to just 10.09% during the post 
reform period between August 1991 to, May 1997 .. However the FDI approvals 
above 40% foreign shareholdings increased during the post reform period to almost 
85% as compared to negligible 0.51% during the pre-reform period (see Table VI 
for details). 

········································ ································· 
Table-VI 

j Foreign Share No. of Approved ! Share in [ Cumulative ,......................................................................................... p.p.rova-i5······Arri·a'i.'Jili(R:5:cr:s .... l .. tota:i·o~··· ............. i .. sl1·a·re .. (o~·5" 
[1]. [2]. 3] [4] 5] 

\A: August 1991 to May 1997 

: .. l.::~.~~..!.tJ.~!1.! .. 9.................... ............................. .. . .................... ?.~~ ........... :.:::~~ .·.······ .. 526.16!''''' ....... :.9.~§.9.::.. .. . 
: 1 0 to 24.99 783 4,426.11 [ 
• 25 to 40 689 1 0,548.54 i 

4.23! 
10.09' 
29.24' \..~9.:9.~ ... !'?. ... ?..9 .................. . ..... ~ ..•. ?..~.?.:........ 30,581.91 : 

. .. ?. .• 9.~?. 5:::24:::§.?:c:>.:::?.~::r:: ................................. ,................................................. , ..................... . iAIICases* ······················· ........................... . 

'B: 1981 to 1983 
! Not Available 
·-···································-················· 

! .. l.:,.'?..~~ .. !h9.!:1 .... 1 .. 9 ..... 
: 1 0.0 to 25.0 
: 25.0 to 40.0 

3 0.31! 

... .. ............................. ~ ............................................. :.I::i.ii ... 
'.. .......... ..?...(]' ............ . 

160 
9 0.51· : 40.0 to 50.0 

, All Cases 277 .1QQj)i}T ........................... : .................. .. 

Source : Generated from a database· developed using individual collaboration approval 
:data reported in Indian Investment Centre (II C), Monthly Newsletter and Ministry of industry 

The investment proposals with wholly owned subsidiaries have also increased 
substantially during the post reform period as evident from data given in table VII. 
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Table-VII 
Increasing Share of Foreign Subsidiaries in FC Approvals 

Period .......... :.fc:JT~i9t::J.§.'::l~~i9._i§~~~ ............ ......... ........................... . . Total 
of which 100% owned 

[1] [2]. [3] . [4] 

f\l:.fgJ ~~! ~()}~~? 26.1 .. ....... 33 850 

.. ~.~.?..r.~. c:Jf.§.l:.l~~i.~i§~.~~ . i 
in Total Approvals(%) 

. . [5] 

30.7 

J .. ~.~-~ !()..1 .. ~.~?..: ................... ; ............................ ~ .. !~ .. ~-~-:...... . _, ..................... ......... ~}~ .................. ......... - ......... ~:Q~.!?. ........... ;....... . ............. ~?.:.~!........ .. ............... ; 
1996 to May 1997 ' 1 , 130 433 . 2,146 '52.66 
Total Since 1991 2,529 800 4,041: 41.86 
Note : Excludes GDRs and cases where foreign shae Was not available. 

Distribution of Foreign Investment in FDI and FPI during R_eform 
Period ·· · 

;,... 

The behaviour of foreign investment flows indicates wide fluctuations in relative· 
contribution of FDI and portfolio. Relative contribution of FDI, which was about 
95% of total foreign investment in 1991-92 declined to 79% during 1992-93 declined . 
to 48.5% in 1996-97. On the other hand, portfolio investment share in total foreign 
inves.tment, which was very low in 1991-92 at 5% increased to 51.5% in 1996-97 as 
shown in Table-VIII. The portfolio investment cannot be treated as investment in the 
expansion of productive capacity but merely as financial flows in the secondaFy 
capital market aimed at earning quic~; and high returns. Contribution of NRI 
investment in total foreign investment was at a high level of about 40% in 1991-92, 
which declined to 11.5% in 1996-97. It has been observed that despite wide range of 
incentives offered by the centre and state government FDI has remained relatively 
low culminating in wide gap in foreign investment approvals pertaining to the nature 
of approvals. 

Table-VIII ... 
Percentage change in the Composition of Foreign Investment 

Years FDI FPI NRI's Share 

1991-92 95 5 40 

1992-93 79 21 14 

... 
1993-94 14 86 5 

1994-95 25 74 -

1995-96 43 56 -

1996-97 
,. 

48.5 51.5 I 11.5 

Source : Secretariat for Industrial Approvals, .Qept. of Industrial Development, Ministry of Industry. Govt. of India. 
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Industry-wise Pattern of Approv~ls 
The industry-wise inflow of FDl indicates that in the early years of liberalisation, :. : ~-:· ~~~~~~~~<~-. : 

;;·.· '.·- .· engineering, electronics and chemical industries have received greater share while _ 
the service sector recdved the least Later the trend has chcinged such that the. 
financial sector keeps the topmost position in claiming greater share of foreign 
investment. The percentage distribution of FDI to different industries reveals that· 
29.22% has gone to power & fuel and 19.36% totdecomniunications, thus the two 

. '·. -\:;;.sector accounting for almost 50% of the total FDI approvals. Basically these two alsn 
. fall in the Gate gory of infrast~cture except the oil sector which is otherwise very ·· .. 
~inportant considering the forei~ exchange outgo in imports pfoil and ener~y._ Thus'.~~~,,,. 
contxary to the often~cite4, view that f(>] is being encouraged more in constimer s~ctoii· 
d9es not hold true for foreign investment policy though it may be true for the trade _ 

. policy where imports of consumer goods are taking place in big manner. Food 
processing industry which include soft drinks, potato chips· and edible oi~ account for . · ·· -
only 6.46% (Table IX). · 

FERA ~qught to chanrtelise fQreign investment into high technology ·and_ export. 
intensive sectors. Even while retaining the basic concept of selectiveness, the post
July 1991 phase enlarged the scope for foreign investment. At the end of 1989-90, 
manufacturing sector accounted for 85 per cent of the total FDI stock of Rs.2705 
crores. Plantations had a share of 9.5 per cent. Within the manufacturing sector, 
Chemicals & Allied Products stood at the top followed by Machinery & Machine. 
Tools, and Electrical Goods & Machinery in that order. Liberalisation of industrial 
licensing is the most important policy decision, which can be expected to influence 
sectoral pattern ofFDI.It also appears that to generate a demonstrative effect certain 

. high profile collaborations had to be approved initially. Moreover, with the emphasis 
on exports of non-traditional and those, which were hitherto treated as low-technology 
based industries,· the possibility of changes in industry composition of foreign 
investment has increased. Another major policy change in the new regime is with 
regard to drastic contraction in the public sector reserved areas, notably power and 
telecommunications. 
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Table-IX 
. ' 

: ..•.•.••...•............••••........ -............................................................................................. -....•...•...............•...••.•........................................•.•••...................................•...•... ······-······································································ 
! Shares of Different Sectors in Approved Foreign Direct Investment 
· (August 1991 to March 1998) 

L'r1c:1t,~~try(§~«::!<?l': No. of . . .... f'.pprgy~c;l Share in 
Approvals · Investment (Rs.Cr.) Total(%) 

! [1] [2] [3] [4] 
' Power & Fuels 311 46,363 29.22 
Telecommunications 321 30,725 . 19.36 
ser:v~Ce-secia-r* ............ _........................................ .. ..................... 1 .. :2·87 ...................................... 16:-t542 ...................... -..... , ............. 1 .. a:::r1 ............... . 
qJ::t~.r:!l.~-~ .. .(<?!J::l.l::l.r.: .. !J.:l .. c=.t.~ .. !l::l.r.:!i_l~~-r.~2:. ''""""" 762 11 ,653 . 7.35 ood Processing Industries ................ 597 ............................ : .... -1.6-;24'8 ............................. , ............. 6-:46......... · · 

.......... -............... ; .•........................••...................... 
Transportation Sector 387 9,968 6.28 

!Y.".t::!.~?:lll:J.r.9.i«??._l: .. l_~c:11,:1?.!.r.i.f::l~.. . .... 216 9 ,08§1 . H........ . ... ?. .. c.?.=?. ..... . 
:t'=.lf::lc::tr:ic:;?l F9l,liPI'!:l~r1!~ (i~c:;l,§<?~c=.tr:~) ... ..1 . • ?~!:>. . ................. §.=3.E3 t. 5.27 

, .. --r:,""e.H .. xti .... _,_-_le_ ..... sH"'H(,=in: .. c .... l,.u .... d .... "i'n ..... ""., .. d_=Y~ .. e ...... d.H_, .... ,P .. ,=r_i_ ... n .... t ... e .. , .. d ... , .. · .. , .. H., .................................... 3 .. :::9: .. :4, .................................... H.H ............ ?~E3-~?...... . 
P~PI::!E~F."~::~.'P(i~«::'F."~P~r:Pr<:>.9'::l«::t~) 8o ..... ?.?51. 

1.65 
1:42 

'"'i'""" 

~---'-~-~-'::l~!r._i§l_I_.!Y."_".l_<:;_J::l_i!J~EY. .. ~ .. _IY.I!<? .. T.<?.<?.I~.~.............................. 480· .......................... ........... ?.!.~.:<.!:.?.:............. .. ..... ::J ... c~.E?. ............... .. 
! Others 1 ,488 9,206 5.79 
\Total 7,618 1,58,671 100.00 
! Source : Based on data provided in Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletter, April1998. 

L::: ... ~ .. r1-~~':l.~.i.r1.9. ... ~D.~.'::l.i!.?.~«::Y., ... :f.i.r1.".1E:l«?.ic=.t.!, .. ~@.~.i_r1Q ... ".l.!:l.c:1 ... J::l .. <?!t::!_l~ ... ~-t_<?_l,IEi?..r:!l.: ............................................ .L ............................................. .. 

7% 

. ' 

Shares Different Sectors. in Approved 
Foreign Direct Investment (August 1991 to March 1996) 

1% 

30% 

20% 

0 Power & Fuels 

EITl Teleconununlcatlons 

EITJ Service Sector 

[ill Chemicals (Other than Fertilizers) 

EITJ Food Processing Industries 

0 Transportation Sector 

EITJ Metallurgical Industries 

EITJ Electrlcal Equlpments (Incl. 

Software) 

EITJ Textile (including Dyad, Printed) 

EITJ Paper & Pulp (Incl. Paper 

Products) 

EITl Industrial Machinery & M/c. Tools 

EITJ Others 

Distribution of Approvals Acco-rding to !heir Size in Value 
We have seen above that investment approvals were concentrated in the major sectors 
of Power & Fuel and Telecommunications. These being heavy investment sectors, 
their share in number of approvals are small compared to the share in investment. The 

I 

two sector~ together accounted for 519 approvals or less than 8 per cent of the total. 
Understandably this sectoral character of the approvals will have its reflection in the 
size distribution of investments as well. From Table X below it can be seen that 
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proposals with Rs.500.00 crores and higher investment were only 3 8 out of 6,183 i.e., 
less than 1 per cent. But these claimed a little more than one-third of the investments 
approved. If the approvals in the Rs.1 00-500 crores range are also taken together, 211 
approvals account for more than 70 per cent of the total investment. On the other 
extreme are the projects in the less than Rs.1 Cr. bracket, which while accounting for 
almost half of the approvals account for hardly 1 per cent of the investment. The 
pattern of the approvals makes it clear that the su~~_ess or failure of the expectations 
with regard to inflow of foreign investment would be determined by a limited number 
of large projects and their industry cha.If~teristics. 

Table-X 

................. l?..i~_!f._i~~i-~ .. C?!' .. '=~l:;.AC?.C?.~~9.i.':l.9 .. ~.c:> .. ~-~~-()f:_f.e>.~~!9.r.!.'.t:~Y~~-~-(;!_':1~ ............................... . 
(August 1991 to May 1997) 

: Investment Range i No,of i Amount. ! % of % of 
.. (~~-~¢i-) .................•.••... J . .A.P.P.i.~y~l~ , ••.• _AP.P.r.9.Y.~~J- Col.2 ....... ..... _ggl:3 ..... _ ............. . 

: [1] 
'0 to 1 cr.· 
:1 to 5 cr. 
; ....................................... . 

!5to25cr. 
'25 to 50 cr. 
; 50 to 1 00 cr. 
·1ooiosooer-.····· 
; 500 cr. & above 
'All Cases 

(Rs.Cr.) . 

[2] . [3] [4]. [5] . 
: 3,040! 919.38! 49.17 0.87) 

.: 1.{)~{) ~.~o.o.:?~L... 27.27: 3.59[ 
6 : 14.65, ·- ·9:soT 

3.43, 

2.07' 

····················!······················ 
7.09! 
8.35! 

.. .......... !. -~-:~~----···· . . ?:~9..; ___ ......--~$-~~r .......... .. 
38! 35,992.35 ! 0.61 ! 34.02! 

6,183/1,05,789.33! 100.00! 100.00/ 
·Note :Excludes GDRs and cases where the investment figures are not available. 

Country-wise Distribution of Approvals 
The source of FDI inflow in India is very widely spread over the globe. USA alone 
shares the largest position with 28.65% with commitment ofRs. 40,469 crore out of 
total approval ofRs. 1,41,273 crore during the reform-period from August, 1991 to 
March, 1998. The second largest share comes from U.K. which is Rs. 10,784 crore 
just one-forth of the share of USA but highest amongst the European Countries, 
followed byGermanywithRs. 6,195 croreduring 1991-1998. Japan's share is almost 
equal to that of U.K. with Rs. 6,884 crore during the same period, followed by Korea 
with Rs. 5,839 amongst the Asian partners. A very sizeable amount ofFDI has come 
through tax shelter of Mauritius accounting for 15.58% of the total FDI approvals 
during this period. Surprisingly NRis have no material contribution in FDI inflows 
although their hidden contribution through Mauritius route cannot be denied. 
However it can be said that NRis share in FDI is very negligible if we compare the 
role of ethnic Chinese in FDI inflow in China (See Table XI for details). 
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Table-Xl ................. --·····:::::~::::::::::::::: ... ::::::::::::···::=::::~~:~r.:~~~::~::~p~~~~::F.~~~a:~::P.~!.~~~::~~~:~~~:~::::::··-·-·····················-··········" 
(August 1991 to March 1998) 

Wast &!sl~;- . 

- Saudi Arabia· . . ·--····1?..?..:! .. :.~.~---·········'··················-·····························-·····L. ......................................... . · ----:::··uAE" ......................................................... , ...... , .. _ ............................. ,., .. , .. ,........ ,(?3o·.oz· .. !· · ··· · 
--·=-~~~: ............... -..................... :····:· .................................. :.,~ ........ :.: .............. j: .......... ~~:~~---------+ ............................. ·--·-· ......................................... .. 
... 1§~~~~ ..... ~ .. -~"":'?..i~-·-~~ ........... ~.:.............. ...:.............................. ' ......................... . 
.. :::- China· .. ........ .............................. .. ........ '?..~.?:.:·., ~.:-:::: ........ +· 
--~~ .. ~-~ii.i;;;;:r:~C?~ ...... ................... . ....... ···· ':L. 
----~---~~~-~~- i A'frlca . .-.... :.; ............ ! ·······t···:. · 
·'· :: ... ~.i9..~.r..~~:-~ ...................................................... - .... - ........... - .. : ...... :: .. : ........... l ........ _.::t~?..:.~.~---------L....... . _.............. . . 
Total lncl, Others·. · · · · !·· i 1,41,272 ... 80· 

... ~.9!."'.~.: ... (2 ... ~-~-~ct.~"'. .. §.P..~~-; __ ~i.i>. .. .9.D.IY. .. t'.:!~J<:>..r. .. ~~.!:'.~"'. .. !!:'~~~--9.r.'?..~.P. ... ~.r.~ .. "'..~'?.~r.! .. ~~.9..Y~i .. 
and (iii) Others include investment 1br which country details are not known and 

... i6Y~."'.~!:'~ .. f.r.:.::>.'!'. .. '=~-P!::'.~ ... ~.~~-§.!::'.i.r.!~.~:: .......... J.............. . ....................... L............. · ............ :..... .L ........................ : ... , ................. L 

.. §.".>.~~~~:; ... E.".;;a~~~ .. ".>.!:'l\llir.!~.'?.f..l!:'ct.!::'~.t.r.Y •.. .§.~~~Y".."'.IE1>1ot<;>.~ •.. !.'-Pijl:.:! .. "'..~~::,. . .......... : 

State-wise distribution of Foreign Investments 
States have been showing considerable interest in attracting foreign investment. In 
this context and in the context of wide inter-state disparities in industrialisation, 
location.of projects with foreign investments has assumed significance. Given the 
nature of approvals, however, the available information has serious limitations in· 
reflecting the actual amounts that are likely to flow to different states. If one goes by 
the official figures, Delhi will be receiving the maximum amount of foreign 
investment followed by Maharashtra. More importantly, in about 30 per cent of the 
cases, location was not indicated at the time of approval. The&e projects account fOF 
approximately· one-third of tfi.e total investment. While Delhi stands at th~ top it is 
obvious that most of the corresponding 458 projects (Table XTI) will not be located 
in Delhi. Delhi, in all probability must be representing the neighbouring states or the 
foreign investors might have used the services of local agents for communication and · 
for doing the initial spadework. Depending upon the nature. of the project these can 
be located anywhere in the country. Also, in case of services, location will not carry 
the same meaning and. equal significance. compared to Illanufacturing venture~ .. 
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tally, most of the approvals for Cellular and Basic Phone services carry Delhi 
addresses. Bombay, Bangalore and Madras were the other important locations for 
these approvals. For all practical purposes Delhi should also be clubbed with Un
indicated category. It, therefore, means that for almost half of the investment, the 
location ·is not known in advance. In view of the importance of a few large projects 
in the approved investment, even a couple of projects can make a large difference to 
a state's share. And if fot any reason, the projects do not materialise, the share in 
actuals will slump significantly. For instance, the somewhat high position of Orissa. 
is acquired by two major projects namely a refinery (by Hindujas and Indian Oi] 
Corp) and a steel plant (by Caparo group of Swraj Paul}. The combined investment 
was about Rs.625 crores. While the refinery project is unlikely to come up, the Mesco 
group and China Metallurgical Import & Export with almost ~~ual amount of foreign 
investment entered into a new collaboration. In case of West BengalChatterjee/Soros · 
Groups obtained approvals to invest about Rs.SOO crores in Haldia Petrochemicals. 

State-wise approvals of FDI in India suggest differing performance among Indian 
states. States are now in competition with one another to attract private investment, 
both domestic and foreign, but this competition is largely confined to Andhra 
Pradesh, Gujarat, Kamataka, Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. State level d::1Ja on FDI 
approvals (aggregate FDI approvals between 1991-97) suggest that the relatively fast 
moving reformers have attracted higher investments, both from foreign and domestic 
investors. 

Table-XII 

State-wise Distribution of Approved Foreign Investment (August 1991 to January 1997) 

State No. of Approvals Amount (Rs. Crcire) Share in Total Investment (Per cent) 

Delhi I, 458 17,330.36 17.08 
Maharashtra 832 12,676.39 12.49 
Karnataka 434 5,493.90 5.41 

Tamil Nadu 543 5,468.75 5.39 
Madhya Pradesh 110 5,268.33 5.19 
West Bengal' 179 5,249.55 5.17 

Orissa 49 ' 3,790.79 3.73 
Gujarat 251 3,762.54 3.71 
Andhra Pradesh 295 2,511.27 2.47. 

Uttar Pradesh 219 2,444.52 2.41 
Haryana 268 1,788.40 1.76 
Punjab i 66. 821.20' 0.81 

Rajasthan 128 605.47 0.60 
Other States 424 3,116.55 3.07 
Others (state not indicated)• 1,752 32,592.67 32.12 

Total: 5,814 1,01,494.02 - 100.00• 

Source: Based on Ministry of Industry, SIA Newsletter, February, 1997. 
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Approval of FDl vs. Actual Inflow 
There is a gap between FDI approvals and the actual projects undertaken. On a -
cumulative basis, FDI approvals betweenApril1991 and September 1998 were of the 
~rder of $55,111 million, whereas actual FDI during tlie same period was a mere 
$11,963_1Ilillion (Table Xlll). Therefore, actual FDI as a proportion ofFDI approved 
was mily 21:7 per cent. The same ratio is much higher in China, Indonesia, Korea, 
Malaysia, Philippines arid ThaiJan& In order to achieve the govemment"s goal, it is 
crucial to raise the FD I approvals_ to actual ratio, 

Whi_le_ the investment approvals sho~ a promising picture:, at _least in comparison to . 
India(s past experience, considerable anxiety is expressed in different quarters over 
the slow pace of inflows.: Given that inflows do not start flowing immediately after 

- the approval, one should expect a time lag b~tweert approvals and inflows, especially 
for large and lmig gestation projects. In their case it is reasonable to assume that 
inflows will flow gradually as the projects progress. The number ofapprovals against 
. . . . ' . ' 

_ which inflows have been recorded would give a better indication of the extent of . -
likeiy implementation of approved foreign investment projects. Since such information _ 
is not available, actual inflows are being compared to approved amount~. The general 
feeling is that inflows constitute about one-fifth of the approvals. However, if the fact 
that approval data includes GD R issues also is taken into account and that one should · 
allow at least some time lag for capital flows, it is possible to arrive at different 
estimates of actual realisations. 

Table-XIII 
Foreign Direct lrwesment: Actual Row vs. Approvals 

1991i 1992',!, 1993 1994 1995_,··, 1996 1997 19981 Total i 
: (91 to 98): 

IAppr~als. , ! ; 
I Rscrore 7391 5256!11189 13590 37489139453 57149 28783' 

. ! 

L!:!.~ rrli!ff9..n· __ ............ . . . .. .~??i.1.!1?L 3559 4~~? ... 1.~.?4?JJ1142 1575? ~~?..?.:. 
! ........................................... ································· 
.~~~ir~: ·· ······----- -------- · 35+ 675r 1786 3009 a72ar a43112aB.5 ...... , ..... 

S$ mllion 15 2331 574 958 ''''21ool2383 3330 ................. , ................................................ .. 

ce : Ecohomy Survey 1999-2000 previous issues, Govt of India~, 

i' 

1936481 
55111! 

~--=-:~:!h~::~:P.P.i.~~J.:~:6·~ .. ?.~~1_~i!?~ .. ~~i.~:~:.i~~~~~~NF.f.l_~ii.~~(i~y-~~~-~ .. ~PP.~~Y.~-~ ... ~Y. .. ~f.3..1:: ___ ..... , .. 
lJ.! .. ~.'.'~~9.~ .. ~~--~~-~-~.r. .. ~_cqu_~~.':l .. c:>.f..~1a~~-~-~f. .. l.~.~-~-':l _co~palli~~--~Y. n_l:)l1-re~icl.e..~_ts ....... ·--.. -· __ ..... _.. ... · 
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The rates at which FDI approvals are being translated into actual inflows have 
improved (Table XIII). The actual inflow of FDI in proportion to. approval has gone 
up from about 19 per c~nt in 1995 to about 21 per cent each in 1996 and 1997 (up to 
November 1997)·. This St1ggests that the bottlenecks on the path of implementation · 

. of the approved schemes ~re betng removed. Maintenanc~ of good macro-economic 
. policies coupled with sustain~d and. steady improvement in the policy environment 
is improvin~ India's attractiveness as an investment destination .. 

Export Prospects of Fpl and Foreign EX, chang(! Outflow.· 

Th~ earlier policy on. foreign. hlVe.strrients pl~ce~ a. special .'emphasis (nt export 
· p_ronto'tion. Foreig11 conip~niies. with theil' inowledgg of in~emational. ·markets, · 
established brand names, supyricirtych.noldgyandproduct acceptan~e, dose as~ociatiqn . 

. with the consumers thr~ugh.worldwide ~ubsidiaries and ~ffiliates are expected to b~ ... 
. itt a better position to promote host_ co~ntry exp·orts, Indeed, a numb~r of studies in 

. India focusedonthis aspect ofTNCs. The general finding ofthese studie~ was that 
either f()rei&n controlled: c~in:panies were not · sig~ificantly ·better export:-onented 

. ~han Indian companies aml/or th_attheir operations have had a neg~tive direct linpact. 
on the overall balance of payments. The present policy, however, places very little 

. . 

restriction on this count. 

Given the fact that much of foreign investment flows into India during the 1990s was 
not into green-field projects and almost all of that flow was targeted at the domestic 
rather .than the export market, the net balance of payments impact ofFDI inflows can 

. be negative. The avail~ble evidence suggests that this is indeed true. The Reserve· 
Bank of India has periodically been publishing figures on the finances of Foreign 

. Direct Investme~~,Companies (FDICs) or MNCs, orcompanies in which a single · 
non-resident. investor has 10 per cent or more shares, for different sets of years in the 

. . 1990s. These firms are those, with the requisite foreign equity holding, included in 
the RBI's studies of the finances of a larger sample of public and private limited 
companies. It .must be· mentioned that neither do these data sets amount to a 
comprehensive census ofFDICs nor are they a consistent sample in the sense that the 
firms covered remain the same in all years. However, these firms, numbering between 
24i and 3.21 in individual years between 1990-91 and 1996-97, are predomi?!lntly 
modem firms operating in tlie Engineering and Chemicals sectors. Their.perfoiinance 
can therefore be treateq as being. b~o~dly representative of firms with a significant 
foreigil int~rest operating in the country. 

' ' . 
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The RBI figures show that seen in terms of annual rates of growth of sales and fixed 
assets these firms registered substantial expansion starting 1993-~4 whenliberalisation 
really took o:lf,. and even though there were signs of a slow down in sales growth by 
1996-97, fixed asset expansion continued: On the other hand, the two variables that 
registered a deceieration 1ri growth in· the later reform years were export revenues 
and foreign exchange earnings, which were the indicators which the reform was 

· . exp.ected to stinmlate .. 

-· The decelt<ratlon in export earnings was accompanied by a sharp increase lill the -. 
.impqrt intensity of production by the MNCs· .. Whilethe ratio of exports· to salf;!s _ 
stag~~ted in the 9:w 1 o· per ce,nt range througll tht< .199Qs, the ratio ofi~pqrts to ~~res -. 
rose in all ye~s except for the yeru- 1991-92. The_ import tp. sates rat~.o. more than 
doubied between 1990~91 and 1996-97, ~ising from 7. 8 per cent in 1990-91 to 8.5 per: · 

· centdurihg 1992-94, 10,6 percent in 1994"795, 12.8 percent in 19~5-96and 16.3 per:·=·
cent in 1996~97 (see table xry}~ 

lf one look at tht? overall foreign exchange ¢;)(P~Aditm;~ by these finhs it is foun4:t}J.~t -·· · 
while non-import expendi~res on royaiti~s,-'dividends and the like did increase a~·· 
well, the dominant increase was on account of imports. While imports rose 3.6tim~s _ · 
froni Rs.1916 crore in 1993~94 to Rs.6979 crorein 1996-97, foreign exchange
expenditure under heads other than exports rose from ~s.356 crore to Rs.l116crore -· 
during the same period. Clearly the iffimediate impact of reform was to encourage 
foreign firms- to offer 'newer', import-intensive products to exploit the pent-up 
demand. This is corroborated by the fact that the share of imported raw materials, 
components and spares in the total expenditure on such items by these firms, which 
fell from 18 to around 15 per cent in the wake of import contraction in 1991-92, -.. -
subsequently rose to touch close to 21 per cent in 1996-97. 

Non-import expenditures too rose sharply, even though the smaller share of such 
expenditures ih the total limited their impact on foreign exchange ~utflows. Thus; 
between 1990-91 and 1996-97, payments on account of dividends rose 2.6 times,. 
those on account of royalties 6.4 times, and on account of professional and consul
tation fees by a multiple of 23 .1. While indicators such as the latter two may be takent -
as indicators of modernisation, the fact remains that they contributed litt.fe to actual . 
export competitiveness. 
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Table-XIV 

Finances of Foreign Direct Investment Companies (FDICs) (in Rs.OO Crores) 

1990-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 

No.offirms 
Rate of growth of sales 
Rate of growth of Gross 
Formation of Assets 

··········································-··············· ··············•·················· 

.!3<:1!E:! .. .9.f..9..r.~~---CJ..f.f..9.~~~-···············--· 
~ctrf1iQg~ ... 
Rate of growth of Exports. 

f3<:1!E:!.9f.9..r.~~-gff.<:).r.~~-E:!~P: ................................... . 

f3a.!~ . .9..f .. 9.E~~ .. .9.f..lr.!1P.CJ..~~-··································· .. ··········-········ .. 
P.E:!~ttg ~qllity'Yc? ... 50.4 56.0 
Exports to sales(%) 9.3. 9.9: 
Sales to GFA% 191.8· 197 ......... .................... . ......................... ······························· .. 
Gross FIXed Asset 
Formation to total uses 
of Funds 
Ext. Sources to total uses 

··································· ······················· 
of Funds 
Gross Profits to Totai 
NetAssets 14.7 13.8 
Gross Profits to Sales 13 12.3 .................................................................................................................. 

Profits Retained to Profits· 
afterTax 
Value of sales 

63.8 
216.2 

58.4 
248.9 

16.5 

13.2 

37.3 
29.4 
12.4 

22.6 11.9 

18 28.6 

11.2 
14.6 
45.5 

11.3 
12.1 
40.0 

. ······················ 
11.7 48.7 42.6 ................................................................................................................... ·························· 

53.2 40B 31 27B 313 
9'.3 
179· 

························ 

14 
13 

59.4 
196.9 

10.4 
180.2' 

49.4 

47.3 

14.2 
12.9 

59.7 
229.3 

9.9 9.2 9.2 
189: . 194.7 169.2 

13.5 
12.9 .. .................................... 

64.3 
311.6 

43.2 73.5. 

52.2 61.0;. 

14.3 13.1' 
13.4 12.9 ......... 

67.5 65.5 
382.0 427.4 

value of production 220.3 255.6 199.6 229.0 315.7 382.0 427.4 

--~-~~·-~§~~~~!.~~.P.-~0.~.~-t.~.... . ............. ::: .. :.~.::.:: .... : ....................... : .. : ....... ::: .. ::·:············ .................................................................. ·································· .::.: ...... : .. :~ .. :::.:::: .. 
etc.consumed 118.5 140.8 106.5 119.5 163 199.7 225.8 

Imported 23.0 22.3 19.6 22.2 31.4 40.1 48.5 
Indigenous 95.2 118.6 86.8 97.3 113.6 159.6 177.4 

.§.~~~E:!.~ .. ?.~~-~P§.l.r.~~ ... ~~-~~.l!l.E:!.~ .......... -.. ~ .. 9..:.?. ..................... 1.?.:~ ....................... ~.:.~ ........................ ~ .. 9..:~.: .................... 1.~.:~ .................... 1.?..:~ ..................... ~ .. ?..:.?. ........... . 
11!Jp()~~9 . . . ........... ............ . 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.9 2.2 
Indigenous 10.2 12 8.4 9.6 13.1 16.7 16.6 

Earnings and Expenditure in 

.ECJ..r.~i.9.~ ... 9.~.r:r:~.~-~!~.~................................................. ······-····· .................................. ...................................................................... ···························· ·······-· .................................................... . 
, ... l.=.~.rf1if.1.9~i~, .. ~C?.r.~.ign__ ·····-············ ...................................... ························· ·····-············ ................... ...... . ................... . 

Currencies 21.6 26.7 20.4 28.0 37.9 42.2 46.9 
Exports 20.0 24.6 18.4 23.8 30.7 35.2 39.4 

~P.~.Q.~~~r.~_iQ fC>.r..~!9Q ... . . ................. ... . ................. . 
Currencies 20.2 20.0 20.2 22.7 39.8 57':8 80.9 ........................................................................................ ........................................... .......................... ... ........................... . .............................................................. .. 

ofwhich imports 16.9 16.3 17.2 19.2 32.9 48.9 69.8 
Net Inflow(+) outflow(-) 
offorex (+) 1.4 (+) 6.7 (+)0.2 (+) 5.3 (-) 1.9 (-) 15.7 (-) 34.0 

-~~~-: .. f.=.i.9~~~~-~~.IJ..~~~~--~!f.~.<?.!~~ !!«:.~t~.~! ~~-~i~~l.p<?.i_~ ..... . .. 
Source : Reserve Bank of India 

Sources: The Indian Economy 1999-2000 an Alternative Surve; Delhi Science Forum 
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The.net impact of these dev~lopments on foreign exchange flows associated with the 
working of these enterprises has been negative. Net foreign exchange flows, which . · 
amounted to an inflow of Rs.l42 crore in 1990-91 and Rs.529 crore in 1993-94, - . 

turned into an outflow of Rs.186 crore in 1994-95. That outflow had risen to Rs.340 
crote by 1996-97. What is more, even in i990-91, frrins in sectors like Engineenng · 
and Chemicals, which were the ones receiving further investments in the subsequent 
years of liberalisation of FDI regulations, were already registering farge outflows. It 
wa~ only because of the inflows into firms in traditional sectors like Tea, Textiles and · 
Leather that the aggregat~ figure turned out to be positive: The evide~ce is clear that 
FDI of the kirtd that I~dia h~s been.receiving in,tli¢. wake ofliberaJ!sation is a factor 

. contributing to a foreign exchange dr~in r~th~li t~J $. ellhancem.~11t of India'~ foreign 
e~change e~~g. capa~ity ..... · · ' . · . ·· . " · . · ·. 

"· .. -. 

Thu$, unless. exports increase significantly and bt;ing in additional fmeign exchange · 
. t;evenues, net inf1ows that are positive at the time when equity is flowing in soon tu~ 

· ~:negative, andwithin a ~hort period cumulative inflows are negative. It is for ·this: . 
rea~on that the cumulative foreign ~xchange impact of f9reign investments targeted 
at domestic markets inevitably tends to.be ~egati ve. There is no reason to believe that 

· given the nature ofFDI flows into India during liberalisation the story would be any 
different. Thus volatile and moderate industrial growth during the reform years 
appears to be accompanied by an increase in external vulnerability. 

A study of some firm specific analysis also confmns the above study of RBI. Table 
XV below reveals that in case of all the six MNCs the net outflow of fund in foreign 

· exchange was more than the foreign exchange inflow in the form of export proceeds 
of these firms. , 

Tabie-XV 

i The FOB Value of Exports and the Foreign Exchange Earning. 
Net of Import of Capital Goods werE) in Million Rupees (1992-93} 

TNC Foreign Exchange j, Foreign Exchange 
i 

Earned bl( Exports Outgo ... 
Bayer (India) 63.5; 98.3' 

Boots Company (India) ' 1!?.3 95.5 ,. 
f ;, 

,39~3 Cadbury's lndi~ i 7,8 

Eskayef (india) ••. 
'• 

~1·.7. 
i 

71.2 ! ' 

I: 0erman Remedies 11,3'' 110.7 

!'lc;>echst India · 
.. 

11~.7 
!. 118,8 ' 

Source: Winin Pereira & Jeremy Seabrook, ."Global Parasites: The IMF, WB and GA1T', Pg.101:. 
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Impact of Foreign Investment Inflow on India's External Sector 
during Reform Period 

A country's international financial situation as reflected in its balance of payments 
and its level of monetary reserves depends n~f only on its c1,1rrent account (its 
commodity trade) but also on its balance on capital account (its net inflow or outflow 
of private and public financial resources). Because almost all non-oil-exporting 
developing nations incur deficits -on their current account balance, a continuous net 

' ' 

inflow of foreign financial resources represents an important ingredient in their long-
run development strategies 11 . 

The current account balance is one of the principal indicators that economic_ 
authorities follow closely. At certain stages of the development process, large current 
account deficits need not be a cause for alarm. Such deficits are normal at the initial 
stage ofindustrialization or when there are-major structural changes brought about 
by the diversification, dgepening or upgrading of the industrial base which involve 
heavy imports of capital and intermediate goods. Nor is it surprising that large FDI 
inflows are at times associated with large current account deficits, as such inflows are 
normally used to finance new projects or the expansion or modernization of existing -
production facilities.- These almost inevitably require the imports of new and 
advanced machinery. Nevertheless, the persistence of large deficits raises a number 
of concerns and entails the risk of a sudden shift in investor's confidence, leading to 
reversals in capital inflows, particularly of portfolio capital. 

The manner in which the current account deficit is financed as well as the level and 
composition of external liabilities has an impact on a country's ability to absorb 
external shocks. In the case of foreign debt, the country bears most of the burden 
arising from such shocks, whereas equity financing, such as through FDI, allows 
asset price adjustments so that foreign investors share part of the negative impact. As 
to the volatility of capital flows, this varies according to the type of instrument, with, 
for example, short-term debt and portfolio investment being potentially more volatile 
than FDI. A satisfactory international reserve position can also serve as a safety net 
in times of payments difficulties . .... 

The impact of FDI on the BOP of a country varies, depending o~ the purpose of the 
investment, the nature of the activity and the age of the project. In general, trading 
transactions ofmarket-seeking foreign affiliates are likely to entail more imports than 
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· exports, particularly in the initial stage when a substantial proportion of machinery' 
and inputs is likely to ~e imported. By contrast, resource-based or efficiency-seeking 
affiliates will generally record hig~er exports than imports: .. 

Generally savings- iave~tment gap is equal to current account deficit ~r the foreign: 
exchange gap, which is due to import-of capital ~oods and intermediari~_s for long· 
term investment in capital projects in the- country. During the pre~ reform· period! -
c~rrent account deficit was fih~nceq by extemai deb( This had led to increase in 
e~tl.(mal d~bt anc)_ debt service ratio in the second ~alf of 1980s and ultimatdy caused. -

. the BOP· crisis in 199Q: Howevel' in: the post reform period the receipt ·on capital · 
• · • - · · ~cc'ount in the form of foreign investm~nts (both Fib] and FPI) has been in ~xcess of · 

. . ' . ... . ' . . ' "•'" . . . . , 

th~ current account defichand s~chexcess inflow of foreign e~chartge ha.s added fd, 

. the Forex Re~erve in tne·countcy, The shiftin fimtnc;ing ofcrin~nt account deficit from ·• . 
. ext~rnaE debt tQ foreign equity has _also resulted. into. improvement In_ external 
liabilities as ~vi dent from the reduction in the debtsetvice ratio~ exierrtal debt to GDP · 
~atio ~nd other J?aramete~~ of the external debt(see. 'J:'able XVI); . 

Fiscal deficit or the fiscal~ gap on the oth-er hand has been partially met outby external 
debt and largely by internal debt during the reform period, which has resulted intn 
increase in internal debt of Central Government from Rs.i5_4004 in 1990-91 to 
Rs.459696 irt 1998-9911. In other words the economic reforms has made no . . .. --... ~--~ . -- . 

improvement towards internal debt liability of the Central Govt. which is trying to 
control the fiscal deficit with the proposal to bring Fiscal Responsibility and Budget 
Management Bill and by implementing the recommendations ofExpenditureReforms 
Commissions. 

It is evident from the statistics given in table XVI that at the time of BOP crisis in 
1990-91 the current account deficit was 3-.1 per cent of GDP, which was an all tim~ 
high . .As against this the ~eceipt on capital account (mainly consisting 'of external 
. ~ebt) was 2. 7 percent of. GPP and hence.there was a deficit on capital account as wen · · 

· to the extent of 0.4 peice~t (3.1 - 2.7) which w~s met out by utilization of foreign' ; · 
exchange reserve which stood at"-only,t:J.S'$$.~8A~il.lion dollar equivalent to just 2.5 
months import obligations-. However dutinit,R¢:$f0trn period two steps were taken -
broadly on th~ external sectqr, one to -control th~:~Utrent account deficit a~d the other 
to increase the receipt on capitai account, that al~~ through equity in substhution of 
debt. The -results are evident from the said table as we find that during the reform 
period the current account deficit has been maini~~ned at controllable level between 
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I .. 

0.5 to 1.5 percent of GDPand the receipt on capital account has been above 2 percent 
of GDP and thus contributing positively to the balance of payment and surplus being 
added to the. for~igri exchange reserve. Afme anaiysis of the capital accmmt reveals 
(i) that inflows on account of foreign investments whic~ w~s just 0.03 percent (only . 
FDI) in 1990-91 has increased to 1.3 percent in 1997-98 being FDI 0.9 percent and 

. FP~ 0.4 percent respectively. Foreign portfolio investment, which was nil in 1991-92, 
hasincreas~d to 0.7 percent of GDP in 1999'-2000,· · · . 

', . . ' .. 
_ .. ·.:- ' 

The conseqti~iltraFeffect of higper amount of for~ign investment inflow was on the ·· 
external debt, w!Jj_((h shmvs positive, ip.dic~tors~ The extema.J; debt to QD.P ratio ha~; · 
gQn~ down from, 28j perc.ent in 1990~9f to 4t9· pefcent in 1999'"~000~ The debt.·. 
~ervic~~ ~atio, which w~s 35~:3%.in 1990'-91, has g~~e dmvn to 16% in. 1999'-2000. 

. The foreign' ~xch~mge reserVe has also gone up Sl!bstantially from US$5. 8 billion in 
1990--91 to tJS38.0 billion in 1999-2000~ which is. equivalent t_o 8~4 mQJ1ths import( ~: . · 
obligations. In summary and substances, it ~an; b~:said that the. overall position has . 
improved on extemaJ::se.~torbecauseoflibe~alization policies {mforeigrt investments, .. · .. · 

· botliFDiandfPL. . . . . . ·. .. . ·. . . . . . 
: ~ 

.......................................... ~ ........ ~.~ ................................................................................................. ;.::t~.~!.~.~~ .............................................................................................................................. :"""'"'"'"' 
. . 

Foreign InVestment lnflaw during Reform Period (1991 :92 f() 2ooo)aild' its imPort · ........ 

........................................ . .................. ~r:J. .. J::J.~.~~!:'.c::.~9.t...I.=.':<J.Yr.!I.~.~-:'J.r:1.~ ... ~r::~.~---e~l.!t.: .......................................... ~ ...... .. 
[Items 
! As per cent of GOP at current market prices : . 
·C3rassdamestiC .. ~Y.iii9.:~::<g~i?.$.L::::::::::::J:=:?~:::t:::::::::::r:~:~::~?.~Q:.:::::::::,::::::::::~~§.~--
9~ ~-'?.~~t.i9.ir::"~Y.f::l!:l!J!I~r::'I~(§I?IL ... L ?..~:'..,~.. 22.5 2.?,9 

! Savings Investment gap . 3.2 . 0.5 1.5 
l.5?..r.9..:;s ~~~ ~-~~~-of _g~n!!2.!..§_<>.Y.!: ______ L._ .. I?.:!?.. ........... .L. ..... __ ~.?. ................ :.. .... -~:.~ 
! Current account balance l -3.1 -0.3 -1.4 
rtotaf~P-itafflOW:S...... . ....... , ........... 2-~i················ 1. 7 

.9.~.1..f.<?..~.i9D..i.r_l.Y.~~~-r_l.! .................................... i.............. .. ............ !... . 
et .. .<~.9.P.L ............................................ -.............. :.: ....... : ............. L ...... 9.:.9~ .......... : ........ :::! ... 9i. .. :., __ i~ ... ~~:>L: .. :.: .. :: .. ::.: .. :: .. : .... : .. :: .. :.:.:::11:;.~3::~::~:::I::::::::::9;:~::::: .. :: .. :: .. :: ... : .. :: .. ::.~_: .. :: .. :: .. :: .. :.: .. ~ .. ::_1f .. :.:.I~ .. : .. :: .. ::.: .. :: .. ::::~:::r 

Foreign direct investment 
0.6 (FDI) net 0.03' 0.05 0.9 0.4 

Portfor10 investment Negk Neglr 0.4 -0.02.. d,7 
f-::P:::=a;.:..:·ra::.::mc:::e==-ct;:-:.e.:.::rs::::f:c:o.:.::r=-;Eixt=-e-rna---=-1.--=-de-=bt..-:-. --'-: --'--__:_:_:=--+--..:="'--~--=.:__:__--:--==:..:c..--.=.:.::--'---+---.............. . 
,EXi:erilai'ci8t,tieDF>ratia(iiercen6: · '28.7/ 3aj ···· 2~:6 ···· 21:9 
! Debt service ratio (per cent),. , 35.~' , 30.2 19.0 ............ ~.-~.:.9. ................... ~.1:5..:.9...... .. ................. . 
CP.~:~tZ~-~9.~::f.~~9.:::::~::~:=~=::~_:::::::::::::::::::.:.::~~:::::::~:::~:::~§4.::::~::::L~::::~~~:c::::::::::~::::::~~?.:~: 285· . .~s-z :· . ! Short term debt to total debt 10.2 · 8.3 5.4 4~~f ....................... -... 4:·1 ................ __ .............. . 

; 

····················--····-· ........... : ........................... ~-. .L .... ,,_,,, ... ~ ... . 

. . . . 

. ····;··: ...... ~ ........ : .. ." ..... :: ..... _ .......... ~ ........ :··---: ................. ~ ....... : .. : .......... . 
s· . . .· · .................. . 
otal Capilal Aow minus Total Foreign lriveslrilent is the Total Debt Aos and Official Development 

Sou;~~;n~J:-~~~~;:o.~.bo~~~~, Mi~istry gJ ;i~~~6~:Econof11/c Division, .G~~t, of india,; · · ....... -·· :.. .. .•. 
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A comparison of Pre-reform and Post reform External Sector Developments (Key Ratios) 

Table-XVII 

.. ........... ........ ...................... ... . ....... .. I?.<!E!f!.l~I§E!c:tor[?E:!Ye.lcJPil]e.l1~ c:Ju~l19 tQE! ~!3!3()~ .. . 
Selected Indicators of External Sector fn 1980s and 1990s 

Item 1980-81 to 1991-92 2-93 to 1999-2000 
Pre-reforms. ............................ ·········· ·································· .................... Aililuaii\ilera····e) ············ ··· ····· ···················· · ······ 

--~~-~-~L~Y.~-~~~ .. §r.~~---~~~---···············-················-····· ..... ~---····-~---···············-~-~r-~.~-~--~-~--X~-~-~---·-······························•· . .-.. .:: .. :~:::.=~~;.:.; ... ~---·--···-····--··············; __ 
Growth of Exports- BOP (%) 7.6 ·-·· -· · - ~1 o:o · · 
Growth of Imports- BOP(%) 8.5 13.4 

.. Non~F>oL:~DeC1&s(%). 6.6 13.2 

. f5~y f3~ti~ •- . . .................................. AYE!r:~!lE! fe>r_~J>E!r:ie>cf.. . +················ 

Exports/Imports- BOP (%) 62.3 
Import cover of FER ······· · ··t;o4;58U:2· 

74.0 

_(~g:gf_[.l_()_l1~'::l~t .... 3.8 7.2 
Extern~! assistance (net)ffC (0/~} 41.6 18.9 

_,E.=.9'?..J~.e.w::r.:q __ (~>.:................................................. . ......................... ?~:.!.:...................... . ................. ······························································ 
NR depositsffC (%) 232 

...... ?.?.:.?...................... ·'·· 
23.2 

.. §~C?r.!~!e..r.r.n .. c:l.e..I:J.!LEE.=..R .. e&t............. 1·37.5* 
Debt service payments as % of 

~r.r.E:!mr.E:!~ipti; .. 
Selected Items in 

......... : .. :~:~)~·r:~:~:~!.,~~Y.~-~:~::::::::::::.:::: .. 

... f3~~C> C>f..i'.!IPC>r.!li. .. ~t.:~9. §'.:cPC>.r:t~ ..... . 
toGO 
Trade balance .......................................................................................................................... 
lnvisibles balance. 

31.8* 

13.3 
-3.1 
1.2 

· Fiercerii:Oi<3DFi····· 
................................................................. 

........................................................................... , ........................ . 

23.8 

19.9 
-3.1 
1.9 

Currentaccountbal;;mce -1.9 -1.2 

.............. T .. 

·EXiemai".D"ei;t"································································ ············ ···3-1·:4·~ ························· ··········· ···················· ·············· ···········:z?:·g-:····························· 

Debt Service Payments 2.8* 3.0 
* Data relate to the year 1989-90 to 1992-92. External debt and debt service payments data for the earlier 

YE!;:trli..ir.:l ~bE! ~.!3!3.()~ ~:~,rEO! t.:~C?~C:C?'.!IP1:1@~\E:! ".'.iltl t!:J(J~E:! f()r !!1~ l;:tttE!~ YE:!;:t~. I:Je.~~~e. ()fi11<:;()tl1Pk:!tE:! <:;()\fE:!@9E:! 
of data. 

The export cover of imports rose sharply from an annual average of 82 percent 
during 1980-81 to 1991-92 to 74percent during 1992-93 to 1999-2000. The reforms 
of the 1990s facilitated India to move away froni a closed economy framework 
towards a more open and liberal economy. The ratio of exports and imports to GDP 
rose from an annual average of f3.3 percent during 1980-81 to 1991-92 to average_ 
of 19.9 percent during 1992-93 to 1999-2000 (Table- XVII). The current account 
dyficit, as percentage of GDP, declined from an annual average of 1.9 percent during 
1980-81 to 1991-92 to a well manageable level of 1.2 percent during 1992-93 to 1999-
2000.. The capital account of BOP has also undergone a major structural change in 
favour of non-debt creating foreign investment flows. It has gone up frcm 0.03 
percent of GDP in 1990-91 to 1.3 percent of GDP in 1997-98. The strength of the 
external sector has enabled India to withstand fairly well the Asian financial crisis 
contagion and the related adverse spillovers. External Financing to Central 
Government's gross fiscal deficit (GFD) has gone down during the reforms period 
(1992-93 to 1999-2000) to5.2 percent of the total GFDfrom 10.3 percent during pre"' 
reforms period (1980-81 to 1991-92)Po 
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Foreign Portfolio Investment (FPI) Inflow 
Policy Background and Its Nature and Composition 
Foreign portfolio investment (FPI) has. different characteristics and implications 
compared to FDI. FDI supplements domestic savings, ensures transfer of technology, 
introduces new management and marketing skills, helps expandmarkets14. Portfolio 
investments supplement foreign exchange availability and domestic savings but are 
not project specific. FPI in the primary issues provides critical risk ~apital for new 
projects. Since FPI genyrally confines to the secondary market, it does not directly 
contribute to creation of new production capabilities. To enable FPI flows which 
prefer easy liquidity, multilateral bodies, led by the International Finance Corporation 
(IFC), have been encouraging development of stock markets in developing countries 
. as a medium that will enable flow of savings from developed countries to developing 
countries . 

. FPI, it is t<Xpected, could help achieve higher degree of liquidity at stock markets,. 
increase price-earning. (PE) ratios and consequently reduce cost of capital for 
investment. FPI is also expected to lead to improvement in the functioning of the 
stock market as foreign portfolio investors are bound to invest on the basis of well
researched strategies and a realistic stock valuation. The portfolio investors are 
known to have highly competent analysts and access to a host of information, data and 
experience of operating in widely differing economiCambpolitical environments. 
Host countries seeking foreign portfolio investments are obliged to improve their 
trading and delivery systems, which would also benefit the local investors. To retain 
confidence of portfolio investors host countries are expected to follow business
friendly liberal policies. Having access to large funds, FPis can influence developing 
country capital markets in a significant manner especially in the absence of large 
domestic investors. 

Portfolio inv~stments have some macro-economic implications. While contributing 
to build-up 'of foreign exchange reserves, portfolio investments would influence the 
exchange rate and could lead to artificial appreciation of local currency. This could 
hurt competitiveness. Portfolio investments are amenable to sudden withdrawals and 
therefore these have the potential for destabilizing an economy. The volatility ofFPI 
is considerably influenced by global opportunities and flows from one country to 
another. It is sometime argued that FDI are both equally volatile15 . The Mexican and 

· East Asian crises have, however, brought into focus the higher risk involved in 
portfolio investments 16 .. 
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While foreign portfolio investments are not new to the Indian corporate sector, the 
importance of portfolio investments received special impettis towards the end of 
1992 when the Foreign Institutional Investors (Fils) such as Pension Funds, Mutual 

. Funds, Investment Trusts, Asset Management Companies, Nominee Companies and· 
incorporated/institutional Portfolio Managers were permitted to invest directly in the 
Indian stockmarkets. The entry of Fils seems to be a follow up of the recommendation · 
of the Narasimham Committee Report on Financial System. While recommending 
their entry, the Committee, however, did not elaborate on the objectives of the 
suggested policy. The Committee only stated : 

"The Committee would also suggest that the capital market should be gradually 
opened up to foreign portfolio investments and simultaneously efforts should be 
initiated to improve the depth of the market by facilitating issue of new types of 
equities and innovative debt instruments"17. Press reports of early 1993 indicate that 
the AD B influenced the Committees recommendations 18. The then AD B President's 
Report on India's request for a financial sector program loan, mentioned that: "The 
Bank (ADB) had also called for capital market reforms including allowing private 
mutual funds to operate, allowing investment in Indian firms by foreign investors and >' 

. allowing increased access to world capital markets for Indians. (Emphasis added)"19 .. 

Attracting foreign capital appears to be the main reason for opening up of the stock . 
markets for FIIs20. The Government of IndiaTssued the relevant guidelines for FII 
investment on Septemberl4, 1992. Only a few days prior to this, some reports 
attributed to IFC suggested that India would have to wait for some years before the 
expected foreign investment materializes21 . 

FPI Inflow during the Reform Period (1991-1998) 

During the period 1991-92 to 1997-98 out of total capital inflow to India of about · 
US$26 billion; a little more than US$ 15 billion or 60 percent of the total was on 
account of foreign portfolio investments (See Table-IV). Aggregate capital flows 
nearly match the foreign currency assets at the end of 1997-98. During the period, · 
external debt increased moderately from $85bn to $94bn22. Thus, the strategy of 
relying on non-debt creating instruments seems to have yielded results. The flows, 
however, did not match the initial expectation that capital flows will aggregate $12-. 
13bn. a year i.e., nearly $50-60bn. for the five year period 1993 to 1997. Within 
portfolio investments, Fils had a share of 52 pet cent and GDRs 42 per cent. From 
the point of capital flows and managing balanc_e of payments, itappears that an active 
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pursuance of euro equities could be a viable alternative to FII investments. Unlike 
portfolio investments, GDRs are generally project specific and hence the benefits 
from such issues are more tangible. 

A comparative study of FDI inflow and FPI inflow during the reform period shows 
a mixed view. In the initial period of reform in 1991-92 FDI accounted for 97% of 
the total inflow of foreign investment because FPI was allowed only after September 
1992. Immediately after permission, FPI inflow exceeded FDI inflow in 1993-94 
when the former accounted for 86% of the total foreign investment inflow and then 
gradually reduced to 74%, 56%, 54% and 34% r~spectively in subsequent years 
(Table XVIII}. In aggregate however, the FPI inflow was more than FDI i.e., around 
60% of the total foreign investment inflow during 1991-98 as against around 40% of 
FDI inflow~ 

Table-XVIII· 
. ..... .. A~t:)r!l~~~#y~$!~~~E!?I~~E!".!iri •........ 

India (1991-92 to 1997-98) 
·(US$ Million) 

Yeaf FDI. FPI % Total 

[1] [2]' [3] [4] [5] [6] 

FII Investments on the Indian Stock Exchange 
In November 1995, SEBI notified the Foreign Institutional Investors Regulations, 
which were largely based on the earlier guidelines issued in 1992. The regulations 
require Fils to register with SEBI and to obtain approval from the Reserve Bank of 
India under the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act, 1973 (now Foreign Exchange 
Management Act 2000) to enable them to buy and sell securities, to open foreign 
curr~ncy and rupee bank accounts and to remit and repatriate funds. For all practical 
purposes, full convertibility of rupee is applicable to FII investments. Gradually, the 
s<;ope ofFII operations has been expanded by peimitting (a) additional categories of 
investors, (b) recognizing other instruments in which they can invest, and (c) altering 
the individual and aggregate FII shares in any one Indian company. The latest position 
.is that an FII (investing on its own behalf) or a sub-account can hold up to 10 percer:t 
of paid_-up equity capital (PUC) of a company. The total investment by all Fils and 
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sub-accounts in any one company cannot exceed 24 per cen~ of the total PUC. In 
companies, which pass a specialresolution in this regard, the total~ investment can 

·· ·reach up to 30percentofPUC. (increased to 40% asper Budgetproposals 2000-2001. 
and further increased to 49% as pe~ budget proposals 2001-02)2~. Imposition of 

. investment ceilings, one expects, serves t~o objectives: one, to prevent cornering of 
·shares that could result iii take-over operations-24, arid two to keep price fluctuations 

· . und~r limits. The 24 per cent limit does ·not include investments mad~ by th~ foreign 
. portfoiio inves~ors outside the portfolio investm~nt route, i:e., through th~ direct 
_ investment ·approval . pr¢cess .. Investments made offshore through purchases of -· 
· GDRs and c·onvertibles ~e also excluded. For calculating the Fll investment limits,' · 
investment~ by NRis -and; OverseasCoqjorat~ B~dies, predorhlnantiy controlled by 

· . them, which ~ere included earlier are rto IcmgerihcXtided for purposes ofmoriitoring. . 
t}1e ffi investment ceilings25• ·. · • · · · · · · · ·· · · · -

Ilrspite of the fact that FPI has been given an.important place in India's finahdal . 
~~ctorchanges under the liberalization package very few studies of the FII operations · · 
i11India exists~ One reason for this has been the paucity of data. Empirical studies have \ 
remained confined to aggregate level studies26. The studies ·gerteraUy.point to the 

. - ,. ' . 
positive relationship between Fll investments and movement of the Bombay Stock 
Exchange price index. 

. . 
According to SEBI, at the end of December 1998, the number ofFlls registered with 
it stood at 552. In 1998 nearly 80 new Flls were registered with SEBI in spite of the 
adverse climate created by the East Asian crisis and th~ economic sanctions imposed 

· by the u~s. atter the explosion of nuclear devices by India. The sheer number ofFlls· 
does not give a full picture of the Fll operations in India since each of Fils can 
represent unlimited number of sub-accounts. On the npmber of sub-accounts, 
however, rio information is available~ With the importance attached to sub-accmirit
wise investment limits pne would have expected SEBI to provide information on 
these. Since the registration is valid for five years,. the dormant ones may not seek 
deregistration voluntarily and may thus just remain o~ the register. In fact, the SEBI 
web site ccmld provide minimum identification details for_ only 472 Fils. . 

A good number of Fils are under common. control (as indicated by their names,, 
addresses and telephone numbers) and. mak~ limits on individual FII limits as 
meaningless. After 1993-:-94, SEB.I has stopped giving a category-wise break down 
of the registered Fils iii India. From art exainirtafion of the registration numbers, · 
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available from the SEBI web site; it appears that most Fils fall under two categories: 
FA and FD. FA appears to stand for fund advisers and asset management companies 
implying that most Fils (54 per cent) workasrepresentatives ofothers. From a similar 
deduction it appears that FD stands for irivestme!lt ft.mds27. These two categories 
account for 95 per cent of the Fils. There are 10Fiisunder the category FC, which . 
are most likely pension funds. Th~ oth~t important categ-ory is FE, which includes an 
assortment of insurance- companies, investment lrus'ts and goveriu;nent bodies .. 

~ . . . - . . 

Table XX below reflect that similar to FDI inflow USAleads the show even in FPI 
,., "-. - .. ' ~ ~ .. 

. inflow in India with tl)e presence oi}9 {registered Fils out of total number of 4 72 in 
' the e(mntcy. Next tO USA, is UK wlth 11.8 Fils. followed by' Hohg kong, Singapore~ ' . ' . 
L~x~mt)urg a~d Austr~lia .. The otft~r ~otinttte~. fueihg Switzerland, .Canada and 

• ~etberlrand$:also liave ~onsld~rable pr~~~I1ce·. ·. ·::_.·.. . . · . · 

. . . The most outsta~ding feati!re of pmtfollo investlnent~as opposed,. for instance, to 
. foreign direct investm~n,~,i£o:.rowi~g fto111 international finimcia]! institl!tions, or 
i(mg-terffi bank. loans is tJ!a(like hot money, it c~n be reversed in a vety short time: 
fbreign' investors . ~ay suddenly decide to. leave the country in which they are 

· investing. The volatility~isk of flow-r~versal may cause instability in exchange rates, . 
asset (stocks) prices, or interest rates and can be very harmful.. When capital inflows· 
of this type have found their way into the banking system and have pushed up 
domestic expenditures and increased the current account deficit: their reversal can 
affect the domestic economy through a decrea.se in asset prices, a jump in interest 
rates, liquidity problems in the banking sector, or a devaluation of the currency. 
Furthermore~ if the Central Bank does not react quickly enough and the stock of 

' . ' 

international reserves is iow, the reversal may cause a balance of payments crisis. 

Portfolio flows [Fils, GDRs, Offshore funds}increased to US$ 3.3 billion in 1996~ 
97 from us'$ 2.7 billion in 1995-96 (Table XIX). They have, however, been lower: 

· at US$ 1.6 billion in 1991-98 .. Portfolio investment by Foreign Institutional Investors >·. 
. ~ . - . 

(Fils) at us>$ 1.9 billion in 1996-97 was only marginally lower than the us$ 2.0 
billion in 1995-96. It is how_ever significantly lower in 1997~98, having fallen to US . 
$ 752 million. This may partly reflect transitory contagion effect of the currency . 
turmoil in some of the countries of Southeast Asia. The net investment by the 100 peF· 
cent Debt Funds ofFIIs i~ debt securities has been US $ 15 5. 7 million tin the end of 
M~rch 1998 (~s p'er SEB] data}: Euro equities [(JDRl raised by Indian corporations 
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·in 1997-98 are also lower at US$ 645 million as compared to US$ 1366 million in 
1996-97. The first offering of GD R from India in 1997 was a VSNL issue for US $ 
448 million (priced on March 24, 1997). This was also the first dis-investment by the 
Government of India through the GDR route. 

Table-XIX 
Country-wise Distribution of Fils Registered with SEBI 

.............. . ................... ·······················:··············· ·······························:·:·····-····················-····-~:~·-·:-~-----~-----············ ·················-----~ ···················----············;·----- •······· 

;..,.. 

Country . Asset · Investment · Insurance Pension Others , Total 
• ! Management · Funds/ • Cos. Invest- Funds : ............................................. c;;5:1F·u·nCi·······T·:rru·stees.on : .. ireniTrusiS:······································· .................................. , ......................................... . 

·········································•···················· 
Advisers$ Behalfof ; Government 

[FA]t 
! Such Funds • Bodies, etc. ! . 

[FD] [FE]' [Fq 
[1], [2]; [3]. [4], [5], 

87 91 5 7 USA 
UK 

............ ., 62 ... 46 9· 1 . 

Hong Kong 29 2 

.:§I6.~i~P.:Qi~.::.:::.:::::::::::::::: ............................................................. _ ............................. ,' ....................... 2 ............................................ . 
Luxembourg 
Australia 2 1 

Canada 1 
.......................... , .......................................................................................................... . 

. Netherlands# 

Total 24 10 

. [6]: 
. 1 

0 
1 

1 

4 

[7] 
191 
118 
32 

24 
19. 
16 

13 

472 

.. ~ ... J!.I.~ .. ~'?..~.~~~~.c?.f.:l .. i~.l:>.~.~~.9f.:l .. ~~'?.:~.n .. ,g, .... r .... e ... ,g, .. i.s .... tra .... ,· ................................................................................. + ........................................................................ .. 

. ~.1.f.:!~'::'.c:!i.f.19. .. .c?.f.:l.~ .. 1'r..'?.~ ... I':J.~!J.:l.~.r:'?.:f.:lc:!.~ .. ~~.ll~.~.: ......................................................... , .......................... , ................................................................................................ . 
§<:>'::~~: ~9C?.P~9.1'r.9.'!1P.~~l::l~~i9f.:IP~P~.r.~~ ''E9.r.~.i9.f.:!.lf.:!~~l:l~9f.:lc:lllr'IY~~~I1~ ~r'lc:! ~~ . . .. . 
Indian stock Market'', Institute for Studies in Industrial Development New Delhi, April 5-6,1999. 

· Table XX gives a comparative pictUre of po~folio flows into emerging markets. 
India's share in developing countries has increased considerably from 2.19% in 1992 
when the portfolio investment was first time allowed in the Indian capital market to 
14.33% in1994. However its share fell drastically to 4.74% in 1996 and again 
regained to a respectable level of 9.56% in 1996. This trend shows that FPI has a easy · 
come easy go nature and the FPI flow moves fast from one country to another within 
a particular region because there is no capital account restriction on their movements. 
However there is increase in the total inflow in the developing countries during 1990s 
and has increased from US $ 11 bn. in 1992 to $ 46bn. in 1996 that is a more than 
fourfold increase within a short span of five years. 
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Table-XX 

Portfolio. Equity _Flows (US $ Million) 

COUNTRY 19~2 1993 19~~ 1995 1!}96 

Brazil· 1,731. 5,500 t 5,082 - 4,411 3,981!_ 

China 1,194· 3,818 3,915, 2,807 3,466 

·India' 241 '1,840: 4,729: 1!517' 4,398 

· _ · _lndo11esia 119 2,45.2 3,672 4,873 3,099' 
·' 

385· ' 
' 3,700 1,320 Malaysia . ·. 2,299 4,353'. 

·Thailand 4:-. 3.1'J7 I: -538. 4.1o4'. 1,551 

i 333': f. .1A45·. _1!,,40? 1:,_961' i- 1,3;33' 

)L 1(oga:·_. '· '45666: 1:· 33,900: ·• :::! ..• ' .·. ~2,000 46,000 

2,1$. 
, .. 

4.og:. 14.33.' 4.74.- 9;56 
!'-·• 

· .. .. 
i'. in~iais~_Shar(in t.Qc's (%)' -·'· · . _ ._. , 
17----'----'--,-.:-:-. ,-,:-,,-'----;,-'--:--,:___:_'--,-7--:--,---1--'-:--'--'-'-__:.__I!__---"-~~__:.--,-,:-:--"-___;_;_-_;__L_ _ _:__--,-,--Ji 

Source : Giobalbevelopment fiflance, {Vol._ I& IQ; The World.Bank. · 
. -

Impact of FP:t on Indian Stock Market:; ~--
- . . - . . - ' . . ' . -

Inqi,an stock market started picking l1P s~Jice 1 Q80s and 'its market capitalisation· 
· increased from 9'.9% ofGDP in 1985 to 66.2% ifi, {99628. . . -

- - --. - • • - •• - ' • - - < • • • - •• ~ • - ·_ ': - • - -· 

_ Table-XXI; [' '" 

TRENDS IN AI INVESTMENT 

'\'' 

.............................. - ............................ -------------~-~~---·--·····-- . _____ §_~~--~-~~-~----···· ......... 1'-1.~!.!.':1.~!: ................ ~et ln,y_~fir.t-~.rl! .......... ----------~~'!I.IJ.!~#.Y.:I!I ............... . 

.. . ... ............................. ........ ... 1.".~~1.!~!3~ .. . ............. ~:--~_i::...... . ....... '!l~rl~--~---9.r: -~--~--r.'.'.~! ................ l'-l.~.!:f.l.".~.r.t.L ..... ·_ 

......................... . ............................. ~:.9.r.:....... ....... ................... . ............... mont_~_I.Y ........................ _ Y.~~--'!1--~! .................. _ 
ex rate monthly ex rate 

GTfor 1993. · 2,661.9 66.8 2,595.1- 827.2 827.2 

. __ _§_T:f!:lr 1994 ------~'?!??.,?. 2,476.1 _1?,?.~1,? ···-~-•. ~ .. 1?:4:_.8 .................. ? .• ~~J.:~ 

. ' _§_!.~t1995 ........... ,.f?.,f?.~!:),~ .............. ?.l~-~?:? .... ~ .•. !:1.?.~.:.1:1.... ..... .1.1~~::4: ' .................... :4: .•. ~ .. 1:1.~::4: ....... .. 
GTfor 1996 15,739.2 4,~35.6 .......... J .. Q,_f.IQ~.:~: ........... ----------------~-'_9.-~f.l.:?. ................................... .!..t?.:4:.~ .. :~---------- _ . 

:::::::::::§t]>.n:~~t::::::~--:- =~:I~~~?.~;I::::·: ·:::::::::::t?~?:I~::r:::::: .. ----·---------~·?.~:>!.,~: ............ _____________ .1 .. !.:4:1?..:!:................ _____ ~:~ ... ~.1:3.1:3.:?. ................... . 
GTfor 1998' 13,899.8 15,379.7 -1,479.9 -338 8,650 

: GTfor 1999 37,211.5 30,514.7, 6,696.8 1,559.9 10,209.9 
; Source: http://sebi.gob.inlfiilfii 16.hbnJ: 

. . . . . 

India's financial markets were not, openedup tiJ.I the early 1990s, and therefore the 
country was ab.le to insulate itself from any international currency and financial crisis. 
':aut, with the opening of financial ~arkets to th~ outside world under the structural 
adjustment program since 1992, the chances ofg~tting affected by developments in 
the world markets hav:e increased sigmficantly~ This will be evidentfrom the fact that 
Indian Stock niarket was not affected by the worst ever ~rash in U.S. stock market on 
19 October 1987, as our financial: markets were not global1y integrated. However, 
when stock pri~es In the world crashedhe~vily, once again, 91127 October 1997, there 
was a major crash in the Indian market. 
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With the liberalization of the financial sector since 1992, funds. are also raised by 
Indian companies through global depository receipts (GDRs), offshore funds and 
other means. During the period 1991-92 to 1996-97 funds collected by such means 
have amounted to US$6.2 billion. Most dramatic was the surge in Euro issues in 1992/ 
93, when there were two global depository receipt (GDR) issues totaling $ 241 
million, as the initial interest of foreign investors was dampened by the stock market 
scam in May 1992, as well as by related concerns about market practices and the 
collapse in stock prices. By contrast, in 1993/9417 GDR issues raised$ 1.5 billion, 
and 10 foreign currency convertible bond (FCCB) issues raised a total of$ 1 billion. 
The bulk of issues occurred in early 1994 as the stock market recovered. Foreign 
irtvesto~ enthusiasm rose to such a height that new GDRs could be issued at a premium 
to prices on lo9al markets. However the trend has slowed down for the last 2-3 years, 
which may again pick up with the recovery of the stock market 

·Besides, the net cumulative investment made by the foreign (March} has amounted 
to :OS$7.1 billion (RBI, Report on Currency and Finance 1998-1999). Data on the 
mobilization of resources by the corporate sector from external sources of funds is 
presented in TableXXH below. 

Table-XXII ··························· Resaur:c::e; Nlatiiii5~iian tiY:tt18 car:pc,r:~ie;··seciar:······.········ ··· 
· ··· ···················································· ········· '(R:s=: iri 16 rTiniiari··c;r:c:r:c,r:e;)························ ···· ·· ··········· ·· 

Commercial Other Dev. Primary Net Foreign 

,.,.,, ... ,, HOHOHH''' ......••• $~h·~························Rn~n.~i~.~H .• H·········§~P.~U.0.1if •• p~·r.!f.~~i~····oo···· '' 

oH~§l.~.9:::.~0~HH00000 

Institutions New Issues investments 
plus Private @ 
placement 

OOOHHH00?.§.~9.HHHHHHOOOOOOO 00 ooOOHO~oo~O~O~OOOOOHOOOOOOO OOOooo000oo0000000?..9..9. .... ,,,,, ooO 
1985-86 11850 4940 1745 ... 1.9eo::s·1 ................................... 2.o'Oss .. H .......................... 1.2Ei1"o ............................. 4·3·12 ....................................... 0 ........................ . 

1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 .............. .. ........... . 

1998-99 

55166 
33209 
52212 
57054 

38966 16117 13380 
4290 1 0400+51 00 1 3850 

53967 3138+310100 8946 
··········· ••·•········ ... 

56090 5587+49664 -232 
Source:RBI Annual Report, Handbook of Statistics on Indian Economy "'R:i31"199'9':000000000000Hoooooo O 00 OOOOOOOOOOOOHHHHH 0 H' HHHO OOHHHH 0000 0 0 ''Ho HHHHHO 0 0 0 0 HHHHO HHOT 0 0 OHHHOOHOOO OOOOOOO OOOO HO 0 

.. Nate : @"iriciudes.Euro eCiuitY i5'5Liesand' otil.ers:·andriet J;arti'aiio 
investment by Fils. ' · 

Indicators of stock market development for one of the oldest and premier 
stock e)\changes in India, namely, the Bombay .Stock Exchange are presented in 
Table XXIII. From the said Table it can be inferred that the Indian stock market is 
comparatively less active in terms of turnov~r ratio and foreign share in the 
turnover. The market capitalization to GDP ratio has gone up from a low of 9.64 in 
1981 to 52.6 in 1997 and the.market turnover to GDP ratio has gone up from 5.2 in 
1981 to 7.4 in 1996. 
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Table-XXIII 
········· ----···--·············~----····-·····················-···-·-····--··············· ····················-·············· ·········-················· ···············-··································-···-· 

Indicators of Capital Market Development (in%) 
Financia MCAP/ Turnover/ Turnover No. of · 

·······--·······································-· ........ ···························-····················································· 
Year GOP Gop· · ratio · Usted Co5 .. 
198r 9.64 so2 59.5. 1031 

·--~--~-~-~---···················'······~-:,§' ............................. ~:1 ........... : ..... c •.••••••••••..•.•. ?~::? .................................. f?.'.!9: .. -............... c •• c 

.. 1991! 36.2 9.$· !;>7.0· . . 2556 . . 
1~92 . 3!;).0 8;3 .:37.0' 27&.1 ··1·9·93····················-·····5(5:·:r··········· ---·-·········~r:~r·········-,··-·····-·········2?":·g:·····"·····-···················:··32·s:f···,-· ............ . 
1994 51·.3- 9.0~ . 24.0. . 4413 
·19.95····· . 4§:4. ····~H! ···················· ··Tajf ··s3.9!f ...... 
1996 so~2 . 7,4 : :'1?:Cr:· 599S·. 
1997. 52.6 42.0 . 5843 

· Source: World Development IndicatOrs; World Bank, 1998l · 

... !E.~~r.~i~~:.§.~C?.-~~,.M.<?.r..~~~~-: ... ~~-~-~-?.~~.J .. ~-~~-; __ §9!!.1.~~X2!?..~.~-: 
EXchange - Offi.cial Dir~dory. · · · 

From the ab"o~e'discussimdtis ciear.th~t the capita[mark~t"reforms sine~ 1992-93 _ 
have contributed to a large extent in_ boosting the size and liquidity in the capital. . 
market. Further, infrastructure improvement$ in the stockmarket like the introduction. 
of ;,tscreen based on-line trading system byseverat ~tockexchanges, the commencement 
ofoti-line trading on the Nati~nalStock Excliange (NSE) in 1994, th¢ setting up of 
National Securities Clearing Corporation (NSCC) in 1996 or ~e-intrdduction qf carry. 
forward system in a modified form on -the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) in 1996, 
the setting up of depositories in India, and the introduction of trading in financial 
derivatives in. 1998-99, have all contributed signifitantly to re-structure the functioning· 
of the stock market and in reducing speculation. On the other hand, investments by 
the Fils since· 1992 have affected the stock . market behaviour and increased the · 
volatility of asset prices at least in the short-run. 

' . . . 

The Flls·seein to have increased their exposure to India, from among the emerging 
inarkets.Given the_relatively small size of India's market capitalisation and the low 
level of floating stocks, the bulky portfolio investments by the Fils impact upon the 
lever. of shai:e priCes. An upsurge in portfolio investment by Fils may also have an 
impact on stock market behaviour through effects on (Q interest rates and asset prices, .. 
(ii) reserves and money supply, (iii) inflation~·,and (iv) savings, investment and 
domestic acttvity~ · . 

Trend analysis indicates that movemel).t in BS~ Sensitive ·Index -,~md fagged ~ef 
investment by Fils ·are sigpificantly correlated. . " 

Emerging markets were the toast ofgloba]investors in 1993 but in December 1994, 
' • . . ,....._ ~ ·.. - • ~ ~ • . . . ~ ' I - . • ' .. ·. . . . 
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most were reeling under the 'Tequila effect'. The speed with which investors rushed 
in, only to flee soon after, has created doubts in the minds of many, about the merits 
of investing in emerging markets. 

Ever since the International Finance Corporation (IFC) coined the term first in 19 81, 
"emerging market" has become the international anthem of prosperity for first world 
investors. From Chile to Chlna, India to Indonesia and South Africa to South Korea, 

",)here seems to be a yoracious ·appetite for investments among the likes of Morgan 
·Stanley, Barings, Templeton and Fidelity. 

Volatility in Stock Market and Hot Money Flows in India . 

Given the fact that portfolio investment is essentially short-term, easy to move in and 
· out and tends to be extremely volatile, the Indian authorities initially imposed taxes· 

to keep off fly-by-night operators inlndian market. These include, for instance: Fils 
investing in India are subj,ect to a special rate of tax of 20 per cent on dividend and · 

· interest income, 10 per cent on long term (12 months or more) capital gains and 30 
per cent on short term capital gains. However, Fils· avoid the payment of taxes on 
dividend income or short/long term capital gains as a majority of them invest in India 
via the Mauritius route. The Double TaxationAvoidanceAgreement with Mauritius 
exempts any income from investment in India from tax even though the Income Tax 
Act provides for taxation. These defeat the very purpose of the policy intending to 
ensure that "hot money" flows are discouraged. The policy makers have yet to 
acknowledge this harsh reality and take appropriate steps to deal with it. 

Over the years, the ratio of hot money flows to forex reserves of India, in percentage 
terms, is steadily increasing. Itincreasedfrom37.50percentin 1994 to 53.52 percent 
by March 1997, and then to 78.80 per cent by February 1998 .. 

Adding the stock of short-term debt, investment by Fils, issuance of GDRs, and 
offshore funds we can arrive at the stock of potentially~hot money. According to the 
RBI's annual report for 1996-97, India's short-term debt was $6.7 billion (but as per 
the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) estimates, which are considered more 
reliable by the international community, India's short-term debt was $7.75 billion at 
the end of June 1997). Similarly, the GDR figure as on March 1997 was $5.4 billion 
and the portfolio investment amounted to $8.8 billion. These figures add up to a 
staggering $20.9 billion, against forex reserves of $24.1 billion. ~n other words, the 
ratio of hot money flows to India's total forex reserves is a whopping 86.7 per cent. 
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This figure is very high compared to a maximum of 60 per cent recommended by the . 
· CAC committee. H one were to add the NRI deposits of $14.2 ·billion in foreign. · . 
currency-repayable in three years-the total relatively short -term' and easily repatriable . 
foreign funds w·ould add up to inore than $35 billion. 

A study by Parthapratim Pal published iii Ec~nofnic and Political weekly, March 14-
2 0 199828a shows that the entry of the FJis int~ the Indian Stock Mar kef has failed 
to invigorate small savings int~ the ~tock matke(rather t~o much FII involvement · . 

. hC;l~ actually scared smal] savets/invesfors_ away{roin the market. Th~. study also . 
shows that FII generaliy concentrateinJhe seconam::/tnark~t. The rnaJ:kety~luation. _ · 
may contain< an elem~nt qf speculative bubble,. which does; not refleCt 

0 

the true 
fh~damental of the firm, > .· · . · . · .· -- -- · . - · . - · •- - · 

· The mainstream argument that the ~ntcy of foreign portfolio. irtvestors-will boos~ a: · 
country's stock market ·and ~c_onomy d'o~S not seem to be working in .India. J'he 
influx of Fils fail~d to invigorate the Indiari 'stock market. Th~ Sl:lpposed linkag~ 
effects have not worked in the way the Imiinstream model predicted. Inst~ad there has .. , 

0 

· been an increa&ed uncertainty and skepticism ~bout the stock.market in IndiCli: lhe; 
findings of this study do not support tlle view that influx of~] leads to economi~ ---. - · -
development. · 

Causes and Consequence of Reversal of Portfolio Investment 
The reversal of portfolio investment can affect the domestic economy through a 

.. 

decrease in asset prices, a jump in interest rates, liquidity problems~ in the banking 
. sector, or a devaluation of the currency. Furthermore, if the central bank does not react 
quickly enough and the stock of international reserves is low, the reversal may cause 
a balance_.of payments crisis. 

Negative shocks~ a crisis in ariother country, a drop in the price of the main exportable 
good,_ a rise in the price of the mainimportable go~d, a sharp increase in international 
interest rates, o~ a change in taxes affecting n!tums. froin the inflows-may induce· 
foreign investors to take therr money out of the country or to keep it there only if a 

· higher return is provided. Either way, they will react by selling their domestic stock 
holdings and buying foreign currency w1tn the proceeds. That will'cause a fall in the · 
general st~9k price index and, depending on the exchange-rate system, either a loss 
of International reserves and an increase-in domestic interest rates, or a depreci_ation 
of the nominal exchange rate,. or both(The World Bank 1996):. 
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Stock Market is Less Volatile than Currency Market 
While delivering a talk on the exchange rate risk and the role of a Central Bank, the 
Reserve Bankoflndia Governor Shri Bimal J alan29 said that "There are three features 
of the exchange market, namely (i) First, capital flows in "gross" terms, which affect 
exchange rate from day to day, are several times higher than "net" flows on any day 
- and these are also much more sensitive to what everybody else is saying or doing 
rather than to changes in economic .fundamentals; (ii) During periods of large 
volatility in "gross" flmvs, herding becomes unavoidable. "Daily Earnings At Risk" 
minimization models nf~essarily give rise to "herd" behavior, since everyone prefers 
to be wrong with everyone else rather than being wrong alone!' Herding further 
accentuates movements in one direction in relation to a currency and (iii) Unlike 
equity markets, where investors have a choice of holding a large number of scrips, 
diversifying their portfolio, such a possibility is limited in foreign exchange markets, 
as holdings are largely in one or two currencies. In this situation, volatility is. 
unavoidable as there is a scramble to get out ofEuro or dollars from Euro or Yen and 
vice versa on the slightest uncertainty of "news". Expectations are generally self
fulfilling and speculation is likely to be "one way" particularly during periods when 
stabilization is most needed. In such situations, the theory about the presence of so 
called "stabilizing speculation" becomes highly obtuse. 

Thus speculative attack on a currency is easier than on the stocks. However in the 
case of India as long as there is no capital account convertibility such speculative 
attacks are not likely to happen at least in the currency market.. 

Growing Dominance of Fils in Indian Stock Markets 
Increasingly, the domestic institutional investors are voicingtheir demand for a level 
playing field between them and the Fils. Although there are over 480 Fils registered 
with the SEBI to operate in the Indian market, only a handful ofFIIs·dominates the 
markets. As the cumulative portfolio investment in India by the Fils till November 
1997 was about $9 billion, just five top Fils cont~buted over 40 per cent of the total 
investment (See Table XXIV). These five Fils are Morgan Stanley, Capital 
International, Jardine fleming, Schroders and Templeton. Recently, the $259 billion 
(assets managed) Capital Group has overtaken Morgan Stanley in India as the largest 
FII in India, riding on a spate of high-velocity investments in a host ofindian stocks, 
most of them in the past few months. 

---- .· .: •. 

. . ·~·· , .. 
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Table-XXIV 

Top Fils in India 

Fils Investment {in $ billion) 

Capital International· 1.8 

Morgan Stanley 1.5 

Jardine Fleming 0.8 

Schroders 0.6 

,,, !if;' Templeton 0.5 

Source: The Economic Times, December 8, 199 7. 

The entry of Fils has weakened the strength of domestic institutional investors in 
India. With huge amounts of financial resources at their disposal, the Fils are the 
prime movers in Indian stock markets. Except a handful of major public sector 
financial institutions, such as UTI, no Indian institutional investor can match the 
resources of the Fils. Furthermore, recent studies reveal a positive correlation 
between net inflows by Fils and movements iti the stock indices. The positive 
correlation indicates two interesting trends. Firstly, investment by Fils leads to a rise 
in market indices and their withdrawal causes markets to fall. Secondly, Flls 
generally invest in a rising market and disinvest when the market begins to fall. They 
see a profit potential in a rising market and therefore make their investment at that 
time and they disinvest when the market begins to fall to cut losses. 

Fils have also been influencing the GDR issue pricing of the Indian companies. One 
such instance has come to light in case ofVidesh San char Nigam Ltd. a Govt. oflndia 
. undertaking which has put a formal compliant to the SEBI29a to take action against 
the five Fils-Morgan Stanley, Fledgling Nominees, Robert Fleming, ILF Mauritius 
and Jaguar Funds, which according to the VSNL, offloaded a sizeable amount of their. 
holdings before the launch of its GDR, and thus brought its price down, and 
consequently the price of the GDR. 

Given the fact that the Fils are in an advantageous position, as they can sell in the 
Indian markets (thus bringing down the price of the share), and buy the same shares 
in the international markets at much cheaper rates, the Fils were doing th~ same with 
the VSNL GDR issue. Such .'unethical' practices are part of sound business strategy 
of the Fils. 

Similarly, studies have also found that the volatility of stock prices has increased with 
the entry of Fils in the Indian capital markets. Accor,ding to a recent IMF cross-
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country study of emerging markets, stock price volatility in India has increased since 
Fils have been permitted to participate. This study compared the period 1976-May 
1992 with the period 1992-February 1994, when the Fils were permitted to invest. 
During the South-East Asian Crisis period, Indian Stock Market has felt the 
temporary effects of Fils operation who were the net selling in the month of 
November, 1997. However the iilflow ofFII funds continued thereafte~0 . In any case 
Indian Govt. must bear in mind the volatile nature of portfolio investors and the 
lessons drawn from the Mexican Peso crisis and South-EastAsian crisis as discussed· 
in Chapters VI and VII. 

TWo Types of Foreign Institutional Investors 
The two different groups of investors or trader in the markets, are: (a) the 'professionals' 

. or informed traders, who are also called 'fundamentalists', hecause they base theiF 
decisions on more long-term fundamental trends and (b) th~ 'speculators'. 

The type of distinction· made between 'professionals' and· 'speculators' is also 
applied to types of institutions31'. 

It is argued that mutual funds (representing mainly retail investors) and high net worth 
individuals (either foreign or domestic) switch assets more rapidly in search for short 
term returns, that is in contrast with institutions like pension funds and insurance 
companies which are for more risk- averse, less conditioned by short term demands 
for funds, and therefore more long term. As a consequence it is a particularly valuable 
for developing. countries to attract flows or funds originating from institutions like 
pension funds and insurance companies. Furthermore, within annual funds it is 
argued32 that closed end funds are less volatile than open-end funds. 

Need for Sterilization of Surging Capital Inflows 
· Sterilization is different from capital controls, as it involves liberlization of capital" 
outflows by encouraging private investment overseas. We find some indication of 
this effort of Govt. of India in the Budget Speech 2001-02 as discussed earlier on 
capital account liberlization; Sterilization is important when the investment in 
industry does not take place and the capital inflow is in excess of the investment 
needs. While there are apparent benefit of surging capital inflows as it raises the 
investment levels and encourages economic growth it has some side effects because 
it acts like a double-edged sword. For example excess amount of capital inflow has 
a tendency to_ increase the value of local currency and thereby underline the 
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competitiveness of export industries and also give rise to inflation. Thus the policies 
leading to liberalization of foreign capital, which include FDI and FPI both, have to 
be in consistence with the monetary policy as well. The foreign capital inflow has also 
a direct bearing with the domestic interest rate, the inflation rat~-~nd the exchange 
rate. The threat of currency appreciation or inflation needs to be taken care of by the 
Central Bank (RBI) by "belts and braces" strategy as suggested in one of the IMF 
occasional paper on sterlization of capital flows (IMF 1997). 

Summary and Conclusions 
Much of the FD] in India is either in high profit-'low risk areas, or in areas with 
guaranteed high returns. Foreign investors are allowed to import their inputs through 

·· their own arrangements. With the absence of domestic re-investment requirements 
and restrictions on repatriation of profits, and the probably imminent convertibility 
on capital account, it is not hard to see t?at the servicing requirements of foreign 
investment could rise substantially in the future. This problem is likely to get further . 

. compounded by the need to service the foreign institutional investors (Fils) who are: 
allowed to repatriate their speculative investments and returns on them. Foreign 

" exchange earnings through exports may not rise at the required rate, the country is 
likely to go in for attracting more foreign borrowing, thus postponing and compounding 
the problem. Capital markets in India are shallow. They need to be strengthened to 
unleash their immense potential to intermediate between savers and users. Areas of 
concern revolve around their morbidity, poor liquidity, poor disclosure standards, 
rigidity of legislative environment and, above all, poor investor confidence. 

Apart from this, a question arises as to whether Indian economy has the domestic 
saving capacity to absorb the high level of foreign investment? In foreign investment 
based proj ec'ts, foreign equity is generally a small portion of total project costs-about 
one-third. The rest of the costs have to be funded through domestic equity, domestic 
debt capital, or foreign debt capital, as is the case in some recent projects - power, 
automobile, and electronic components - where information is available. This 
suggests that to put in place $ 10 billion of foreign equity invest111ent, another $ 20. 
billion or so would have to be raised from domestic and foreign sourc~s. ·, . 

~ ·_ ~:~--::~t~~-; . 

The economic Survey estimated that the gross domestic saving in India in 1994-95 
was about$ 75 billion. This would then suggest that a fourth or so of domestic saving 
could be required to complement $ 10 billion of foreign equity capital. India's 
domestic saving to GNP ratio during the last five years has averaged at about 24 per 
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cent, compared to 40 per cent in China. Thus large FDI flows into India will clearly 
divert a larger proportion of domestic saving from other uses as compared to China. 

There are several other issues, which are important from a developmental perspective. 
FDI as well as the domestic private investment in infra structural sectors is bound to 
raise the unit costs of such infra structural services substantially in the future. The· 
issue here is: Can the Indian economy absorb such cost increases without losing its 
international competitive edge? Or will the cost increases be sufficiently compensated 
for by increased q~ality, reliability and availability of such services? 

The foreign investment in non- infra s"tructural sectors are in the areas of_up~market 
goods- electronic entertainment, consumer durables, etc. The issue here is: How is 
India to improve the availability of mass consumption ("Wage") goods and social 
services like education, health, etc.? Furthermore, the technologies associated with 
foreign investment are generally labour displacing. How then, is India to generate 
more employment opportunities and alleviate poverty? 

Hence, India should substantially increase domestic saving to the level of the 
countries in East and Southeast Asia, improve the productivity of domestic human 
resources, public and private capital, and land. It must also consider and adopt more 
labor-absorbing technological and organizational alternatives. Only such strategies 
can enable it to proceed on a: more self-reliant and determined path of growth and 
development without adding to the developmental costs of the present and future 
generations. 

Debt is generally denominated in foreign currency whereas investments in portfolio 
investments in the stock market are in local currency. At the time of economic crisis 
as happened in Mexico in 1994 and South East Asia in 1997. it was the short term debt. 
(including short-term bonds for examples Tesobonos in Mexico) which created 
problem from its volatileness and quick outflow and not so mu·ch of the portfolio 
investment. The reason is apparent because generally the debts are in foreign 
currency but the portfolio is in local curreacy. At the time of economic crisis if 
Fils want to withdraw from the host country, it will loose on both the counts, the 
low realisation for slump in the stock market and the fall in the value of local 
-currency. 

On 4 May 1991, 'The Economist' 33 described India in its cover "A tiger in a cage."· 
The andysis then put much of the blame for India's economic predicament on its 
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'ever-proliferating bureaucracy' and its 'licence raj', and expressed the dialectic 
hope that with the election then due, 'the new government will immediately face a 
fiscal crisis' and as a consequence it 'might-just might-start a-reappraisal of the 
economic role of government that is so long overdue'. The events that ushered in the 
economic reforms after the new elections did not depart very far from that scenario. 
Three years later Forbes magazine published its cover page (23 May 1994) with the 
note: 'India may be the best emerging market of all'. The real issue in 'uncaging' the 
tiger is the -need to go well beyond liberalization and this is what the Government of 
India seems to have mentioned about 'Second Generation of Reforms' in the Budget 
Speech of th~ Finance Minister on 28th February 2001. 

To sum up, the global capital pie is enormous, however India's share of this pie is 
insignificant. The competition for global capital is i11tei:lse, even smaller economies 
have attracted larger investments than India can easily attract five to ten times its 
current capital inflow if it brings about an environment of openness, transparency and 
freedom for entrepreneurs in their economic decisions. 

The attractiveness ofindia a~ a destination for FD] can be enhanced by streamlining 
procedures, removing bureaucratic hurdles and by taking other steps that will 
improve returns on direct investments in India. The perceived hurdles in India often 
relate to: poorly defined policies, multi-layered bureaucratic structures, perceptions 
of corruption, delays inherent in the Indian judicial and administrative systems, 
difficulties relating to the restructuring ofbusinesses, lack of flexibility in restructuring 
manpower and lack of a pragmatic exit policy for companies. 
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CHAPTER-V 

ECONOMIC REFORMS AND FOREIGN 
INVESTMENT IN CHINA 

With the land area of 9.6 million sq. km, China is the third largest country in area 
(Russia and Canada are larger), it is divided into 22 provinces- five autonomous 
regions, including Tibet; and three municipalities. Its population, 1.24 billion (1997), 
is the largest in the world. One out of every five people in the world is Chinese. China 
is both a developing economy and a transitional market economy1

• . 

The victory of the Chinese Communist party in 1949 ushered in the first extended 
period of political and economic stability in China since the fall of the Qing dynasty 
in 1912. 

However China was divided into two territories ruled by different regimes. The 
People's Republic of China (PRC) on the mainland established a socialist system 

. based on central planning, ·state-owned enterprises, collective forms of life, and. 
public ownership of property and the Republic of China (ROC) now Taiwan created 
a mixed economy. 

These two different economic systems produced divergent economic performances 
until 1978, when the PRC's leaders decided to reform their economy, first in the 
countryside and then in the cities adopting many of the policies and institutional 
changes long prevalent in the ROC. As a consequence of these reforms, the PRC is 
becoming a market economy, similaF to ROC's with macro r~gulatory controls, 

. which illuminates the economic performances of these two Chinese societies and 
how they have diverged and then converged. (Myers H. Ramon 1996) 

In 1978, China (PRC) embarked on a gradual but far-reaching reform of its economic 
system. In December 1978, the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee of 
the Communist Party identified the principal contradiction in China's social, political, 
and economit"system as the backwardness of the economy in responding to the needs .. 
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of the people. Therefore, the principal task was to reform those aspects of the 
economic system that had impeded the development of the ec'onomy in the similar . 
way as prevalent in the ROC .. 

. Different Phases of Economk Reforms. in China 
The reforms process in China has often been characterized as gradual and incremental. 
The reforms. were undertaken initially· on an experimental basis in some localities 
before they were appliecJ to- the whole country1

a. Deng Xiaoping started the reforms 
in China in 19.78 after the death of Mao (in 1976). The refoillis came in three phases: 

. The first phase of reforms, started in 1978-}9 with intema.1liberalizati~n of faml.. 
sec.tor ~nd establishnient of Township· and Village Enterprises (TVEs }. The second 
phase start:ed in ~arly eighties and aimed at globali~~tlon and internationalization by ·· .·· 
setting up Special Economic Zonds (SEZs) in t}Je coastal pro vines of Guandong; · 
'fiangsu and Zhejiang, which are ne3! to Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan. The third 
-phase of the economic reforms concentrated on the development of url:mn industry 
and started in eady 1990s by decentral~zation of the powers of provincial governments 
and municipalities based on "gradualism:' and "sele<;tive approach". During the third 
phase part!~ularly in 1992, at the 14tli Congress· of the Comm.unist.Patty,, China 
officially announced the adoption of the market economy into its reform programme. 
This policy was confmned at the 8th National People's Congress in spring 1993. Thus, · 
China's 15 year old reform entered anew historic period. 

- . . . 

Unlike Mexico where the reforms were started after the debt crisis of 1982 or India 
where the reforms were'started after the BOP crisis of 1990, Deng started reforms in 

. China in 1978 as a visionary and without any apparent crisis at the macro economic. · · · 
level. 

. . . . 

It is to be noted that these three phases of reforms were spread over 15 ye~s and were · 
against the "shock therapy" of S~lina~ Govt. in M~xico or the big bang policy of Rao 

• . I ' 

Govt. in India. 

. In the second phase of reforms in China towards globalization, th~ first step was the 
est':lhlishment·of the Special Economic Zones (SEZs), giving them more financial · · 
and administrative powers, including the right to approv~ large-scale investment 
projects, to grant tax concessions and other incentives to foreign-funded enterprises, · 
and, to retain a higher proportion of foreign exchange. As the positive results of these · 

. . - . 
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experiments became evident, the approach was extended to a number of other "open 
coastal cities", allowing a degree of competition among regions2

• 

The second major feature is the progressive decentralization of economic decision
making. Local authorities have used their growing autonomy to strengthen their hand 

· in negotiations over resource-sharing with the centre and in taking initiatives in such 
areas as investment 

World Economic Outlook (IMF)2
a has divided and decomposed the market oriented 

reforms in China into three phases, Phase! (197 8-1984) consisted of agriculture and 
rural reforms, Phase II (1984-1991) consisted of gradual broadening of reforms from 
rural sector to state industrial enterprises in urban areas and the gradual dismantling 
of central planning system, Phase III (since 1992) consists of deepening of reforms 

· through a new reform strategy adopted during the Third Plenum of Fourteenth· 
Central Committee in 1993 which articulated the goal of creating a socialist market 
economy. During this phase wide ranging reforms took place in the banking and . 
financial sector, the fiscal system and the exchange and trade system. 

The apparent evidence of success of economic reforms in China is that the Chinese 
economy grew on average by over 9 percent a year during 197 8-1996, contributing 
to a near quadrupling of per capita income and the lifting of millions out of poverty. 
Over the same period, many of the distortions and rigidities ofthe former central 
planning system were eliminated and market forces came to play an increasingly 
important role in economic decision-making. Concomitantly, the state's role in the 
economy. was gradually reduced and a dynamic non-state sector emerged that 
accounts for almost two-thirds of GDP3 (World Economic Outlook October, 
1997).China's growth performance over these nineteen years is historically unique 
and is more remarkable than that of the four dragons: Hong Kong, Singapore, South 
Korea and Taiwan which, apart from South Korea, have populations smaller than· 
most Chinese provinces. 

The annual growth rate of 9 per cent over 1978-1996 far exceeded the 6.1 per cent 
figure for the preceding twenty-six years (1953-1978). The economic reforms in 
China proved that mobilising resources can produce a rapid increase of output, but 
without markets neither society's living standards nor the economy will improve on 
a sustained basis. 
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The period after 1978 also witnessed more rapid growth in industrial output, but 
closer analysis reveals that the most significant impact came from the non-state

. owned enterprises, including Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs), individual," 
and foreign funded enterprises. However, the SOEs did not show the same dynamism 
as the agricultural and non-state-owned industrial sectors. 

The foreign trade experienced spectacular growth. Total import and export reached 
US$ 165.6 billion in 1992, i.e. eight fold that of 1978. It jumped up to 1J~ $)95.8 
billion in 1993, a rise of 18.2 per cent. Average anriual growth in each ofthe fifteen 
years ( 197 8-1992) was 16 per cent, much higher than the 9. 5 per cent in the preceding 
twenty-six years. Total import and export value jumped from.world 32nd place 
during the initial stage of reform to 11th place in 19924

. (See _table for details) 

Since the inception of reforms, China has enjoyed a high rate of domestic savings
estimated at 30-35 per cent. These rates . are considerably higher than in most 
developing countries and even industrial countries. In addition to an increase in the 
savings rate, the most notable trend since the early 1980s has been a shift in the 
composition of total savings from the state sector to households. Household's savings 
accounted for 40 per cent of domestic savings in 19915

. 

In China, national saving was high before, during and after reform. However, the 
composition and institutions of saving changed dramatically. Government saving, all. _ 
in most transitiQnal economies, has dropped sharply, in response to the deteriorating 
financial position of state-owned enterprises. However, household saving has increased 
very rapidly in response to the new opportunities· created by transition. Total 

. . ..... household saving-including both in-kind and financial saving-jumped rapidly 
from 7% ofhouseholdincome in 1978 to 17% in 1982, and have continued to increase 
steadily since.1 Even more crucially, financial saving tripled, increasing from 2.3% 
of household income in 1978, to an average of 6.8% in the years 1980-83. (Cheng 
Xiaonong 1991, Macroeconomic 1987). As of 1995, households were generating 
70% of domestic saving, over 25% of GDP (Xu Meizheng 1997). 

China's success in attracting foreign direct investment, which increased from less 
than$ 400 million in 1982 to over$ 11 billion in 1992 and $45 billion in1998, is 
unparalleled. In this regard, the special roles played by Hong Kong and, more 
recently, Taiwan are noteworthy. Between 1988 and 1992, Hong Kong alone 
accounted for more than two-thirds of foreign direct investment inflows to China, the 
major part being absorbed by the coastal province of G.l:langdong6

. (See table VIII for 
details) 
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.... ..._: 

Role of Foreign Investment in the Economic Growth of China . 

"China fever" has been a phenomenon of 1990s. The rush to China has been 
particularly dramatic, which is now the largest recipient of FDI in the developing 
world and second largest in the world after the United States. 

The Chinese economy has nearly quadrupled in size in the last fifteen years, with the 
annual GNP growth rates averaging 9 percent. China's spectaculat economic take off 
is backed by two engi~es: domestic and external marketization (PrybylaJ an S. 1995). 
The latter has three main components: (i}Trade, which has gone up from$ 20 billion · 
in 1978 to $ 194.72 billion in 1999. (ii) External loans (Fi·om $ 4.5 billion in 1980 to: 
$ 12.02 billion in 1997); and (iii} Foreign direct investment which has been the most 
critical in helping lift the Chinese economy rapidly off the ground. Total FDI in China 
in the 19 years between 1979 and 1997 came to$ 385.74 billion contracted and$ 

· · ·. 220)4 .P~~lion actual. Total FDI in the 7 years between 1991 and 1997 was$ 345.38 
· 'bifl.ion contracted and $ 201.16 billion actual. The average annual actual inflow of · 

FDI over the enti[e period between 1979 and 1997 was $11.59 billion. Actual FDI 
inflow in 1996 was $ 41.73 billion, which went up in 1997 to $ 45.26 billion 
accounting for more than one forth of the developing country's total (See Table-Vill). 

The transforming effect of foreign investment on China's economy has been in 
exports. In the last 10 years between 1985 and 1994, export of foreign invested 
enterprise grew from$ 320 million barely 1 percent of China's total exports to about 
$ 35 billion~ almost 30 percent. 

The processed exports grew to$ 57 billion in 1994, almost half of China's exports. 
and about 60% of manufactured exports that year. Export earnings have largely paid . 
for the imported components and assemblies used in productions: In 1994 the foreign 
funded firms exported$ 30.6 billion in processed products but imported part and 
equipments to the tune of $28.1 billion only. 

Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and Economic and Technological 
Development "zones (ETDZs) in China (The Main Vehicle of Foreign 
Investment) 

During the thre~ decades following the founding of the People's Republic of China 
in 1949 to the implementation of reform policy in 1979, a highly concentrated 
planned economic system had always been. dominating China .. 
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Under such a system, all e·conomic activities were determined by the c~ntral plans; 
the products were unitedly allocated and distributed at tqe man-made fiXed prices, 
which rejected the functions of the monetary and market mechanisms; and the 
enterprise had no decision-making powers. In outward economic exchanges, China 
was . cut off from the rest of the world. There were almost no capital inflow and · 
outflow because self-reliance was stressed in every field. There existed only a few 
inter-flows ofcommodities just to help supply each other's needs. This old economic . 
system severally shackled the development of China's social productivity. 

' . 

The year 1979 saw. China's implementation of refomi and opening up of the 
economy. Inwardly, the oldplannedeconomic system was reformed. The enterprises .. 
changed their old practices, i.e. to commit production without consideration of 
profits, losses and social needs, Outwardly, China began to attract and use foreign 
funds, technology and experience in economic management so as to improve local 
economic construction. . 

Before 1979, with closed policies and' a highly centralized plan~ed economic system 
in the country; China was quite isolated from the world economy. After 1979, 
however, the Central Government granted Guangdong and Fujian provinces, which 
. have long-history of foreign relations, to first implement special policies and take 
flexible measure's in foreign ec_onomic activities. 

It was in conformity with China's specific situation that they decided to carry out 
some special policies .in these areas first and then push forward inland economic 
development. 

In 1980 China set up four SEZs in Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou and Xiamen in· · 
, Guangdong and Fujian provinces. Driven by the successful experience of the SEZs, 
China designated 14 coastal cities like Dalian, Tianjin, Qingdao, Guanz4ou, etc_ as 
coastal open cities and established eleven Economic and Technological Development 
Zones in 1984. In 1985, the Yangtze River Delta, Peral River Delta and Xi~-Zhang
Quan triangle region in south Fujian were made Coastal Economic Open Areas. 

Since 1992·, twenty-four riverside and· inlapd capital cities and thirteen border 
economic cooperative areas have been further opened. The open areas in the 

. · "... whole country include 339 'cities and countries, 300 million people and cover over 
500,000km. 
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The development of China's SEZs went through two stages. The first stage (1980-. . 
1985) was the take-off stage. The objective was to establi_sh,ilie;framework and lay 
a foundation, and create good investment environment. During this period, the land 
was leveled and infrastructure facilities such as water supply, electricity supply~ . 
transportation, communications, plants and buildings were 'provided. 

The second stage started from 1986-and is still continuing. Since 1986, nearly 2,000 
projects by foreign investment were appr?ved each year with the number exceeding 
5,000 in 1992. By the end of 1992, there were altogether 20,891 approved foreign 

. direct investment projects in five SEZs. with the contracted amount of US $ 23.64 
billion and US$ 10.96 billion of actual' input, making up 21.4 per cent and 31..9 per 
cent respectively in the foreign direct investment of the whole _country. Foreign 
investment enterprises occupy a principal place in the economy of SEZs with their 
proportion exceeding 50 per cent of ~heir industrial production in recent years and 70. 
per cent in that of Shenzhen SEZ. 

TABLE-I 
i FDi in ETDZs and in the Whole Country 

'(100 mi. US Dollars) 

YEAR AFDI 

1985 0.4200 

1986 0.4400 

1987 0.9500 

. 1988 1.5500 

1989 3.4900 

1990 3.7500 

1991 
I 

.· 4.5oeo-

1992 7.8000 

AFDI :Actual FDI in ETDZs, 

GFDI : Actual Gross FDI in China. 

Source: 

GFDI 

16.6100 

18.7400 

23.1400 

31.9400 

33.9200 

34.8700 

43.6600 

110.0700 

1. Yearbook of SEZs and Coastal ETDZs in China· 1BBO~ 1989;. 1990-1991. 

2. Statistical Yearbook of China-1992. 

I 

I 

: 

' 

ETDZs are of vital importance to the country in luring foreign_ first class companies . 
. From 1979 to 1992, a total of 68,636 productive foreign-funded enterprises were 
registered nationwide with their registered capital averaged at only 1.17 million US 
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dollars, and with 96 per cent of them involved in sm~H -sized projects. In contrast, 
those in ETDZs reached the average of 5.088 million US dollars. FDI in each project 
averaged 2.91 million US dollars. 

The country's economic success has not been confined to raw economic growth. By 
1999, foreign trade had risen to $ 166 billion, signifying that China had moved from 
autarky to becoming one of the world's major trading powers. Exports climbed from 
a mere$ 14.8 billion in 1979 to$ 85 billion in-1992. Not only did exports rise, but 
they also became more sophisticated; in 1985, manufactured goods comprised only· 
half ofChina'sexports, whereas by 1991 they comprised more than three quarters of 

_ all exports. While accomplishing_ this export growth, China has recently achieved 
huge trade surpluses. Average annual growth of exports in 1990-99 was 13% (See .· · 
Appendix - I, Chapter Vill}.. . . . · 

In its first dozen years of reform China attracted more than $ ~0 billion of foreign 
- investment, including over 30,000 individual ventures, far more th~m any other Third 

World country; for comparison, from 1985 to 1989, Brazil, the only Third World 
country of comparable size, ~ttracted $ 6.1 billion, while China attracted$ 9~ 1 billion. 
In 1992 alone, foreign investors poured $ 11.2 billion into China and signed 
agreements for$ 57:5 billion of future investments. At the end of 1991, 37,215 
foreign:-funded enterprises were producing$ 12.0~ billion of exports, or just fewer 
than 17 percent of the nation's total exports. In 1992 alone, the government approved 
an additional 47,000 foreign investment projects. Such numbers are well beyond 

al
. 7 re 1ty . 

FDI Inflow during the Post .. Reform Period (1979 .. 1997) 
China has been· the largest developing country recipient of FDI since 1992. During 
1993-1998, it accounted for about 30 per cent of FDI flows to developing countries, 
with average annual FDI amounting to almost$ 38 billion (See Table I of Chapter 

· VIII). China constitutes an attractive location not only because of its size, but also 
because of its economic growth. This averaged 10.7 per cent ·a year during 1990---1999 
(Appendix I, Chapter VI;IT}. Market access has not been the only motive for FDI; 
relatively low labour costs have made China an important export platform for TNCs 
engaged in labour-intensive industries. 

By welcoming foreign investment, China's open-doorpolicy has added power to the 
_ economic transformation. Cumulative foTeign direct investment, negligible before 
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1978, reached US$ 216 billion in 1997; annual inflows incre.ased from less than 1 
percent of total fixed investment in 1979 to 14.3 percent in 1997 (WIR 1999 p-489~ 
512). This foreign money has built factories, created jobs, linked China to international 
markets, and led to important transfers of technology. These trends are especially 
apparent in the more than one dozen open coastal areas where foreign investors enjoy 
tax advantages. In addition, economic liberalization has boosted exports - which 
rose 19 percent a year during 1981-94. Strong export growth, in turn, appears to have 
fueled productivity growth in domestic industries8

• 

The most dramatic change took place in 1992, when the Com~unist Party formally 
embraced the view that the market system· was not incompatible with the ideals of 
socialism and proclaimed the idea of establishing a "socialist market economy". The 
concept of a socialist market economy lmplie~ an economy ·in which the market . · . 

. mechanism is in the hands of the public sector in a collective manner, thus preserving 
the socialist character of the ·society. 

The .case of China is often cited as a model of success in attracting large FD I inflows 
despite its low-income characteristics. FDI attracted by China, however, is of a· 
differenttype, making the comparison with India misleading. For one, bulk of the FDI 
in China is by non-resident Chinese entrepreneurs settled in Hong Kong and Macao. 
For them mainland China would be an obvious choice because of cultural and 
geographical proximity when they decide to relocate labour intensive·production in 
response to rising wages in their home countries. 

During the period 1979 to 1987 for instance, Hong Kong and Macao based enterprises 
accounted for 79 per cent of total FDI contracts and 67 per cent (US $14 billion) of 
total committed investment in the country (Chen, 1993) . 

. Despite some problems, China has. been able to extract many advantages out of 
reforms. China accepted reforms on its own terms and in a form decided by itself. 
Reforms were not an objective but a set of measures or even a small revolution that 
could be used to invigorate the economy. Market liberalization was practically . . 
nonexistent earlier and it was allowed in gradually. The leaders were clear about 
developing a commodity economy based on a system of public ownership, sensitive 
to the complex a!ld varied needs of the society. The reform idea was used to revitalize 
the existing economy, which remained basically intact. In fact, markets were 
integrated with plans and reforms looked .like convenient reformulation. of an• · . , ... _ 

.• . .--- ·~·- . 

ongoing ideology. 
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The Three Waves of Foreign Investment 
FDI in China has not been a straightforward nonlinear process since 1979; rather it 
has been a cyclic process of expansion with peaks and troughs. (Wang and Cook, 

- .,_,1993) 

The First Wave of Foreign Investment (1979-1985) 

Before focusing on the detailed picture of foreign investment in China, several 
caveats must be presented. Firstly, it is extremely difficult to pinpoint the precise 
sources of investment. 'A part (one-third~ according to some estimates} of Hong 
Kong's investments in China are 'round trip' investments by mainland investors · 
seeking the three year tax holiday that was available to foreigners until1994' (Petri, 

. 1995, pp. 37 -8). The Chinese government announces the highest possible figures for 
foreign investment _'in the hope this wili.encourage others to jump on the seemingly 

. . . . 

unstoppable investment bandwagon. Equity from the Chinese side is often included 
in the value ofthe project inflating the size of the apparent inflow' (Murray, 1994, p. 
111). There is a significant difference between FDI which is seemingly contracted 
and that which is actually utilized (or disbursed), with the latter figure being much 
smaller. 

Most initial interest in investing in China came from (or via) Hong Kong or Macao, 
where potential investors were often 'Overseas Chinese' with ties of family, kinship 
and history, with South China especially. 

Between 1979 and 1982, according to official statistics, there were only 992 foreign 
' ' 

investment projects ~et up in the whole of China. The actually utilized foreign capital 
in the three years 1979-82, therefore, was approximately $1.17 billion compared to 
$6 billion of contracted foreign investment. 

This relatively poor investment level was gradually improved during the following 
three-year period, and foreign investment reached an initial peak, both in number. and 
value, in 1985. This improved situation reflected growing confidence among potential 
investors, encouraged via the efforts made by the government of the PRC, including . 
the introduction of tax relief, ~implification of application procedures, and provision 
of other investment incentives. In 1983, foreign investment began to grow significantly~ 
In that year 470 new projects were established with $1.73 billion of contracted FDI, 
and $0.64 billion of utilized foreign capital respectively~ During 1984 and 1985, along 
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with the deepening of economic reform and increasing confidence of the government 
both in dealing with and using foreign capital, China took furthe~ steps to attract such 
capital. After the decision to allow Hainan (then an administrative region of 
-Gtiangdong) to apply some of the policies especially designed for SEZs in October 
1983, China further opened 14 coastal cities for foreign investment inApril19~4. 
This was followed, in February 1985, by the establishment of three coastal triangular 
economic zones. Thes~ were the Yangzi River delta, the Peal River delta and a 
triangular areas in souther Fujian. As a result of these initiatives, 1856 new projects 
were set up in 1984 and 3073 in 1985 respectiveiy, about 4 times and 6.5 times of the 
number compared to 1983, with a sharp increase both in utilized and contractual 
values. 

Phillips and Yeh provide a tabular summary of t~e pattern of foreign investment itt 
China in 1985, prim: to the real 'tak_e-off' in the litte 1980s. At this point Japan and 
the World Bank dominated the provision of foreign loans, with 50.9 per cent and 23.3 
per cent of the loan total respectively, while Hong Kong and Macao (taken together) 
provided 48.9 per cent of direct foreign investment, followed by the United States 
with 18.3 per cent (Philips and Yeh, 1990). Britain, incidentally, provided only 1.1 per 
cent of foreign loans but 3.6 per cent of FDI ($26.7 million and $71.4 million 
respectively). Foreign loans, according to their Figures, totalled $2.5 billion and FDI 

. just under $2.0 billion, apparently a rough parity compared to a heavy preponderance 
of foreign loans over FDI in the period 1979-85 as a whole, $15.7 billion to $6.0 
billion respectively (ibid, p.234). 

·One of the characteristics of the form of foreign investment during this first 
investment wave wa·s the domination of CJV s, which were led mainly by investments 
from Hong Kong and Macao. 

The Second Wave (1986-1988) 

FoEeign investment reached its peak both in number and value by 1985 in its first 
wave. Problems involving the smooth operation of many foreign invested enterprises 
were mostly left unresolved, and often became vital for many newly established 
business. Such problems included poor infrastructure and legal environment for 
foreign investment, government bureaucracy, ~nd restrictions on domestic sale of 
joint venture products, lack _ 9f hard currency and constraints on management 
procedures. Many of these problems were directly or indirectly derived from the then 
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extant political economy of China. The nonnal operation of many existing foreign 
invested enterprises was adversely affected, and frustrating to many foreign investors 
and managers~ Contrasting outlook and objectives of the Chinese compared to the 
foreign partner added to these probiem·~. i'X:emplified by the difficulties faced by the 
Chinese-American automobile joint venture, Beijing Jeep, which eventually had to. 
be secretly bailed out of a cash flow crisis following high level negotiations with both . 
thePRC andUnitedStates (US) governments (Mann, 1989; Mtirray;.1994}. For such 
reasons,. many potential foreign investors were understandably put off. Many 
Japanese companies, for example, h~sitated to invest in-China, notwithstanding that 
the pressure of the strong Yen for Japanese 'overseas investment was high, and many 
of them simply sought alternative destinations for their money within South East 
Asian countries.· Consequently, . the number of ~ew foreign direct investments in 
China dropped dramatically in 1986 and 1987 (despite the total sum showing a small· 
increase): In 1986, only 1498 new projects were registered, less than half that .of the 
previous year. 

The Chinese government, partly under pressure from foreign investors, did not 
hesitate to respond to this decrease in FDI. In October 1986, the State Council issued 
. the 'Provisions for the Encouragement. of Foreign Investment' (the 22 articles), 
followed by a series of central regulations to implement them, and also by a flurry of 
municipal and provincial-level regulations. The Provisions clarified the legal 
environment for joint ventures. Investment in advanced technology and export
capable sectors was encouraged. Guarantees were given to secure autonomy of joint 

. . 
ventures from external bureaucratic interference and to eliminate many local costs 
about which foreign investors had complained loudly. At the same time, in order to 
attract more foreign investment, new investment incentives, such as favourable tax 
and customs treatment, were offered. These improvements in China's investment 
environment put China into a better position in the fierce competition with its Asian 
neighbors for investment (Person, 1991}. Furthennore, in July 1988, in order to 
attract. more investment from Taiwan, China foqnulated and promulgated the 
'Provisions for che Encouragement oflnvestment by Taiwan Compatriots' As a result 
of the efforts noted above, the number of foreign investments increased steadily in 

· !9.87 compared to the previous year, ~mdreached a peak by 1988. In 1988, 5945 new 
.. projects were set up, ~hich was an increase of 166per cent compared to the number 
of2233 in 1987. In 1988 nearly $5.3 billion foreign investment was contracted, and 
$3.19 billion was in actual use, which were respectively an increase of 43 per cent and 
38 per cent on those of the previous year. (Cominetciat Law Centre Tokyo, 1991}. 
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The Third WaPe (1989-1994) 

The Tiananmen incidence, which happened in 1989 in Beijing under the eyes of the 
world's media shocked most of the people both inside and outside of China. This was 
definitely a tragedy, which should never have happened. Immediately afterwards, 
foreign businessmen were withdrawn from China and economic sanctions by major 
Western countries were applied to the PRC. 'In the wake ofTiananinen,-the growth 
of foreign investment in China came to a halt' (Lardy, 1994, p.64)~ For a period, the 
world seemed to be frozen as regards Cliina, and China- seemed to be forgotten, or 
perhaps forbidden, to foreign business. However, history sometimes fools people. As 
Lardy put it 'many observers were surprised when the actual inflows [of FDI]: 

remained on ~f plateau of about$3.7 billio~ rather than falling precipitousiy' (ibid, 
p.64) and such surprise turned to shock when the news of China's 12 per cent plu~ 
economic growth in 1992 reached the outside world. More surprise came with the 
news that 44,000 foreign in vested ventures were registered within the first six months 
of 1993. This Fig.ure was more than twice the total number registered between 1979 
and the end of 1989. Clearly, China experienced another wave of foreign investment 
with new heights, which made China the main, destination for new funds in the 
world's fastest growing region (Financial Times, 14-6-1993 ). This wave of investment 
continued, as far as utilized FDI was concerned, into 1994, coming to an end during 
that year. 

After entering 1989, foreign investment continued to soar in the first half of the year, 
despite clear signs of overheating in the -Chinese economy and government 
measurements to curtail overall economic growth. Between January and June of 
1989,, utilized FDI (all forms) rose 21.5 per cent over the same period in 1988. 
Contracted investment rose even m<:>re by 44.2per cent. However, the '4.6' inci<lent, 
as the Chinese refer to it, in 1989, became the immediate trigger of subsequent decline 
of foreign investment in the second half of the year. Although the average value of 
contracted and utilized investment for the whole year did not drop compared to 1988, 
the number· of newly registered foreign investment projects did decrease by 2.8-
percent to 5779 (Huang 1992). In particular, the decline in foreign investment afier 
June- appeared to be particularly dramatic for Western and Japanese investors 
(Pf,arson, 1991 ). . · 
However, China"s reform and open policy did not change after the incident as many 
'.Vestern business feared. On the contrary, at the Fifth Plenarr Session of the 
Thirteenth Central Committee held in November 1989, although the decision was 
-made by the new leadership to introduce tough retrenchment policies for the domestic 
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economy, the Party restated its open door policy. It reassured the outside world that 
China would: a) continuously take active measures to encourage the use of foreign· 
capital, import of advanced technology and exchanges in science and technology 
with foreign countries; b) while implementing laws and regulations concerning· 
foreign investment, further improve the investment environment for FDl, and attract 
more foreign investment by making existing joint ventures a success and using them 
as models; c) coutinue to encourage the development of an export -oriented economy 
in the coastal areas and maintain the basic policies for SEZs and other coastal 
development areas·. · 

Despit~ these measures, afterTiananmen, China was faced with severe pressure from .. 
the outside world, especially from the Western industrialized countries via economic 
sanctions. There were numerous speculations about foreign investment and the fate 
of joint ventures in China. However, partly due to the government's recognition of 
the sev.erity of foreign reaction to the investment environment in late 1988 and the . 

·political situation in 1989~ particularly concerning Western and Japanese reactions, 
attempts were made to amend the 1979: JointVenture Law. InApril1990:, the National 

.. ~eople's Congress passed several amendments to the existing Jo~nt Venture Law 
which included tl)e following three main areas: 1) to enable foreigners to act as joint · 

· venture board directors; 2) to eliminate time limits on joint ventures; and 3) not to 
apply nationalization on joint ventures, but if it is necessary to do so, appropriate 
compensation w.ould be made (Imai, 1990). In addition, a series of relevant laws and 
regulations were promulgated in 1990, which include 'Provisions Concerning 
Encouragement of Investment from Overseas Chinese and Hong Kong and Macao 
Compatriots', 'Details for Implementing the Law on Foreign-Funded Enterprises' 
and the 'Provisional Administrative Measures for Land Developed and Managed by 
Overseas Investors'. In the same year, China also acceded to the 'Convention 
Concerning Settlement of Investment Dispute Between State and Citizens' (Beijing 
.Review, 21127-6-1993). 

These new laws, re-gulations and measures indicated the determination ofthe Chinese 
government to adhere to its open door policy and its eagerness to· attract more foreign 
investment. 

Due to positive efforts made by the Chinese government, despite the economic 
sanctions imposed by some Western countries, foreign investment, especially . . 

investmentby overseas Chinese, did not drop. Asian nations often seemed to regard 
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Tiananmen in a different light than the West, and, indeed, many Asian neighboring 
countries, such as M~laysia, Singapore, Indonesia and South Korea: were even 
rushing to improve their relationship with China in order to get a better chance to be 
involved with China's. economic development. 

In 1990, a total o£7276 new investment projects were approved which was 29% more· 
than the previous ¥ear, with approximately $6.57 billion in contractual value and $3A 
billion in utilized value. Then in 1991 newly approved projects reached nearly 13,000 · 
in total, a 65 per cent increase C()mpared witl11991. 

' . '. 

Ouring 1992, c;hiria opened more cities for forei~n investment along the seacoast, 
border areas: and rivers. Iri the meantime, Cliin.a broadened its sectors for utilizing. 
foreign capital, such as retailiiig~ real estate, foreign trade, finance, insurance and · 
transportation .. Thus, in 1992 alone, nearly 49·,000 joint ventures, cooperative 

. enterprises, and wholly foreign-owned ventures were established, exceeding the total _ 
number of the previous 14 years. According to Chinese official statistics, these rtew ly 
~stablished projects involved $58 billion in contracted foreign capital, whic~,!s nearly . 
five times the Figure for 1991. A total of $11 billion foreign funds. was poured into 
the country, more t~an double the year before. This momentum was maintained and 
even surpassed in 1993, with more that 83,000 ventures and· an amazing $111 billion 
of contracted investment, according to official sources. Such a momentum could not, --
however, be indefinitely maintained, and by 1994, although the amount of utilized. 
FDI continued to climb, the number of investments began to reduce, as did the total 
of contracted investment. 

Significance of China's Participation in MIGA --'~- · 

In 1988, China joined Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA). China's. 
participation in MIGA was ·prompted by two factors. First, China's successful . 
inclusion in the World Bank and IMF provided China with valuable experience in 
participating in and cooperating with international economic organizations. Second, 
greater assurances for investors were deemed necessary to attract foreign direct 
investment (FDI) as China's economic reform progressed9

• 

According to international law, the regulation of foreign investments is determined· 
by the host countries10

• But by joining MIGA, the sovereignty of a host country could 
be limited to some extent. To decide whether to join MIGA,Jhe following legal issues 
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were addressed in the light of China's recognition; first, recognition that the MIGA 
Convention prevails over domestic law; and secqnd, the relations between international 
and domestic law are stipulated in China's Civil Code11 ~ 

The study by Feng Yushu (1997) shows that China's evolving relationship with 
MIGA is a good one, which lays a solid foundation fo~ further development. On the 
other hand, MIGAprovided support in infl~encing the internal mechanism of China's 
reform, and further played a supporting role for shaping policies in domestic 
discussions on foreign investment at a time when views.wen~,controversial in this 
regar& China's case demonstrates that MIGA played an active role~in:;integrating a 
devel'oping · country into the multilateral investment system. Its role could be 
classified in ~ threefol& · t~ro~gh project portfolio, policy advice and high level 
contact between MUlA management and the Chinese government This kind ofrole 
cannot be matched by any national or private insurance institution. In addition, with 
regard to long:- term-political risk investment insurance, no national or private . 
insurance institutions could compete with MIGA. Therefore, MIG A's unique functim.i 

- . 

and comparative advantage in faciljtating FDI into developing countries should be 
further developed. 

The 'Four Modernizations' - of (1} Agricuiture, (2) Defence, (3) Industry Plus, 
( 4) Science and Technology - were argued for by those who wished to open up the 
Chinese economy in the 1950s, again in the early 1960s and then conclusively since 
1979 when the 'Dengist model' triumphed over alternatives. The 'Open Door' policy 
was a key element in this, as Zhao Ziyang· noted in his Washington visit of 1984: 
'China has opened its door and will never close it again ... China always keeps its door 
open to friends' (Quoted, for example, in Chossudovsky, 1986, p.l38). 

Qiong ze si bian, an ancient Chinese proverb, ·means poverty makes people think 
about change. Ironically~ after 30 years of revolution, China was in a situation in_ 
·which the national economy was overreliant upon· outmoded technology and was 
being riddled with inefficiencies12

• 

The economic restructuring begun in 1978 had injected an enormous vigour into 
China's economy~ which then began to enter a new period of rapid development 
China's gross domestic product (GDP) amounted to 7,477.2 billion yuan in 1997. -
Computed according to the World Bank method of three-year adjusted exchange 
rates, in 1993, China ranked lOth in the world in terms ofGD~~-~~~ertheU.S., Japan, . 
Germany, France, Italy, Britain, Spain, Canada and Brazil~ and accounted for I.8% _ . 
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Table-II' 

China's National Economic Growth during 1990-1997 period: 

Unit 100 million yuan 

' - GOP·-,· ' •. 

Year Growth 
·-

Rate(%)' 
' 1990 18,548 3.8 

1991 21,618: ' 9,2 .. 
: 

1992 ... 26,638: 14.2 

1993 
!· 

34,634 .. 13.5 

1994 46,759· , 12.6' 

1995 ·- 58,478~. 10$ .. 
'. : : 

: 
68,594; i 1996; 

' 9.6 
' 

74,772: 
i ' 1997 ' 8.8 

l : 

Source : China Council for the Promotion of International Trade; 
http:l/www.ccpit.org 

. . 

i 
i 

' 
' 

: 

' 
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and 8.7% of the World's GDPariddeveloping countries' GDP, respectively. In 1995-, 
China surpassed Spain, Canada and Brazil in terms of GDP, ranking 7th in the world, 
and accounted for 2.5% and 12.9% ofthe World's GDP and developing countries' 
GDP~ respectively . .In 1997, China still placed 7th in the world in terms of GDP. Yet 
with its rapid economic growth, the gap in GDP between it and major developed 
nations in the world is being ~arrowed g~adually13 • Since 1979, China has been 
pursuing the policy of encouraging foreign companies to invest in China. The first 
Sino-foreign joint venture was established in 1980. Since then, with the steady 
improvement of the country's investment environment, foreign investment has been 
on the increase. 

Since 1993, China has been the world's second largest country receiving direct 
foreign investment for five straight years, next oniy to the United States. By the end 
of 1997', China had approved a total of304,82l overseas-funded enterprises iiwolving 
$ 520.393 billion U.S. in contractual foreign investment and$ 221.852 billion U.S. 
in actual foreign investment. To date, more than 145,000 foreign-financed enterprises 
have become operational; employing a total of 17.5 ll!illion people, about 10% of 
China's non:-agricultural work force~ 

Over the last few years·, foreign investment in China has .formed a new pattern: first, 
investment range has been extending from coastal area.s and the- areas along the 
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Yangtze River to interior and western regions; second, investment areas have been 
expanded from processing imported materials and compensation trade to knowledge
and technology-intensive manufacturing industry and basic industries, infrastructu.re. 
construction, and financial, consulting and commercial sectors; third, investors haye .· 
grown ftom scattered, single imd non-connected small and medium-sized corilp~i~s ~· 
into transnational companies · and systematized holding companies· engaged in 
integrated upperstream and dowrtstream operations.14

; 
• • . , I 

Evaluation & Appraisal of FDi Inflow in China 

Foreign, Direct Investment started po.uring in Chinese economy from the year 1979 
and the total aino.unt of investment over tl)e p~st 2] years (1979~ 1999} was $305.92· 
billion against total approval of $613.46 billion. The.period wise analysis of actual 
. FDI flow is evident from Table-III. The analysis of the data reveal that the actual FDI 
inflow b~tween t 979 to 1990 amounted to $1 &. 98 billion during the first twelve years 
of economic reforms. It may be noted that China had not received any FDI flow during· 
its pre-reform period unlike India which had.FDI inward stock of $1179 million in 
1990i.e. period up to the pre-reform in India (See Table-III, Chapter-VIII). However 
China already had received a cumulative total amount of about $19 billion by the tinie 
India started its journey of economic reforms and open policy for FDI in 1991. 

The real flow ofFDI in China began in 199 t' and in a short span of seven years (1991-
1997) China received FDI amounting to $201.16 billion as against $18.98 billion in 
thepreceeding 12 years (1979~ 1990) of the early periods of reforms. Three vital facts· 
emerg~ from the above analysis. The first point is that a country needs to come out 
of the inertia of the earlier policy model and it takes time for the foreign investors to, 
build confidence .in the host country before they make long term investment. China 
had sufficiently undergone the first test in its earlier periods of reforms and created 
internal infrastructure ·which are required for a foreign investors. China did so by 
setting up Speci~l Economic Zones(SEZs) and by becoming a member ofMultilateral 
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) in the year 1988 and also by creating proper 
legal frame work. The second important point to be noted is that the real surge of 
foreign capital in the developing country started in the early part of 1990 of which the 
maximum benefit went to China along with other South-East Asian Countries who 
were in. the row. The third vital point in favom of China was the support and favour 
it received from the et~nic Chinese who brought more than 60% of FDI inflow in· 
China as will be evident from Table-VIII showing the c9~ntry wise inflow of FDI in 
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China~ The main source of FDI in China was Hong Kong followed by Macao and 
Taiwan. Hong Kong and Macao have already become part of People's Republic of 
China with effect from July 1999 and December 1997 respectively. Therefore any 
comparison ofFD I inflow in China should be made by excluding the FDI inflow from 
these provinces which belong to China. 

Table-m· 

China's Actual Utilization of Foreign Funds 
(Approximately and Actualy 1979-1999) 

Unit : 100 Million U.S. Dollars 

Year Total Funds Borrowed from 
Other Countries 

APPROVAL AMOUNT 
1979-1983 239.78 150.62 
1984 47.91 19.16 
1985 98.67 35.34 
1986 117.37 84.07 
1987 121.36 78.17 
1988 160.04 98.13 
1989 114.19 51.85 
1990 120.86 50.99 

Sub-Total 1979-1990 1020.18 568.33 

1991 195.83 71.61 
1992 694.39 107.03 
1993 1232.73· 113.06 
1994 937.56 106.68 
1995 1032.05 112.88 
1996 816.10 79.62 
1997 610.58 58.72 

Sub-Total1991-1997 5519.24 649.60 

1998 632.01 83.85 
1999 520.09 83.60 

Grand Total1991-1999 7691.52 1385.38 

ACTUAL INFLOW 
1979-1983 144.38 117.55 
1984 27.05 12.86 
1985 46.47 26.88 
1986 72.58 50.14 
1987 84.52 58.05 
1988 102.26 64.87 
1989 100.59 62.86 
1990 102.89 65.34 

Sub-Total1979-1990 680.74 458~55 

1991 115.54 68.88 
1992 192.02 79.11 
1993 389.60 111.89 
1994 432.13 92.67 
1995 481.33 103.27 
1996 548.04 126.69 
1997 644.08 120.21 

Sub-Total1991-1997 .• 2802.74 702.72 

1998 585.57 110.00 
1999 526.59 102.12 

Grand Total 1979-1999 4595.64 1373.39 

Source : China Council for the Promotion of International Trade; 
http://www.ccpit.org 
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Directo Foreign Other Investment by 
Investment Foreign Companies 

7.42 11.74 
26.51 2.24 
59.32 4.01 
28.34· 4.96 
37.09 6.10 
52.97 8.94 
56.00 6.94 
65.96 '3.91· 

403.61 48.84 

119.77 4.45 
581.24 6.12 

1114.36 5.31 
826.80 4.08 
912.82 6.35 
732.77 3.71 
510.04 41.82 

4797.80 71.84 

521.02 27.1'4-
412.23 24.26 

6134.66 172.08 

18.02 8.81 
12.58 1.61 
16.61 2.98 
18.74 3.70 
23.14 3.33 
31.94 5.45 
33.92 3.81 
34.87 2.68 

189.82 32.37 

43.66 3.00 
110.07 2.84 
275.15 2.56 
337.67 1.79 
375.21 2.85 
417.26 40.96 
452.57 71.30 

2011.59 125.30 

454.63 20.94 
403.19 21.28 

3059.23 199.89 
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FDI Approvals vs. Actual: Flows. 

The actual flow of FDI as compared to the approvals granted has been satisfactory 
in case of China as compared to India. In the early period of refoniis (1979-1990) the 
amount of approval granted was $40.36 billion against which the actual flow. was 
$18.98 billion_which was almost 50% as evident from Table-Vill. However the year 
wise analys-is ~oi approvals and actual i~ow as given in Table-IX reveals that in 1991 
the actual flow as compared to the approval was 36.45% and the. ratio drastically 
reduced to 18.94% int_!ie year 1992 and thereafter the actual inflow ratio started 
pickingupanditwentupto24.69%in1993andreachedthehdghtof88.73%in1997 . 
. To sum up it may be said that in the latter part of the reforms the total approval ~ranted 
during! 1991-97 was $479.78 ~illion against which the actual inflow was $201.16 
billionwhicll.- was 41.92%. o11 annual-~verage basis. 

Table-IV 
FDIInflow in China: Apgrovalvs. Actual (1991-1S98); ············ ··· · ········· · ···· · :r·············· -····r·········· · ··················· "..-: ·c···u······s······$········s······i··m···o·····n····>··:···· ·.· .····· ·······• 

i 1991 1992, 19931 19941 1995 19961 199t• 1998[ 
Approval [ 1.1.977 58.124j 111.4361 82.68[.91.282 73 .. 277! 51.004[ 52.102[ 
Acfui=!11 . 1 4.366 11.0071 . 27.515 33.7671 37.521~ 41..7251 45.25T 45.46 
···%··c;t·p;p·····r:avar:·····:·········ss~4s---···:;-·a~s4r··----24~6s .a4!·-······41:·:·1··a:············ser94·r-···· .. aa·:7s·: 87.26 

Source: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, http://www.cpitorg. i 
··Ado.pie<Ttr:am··:ra·t>ie=····-fii·······:········································· ·······:·····1···························T························ ·· ················ ··•· ··· ············- ·~··-······················--r 

! : 
'"· 

Comparative Study_9.ffDI Inflow and External Debt during the Reform 
Period, vis-a-vis Net Foreign Capital Inflow in China (1979-1990) · 

The total amount of Foreign Capital received in the early period of reforms (1979-
1990) amounted $68.07 billion of which $45.85 billion consisted of foreign loans & 
18.98bn.consisted ofFDI inflow and $3.2bn. consisted of other foreign investment 
which in percentage terms was approximately 67%, 28% and 5% respectively 
(Table-Ill). In other wards in the early period of reforms, two third of the foreign 
capital inflows came in the form of foreign debts and one third in the form of equity
investments However in the later part of the reforms in the 1990's the volume of 

. foreign capital inflows increased substantially to $280.27 billion during 1991-1997. 
Out of the total capital inflow, $70.27 billion consisted of foreign loan $200.16bn. 
FDI and the balance $12.53bn. of other investment which in percentage term was 

. approximately 25%, 72% and 3% respectively. This denotes that 3/4th of the total 
foreign capital came in the form of equity and the remaining 114th in the form of 
foreign debt. This change in the pattern and composition of foreign capital inflow has 
brought a very big change in the capital account a~~ in the balance of payment . 
situation in China.-:- · · 
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The total capital inflow in China for past 21 years of economic reforms ( 1979-1999) 
was $4 59.56 billion which consisted of inflow of foreign debt of $13 7.34 billion, FD I 
inflow of $305.92bn. and the remaining $20 billion in the form of other investment. 
The other investments in China include portfolio investment, lease financing and 
investment in processing and assembling units which is very negligible and is less 
than 5% of the total foreign capital inflow. Table-X gives the year wise analysis of 
foreign capital inflow during the later part of the reform (1991-1998). It is reavealed 
from the statistical data given in the table that the ratio of FDI in the to~al foreign 
capital inflow has increased gradually and consistently from 37.79% in 1991 to 
70.27% in 1997 and 77.64% in 1998. The share of foreign loan on the other hand has 
gone down gradually from 59.62% in 1991 to 18.66% in 1997. The other investment 
inflow generally remained negligible to a low of 0.41% in 1994 and 3.58% in 1998, 
except the year 1997 when the inflow on account of other investment suddenly went 
up from $410 million in 1996 to $7130 million in 1997 and again went down to $2094 
million in 1999. The abrupt rise of other investment in the year 1997 could be due to 
classification error because in this very year the ratio ofFDI w~nt down from 7 6.13% 
in 1996 to 70.27% in 1997. 

Table-V 

, ................................................... .Y.~.r.!.c:>.'::I~ . .9.~.'!1P.one!l.!~ ... c:>.! ... F.=.~.r..~.iJJ.!l .. .9..i:I.P..i!~! ... 1.f.1.!.1.c:>.".". in China (~991·-: 1998) ........................................... . 
. ' . i(US $Billion) 

1991 19921 1993 1994! 1995\ 1996! 1997 1998! 
A Net Foreign Capital Inflow 11.554. 19.202! 38.960 43.213: 48.133: 54.804! 64.408 58.557! 

' .. 1?.: .. !=..1?..1. ................................................................................... ~.:~??.: .... ~.~ .. :9..9..?...! ....... ?.?..:.~ .. ~.~---····~-~.:.?.?.?..' .... ~?.:~?..~ .. 1. --~-~ .. :?.?~.1 ... ~.~:.?~?. ...... ~.~-:~.?.~ . .1. 

~--···---~--t:~!.!~~--f9.~~.!9.~ .. ~P.~1 ....... -............ .l~.?.:.?..~l.LJ§.?..:.~.?.l.! ....... l?..9·6.?.J... ... E.~: .. !.~l .. : .... l?.?.:.~.~J . .: .. .l?..?..:.~ .. ~lJ .. E.9.:..?..?.L .... .l?.?..:.?.~LI. 
· · n Loan 6.888\ 7.911! 11.189 9.267 10.327! 12.669! 12.021 11.000! 

% offoreign capital [59.621 [41.201! [28.721 [21.45]: [21.46jT[2i12]! [18:66]···[1·a:·7a]T 
·D.OtherForeignlnvestments1 0.300 0.284! 0.256. 0.179 0.285' 0.410! 7.130 2.094! 

: ........... ~ .. ~!.!~~~!9~.-~P..~~---··············-··-····-·-·g_§.9.l..L .. _J.!.:~.~ll.. .... J9.:.?.?.L .... .J9.:.~.~.l..; .... .J.~:15 .. ~1L .. J9..:.?..~Lj ... J!.~ .. :9..?.l ....... J~.:.~.~l.i. 
' 1_1ncludes portfolio inv~~tme11ts. ...... ... .. . .................................... . 
, in Equity Shares, International 
. Lease transactions, Procesing 

--~~9. .. ~.~-~.'!.1.~.1>.'................................................................................................... ······································· ....................................... . ..... : ............................................ . 
i 

·. §g~:~r~: <:;~ iJ!~ {:;()ljJ!~il f!?rtt1.~ .. P~()I!l()~~l! pf IJ!!l?rl'lCI~()J!CII.:f"r:~ ~ t?· ~!!J?:!~·C:P i!-o rg. . ..... 
·Adopted from Table- Ill 

:(F,:!!:1ljE~. i':l ... ~r.?..~~-~.E~P~E:l~~f.l.~PE:lEc:l?.~·:~.9.E:l ~!EE:l.~P..~.9.iY.~ .. 1:Y.P..E:l ... ().f~~) ........................................... . .................................. . 

To sum up it may be said that China has exceptionally been a receipient of long 
term investment in the from of FDI as against Portfolio investment which is 
generally the case in the emerging market economies including India, Mexico and 
South-East Asia. A detailed comparative study of the select countries have been given 
in Chapter-VII. 
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Impact of FDI Inflow on External Debt during the Reform Period 
Analysis of statistics given in Table-VI and VII on external debt stock of China 
indicate that despite red~ction in the inflow of external debt as noted in Table-Vill 
and X above, the total stock of external debt has increased in China during the reform 
period .. This may be due to the fact that the FDI inflow has been used for meeting the 
trade deficit arising out of heavy imports by Foreign Funded Enterprises (FFEs) 
during the reform period as evident from Table-III and IV discussed above. The 
external debt has increased from $92.80 billion in 1994 to $130.96 billion in 1997 and · 
$151.83 billion in 1999~ The major poortionofthe external debt is long term· (90%) . . 

and ,only a small position .is short term, (JO%) in 1999 as evident from Table-VI 
and therefore there is no likely danger of ·any external~ outflow in the near future. 
However the debt seFVice ratiQ has gon~up, from 2. 7 in 1985 to 8. 7 in 1990 and has 
further gone up to 11.3 in 1999·. TheDebtGDPratiohasalso goneupfrom5.2in 1985 
to 1J.5 in ~990 and has further gone up to 153 in 1999 (See Table VII)~ The above 
analysis on external debt and.: the analysis made in proceeding paragraph on FDI . 
inflow shows the increasing dependence of China's economy on external resources, 
which may cause serious problem in future; We have noticed: that FDI stock to 
GDPin China is 23.5 (See Table IV,·Chapter VIII) and the external debt stock to GDP 
is 15.3 and thus the total external financing ratio in GDPbecomes 38.8 which appears 
to be alarming particulatly in view of managed float of exchange rate which remains 
unchanged since 1994 at 827.91 RMB Yuan per 100 US dollar as evident from Table 

· XIII Chapter VIII. 
Table-VI 

Balance of Foreign Debts 
\TypeofDebts 1994! 1995 1996! 1997; 1998 . 1999 

!.!~.IJY..~.I?. ... 1Q.Q. .. !!J.i_l!i.C?.'.:'t .... - .......................... , ..... ~.~~.:Q.f:lj ....... ~ .. Q~.f.i.:.!;JQ: ......... ~.~ .. f?~:?..l:»J ..... ~.~Q!:).:.f?l:l..) .... ~.~.Q~~·-········~·~.1.~~Q .. 
i By Type of Debt 
!Loans from Foreign Governments 195.91' · 220.58 221.64! · 207.82' 224.06 265.60 · 
:-coa:n5 .. imiTi.li1ier:i1a:tiO·;:;·a:i .. F".na·il·cia:i············ .. ··;·-1··29~3·9·:· ............ .,.47:s9-... --·-··1s7~39T .... _._192-:1·2r ..... 22ii54 ... - ........ 2s1.3!f 
J Institutions . . . · · · , : 
fii1ieiTiatiOi1aTcammercia:(Cc;a:r;;; ......................... 473~3sT·--..... 526.:27_ .. _._ ..... ss.9:44T· .. ·--s47~iiif ........ 6a2:22-·--....... 653:-i3o .. 
........ 9.~~.~.:............................................................. .. ......................... .:t .. ?..!:}:.~.~:.L ........ ~.?..~ .. :.9..§. .. _ .. _ ...... :?.9..~:.~.~ .. ~ ............ ?§.~:.~'!!. ......... ~?.~.:§_~: ... _ ........ ~~.?.:?..~ .. .. 
i By Repayment Terms 

L~.<a..~.I}.~ .. 9! .. !::<:>.~9,~~~~ .. P.~.t:J!~ ....................... : .... ~.?..~.:~.~ . .l .......... :~§.:.?.~.: ............ 1..9..?~ .. :§TL ...... 1.~.?.13..:.?..9. ..... ~?.~.?.::.9.P. ........... ~.~§§.:.!?.9.. .. 
:Balance of Short-term Debts 104.15 l 119c 16. 141.08; 181.40 · 173.40 151.80 
• Percentage (%) ..................... 100.0\ 100.0 100.0\ 1QO.O. 100.() ......... 100.0 
:·syiyP9oiD9.bt: 
:Loans from Foreign Governments 21.1: 20.7 19.1' 15.9 15.4 17.5 

[!:..~.~~.~r.ri::i.~~~'-:6.~#.?..6.~~.:E.:~ii.:~.~~L .. : .... :.. . .... ::.j.~:9.l ....... : .. : ... : ... :5.~;.~ ...... :.:.:.: .. : .. :5~.:~.: .... : ............. 5.~:.?.. ................... ~5·!: ....................... 1§ .. _?. ... 
\ll}s.tituti<:>.r.'l:ii .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. ' 
jll}!~.'!l.i:t.!il?.l}.<a.l .. ~9..'!1~~~1.1:::~~:;; ...... 
' Others · '.. . . . .... .... . ............... --

L.~Y. ... ~~~Y.I!'.~~.!~.'!'.l.~ ...................... . 
:Balance of Long-term Debts 
: aalance. of Short-term Debts 

s1.rii . 49.4 .... 4!fciT 49.4 
. ..... 1·3::9: ........ : .. 1·s:a:·: .................. w:si ................. 2o·.o; 

88.8! 
11.2; 

88.8 
11.2, 

87.9i' .. 
12.1: 

8€j.1' 
13.9 

Sourc~ :. China Council (or the Promotion of International Trade, http://www.cpit.org. 
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... 46.7 .. 43.1. 
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22.2- 22.9 

88.1 
11.9: 

90.0 
10.0 



Table-VII 
........................................ ·················· ................................................. . 

Year 
1985 
1986 
1987 

Risk Indicators on Foreign Debts 
i Debt Service Ratio ! Debt GOP Ratio1 

2.7 5.2 

... . .............................. .1 .. 9..~4..... ..... . . . . . . ].'J 
9.0 9.4 

1988 6.5 10.0 ................................ ., •.•.••.•......... ······················-·······································-················ .....••....................................... 
1989 8.3 ' 9.2 
1990 ..... ,~3.:7 13.5 
1991 8.5 14.9 . 
1992 7.1 14.4 

............................................................ ································ -----·--············································· .. 
1993 10.2 13.9 
1994 9.1 17.1 
1995 7.6 15.2 
1996 6.0 14.2 

·····························•··············· .............................. ························-························ 
1997 
1998 
1999 

7.3 
10.9. 
11.3 

14.5 
152 
15.3 

... ! ... ':::i.~~_ilio/..!.~~--.r.~.~-~-P, __ !':_l_~--~-~--~.! the --~~-~.r:l.~ .. .c?.! .. _ ... _._ 
foreign debts to the gross national product of the 
current year. 

Source : China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, 
http://Wwvl.cpit.org. 

Analysis of Country-wise Inflow of FDI in China 

-·. ·• - --

China is a unique example which has mixed up its domestic investment made in its 
own soverign territory of Hong Kong and Macao as foreign investment. Any analysis 
of FDI in China will lead to an erroneous conclusion unless a: caveat is mentioned 
about the receipt ofFDI from Hong Kong and Macao which feeds more than 55% of 
FDI in China as evident from Table-VIII. The other major home countries of FDI in 
China are Japan and USA which contribute 8.34% and 7.90% oftotal FDI inflow in 
China. Taiwan province having ethnic Chinese population also contribute 8.27% of 
FDI in China. According to official Chinese estimates, the stock of Taiwanese 
investment in Mainland China jumped from $3.4 billion at the end of 1991 to $9 
billion at the end of 1992. Unofficial guesses in Taiwan put the amount of cash 
even higher, at between $15 billion to $25 billion, and official data suggests that 
investment in 1993 and 1994 was even greater, rising to nearly $10 billion of contract 
value in 1993 alone. 

The remaining 18-20% ofFDI in China is shared by the rest of the world including 
UK, ·Germany, France in Europe and Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia amongst 
the Asian countries. Table-IX gives a detailed list of yearwise analys~s from 1988-
1995 about the total number of projects approved and the value contracted or 
appnwed. 
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Table-VIII 

Top 15 Countries/ Regions Investing in China by End of 1997 

Unit: 100 Million U.S. Dollars 

Country/Region Project Ratio(%) Contractual Ratio(%) Actual Use of Ratio(%) 
Number Foreign Investment Foreign Investment 

Total 304,821 -~(}Q ) --- 5,203.93 100 2,218.52 100 
Hong Kong 171,117 56.14 2,800.15 53.15 1,199.26 54.06 
Japan 16,404 5.38 297.94 5.73 185.12 
Taiwan Province 38,047 ; 12.48 374.18 7.19 183.50 
u.s. 24,436 8.02 401.10 7.71 175.34 
Singapore 7,431' 2.44 280.89. 5.40 87.73 
ROK 9,870 3.24 131.96 2.54 57.59. 

Britain 2,104 0.69 133.74 2.57 53.65 
Macao 5,900 1.94 85.76 1.65 29.06 
Virgin Islands 914 0.30. 107.81 2.07 27.05 
German~ 1,724 0.57 60.22 1.16 27.01 
France 1,272 0.42 41.54 0.80 19.83 
Thailand' 2,495 0.82 42.74 0.82 14.36 
Malaysia 1,636 0.54 39.55 0.76 '14.24 
Canada 3,568 1.17 54.19 1.04 14.18 
Australia 3,016 0.99 45.08 0.87 12.68 
Others 14,887 4.88 307.08 5.90 117.93 

Source: China Council for the Promotion of lntemational Trade, htto·ffwww.cepit.org. 

Table-IX. 

..................... ~!QI:I .. ~~-~~~~~·~~~~-~~~~m:! ..... 9'-"•!A.1uJi-?.'!ii1i~t·I?Y9r.:lulr1 <~ .. ~~"""-'"'"'!111> .. 
'1988 '1989 '1990 '199'1 ' '1992 '1993 '1994 '1995 

HK+ No. 4,771 4,244 5,001 8,879 31,892 49,134 25,527 n.a. ·i\iiac;ac;----·--- v&iUe ....... 137 ............ ,1:11· ............. ,.04 ·-·----·--:;·ss ... ·997 ....... 2·;954 ···3;73a · a:·s7a· .......... .. 
vai!Je 28 B4 50 58 122 490 1,180 · 1,851 

.. T. .... '".v."':r.> ....... !'-11:>.:. 430 ...... ~~~ 1,103 1,735 .... 13 .• <1.::19 10,948 6,247 n.a. 
vaue 2'1'9 ···· 432 8'90 ..... 3:;~i3.:$.: ....... ~'-~-~ ::::::::.$.:,$.!5.:!5. .. : ... ::~.~$.:!5.: ~::::~~;:iii~§ ..:::.:.:.::.: ... :: ... :.: .. :~::.:: 

::::::::::::=:::::::=~:: -~ii.i:.:;:;:;::· ...... --:::?:?.::::::·::::If!~ ·:==:::?:?."?.: ........... ~?.?. ...... ~.c:>.~.~- ......... ~ .• ~ .. ~.!:! ::~.~.!i!~. ...~ .•. ~.'?.=?. ................................... .. 
us No. 269 276 357 694 3,265 6,750 4,223 n.a. 

Value 370 641 358 548 3,121 6,813 6,010 7,470 

..... ....... Y..~!~~-- .:?.~15. .... =?.~4. ············"-~- .... 3?~ ... .. ..... ~1.1 . ...... :<!.c:>f3~ . ?..<l.!il9 . ~.QEJ.~ .. 
::::;~P.ii.r.>::::::::::= ::~~;::::::: .......... 23·7 ............. 294 ........... 341· ·· ......... 599 ...... , .. ;aos ......... 3 .. 4aa· -------·3-;a:;-8· ..... - .... ·il:&: ........ _____ ................. .. 

Value ........... 276 ............ 439 ........... 457 ....... ··5·1·2 ···2;1·73 ........ ;:'!';961' ........ 4;440 ........ 7;·592 
····· viiiiue .. ······ 515 ··· 3ss · ···503 · 533 ... 71.ci··· :;;324 ·········:z;a75 --·3:·:;·6a 

.. ;.~;.~~=~: :~£~- ·:::::~!~~ ·::::::::>~~ :::::::::::~~ :::·:·::}·ii :::·::~:jii· ·:·:::::~~~~: ::::::::~:f~- :::::~::i~ ::::==·::::::::::::::::::::: 
·sou·ih........ N"o: ................ - .... 2 9 ............... 47 
Korea Value 0.4 15 46 

.... . Y.~!~.~--- ....... --~-~~: .. . ........... 4 ............ 13 .. 

~;~ \ ...... =~~ 
:49 .. 12() .. 

1,748 
1,557 

..37"·. 

1,849 
1,806 
. 7?=?. :. 

··········-················-··-·· n.a. 

· .:i:J.B.:._ .. _____ .!':!.~:>.: ....... ···· ··· 21 ··· · .. ··:;9 ······· · ·· · 23 ·. · 36 i 26 · · 348 · 390 n.a. 

................. .... value :::::::=::43::~4:2. ::::::::::::::32:::~9::: .·-·--·::'!::11:::93::: .......... :::3I354:::~· .......... '?83ja::· :::::~t:;92:::a2:::a1::: ·::::::::?.:;76::4aa:::·9.::: ................................. ::::::=:::::::::::::::::: ··vaiu·e .. 
Germany No. 22 19: 13 24 130 320 314: n.a . .. y,.~.. .. 47 149 46 

' -··················--......... Y..~!~.~--- .............. J..?. ............... ::!:!:~: .: .......... ·--~-
558 130 249 1 ,233 ' 

.~.'?.~. -----·----~$. :.: .............. ~ ..... : ......... :?.§.$.: ............................... _ ....................... . 
.. thaiiaild --- "No:....... .. ...... ·--:z9 

· · ··v.aiU<> · 38 
.... 3a~ ............ 28 ... . .... 52 .......... 467 ·· ·a69 ----........ 424· ·:·--:·: .. :~·:fi·:: ·-
·si ··· .. 42 ···:;as··· · 723 ·· --·1;674 761 

value 6 13 7 20 83 233 235 

··Fra·~<;;.- .. N;;·~ .. ·1·2 .. ··:,··1·. 1s ··. ·24 .. 140 30~i . 22s . n.a . ....................... - ..... ·v:&iUe ............ _23 ................. :;·a ... .. ........ .,.2 .................. ,.a ............ 289 .......... 236 ------------:z4a· .............................. ___ ................... . 
........ ·;;;.aiue ................. 2.3 .................... 5 .............. ·21· .................. ,.a ......... 45 ............... ,.41 · :;g-:z· : 

Note: : 1)Contractvalue: Implementation value, 2)FguresforSouth Korea for 1988 and 1989 are 
~based on Korean sources which indude only cases approved by the South Korean Govt.; 

...... 'q'o'to"""'__ln .J~O Chlf1a. _1\je~tter, No.97, Mar.-Jllf>r. 1992, p, 15. ! 

.:~-~.r.~-~:.: .. l.:~~-~-:!?.:~~--~~--t.~.~:~~:.~.~-:.~.~:.~~-~~--~!..F.~.~-~-~: .. T.~~-~----~~-~---~-~-~~:~~ .. ::9~-~~~-~-! ..... . 
~China; Chi'la Statistics Yearbook, quoted in Saishin Nitchuu Gooben Jigyoo, p. 59,-.JETRO 
:cti·i;:;·& .... N<>W:Sieue·;:;----N"c;:9a::~a·;:;·::f';;;'t;:·1992. ·p-j;::;-:;·:·,·:z;--r;;c;:1a9;·MEi·;:::;;:;p;::_·1·994;·-p:·:;·s;··F'iQures ... 
'for 1994, People's Daily(Overseas Edition),7.4.1995; Fogures for 1995, Nihon Kaizai 
'Shin bun (.Japan Economic News), 6-5-196. . [. 
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8.34 
8.27 
7.90 
3.95 
2.60 
2.42 
1.31 
1.22 
1.22 
0.89 
0.65 
0.64 
0.64 
0.57 
5.32 



Sectoral Distribution of FDI in China 

FDI inflow is widely distributed amongst various segments of industries in China. 
Manu~acturing sector constitute about 55% as the single largest and the, next 
important sectors are Real Est~te Management,_ Power S'ector, Construction Industry 
and Transport and Telecommunication. Mining; Farming, Forestry, Animal 
Husbruidary and fisheries are also important sectors apart from social services and 
public. utilities, as evident from the details mentioned' in Table-:X. 

-- Table-X 

Sectorwise FDIInflow in China~ .... ,. 

i 
(USD Hi 000)' 

Sector 199~' 199~' 
--

National Total 4546275> 4031871: 

Farming; Forestry, Animal 
i 

Husbandry and Fishery: 62375 i 71015· 
-::. 

Mining and Quarryingi 57809r 55714, 

·Manufacturing' 2558238_ 
' 

2260334' 

Electric Power, Gas and Water 
,_ 

i 

Production and SupplY,- i 310279 ' 370274 ' 

Construction 206423 91658 

Transportation, Storage, Postal 

and Telecommunications Services 164513 155114 

Wholesale & Retail Trade and 

Catering Services 118149 96513-

Real Estate Management 641006 558831 

Social Services 296315 255066 

Health Care, Sports and Social Welfare 9724 - 14769 -
Education, Culture and Arts, Radio, 

Film and Television 6830 6072 

Other 114614 96511 

Source: China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, http://www.ccpit.org 

Growing Dominance FDI in China'S International Trade and Gross 
Domes~ic Products (1991-1997) 

FDI occupies a very important place in the economy of China as given in the statistics 
given in: of Table-XI for the period 1991-1997, said to be the golden period of FD I 
flow~ in China~ It is, revealed from the data given in the table that FDI occupies an 
important place as a ratio of gross domestic product which has gone up from_ J:9% 
in 1991 to 14.8% in 1997. FDI inward stock as a ratio ofGDP has also gone up-from 

! 

' 

! 



5.6% in 1991 to 24.7% in 1996. The foreign funded Enterprises (FFE's), popularly 
known as MNC's have also played a very important role in earning export revenue 
in China. The export earnings by foreign affiliates have increased from $12 billion 
in 1991 to $7 5. billion in 1997 and their share of exports in total exports of China has 
increased from 17% in 1991 to 41% in' 1997. These foreign affliliates play an 
important role in the total industrial output of China and their share has gone up from 
5% hi 1991 to 18.6% in 1997. In brief it can be saidthatFDihas contributed towards 
increase in output and employment as alsq the international trade in China. China 
which is the largest recipient of FDI in the developing countries has also responded 
welt tO tne needs of foreign investors by providing them propeF infFastructure and aU 

. ·other support from various government ag,encies .and now FDI has become part and 
parcel of the Chines~ economy which was shunned. a two decad~s ago~ There ate 
many positive lessons to be dmwn from' China by emulating their example in 

· attracting FD 1 in other developing countries who needs foreign capital and technology 
and take use of huge unemployed labour force and untapped natural resource and 

· thereby create wealth and raise.· standard of living of the people. 

·:· .. .. '·. 

' Tabi~-XJ, 

FDIInflow net FDI Stock as a percentage of China's GOP and its Exports (1991-1997) 

Item 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995· 1996: 1997 

FDI inflows (billion dollars) 4.4 11.2 27.5 33.8 35.8 40.8 45.3 

FDI inflows as a ratio of gross 
domestic investment (per cent) 3.9 7.4 12.7 17.3 15.1 17.0 14.8 

FDI stock as a ratio of GOP (per cent) 5.6 7.1 10.2 17.6 18.8 24.7 -
Exports by foreign affilliates (billion dollar) . 12.1: 17.4 25.2 34.7 46.9 61.5 75.0 

Share of exports by foreign affiliates 
in total exports (per cent) 17.0 20.4· 7.5 28.7 31.3 41.0 41.0 

Share of industrial output by foreign 
affilliates in total industrial output (per cent)· 5.0 6.0 9.0 11.0 13.0 - 18.6 

[ Source : UNCTAD, based on information provided by China, Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Corporation and 
UNCTAD; FDIITNC database.] 

Source: UNCTAD, 
a. The growth of industrial production is expected to decline''irom 12 per cent in 1996 to 7 per cent in 1999 (ADB, 1998). 
b . Exports to these countries accounted for about 15 per cent of China's total exports in 1996-1997. 

. . - - -,--_, ~. 

Impact of FDI Inflow on Balance of Payments 

China generally enjoyed current account surpluses in the 1990s. However, the . . . - -

I 

l 

··figures need to be revised downwards •.. as the reporting of dividends and profit 
remittances only started in 1995. The total direct impact ofth~ BOPtransactions 
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of foreign affiliates has been positive (even allowing for adjustments in 
payments of direct investment income), but this has largely been due to heavy 
inflows of FDI. The net trade effect of TNC activities has been negative and 
substantial. A decomposition of 1994-1996 trad~ data into processing and 
non-processing shows large deficits, averaging $ 22.5 billion a year in non
processing trade of foreign affiliates, a substantial portion of which consisted 
of imports of investment goods (Table XII and XIII). In contrast, processing 
trade registered a rising net surplus, reaching $ 11.6 billion in 1996. This 

. . 
reflects a marked decline for foreign affiliates in the import intensity. of 
processed exports (as measureci ~y the ratio ofimports for processing to 
exports after processing) from 92 per cent in 19'94 to 78 per cent in 1996. 
Ho_w~yer, this still compares unfavourably with the 1996 ratio fm; local firms· 
of66 per cent, implying higher local value added for the latte_r. This suggests 
an area where further improvement in the BOP contribution ofFDI could take 

. . 

place, provided that local suppliers are ~ompetitive ~nd are up to international 
standards. It is expected that the deficit on invisibles would widen because of 
rising direct investment income payments. This, combined with heavy 
investment requirements, leads to a forecast ofcurrent account deficits for 

. . 
China in the coming years. But FDI inflows are likely to remain high, which 
should be sufficient to finance the deficit (EIU, 1996h). -

The impact of FDI-related activities on the balance of payments is bound to 
be country specific and sensitive to the type of investment, the industry mix. 
and the age structure of investment. Results of a dynamic and worsened the 
current account balance (Fry, 1996). However, in the steady state (i.e., 
constant ratio of FDI to GDP over time), savings incr~ased even more than 
investment because of the growth resulting from current and previous FDI 
leading to an improvement in the current account balance in the long run. 
Factors specific to a host country, such as the importance of TNCs in the 
economy, the country's stage of development, its size and' its resource 
endowments, influence the extent and nature of external: transactions of 
TNCs. As the overall BOP effect ofFDI comprises direct an~ indirect effects, 
the validity of estimates depends on the adequacy of the data and the realism 
of the assumptions associated with indirect effects. The counterfactuai situation 
is also virtually impossible to determine, and thus efforts to evaluate the BOP 
effects ~f TNC activities can at best aliow only partial conclusions_:: 

... .-..,..··- .,._. 
" ... 
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Table-XII -
Balance of payments transactions of foreign affiliates in China, 1990-1995 

Country 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 

China 

Trade, Net .... -9015 -16596 -18221 -16050 r-14100 2821 4245 

Exports 12000' 17356 25237 34713 46890 61500 74900 80962 

Imports ... -26371 -41833 -52934 -62940 75600 77721 76717 

Direct Investment Income -10 -22 -231 -400 -9953 - - -
Subtotal : Current Account ... -9037 -16827 -18621 -26003 - - -
FDI in Country 4366 11156 27515 33787 35849 41725 45257 45463 

Table-XIII 

Value of international transactions of foreign affiliates in China, 1994-1996. 

(Billions of dollars 

1994 1995 1996 

Trade Trade Trade 
Firms Exports Imports Balance Exports Imports Balance . Exports Imports Balance 

Foreign affiliates 34.8 53.0 -18.2 46.9 62.9 -16.1 61.5 75.6 -14.1 

Processing trade 30.6 28.1 2.5 42.1 37.1' 5.0 53.1 41.5 11.6 

Non-Processing trade 4.2 24.9 -20.7 4.8 25.9 -21.1 8.4 34.1 -25.7 

All firms 121.0 115.0 6.0 148.8 132.1 16.7 . 151.1 138.8 12.2 

Processing trade 57.0 47.0 10.0 73.7 58.4 15.4 84.4 62.3 22.1 

Non-Processing trade 64.0 68.0 -4.0 75.1 73.7 1.3 66.7 76.5 -9.8 

Source: UNCTAD, based on International Trade Centre; UNCTADIWTO calculations, based on fTC's China 
traders database, provided by the Statistics Department, Customs General Administration. China. 
A. Foreign affiliates include fully foreign-owned, equity joint ventures and contractual joint ventures, 

Components may not add up to totals due to rounding. 
B. Difference in trade date from table 1/.9 may be due to rounding. 

Regional Distribution of FDI and per Capita Income Growth 

Economic takeoff is often associated with technological transfer fro in other countries, 
largely through foreign direct investment (FDI). Also, economic development is 
often linked with rising inequality, at least in the short term. The logic typing these 
two ideas together is straightforward-relatively prosperous countries or regions tend 
to receive more FDI because they have the existing infrastructure to support such 
projects. Hence, inequality across countries and/or regions widens as a result ofFDI, 
which in tum helps achieve economic takeoff. 

China's growth performance since the initiation of market-oriented reform in 1978 
has been impressive. Real GDP has grown by an average annual rate of almost 10 
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percent; real per capita output growth has averaged 8 percent per annum. This 
economic takeoff has coincided with large inflows of foreign direct investment 

. (FDI), which have averaged over $40 billion(5 percent of GDP) annually in recent 
years. At the same time, however, the variation in economic performance across 
provinces has widened, particularly since the late 1980s. After declining in the late 
1970s and 1980s, the dispersion of provincial per capita incomes has increased 
steadily (Table-XIV). In 1978, real per capita income in the richest province· was . 
around nine times that of the poorest; by 1997, the multiple had risen to over 11. 
Similarly, the pattern of FDI across province .and regions has differe~ sharply 
(Table-XV). The coastal region and the municipalities, for example, have seen FDI 
inflows averaging over 7 percent of regional GDP during 1993-97, while FDI in the 
western and southeastern regions has averaged only 1 percent of regional GDP over 
h. ,, dl5 t 1s peno . 

Table-XIV 
Regional Per Capita Income Growth Rates 

: 1978-82 1983-87! 1988-92! 1993-97 1978-97 
: !':Jorth .............................. 5.6 !:),:4. ,_ . 5.,!:) 1. 1 __ 1.0 8.3 

~=~ +--:~~:-::~~:~-,:=:~·=~:::.::.:,~:::: 
....... ! ............... , ............. , ............................................................. .. 

9.9· 5.5 12.3 9.0 
:··················································=··················· 

; .. §9.'::-'!f::l .................. ; .......... ?:.~: ........ -..... _ ..... !:l::.~ ............ ; ........... f?..:4. .......... · 9.1 ' 8.2 

; .. Y.Y.~.l:l.L ............... -...... ..!. ......... :4.~?. ............ -...... ~ . .9..:.~ ............... _ ... '.!.:.?... . !. ........ !..:~.. ...i .. -... -. .!..:7 ·:2?. .......... ..1. 

!China i 6.0 10.5 6.3 8.8 

!--~-~r.:~.~-= ... ~~'::I.'.:~~~ .... ?.~Y..~I.::§.'::'.I!'l.!i ... ~~ .. ~-~~-i.r.!l. ....................................................... ;. 
i M.Husain (2000) IMF Working Paper. P~.20. 

Table-XV 
Regional Economic Performance: Comparative Indicators 

1983-871 1988-921 1993-97 

... E~.r.~_i9.~ .. _g_ir..E?9. .................................. -..................... . ...................... -............. -.. -........ , ...................... . 
Investment/GOP 1 China 0.007 

································:····-···· ••······················· 

.................................................. : .. g~-~~~-1................... .................................. ...................................... . ................ 9.:.9..~.~ ..... . 0.011 0.023 
i Southeast 0.001 0.003 0.019 
, Southeast 0.003 0.003 0.022 ................................................... : west .............................................. o.oo2· ................... a.:oa2· .......................... O":a1 ..... .. 

... §.c?.!:l.r..~~.:./:l...~.!:l.r..~.~~-~---I:?.~'!..~.I.: ... ~.':J..I~.!.i .. ~.~--/:1...~.~-i.~................... .. ......................... . 
!l.'l~~':l~'.l.!r.:'J~9Q9liJI.II~""Y.~r.~ir.:'~, ... P ...... a ... ,pe ......... r ..... P ..... 9, ... · .. 2 .... 2 ........................................................ , .................................... . 
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Stock Market Development in China 

It may be noted that China's formal stock markets have remained small, in contrast 
to the very large changes in the volumes transacted in the banking system. Since early 
1996, though, China's stock markets have grown rapidly, and growth continues 
through the present. Nevertheless, uuntil now, China's formal stock markets have 
developed in an artificially controlled environment. Indeed, China's two stock 
markets in Shanghai and Shenzhen are very shallow and (See Table XVI) in any case, 
by international comparisons the formal stock exchanges are of modest size. Even 
after rapid appreciation and expanded listings during 1996, the total market value of 
listed stocks (both A and B-shares) on the Shenzhen and Shanghai stock exchanges 
came to 986 billion renminbi at the end of 1996, equal to 14.5% of 1996 GDP. By 
the end of June 1997, the value surpassed 20% of GDP16

• In terms sheer volume, 
then, China's stock markets appear to be just now approaching medium development 
status. 

Clearly,. the Chinese stock exchanges have not served until now as a market for 
corporate control, Since majority control of most listed companies remains firmly in 
government hands, outside investors can do little beyond speculating on the market's 
fluctuations. Through 1996, the contribution of China's stock exchanges has remained 
strictly limited. Clearly; the stock markets do not yet serve as devices to improve 

· corporate governance by creating a market for corporate control. 

Table-XVI 
Ownership of Shares on the Shanghai stock Exchange 

Total Share Value . . . of \\fhic~, ~rc~l'ltag~ ~ld ... 
·······································-------El-------''--------------

1990· 
1991 ............................... 

1992 
1993 
1994 

6/30/95 

(at face value) 

BillionYuan 

0.273 
0.295 ................................... 

5.234 
25.055 
45.879 
52.659 

Government "Legal Individuals 
Entitie·s" 

65.1% 9.9% 25.0% 
61.9% 10.7% 27.4% 

······································ .......................................................... ·············································· 
51.3%;, 18.0% 9.8% 
56.7% 14.9% 14.0% 
49.2% 17.5% 17.6% 
45.7% 20.8% 17.0% 

Overseas 
Funds 
and 

Individuals 
n.a. 
n.a . 

··············-········································· 
20.9% 
14.5% 
15.8% 
16.5% 

S<Jurce: Du Xuncheng, __ Jingji ?.b,~anxubg~ghong de jin~~ng C.~~§lngxin [Financiall~~ovatioin 
! during Economic TransformationJ Shanghaj: Lixin Kuaiji Chubanshe, 1996, p. 158. 
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Summary & Conclusions 

China a~opted economic reforms policies in.1978 under-the dynamic leadership of 
Deng Xiaoping who once said, "I have two choices, I can distribute poverty or I ca!} 

. . . ·. \ 

distribute wealth". The Post reforms result in China reaffirms that the Chinese people 
·became wealthie£ with sustained growth in the economy over the past 22 years of' 
reforms. China follo~ed the path of gradualism through proper_ sequencing o~ the 
reforms- suitable to its own conditions, giving priority to agriculture, small- scale 
industries (TVEs) and proper-phasing out of the whole reforms process. China 
adopted the reforms whole-heartedly and decentralized their decision maki~g process 

_ up to the county (local ~uthority) level with irreversible and transparent economic 
policies. The state cont~olled econo.my was gradually unfolded to the private sector _ 
part by part although till today 7 5% of their economy is controlled by the state but the 
role of private sector is increasing simultaneously in selected economic tbnes where 
foreign investment is allowed. 

. ' . . 

·Chinese economic reforms have passed through three phases, the first being agricultuFal· . 
sector in the rural areas ( 197 8-1984 ), the second the urban industries (19 84,.. 1991) and 
the third external sectors including foreign Investment and fiminciai sectors reforms 
(Since 1992). The foreign investment flow has also passed through three important 
waves; the fiFst during 1979~ 1985; the second during 1986-1988 and the third during 
1989-1994. China's Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and its membership with 
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agencies (MIGA) have contributed in a very big 
way in attracting foreign direct investments. The ethnic Chinese people residing in 
Hong Kong, Singapore, Macao and Taiwan have also made a very big contribution 
in FDI inflow in China, their average contribution is more than 60% of China's total 
FDI inflow. 

Broadly speaking the period ofFDI inflow in China can be divided into two parts the 
early period of r~forms ( 1979-1990) and the later period (since 1991 }. In the first part 

· China received $18.98 billion in FDiinflow and in the later part (1991-1999), China 
received $286.94 billion, which is highest in the developing countries. Another 
distinguishing feature of China's foreign capital inflow is that FDI inflow in the 
decade of 1990s accounted for 7 5% of total foreign capital flows~ The Foreign fund~g 
enterprises play very vital role In the Chiriese economy contributing to over 40% of 
China's export (1996-1997) earning export revenue of $75 billion (1997) and_ 
accounting for 14.8% of GDP ( 1997) of Chiria and 18.6% pf China's industrial output 
(1997). One very distinctive feature of foreign investment in China is that it 
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has received only long ·term investment in the form of FDI with very 
negligible share of portfolio investment, almost 95% of the foreign investment 
in China is in the form of FDI which is a record in itself particularly 
considering the recent surge in.the capital £low in the emerging. market in the 
form of portfolio investment. China has also manifested to the World economy 
and particularly to the Brettenwood Institutions that even without being a 

- . ' ' 

member of either WTO or any other regional trading block and even without 
having capital account convertibility, it has been successful in· attracting 
maximum amount of FDI by creating proper infrastructure and by framing 
favom:able economic policies. It has also been immune from the Asiat:l. flu 
which most of the developing world went through its contagion in 199i 

China's story of FDI and economkreform is a successful example with average rate 
. . - . 

of GDP growing at about 9%. during. the whole period of reform so far with 
controllable degree of inflation and unemployment. It has emerged as the third largest 
country of the wodd after USA and' Japan in per capita income according to the· 
purchasing poweF themy of adjusted exchange rate. Its currency RNB Yuan has 
spectacularly remained stable since· 1994 when it went for a wilful devaluation of 
around 50%. China has also been successful in lowering down its interest rate from 
7.56% in 1991 to 5.22% in 1997which is compared with US interest rate of 5.53%. 
The only major reason to worry about Chinese economy in future, appears to be its 
high value currency which has appreciated by about 4.%during 1994~98 and there are 
official reports of there being capital flight of huge amount of foreign exchange every 
year which is apparently visible through its "errors and omissions" in the balance of 

. . 17 
payment statement over the past few years A very recent report figures out the 
amount of capital flight as $9.8 billion in 1994 a:nd $16.9 billion in 1997. The balance 
of payment statement for 1999 shows the figures of $14.8 billion as error and 
omission in the capital account as outflow. The total value of errors and omissions 

. between 1982~1999 was 130bn. US, or about 35 pc. of the value of foreign direct 
inves.tment iri China during the same period. The report cited Bank of China . 
economist Wang Yuanlong as saying that the actual amount of illegal outflow is 
definitely much .farger than the figures recorded in "errors and omissions". The 
symptom of the capital flight is embeded with a possible necessity of devaluation of 
its currency and also indicate a need for market determined exchange rate on full float 
basis particularly in view oftwo currency prices in Mexico (1994):,SouthEastAsia 
( 1997)) which ar?se mainly because of fixed exchange ra~e as one of the major causes · 

· of the crisis. ., _~:_;....,•..: __ ,\ 
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A second reason for worry could be th~ .increasing role of foreign capital in the 
Chinese economy which has grown.dispropgrtionately during the decade of 1990s 
despite their being high percentage of domestic savings~ However Chines~ economy 
appears to be like. art elephant similar. to India with: huge domestic market . and 
agriculture occupying the major role in its econom)'. · 

China has gone so far down th.e road (unlike ll1dia) with economic reforms that the 
proce.ss is unlikely to be halted or reverse~. Only the pace of reforms may have to be 
slowed down when the road :becomes bumpy either for economic or political 

· reasons· . 

. The success of Chi~ese econ01lllC reforins and Its impressive economic growth for 
the past decade or so suggests that politicafreforms ofth'e type adopted by the former 
centrally planned economies need not· b~ a precondition for successful economic 

. . . " . . -' . -

reforms. Economic liberalization in China did not follow any major political refornis 
and democr~tization despite the events of June 1989: The Chinese experiment with 
economic reforms show the merit of "gradualism" over "shock-therapy" tr~atment 
(McMillan and Naughton 1992). In fact, China has proved the .superiority of 

. . . . 

"Gradualism and Experimentation" to rapid ''Top-Down Reforms" based on a "Big::-
bang" policy. The Chinese experiment ~lso dearly demonstrates. the wisdom of 
starting the reform process in agriculture before the industrial reforms (Ghosh Alak 
1994). The Chinese experience seeins· to contend that democratization is not 
necessary for greater economic development and human welfare. Nolan (1993). 
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FOREIGN PORTFOLIO INVESTMENT AND· THE.·· 
. . . MEXICAN EXPERIENCE .. - ·;. -~ 

A llr.ief Intro.duetion to· Mexjcan E_eonomy 
tvfeXI~d;is a vol;ti.l~· developing .COUlltJ~ 1' movJ.ng from one typ~ of econOfiliC 
cfisis; t.oapother since 1976thxougfi ·1984 debt crisis and recent peso crisis of 
l994 accompanied by political chang.es and elections.,· 

Like n:Hmy countries: in th~ ~ariy i,950s· ~~xi co purs1,1ed an import-sub~titution 
industrlalizati~n policy, accompanied by a heavy dose ofgovernment controL 
The govemm~nt kept Me}(ican markets r~latively dos¢d to foreign, competition, 

. restricted foreign ~irect investment, ,and. tightly r~g~Iated domestic financial 
markets. Despite the inherent problems of a substantially closed, regulated 
economy, Mexico's gross domestic product (GDP)grew at anaverage annual 
rate of about 6.6 percent from 1950'to 1970. · This period of Mexicq's 
development has been referred to as· stabilizing development. During the 
early 1970s, the first cracks began to appear in .Mexico's highly managed 

... '- economy. Mexico began to experience a slowdown in economic gr~wth, as 
inefficiencies ~enerated by its inward-looking development strategy took 
hold. The world. recession and the hike in oil prices that hit in 1973 made 

matters worse for Mexico. At th~t time, Mexico was a net importer of oif . 
. . ' 

By 1972 Mexico was on the road to higher inflation. The public sector deficit, 
which was slightly more tlian 2 percent of GOP in 1971, began to grow, 
financed by an infla~ion tax and external: borrowing, and reac~ed 9.1 perc~nt 

. J . . ' . 
of GDP m 1976: ;. . 

First Economic Crisis: of 197~ 

In attempting to· avoid the nc;!~ded stru~tural change and slowdown irt growth; 
M~x}cq pursu_ed· expansw~ary fiscal and monetary~ poljcies. Ultimately, ·-. 
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however, expansionary policies without real fundamental change simply 
generated infla~ion, large fiscal deficits, and weakening business confidence. 
In 1976, a balance-of-payments crisis erupted and led to 40 percent devaluation 

• < • ••• • 

in the peso, which had been fixed at 12.50· old pesos per dollar since 1954. 
Mexico was re~dy for structural change in '1976, but huge .. oil discoveries 

. appe.ared to lift fiscal and foreign ~xchang~ constraints~; at least for the 
for~seeable future. Mexico's economic bubble burst when oil prices began to 
fallin mid-1981 ~In 1982, the governm~llt devalued the currency by more than 
260 p¢rcerit, deClared a moratorium' on' debt payments, and forced the 
conv~rsion of dollar denominated.' bank 9eposits into pesos at an unfavorable, 

. below-mark~t exehangerat~'f. It may b¢ s~id tha,t (1c6nomic cr~s.is-started'with 
. the oii crisis of 1973 but discovery ofoh ~nd' overconfidence ofpolicy makers 

about · continuity of increase iii oil prices, leq . the autho~ities to follow 
expan.~ionary policies. funded by external d~bts. The total debt stock had 
reached $57.378bn. in 198U amlcnet t~~nsfeF of external debt had reduced to 
·a very small fig~re of $618million becau~e ~f outflow on account of interest 
amounting to $6.068bn against a net d~bt inflow of $6.686bn (Table I). Thus 
the h~avy debt burden coupled with high\ ~urrent account deficit landed' the 
country to debt-crisis in 1982, 

Table-!' 
Summary Debt Data 

(US$ million, unless otherwise indicated) ! ! 
1970 1980 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1.996 

' . 
···-·····-·································· ···-·····-················· ........ ............. ··············••·•·•····•· ....................... ~-·- ··----·-··········- .... ---------------------····-· .......... . 

. l Tot:al Dabt 

L~~~.~ ................................ _................. ........................ .. ........ _ ......................... -.................. 0 ................................... _ ................................................................... , ................ - .................................. . 

~J~.!?.TI ......................................... :.:.:. ............. ?..?.:..~.?.'~ ..... !!~ .•. ~1 ....... ~.~!~.~ •. ·-~1.~!.!?..~.~ ..... ~ .. !.~,?':'.?. . .. }.~.1.,.?..!..~ ... .. 1 .. ~<:~~.!?..'?.?. ... , ... ~ .. E>.f:>.c~.Q~; ... ).?..!., .. ~.~.~. 
! Long-llarm 
. dabt(LDOD) 

Use ofiMF 
5,967 41215 80,088 81,809 85,445 81,780 90,528 96,824 112,976 113,778 

................................................... ... ...... ..................... .. ..................................... . 

~!'.~~.~ ........................... ·-·-·-·Q ..................... _CJ_ .. __ ..... ?..:.<?.~~ ............. !>.~.~--"" .... ~.:!?..~ ...... _,_?..:.!!?.g .... , ....... ~ .•. !.~!.__ ...... ::\~.':'.'?. ............ !~ •. ~~~-... _ .. ).~ .• ~!..!! .. .. 
Shorf..tarm .... : ................. ,....................... ........................... .......................... .......................... ........................ ... ...................... ... ....................... .... ........................ .. .................................................... . 
aebt ... '16,163 8,662 16,082 21,857 , 24,535 36,257 39,323 ' 37,300 30,068 

........................ · .. : .............. .. 
' . .............................. ; ................................................... 1.··"'"""''""''"'''""' ............................ f, ........................... + ............................. , ............... , .. , ........... , .................... -...... ,,, ............................. , 

Dis burs."'::................ ............................. ........... ............... ............... ... · .......... : ................. ' ....... :.......... . .......... . 
ments 1,375 11,581 . 5,182 ' 14,229 9,701• 12,761 ·17,436 ' 16,130 44',152 31,325 

Principal . 

! . .':!.~¥.~~:::::::: .:: .. J;Q:i?:.":" .: .. :~:~~~" .... !?..~~~: .... :::.::~;Q:ii.~:" .:: ... ~;.~~~ ... :: ~:ii;i.i~. ..: .. i~ .. ii:?::"" :"i?.;:?.:§.§.""· .. :.~~.:~:rs::" ... :i~.;Q~~.::. 
i Nat flows · · 
: on dabt ................. .. .. 358 ... · .... 6.~686 .......... :288 ........ 1·7·;537 ......... 1'0';1.17 ......... 2·:·1·54 ...... 13.:o41 ......... 6;489..... "26:451. · ···4·;97·1 .. . 
\ lntere;.t ~: 
iyments(INT) ..... E;,<?.f3.fl. 'i},;3~() , ?.,~()~t.. 8,186 : .J. .. !:j~l,l ~.,1<?.~... .. !3::2:3!: ... ! .... 1 .. 1.,.:2()!3 ... 1.1•.:!.:2.~ ... : 

:::~!!:~~:!!.~:::::: .: ... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, •' ................................................... , : ............................ ~..... . .. ,,.,.,,,,.,, •• ~-••••••••••••·--····----·-· .. , ..................... ,.,. ,, .. ,, .... , ................ , ............................ I 

L<>..r1 de~' .. .. ............ 15.~ .. ~ .......... :~:?.!3.~. , ... !<:!:~~~ ........ ~ .. :.!!:31 ... >::!i.::3!.~. : .. 4.:.!!~() ........ ::::2:.?.~~ ..... 15,243 :1E;,f5.!!:3 ... ; 
' Tol:al Dabt 

isa"'icel""'.i.cl.'. 

Sources : Global Economic Prospects 1998-99, World Bank.' 
- - ' ' -, ·-
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Debt Crisis of 1982 

On August 22, 1982, Mexico's official debt crisis began. On that day; the 
Mexican government requested a three-month extension for all Mexican 
public-sector debt that was scheduled to come due within the next 90 days. A 
miscalculation on the part of both Mexico and its foreign lenders that the hike 
in oil prices in the 1970s would be sustainable had led forecasters on both 
sides of the equation to projectMexico's balance of payments for 1981 and 
1982 in excessively optimistic terms. Consequently, Mexico was able to 
overextend itself in both spending and foreign indebtedness. As a result of 
debt crisis and subsequent rescheduling and debt swaping, though Mexico 

wa~ saved from bankruptcy each year between 1983 and 1988, Mexico had to 
transfer about 6 percent of its GDP to other countries. This transfer made 
Mexico a new capital exporter, and compounded its pre-existing problem of 
being "over-leveraged," thereby sharply limiting its capabilities for domestic . 

. ·.~.;~;i~,investment andconsumption5
. This necessitated drastic economic reforms in 

Mexico, which have been discussed in the subsequent paragraphs. 

Economic Reforms (1982-1994) 

·After the financial collapse of 1982, the newly elected President De La Madrid was 
·- - -- . 

forced to undertake radical reforms as the price of financial survival. He placed the 
emphasis on correction of macro economic imbalances by means of large loans from 
the IMFunder extended fund facility scheme and from other international institutions. 
However the economic growth during this period was dismal. The GDP growth was 
negative in the initial two years followingthedebtcrisis i.e., -0.6% in 1982 and-4:2% 

in 1983.The growth however picked up a little bit in subsequent year i.e., 3.6% in 
1984 but again declined to 2.5% in 1985and once again became negative -3.7% in 
1986 (Table II). This instability was mainly caused for lack of investment at home as 
Mexico was burdened with repayment of earlier debts and it was a net exporter of 
capital during all these years. In 1989 for example the net outflow of capital on debt 
account was $9 .598bn (Table I). For the first time in almost five decades the per capita 
growth rate was negative fOF a sustained period of time. It was clear that Mexico 
needed some further reforms in its policy for foreign investment to come over the debt 
service burden and to increase investment in the country to achieve sustainable 
growth and to create employment. A new government was fnrmed in 1988 and the 
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new President, Salinas De Gartari embraced the economic programme with enthusiasm 
· in the next phase of reforms and had by then (till early 1994) succeeded in dismantling 
·most of the rationalist economic projects through privatization, decontrol and 
external liberalization. Conceding the potential benefits of freer trade and less 
government involvement in the economy, the government of Mexico embarked on 
a market liberalization progra~. (Kate Gillespie and Hildy l Teegan 1995)6 

The structural reforms of the 1980's was expected to have good mediu111._term 
prospects. The entry into force of the NAFI'A on lsf January 1994 deepened the 
reforms and made them difficult to reverse.- Mexico adopted an qutward oriente~ and 
private sector led reforn.l strategy. Its key elements were a sustained tUrn around in 
the government's fiscal accounts, an inflation stabilization progr~e, an external 
public debt reduction programme and opening the economy to the international
competition. Successful structural reforms enabled Mexico to regain international1 . 

creditworthiness as indicated by the dramatic reversal of capital flows from a net 
outflow of$ 7.553 billion in 1989 to a net inflow of$13.034 billion 1993 (Table ill). 

During the period 1982-1993 Mexico underwenttwo sets of adjustment programmes 
in accordance to World Bank prescriptions and IMF conditions. In 1984 Mexico had 
reached the limit of its external borrowings and between 1982 and 1985 its economy 
was almost bankrupt. During the frrst phase of adjustment in 1981-1982 to 1985-:-1986 
emphasis was placed by large loan from IMF and other international institutions. 

During the next phase of structural reforms (1986-1992) Mexico like India opted for 
deregulation, de-bureaucratization and liberalization programme based on a market 
friendly economy. 

Foreign Investment flows to Mexico in 1991 reached$. 9.16 billion and$ 9·.758 in 
1992 and a whopping high of$ 1.8.686 billion in 1993 before declining to$ 150493 
billion in 1994 when the peso crisis crept into the economy. These figures of foreign 
investment inflow were much higher than just $2.156 billion in 1980. Inflation came 
down to 18% in 1991-1992. The average GDPgrowth of2.5% in 1981-1982 almost 
doubled. Carlos Salinas De Gortari who became President of Mexico in 1988, took 
reform process by leaps and bounds (then called Salinas' Shock Therapy}. Mainly 
American capital flooded into. the country as the credibility of the reform soared. 



Inflation went down rapidly to a mere 7% in 1994. During his regime famous North 
Atlantic Free Trade Agreement o~ the NAFTA was signed which came into effect 
from 1st January 1994. It had the effect of increase in the international trade with US 
and massive investment in the border districts ofMexico, known as the Maquiladoras, 
a kind of assembly plant (to be discussed in subsequent paragraph) 

Until the Mid-1980's foreign investment played a small role in the Mexican economy 
and was concentrated mainly in the Maquiladora sector. As recently as 1985 foreign 
investment amounted to only about 5% of Mexican gross fixed investment. After the 
introduction of economic stabilization and trade liberalization programs in 1985, the 
stockofFDI in Mexico more than doubled to$ 30.3 billion at the end of 1990.About 
20% of that total was invested in just the last two years of the period. Moreover, the 
rapid growth in 1989-1990 seems to have encouraged new investors, for example 
Japanese firms who reportedly committed$ 3 billion to future projects. In addition, 
cheap labour, proximity to US market and the prospect ofa NAFTA, all reinforced 
the investment allure of Mexico. 

Table-11 . I 
Aggregate performance of the Mexican economy 

1980 1981. 1982. 1983 1984. 1985 1986. 1987 1988! 

... <:?..!?..P.Jr.~.?.1 ... 9.EC?.~ ... if:.l .. ~r.~~-!)._ 8.3 . ~-:.~ ........ :9..:?. .......... :!:.?. ........... ~.:.!?.. 2.5 ............. :~ .. ~:.?... : ........ .J .. :.?.. 1.1 
~r()ss; fi.'<~<:l irlY~~~['lt{(3S .. .. ... ... . .. . . ... 

·_:_:- .- percentofGDP) 24.8 26.4 23.0 17.5 17.9 19.1 ......... 1 .. 9~·4···· .... 1.8~·g·;···· n.a 

.. .E .. LJ .. ~-'~-~-~-?.-~<?.i<:l.~.<:l_e.~-~ ... {<3.!3.................... .. ................... : ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ , 
percemtofGDP) 7.5 14.1 16.9 8.6 8.5 9.6 16.0 16.1 12.3 

,g_l.l.'!.~.~! .. <:l~.~~! .. (?.~P.e..r.~l'l.t...... .. .. ........ . ......................... ........................ ......................... ................. .. ............................. ,_, ...................................................... , 
()f~Pet ............................ ... ......... .. ..... -:tl} ::~:~ -3.7 3.8 2.5 o.7 -1.o 3.1 .-2.1 
Stock of total foreign debt 

.J\:J. .. ~ .. P.-~!!!C?..~.L ....................................................................... ?.9..:~ ......... ?..'.!.:.~ ......... ~?...:?. .......... ~-~-:-~ ........ ~~.:.?.. ......... ~.?..:.~ ......... ~ .. 9..9.:.?. ..... ~ . .9..!5.:£?.. 1 o7 .o 
F"ore.ign <:le.~_t(C3.!3.P~r~l'l!()f ____ _ 
GOP) 27.7 33.5 54.4 66.6 55.4 53.8 74.3 75.6 77.0 

... ~~-! .. f'?.r.~!91'l .. .r.~.~-lJ.r.~ ... !r.~l'l.!3.f.e.r. .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... , 
(as percent of GOP) -2.51 -7.4, __ 2._8_1'L...' _5_.3_L___6_.6_L__6_.""'"1 L___6_.5.....L...._5._5_,___6--;.4 

... §.().L.J.r.~e.: ... ~~~,<::.C?. .. <:I.~ ... ~~-"!<:.9 .. (1.~.~~).! ... 1~<:Jic.?<:l<?.r.~~--§~()l'l().r:!.li_c.9~!f.'£.r.i.1: ... 

Maquiladorization 
A maquiladora .is an assembly plant set up under the Border Industrialization 
Programme instituted by the Mexican government in 1965 'to provide employment 
for Mexican citizens in the cities along the U.S. border. 

In 1964, the United States ended the 22-year-old bracero programme, which 
had legalized the flow of appr0ximately four million Mexicans across the 
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border ~o work on US farms. That same year, the Mexican Minister of Industry 
and Commerce. toured productio·n facilities in Asia, where US firms were 
setting up-assembly operations in a variety of different countries and industries. 
The following year, the minfster announced a new programme called the. 
Border Industrialization Programme (BIP) to encourage inward foreign 
investment for the establishment of assembly plants called maquiladoras 
(Wilson, 1990 pp.36-7). 

The government of President Carlos Salinas de Gortari issued a new maquiladora 
decree in 1989·, which further simplified the process of certifying a maquiladora 
enterprise and encouraged establishment· of maqujladoras in the interior of the 
country. Maquiladoras were now permitted to seli up to 50 per cent of their production 
in Mexico, as a long as they paid the regular duties on imported components. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that the number of maquiladoras and the number of workers in 
maquiladoras rose' shapely after 1982 (Wilson, 1990 _pp..37-42) 

In addition, the value of maquiladora expqrtsfrom Mexico to the United States under 
tariff items 806.30 and 807.00 increased from $2.9 billion in 1982 to $8.7 billionin 
1987 (Scheinm~, 1990). Whereas initially maquiladora exports had tended to be 
mainly in unsophisticated, high labor-content i.n.dustries like toys,. apparel, and the 
assembly of printed circuit boards, by the late 1980s a significant portion of 
maquiladora exports had shifted toward more sophisticated automotive and electronics 
products. Assembly became more sophisticated with the introduction of advanced 

. eq~ipment and other types of factory automation. Work in the maquiladoras shifted 
toward a higher percentage of higher value-added jobs, including those geared 
toward installing and maintaining the new automation equipment, and the lower 
value-added jobs in the older apparel and electronics factories were increasingly 
shunned. by male workers (Scheinman, 1990). 

By the late 1980s, many non-US foreign firms were setting up maquiladoras to supply 
their markets in the United States, particularly in consumer electronics, as more and 
more US firms either sold out or exited the consumer electronics markets (Hart, 
1993). Japanese firms in particular had a: great incentive to set up maquiladoras 
because the exports of Japanese maquiladoras were likely to be less susceptible tn 
anti-Japanese trade measures than exports from Japan or other Asian countries. 

. . . . . 

(Rohter, 1987}. 
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The maquiladoras of Mexico are dependent upon a US-Mexican regime, which 

started with the Mexican Border Industrialization Programme and the US 806.30 and 

807 .00-tarifflegislation. The maquiladoras are globalizing to the extent that non-US 

and non-Canadian MNCs want to locate in Mexico to gain access to North American 

markets under the NAFfA7
. 

Sectoral Distribution of FDI in Mexico (1990'-1996) 

Foreign direct investment in Mexico is mainly concentrated in manufacturing and 

service sector and primary sector has received very minimum amount of FDI (See 

Table-III). The total FDI flow in 1990 was $2.4 bn. of which $1.19bn. was invested 

in manufacturing sector; $1.02bn.was invested in service sector and investment in 

primary sectm was a low of $157 million only. In 1996 the total FD] inflow increased 

to $6.122bn. of which $3 .5bn. went to service sector and the share of primary sector 

came down to $94 million only which was lower than 1990 figure. 

Table -Ill 
FDI inflows in selected Mexico, by sector, 1990-1996 ............ ··· ............... l ..... ......... .................................. ... 1 (us .. $1nii.iion) 

Sectors 1990 1991 1992 1993 . 19941 1995 1996 
Total 2 400 • . §.91.? 7 397 4 5~?. ~J?.Q~J ~ 403 6122 
Primary 157 80 120 213 1041 142 94 

::::~:zr!~~:r.~:~9::::: :::::~~::~~~: :::::::::.::~.:?~:~~::::::::~::~~~:·::::::::}:~~I::::::~::~~:~"~' ... ! .. ~~~ ·:::::~.~~~~· · 
Source: UNCTAD, based on data provided by ECLAC, Unit on Investment 

.. ~.':lc:lg~iP9.T~!~.~~~!~gi~~~ .. \fi/).RJ~~?. ... P9.:??.§:. ................ .... J ..... . 
a. Includes unspecified FDI. · • ! ! 

::~~~*!~~{~~~~Tfct~i~~~~~~rf!~!~::~:~~O.~r~tf~~~t~:~~~~i:~9::~~~~::~:~::::::::::: 

Shift in Funding of Current Account Deficit from Debt to Equity 

The role of external finance/foreign capital was very minimum in the Mexican 

economy till the 1.970's. The net resource flow in the year 1970 was only $689 

million of which $358 million in the form of long term debt and $323 million 

in the form of FDI and a very small amount of $8 million in various forms of 

grants from various international agencies. There was a leap frog jump in the 

year 1980 when the net resource flow increased to $8.991 billion i.e. almost 

13 times over a period of 10 years since 1970. Long-term external debts 

increased to $6.821 billion and FDI to $2.156 billion. It may be pertil}ent to 
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mention here that both India and China were greatly lagging behind during 
the period of 1970's & 1980's in their respective inflow from FDI. After the 
1982 debt crisis Mexico had to undergo severe economic pains in the decade 

of 1980's and it remained a net exporter of capital to outside world in order 
to meet its obligations from debt repayments as agreed under 'Braker & Brady 

Plans' for debt rescheduling in the aftermath of debt crisis. 

However, structural reforms introduced by Salinas Administration yielded 
good results and Mexico became a net importer of capital towards the end of 
1980's and the beginning of 1990's. FDI inflow during the reform period· was 
$4.7 billion in 1991 and increased to $10.972 in the year 1994. Portfolio 
investment which was only $5.63 million in 1990 increased to $14.297 billion 
in the year 1993 which drastically came down to $4.521 billion in the year 
1994 and reversed to 1990 level at a meagre amount of $520 million in the 
year 19.95 after the Peso Crisis in December 1994 (Table IV). Thus we notice 
that there was substantial increase in the equity flow during the reform period 
which amounted to $56.3 billion between 1990-94 as against the debt flow of 
$20.571 billion during this period. Within the total equity flow, FDI amounted 
to $27.15 billion and FPI $29.15 billion. During 1992-94 the excess flow of 

Portfolio Investment was one of the major causes of Peso Crisis, which we 
have discussed in detail in the later paragraphs. 

The volatil~n<?SS of portfolio investment is also evident from the fact that 
there was practically no decline in FDI flow in the year 1995 after the Peso 
Crisis and the net flow on this account was $9.526 billion, which was close 
to $10.972 billion in the year 1994. On the other hand foreign portfolio inflow, 
which incr~ased to $14.297 billion in 1993 came down to $4.521 billion in 
1994 and to an all time· low of $520 million in 1995. The inflow on account 
of long-term debt, which had come down to a negligible amount of $54 
million in 1992 increased to $16.329 billion in the year 1995. This massive 
inflow of long-term debt was arranged by IMF as a bailout programme to meet 
the Peso Crisis of December 1994. To sum up it may be said that the economic 
reforms created a conducive environment for Foreign Investment in the 
country, which helped in reduction of external debts and building up 
comfortable foreign exchange reserves. However, policy errors for maintaining 
a higher current account deficit and high valued peso under fixed exchange 
rate led to a reversal of portfolio investment, which consisted mainly of 
government bonds namely'tesobonos'. 
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T~ble-IV 

Aggregate Net l3~source Flows and Net Transfers (Long-Term) 

(US$ million, unless otherwise indicated) · 
1970 i 1980 • 1989 : 1990 1991 ! 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

..... ; ............................... ; ....................................................................... , ............. ;.. : ............... : .. \..... .................... ....................... _,,, ............. .. 

NetReso-· 
:_ .......... ········i······· ; ··························:······. ················!·· ...................................... . 

············································•·• •.............•............ : .......................... __________________ .,, ................. _______________ ; .........••.•................ ; ......................•.•.... ; ................................................... . 

urce Flows ___ .;.. _____ 6_._8 __ 9 . : ... ~·-~-~~-.: ... ~.§~_5.:.: ~?..!~!? .. L .. ~.~.!~~-~--+i· ........................... , .... . 
Net flow of 

lont-tenn 

~-~-~~(~~_lfY.ll].___ 358 6,821 : -1,459 _22 ___ 4 ____ ,, ........................... .. 

. ~<:l.~.~~-~-ir.(;l_c:;t_, .. 
investment( net)! 

.. ........................................................................... , ...... : ..................... ; .................................................................................... ; ............................................................ , .. 
323 ! 2,156 ' 3,037 . 2,634 ! 4',762 4,393 ! 4,389 10,972 9,526 

Portfolio, , , , , . 
-~-~itYtii,~··········~·· H.a · ~-··········a· ·········a··········. 563 T 4.4a4.l5.365··· 1 ..... 14.297 • 4,521 s2o 
··(3;-~t~----~~d~d~·-······························T ........................ , ..... -........................................ _ ...... -:-··-························i··-----··-··············: ............... . 
H ..................... ,, ....................... ,.................. . ....... , ...................... ,....................... . .......... ,................................................. ... .. .. .. HUHUoH ........... .. 
ing technical 

.cx.>c:>P) 
Memo:techni-

································· 
t::<:~.lc::c:>.<:>P:.~. 
Net Tran-

sfers 

37 54 46 14 53. 47 

············-:·-·······················"················ 

! 3.·9~~: .. ~!!.?.?.~. §.?§! .L 4,669 I ~.~~~ .J ... 1 .. ~ .. 93.~ .. 
~~.!.~~-~.?.~------· l • • l -----HH .... L ............... , ... _ ... ~ .................... .. 
-~·~ii~:z~~t··· ...... ::??.~·::::::·:r::.~:.~~§T:·::?.;~,i-~~I~~:?.~q: .. :I:·:_?!?.?.~ ............. ?.!.~!?. .. !. ...... ?.·~~~---·'·-·-·?.!.?..?.?. .......... ~.!9_~~-----···-~!.~.¥. .•.. 
nces on FDI 359 1 ,36~:. ~.?.§?. 1,314 J 2,492 2,312 2,346 2,400 2,500 2,900 

UUUUUUU _______ H_"_"_"_"_" ................. !• ........... '_"" .. .,"'""", .. ",'"_" __ .,_ .... : .. :· ... :.:' __ ............... , .. ,_ .... , ............... ; ............ , ______ j .. _, .. ,, :.: .................. ,_ ............... ! ... ,,,,,, __ , .............. :. ........................................ : ........... ~.: .......... : ....... ___ , 
Sources: Global Economic Prospects 1998-99, World Bank. 

Analysis of Economic Growth and External Sector Change during the 
Reform Period (1982-1994) 

Subsequent to the debt crisis in 1982 the macro economic parameters of the Mexican 
economy were in doldrums. The GDP growth rate during the period 1982-88 was 
practically zero as evident from Table V and VI. On the other hand the inflation was 
very high during all these years varying between 58.9% in the year 1982 with a lower 
end of 57.7% in 1985 and higher end of 131.8% in 1987 and 114.2% in 1988. It was 
only after the shock therapy of Salinas administration and with the introduction of 
structural reforms, the inflation came down to20% in 1989 and 15.5% in 1992.Public 
sector borrowing which was 16.9% of the GDP in 1982 and 16% in 1986 and 1987 
also came down to 5.6% in 1989 and there was a surplus of0.5% in 1992 by way of 
massive privatization programme by the Salinas administration. However current 
account deficit, which was within manageable, limits during the period 1982-88 
increased substantially in the year 1991-92. Thefe was increase in the Foreign 
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Exchange Reserve, which increased to $25.1 billion in the year 1993 as against a low 
of $0.8 billion in 1982. Thus there was an overall improvement in macroeconomic 
balances including higher rate of GDP growth, lowe£ rate of inflation and a good 
amount of foreign exchange reserve and lower fiscal deficit. Thus it can be said that 
economic reforms and structural adjustments led to the improvement of the internal 
economic strength of the country. 

! Indicator 
j GDP growth("/o)· 
! Inflation (%)· 

, Gross nvestmenV 

!GDP(%) 
! Fiscal balance/ 

Table-V 
Economic Indicators for Mexico, 1982-94 (percentage and billions of dollars) 

1982 1983 1984 i 1985 1986 • 1981 1988 1989 i 1990 : 
-{).6 -5.3 3.7! 2.7 -3.7 : 1.8 1.4 3.1 3.9[ 

58.9 101.8 65.5! 57.7 86.2: 131.8 114.2 20.0! 26.7: 

35.5 20.2 20.7 i 22.2 18.3; 21.2 21.6 22.8f 

1991 ! 
3.6; 

22.7/ 
23.6: 

:; 

1992 
2.6 

15.5 

25.0' 

-~~~~~::.~.. -16.9 ... ~.:~ ...... ~.5.!. ~~.:~ ....... ~~~:~.. -16.0' -13.0 -5.6-' -3.9 -1.5: 0.5 

L§~.J"~l..~.ri.'!' .............................. :?.:~.: ........ 4.2 -~-.~~ ....... ~:~ ................. ~.:~.' 4.7 s.o. 7.9! 7.8 5.3: 5.6 

l:~~r4:§~::: ...................... ::s:s ........... o:4: ........ §~: .6:a ...... =24·, 1.8 -3.6 · =1P 2.2., ....... 3.:i! 3.6 

;~~~iririi"~ ......................... i:i'T:~ ::: .. 121.-t 1'ooj'i' .. i'oo:i) .......... 133.1 : 134.2 109.5 iii4.a·:·::5§2:;;::: ~?,~L 84.7 

l'.<§.l:l.{t><~i<>.<'.s..c:Jf..................... :.::·. '!'"'"' .................. ~ .. : .. :.·. ................................. ··• .............. . .. .) ...... . 

1993: 
2.0 
9.8 

jdolars) 26.0 27.1 30.0 j 27.4 21.9 i 27.6 29.1 32.9 38.4! 39.6 :· · 41.4' !'M<3s·o;.;-roo;;-·;:;r··-................................................................................................................. , ....................................................... · .......................... , ...................... : ...................................... .. 

[~~) :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:~::?§j:::::::::::~i:?;~:::::::::::1e:?J::.3E:::::::::::::i:S.~~:::::::::::jf:2 .:.>~ .• ~ ....... :.::~E::::::::::::~~:;~:::::::::: .. :~~::t.::: ... !!~.:! 
L~.'!'.:a.•.~.<...................................................................... . ....... . 
! Gapital account ! ........................................................ . ................................................... : ............... _ .... : ....... : .. ::.: ...... .. 
::§.~::::::::::::::::: .. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··:::::::::::::::~::~::::::::::······· .... :.: ..................... :.:! .............. ~:.~!.. ......... -2.9. 5.1 • 

.............................................................. ; ................................................................................................................. .. 
.................. :: .................... :" .......... - ..... ::+ ............... :.: ................. -":.:.. ........... ~:?....... .0.8 .... -... 1.: .. , .. 1,, .• ' .............. =: .. 

' t 
[§.~i~;,t 
dolars) ...... ... ... .. ................. ::6:~ ......... 5.4 4.:::.; ............ :.: .. : ............. ~1.-.7 L. 4.o· 
L~~~•i<>n ..... . 
Lc:Jf~l:IISL.... .............. 86.0 93.o 94. . .......... ~()(),9 jii~I 

-2.4 

100.8 

-4.0: ... . .... ,. 

97.4! 95.4, 
! Reserve axel. gold 

0.8 3.9 7.3 . 4.9 5.7' 8.0 6.0 

! Inflation: consumer prices, yearoveryear. . 
l Fiscal balances: Oper-operational (real); PSBR =Public sector borrowing equiements; PriD=prinaly. 

! XGS, MGS: exports and i'r4>orts d goods and nonfactor services. 

! Real EXRIG6:Real exchange rate against six large \ndustrial countries, deflated by wholesale prices. 

10.1: 

! Sources: IMF 1992, 1993 (growth, Inflation, trade, cunent account, reserves); \M)fld Bank 1993 (debt); IDB 1991, 
! 1993 (nvestment, fiscal balances, real exchange rate); ECLAC 1993 (fiscal balances); Banco de Mexico 1993 
! (fiscal balances). 
l (V\brld Economic Outlook May 2000) 

-14.9; 

101.7: 113.4 . ...................... . 

17.9: 19.4 

1994' 
4.5: 
7.0 

-{).1 ' 

·····································-·-·····-···················· ······-···········::: ....... ........................... . 
Table-VI 

t .. . . . . Major _Eco~ornl_c Agg~gatDs ' cuss miiikin: l.iniess CittieiWise inCiieaied) ········· ············· ··········· ·········· ·· · ···.· ················· · 
1970 1980 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 

: Gross national 
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Developments during 1988 to Early 1994 
Similar to South-East Asian Tigers who were manifesting a success story till 2nd July 
1997 when the currency crisis hit the region, Mexico was also cited as an example of 
'success story' of the process of economic reforms and macroeconomic stabilization 
during 1988-93, the years of Salinas administration. 

During this period Mexico followed a strategy of economic adjustment and reform 
that strengthened fiscal consolidation and structural changes initiated after the 1982 
debt crisis. The strategy, which had the active support of the IMF (Camdessus, 1995) 
aimed at restoring macroeconomic stability, reducing the role of the public sector in 
the economy and laying the foundations for private sector led growth. The key 
elements of the strategy were the maintenance of fiscal and monetary discipline, a 
major debt restructuring, and a comprehensive programme of structural realization 
of the financial sector and of the capital account discussed above were thus part of a 
broader policy thrust. 

· Certain macroeconomic variables followed an exemplary evolution. Thus, the. 
overall public sector financial balance reported a surplus of almost 1 per cent of GDP 
in 1993, compared with 11 per cent deficit of GDP in 1988. Inflation was reduced 
from 160 per cent in 1987 to 8 percent in 1993. 

The exchange rate was the main nominal anchor of the system throughout the period, 
with incomes policies playing an important supportive role. The Mexican peso was 
fixed to the U.S. dollar from March to December 1988 and allowed to deprecia!~ 
during the following three years at a pre announced rate. In November 1991, the 
authorities added some more flexibility to exchange rate management by creating a 
publicity announced intervention band. As the floor of the band was kept constant 
while the ceiling depreciated at a predetermined rate, the band widened gradually 
from les than 1 percent at the end of 1991 to about 9 percent at the end of 19938

. 

The Mexican real exchange rate appreciated by around 30 per cent between the 
beginning of 1989 and late 1993 .The real exchange rate appreciation was exacerbated. 
by the large capital inflows, which Mexico received in the early 1980s, which led to 
a 'financial Dutch disease'-type of phenomena. These capital flows had two important 
features. First, they were very high, both in absolute amounts and as proportion of 
GDP (Devlin, Ffrench-Davis and Griffith-Jones, 1995). S~condly, as can be seen in 
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Table VII, an extremely high proportion of the capital. flowing into Mexico, (as 
compared to same Latin American developing countries) came as portfolio 
investment; it reached 67 per cent of total inflows for 1990-93 .. 

........... I.~.!:J..I.~ .. ::::: . .¥!1 .. ··························································· ···················.! ... · .. 
............ ~~.~t.f:.i9.~J~t~ .. J.II.I~~i.~.~.r:'. .. ~.~ ... ~.~ .. ~!!~ .. ~.l!.l.~':i.~~~ 

countries' capital inflows (1990-93) 
Mexico Argentina Chile 

Portfolio 
investment 67 37 22\ 

Foreign direct 
investment 21 42 31: 

Other (inc. bank lending) 12 21 47! 
Total 100 100 100\ .. 
Source: Banco de MexiCO; IMF, International Rnancal Statistics·. 

Analysis of Capital Aceount Movements (1988-1994) 

During 1990-93, capital inflows were dominated by flows to the private sector, which 
benefited from the internationalization of Mexican capital markets, particularly in 
respect of equity and bonds, which provided inflows of $24 billion and $12 billion 
respectively (see Table VIII). Until the late 1980s, foreign equity participation in 
Mexican companies was restricted. At the end of 1989, nonresidents accounted fm: 
just 6 per cent of Mexico's equity market capitalization. Foreign participation rose 
rapidly in the wake of the Stock Market Law of December 1989, which liberalized 
access to foreign investors. As a result of this (and other factors) net foreign purchases 
of Mexican equities-which had been less than $1 billion annually till1989-reached 

. a total of $28 billion during 1990-93. By the end of 1993, non-resident investors 
accounted for 27 per cent of the capitalization of the Mexican market, a figure, which 
remained broadly unchanged through 1994. 
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Another important item of capital inflows was foreign purchases of Mexican 
government securities. During the 1980s, peso denominated government securities 
were sold only to Mexican residents. In 1990, the Government allowed direct sales 
to foreign residents. (foreign residents were already able to do some purchases 
previouslyJ through secondary purchases from Mexican banks). In 1991, the first year 
without restrictions, foreigners, invested $3.4 billion in government paper. Purchases 
rose rapidly, totaling· over $18 billion, during 1991-93 (see Table -VIII). During this 
period, non-residents absorbed virtually all of the net increase in government 
securities. It is paradoxical that an important part of the issue of government securities 
was in those years not linked to financing fiscal deficits, but was issued largely as part 
of the monetary sterilization ofcapitaf inflows, and that government paper led to new 
inflows. The share of government securities held by foreigners during 1990'"93 rose. 
from 8 per cent at the end of 1990 to 57 percent at the end of 1993. On the whole, the 
Mexican authorities did not discourage these capital inflows. 

Current Account Deficit·- A Growing Trend (1988-1995) 

A rapidly and consistently growing current account deficit since 1988. (See 
Table IX) peaked at 7. 7 per cent of GDP in 1994. To an important extent, this 
growing disequilibrium in the current account was explained by the 
appreciation of th-e exchange rate. It was funded by the rapidly growing net 
capital flows until 1993. Indeed; as net capital flows were even larger than 
current account deficits until late 1993, levels of foreign exchange reserves 
increased, even though the current account deficit was growing. This 
contradictory situation acted as the basic background behind the Peso-Crisis 
in December 1994 as discussed in the later paragraphs. 

Table-IX 

Current~.~~~r.:t.f: ... ~~.I.C:!.r:'.~.~ .. e~ ... ~.§..I?..F.'..L ............... :. 
Year: Current account 

································································· 
deficit 

1988 1.4 
1989 2.8 

. ····································· ························································· . 

1990 3.0 
1991 ~1 

1992 7.4 
1993 
1994 

i Source:Banco de MexicO. 
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Pre-Peso Crisis Situation during February to December 1994 
The black clouds of the peso-crisis began to appear in February 1994 when the foreign 
exchange reserves peaked at $29.2billion (Banco de Mexico 1995). There were 
important changes in the U.S. monetary· policies, after signing of NAFfA, which 
became effective from 1.1.94. In February 1994 the US Federal Reserve raised 
interest rates from 3 percent to 3:25 percent, which werefurther increased six times 
within a short span of ten months with yields on US Treasury Bills increasing from 
3 percent in January 1994 to 5.6 percent in December 1994. This resulted into 
reduction in the differential between US and Mexican Treasury bills. This problem 
was accentuated with the assassination of the Presidential Candidate Luis Colosio on 
23rd March which led to a dra111atic decline in the forex reserves by ai~ost $11 billion 
between 23rdMarch and 21st April (Banco de Mexico). 

The dwindling forex reserve position led to change in perceptions-both by domestic 
and foreign investors. The Mexican authorities increased the rates of interest on 
CETES (government securities) from 10.1 percent on 23rd March to 17-18 percent in 
the last week of April. It also allowed a major switch from peso denominated Treasury 

, _ Bills (CETES) t~ dollar denominated Treassury Bills (Tesobonos). As a result the 
stock ofTesobonos rose from US $3.1 billion in March 1994 to US $12.6 billion in 
June 1994; it rose further to US $19.2.billion in September and US $29 billion in 
December 1994 (Banco de Mexico). As a result the composition .Qf _government debt 
held by foreigne~s was dramatically modified. In December 1993; 1b percent was in 

· CETES and 6 percent in Tesobonos, with changes in December 1994 to 10 percent 
in CETES and 87 percent in Tesobonos (Stephany 1998 Pg.-119).1t was institutions 
like the US mutual funds (Fils), which were switching from CETES to Tesobonos, 
which made their job easier to leave the country rather than switchin~ to Tesobonos, 
These Tesobonos were of very short-term nature. Shortly the stock of Tesobonos 
became higher than total foreign exchange reserves and the gap continued to widen. 
Another instrument, which created vulnerability for Mexico was the banks increased 
reliance on short term financing in the form of certificates of deposits (CDs) from 
non-residents. This short term deposits increased from US $19 billion in 1991 to US · 
$ 25 billion in 1994. 

During the second' quarter of 1994 (the period which includes the Colosio assassination 
and rises in US interest rates}, the capital account deteriorated sharply, from US $7.7 
billion in the first quarter of 1994 (figure slightly higher than the average for 1993} 
to US $2 billion· in the second quarter. The only e-ategory that remained strong was 



foreign direct investment. This was however more than offset by shortfalls in 

portfolio investments (particularly in equity but also in bonds) and by negative 

residents' borrowings abroad. 

Capital market inflows recovered fairly strongly in the third quarter, as 

political conditions seemed to stabilize after the 21 August Presidential 

elections. In the October-December period, capital inflows again declined 

drastically. In November, however, foreigners sold equities and government 

securities. In December, there.was a further pullback by non-residents from 

government securities' markets (see Table-X} 
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Direct investment 1164 954 550 1 721 1 846 1 618 2 325 
··························································································· .......................................................................... ·····••·•··············· ····-················· ································ ···········································-········· ·······················--···-· . 
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The Peso Crisis in 1994 

According to an IMF studl the various factors advanced as the causes of crisis can 

be grouped into three broad and complementary views. The first considers Mexico 

as having been hit by a set of adverse shocks, which turned out to be more severe and 

persistent than appeared at the time and served to undermine the authorities'. 

economic strategy. The second argues that the size of Mexico's current account 

deficits in recent years was not sustainable and needed to be addressed by m.ajor 

changes in the stance of macroeconomic policy, including a realignment of the 

nomhial exchange rate. Finally, the third view claims that, while the overall direction 

of macroeconomic policy was sound, the Mexican authorities' allowed inconsistencies 

in macroeconomic policy to arise during 1994, which ultimately eroded the confidence 

of domestic and foreign investors in the authorities commitment to maintain a 

coherent medium-term economic strategy .. 
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On 20 December, the Mexican authorities widened the intervention limit for the peso 
by 15 per cent. This acted adversely and led to inassive outflow of funds (during 20 
and 21 December, foreign exchange ~eserves in Mexico fell by over US$4 billion) and 
reserves fell to fairly low levels. The Mexican authorities then allowed peso to float,. 
a decision, which they should have taken much earlier. 

Even though the Mexican authorities on 20 December did what many observers had 
said was necessary (a devaluation of around 20 per cent), this decision precipit~ted 
an incredibly large financial and balanc~ of payments crisis for Mexico, with strong 
ripple eff'ects not just in Latin America, but throughout the developing world and even 
in some· of the weaker developed economi~s.;, 

. After the 15 per cent devaluation,. and even more after the floating of the peso; 
investors rushed for the. 'exit', with the incredible speed of a stampede. Within a very 
short span of three days US$4.5 billion of re~erves. were lost between 20 December 
and 22 December; reportedly much of this Was money belonging to Mexican 
residents. However, foreign investors, who panicked, increasingly joined the flight. 

. The dqli~ value of foreign investment in the Mexican Stock Exchange fell dramatically, 
from US $50 billion in November1994 to $18 billion in February 1995; however, the 
decline in the sh~re of foreign investment in the Mexican Stock Exchange fell by only 
around 1 per cent in that period from 25.7 per cent in November 1994 to 24.5 percent 
in February 1995 (Steph~ny 1998 pg-127). The explanation lies in the fact that the 
total value of the Mexican Stock Exchange fell sharply in US dollar terms, mainly due 
to the falling peso, but also because,of some decline in prices of stocks. 

· However, the main impact of capital flows on the crisis was not only via the 
Tesobonos but also via the banking system. Towards the end of December investors 
(and especially foreign ones, who held the majority ofTesobonos) became increasingly 
concerned about the amount ofTesobonos that would mature in the first few months 

' .. 

of 1995. There was suddenly strong focus· on the fact that a total of $9.9 billion was 
expected to mature in the first quarter, while foreign exchange reserves had fallen to 
$6.3 billion at the end of December 1994. Panic spread that the Mexican government 
could perhaps be' forced by events to default on its obligations. As a result of these 
fears, three weekly auctions ofTesobonos starting in 27 December 1994 were well 
short of the amount ofTesobonos offered at auctions. The unwillingness of (mainly) 
foreign investors to buy Tesobonos greatly accentuated the crisis, as their fears 
became potentialiy self-fulfilling. It was only the massive US.Treasury-IMFpackage 
agreedin late January 1995 that stopped the risk of a po!ential default. 
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In any case, the total of investment in all Mexican government securities (including 
Tesobonos, CETES, Ajustabonos and Bondes) fell from $21 billion in December 
1994 to $14 billioin in April1995, to $7 billion in September 1995; this decli~e was 
practically totally explained by the sharp fall in foreign investors! holdings of 
Tesobonos: whic~ fell from their peak in. December 1994, at $17.8 billion, to $1.8 
billion in late September (Bank of Mexico, see Stephany 1998 pg:-119). 

There was another source ofpotential vulnerability, which is hardly mentioned.in the 
literature; but which al&o played an impoqant (though smaller) role in the crisis than 
the Tesobonos. Mexican banks in January 1995 faced severe dollar liquidity problems·; 
as they _faced difficulties in.rolling over for¢ign currency denominated certificates off 
deposit (CDs) and other short-term lines ofexternal credit; due to the higher country 
risk perceived by foreign lenders;, accentuat~d by the fact that many of these loans. 
were u~ing Tesobonos as collateraJ. 

During the first quarter of 1995, the weakness of capital flqws intensified and became 
generalized to different categories~ We have already discussed the problems of 
renewing Tesobonos . and off the. difficulties f()f comm_ercia1 banks, Also, state 
agencies and companies faced difficulties in roliing over short-term lines of credit 

. and the non-bank private sector faced boi1d payments that could not be rolled over 

. (see tab.le-IX). During the first quarter of 1995, net capital outflows totaled $11.5 
billion (excluding the special loans via IMF and US Treasury, as part of the massive 

' . 

rescue package for Mexico), compared to an average quarterly inflow of US$7 .6 
billion during 1993, and of around $2.5 billion in 1994. 

The speed and scale of the response of international capital markets to the December 
devaluation cannot fully be explained by a sharp deterioration of economic (and even 

· · political) fundamentals - as vulnerability (for example Tesobono to reserves ratio), 
though all these factors played an important part. An important factor in explaining 
the magnitude and speed with· which international markets reacted, a,re certain 
imperfections in these markets, which made them overreact to the devaluation. 

Finally, 'disaster myopia' reportedly piayed a. big role in investors' behaviour; 
Because there was so much (unj.ustifie~) faith that there would be no devaluation, this 
also helps to exphiin why there was so much: over.:. reaction to the devaluation, when 
it did occur. Such 'disaster myopia', and later over-reaction seems to have been 

. accentuated by the sheer inexperience and great yout~~ of many of the people both 
analyzing and deciding on investment in Mexico andtatin America in the early 
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1990s; the fact that many would not have been adults when the 1982 debt crisis 
occurred may have implied that they had little knowledge of the region's history of 
capital flows and balance of payments crises. (Stephany Griffith-Jones 1998).--- -

Timely IMF bailout came as a rescue to the Mexican peso crisis. However d~spite 
potential stabilizing effects in the short run, there are a number of major problems 

/ with current IMF bailout practices; which include the problem of moral hazard. IMF 
bailouts not only fail to change incentives to correct reckless lending behaviour, but 
also embody incentives encouraging this behavior. Existing lending practices persist 
because both borrowers and lenders recognize that if loan problems should occur, a 
bailout will readily materialize. To change such incentives, some lenders and 
~orrowers should suffer losses and shoulder some of the risks of their poor decisions. 
Insolvent institutions should be allowed to fail. Necessary adjustments should be 
allowed to occur. Lending at market -determined, non-subsidized interest rates would 
also work to minimize moral hazard. 

A study conducted on mexican peso crisis by Calvo and Meadoza ( 1996) shows that 
the heavy punishment capital markets inflicted on Mexico is characteristic of a new 
kind of crises in the global-markets era. Punishment appears to be especially harsh 
on countries committed to fixed exchange rates. Rather than a crisis due to conventional 
current -account sustainab~lity or real overvaluation (i.e., "flow") problems, Mexico's 
crash was primarily a capital-account crisis of "stocks", to some extent similar to the 
balance-of-payments crises studied by Paul Krugman (1979). 

The Mexican crisis, however, differs in that it was n-ot_ caused by monetization of a 
fiscal deficit. To the contrary, for the first time in the postwar period the peso collapsed 
without the pressure of clearly expansionary policies. Instead, the peso became 
extremely vulnerable because of (a) large imbalances between money balances, 
short -term debt, and gross reserves caused in part by the effects of global markets on 
the financial system, and (b) the tendency of global investors in the complex world 
economy, in which information is costly to acquire, to neglect fundamentals and 
display herding behaviour. 

The 1995 IMF program for Mexico, together with US bilateral support, provide the 
short-term liquidity Mexico needed to address the macroeconomic and structural 
problems behind its financial and economic crisis. Based on strict fiscal and monetary 
policies and structural measures, including banking reform and data transparency, the 
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support program gave Mexico the breathing room _it needed to m~e a rapid 
adjustment, which included slashing the current account deficit from 7% of GDP in 
1994 to zero in 1995. The economy contracted over 6% in the crisis year of 1995, but 
the recession was short-lived. By late 1996 output had surpassed pre-crisis peaks, 
with GDP growing over 5% 

1
in 1996 and 7% in 1997. Restored growth was 

accompanied by steadily falling inflation and rising savings and investment. Based 
on that progress, Mexico was able to return to intern~tional capital markets only seven 
months after the onset of the crisis, compared to a seven-year-absent strong growth 
allowing it to repay US loan~ in full more than three ye[ii'aheaCf'of time (at a 
profit of $580m to the US taxpayer}, as well as prepaying $3.7 billion of the $13 
billion provided by the IMF. US jobs and exports. also benefited from international· 
support and Mexico's speedy-.recovery,. as US exports to Mexico rose to new 
record highs in i 996 and continued to grow in 1997. Finally, Mexico's strong policies 
helped shield it from the financial crisis that swept though Asian nations in late 1997. 
(IMF Website} 

-
Causes of Mexican Peso Crisis 

The high volume of capital inflow particularly the portfolio investments oloated the _ 
prices in the Mexican Stock Market (See Table XI) -- ". · 

Table-XI ! 

Mexico: data on net private capital flows (US $ billion) and annual 
%change in the stock market index, 1980-1996 

1980 1989 1991 1993 1994 1995 1996 

PI' 0 0 4.4 14.3 4.5 0.5 3.9 

DFI 2.2 -· 3.0 4.8 4.4 11.0 9.5 7.6 

Loans 6.8 -1.5 4.2 2.5 4.6 16.3 4.3 

STK - 98.0 127.7 47.9 -8.7 16.7 21.0 
-

Sources : PI, DFI and Loan data are from Global Development Finance, 1998 Vol.1, World Bank, 
Washington, DC, 1998; stock index data are from the Emerging Stock Markets Factbook, 1997, 
lntemational Finance Corporation; Washington; DC, 1997. ' i 

Note: Pl=net portfolio equity flows;DFI=Net foreign direct investment; Loans=net flow of long term 
; 

' 
debt (excluding IMF loans); STK=annual % change in Mexican stock market price index. 

' 

The. second possible cause was tightening of US monetary policy beginning in 
February 1994, which began to diminish the appeal of Mexican portfolio investment.. 
By April1994 the Mexican bubble beg~n to los~ steam, completely collapsing in 
December of that year. During 1994 the stock market lost 30 percent of its value and 
there were several speculative·attacks on the peso. In efforts to stabilize the peso, the 
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government drew down $10 billion dollars of foreign exchange reserves (Dornbusch 
and Werner, 1994). The conjunction ofthis financial instability, the Chiapas revolt, 
and the assassination of the leading Presidential candidate led President Einesto 
Zedillo to devalue the peso by 40 perpent on December 20, 1994, and to float the peso 
just two days later. Rather than stabilize Mexican financial markets, however, the· 
depreciation triggered a cycle of portfolio investor exit and peso depreciation-the 
combined effect of which was financial crisis. Within the first month of 1995, alone 
the Mexican government drew down almost 50 percent of its foreign exchange 
reserves in efforts to stabilize the peso (Economist; 2/4/95)10

• (Jonathan Michie and 
John Grieve Smith 1999) 

Michel Camdessus, the Managing Directo~ of the IMF, described the Mexican crisis 
in 1994-95 as "the first financial crisis of the twenty-first century" to draw attention 
to the V<?lume and velocity of the capital flows involved11 ~ . 

In a recent detailed study of the sequence of events in M"exico, the IMF has come to 
the conclusion that the pressure of Mexico's foreign exchange reserves in the run-up 
to the devaluation came primarily fro~ Mexican residents rather than from foreign 
investors selling their holding of Mexican securities. (See IMF 1995) According to 
this report, for the entire monthof December, 1994, foreign investors were not sellers· 
of only about $370 million of debt and equity, while Mexican foreign exchange 
reserves fell by as much as $6.7 billion. This meant that Mexican residents were 
responsible for the downward spiral in reserves, which precipitated the Mexican 
crisis. Apparently, the movement out of pesos by residents during this period was 
triggered by expectations of an imminent devaluation. lriterestingly, according to the 
IMF report, foreign investors did not start to sell ~heir Mexican equity holdings in any 
sizeable quantity until February 1995. 

The findings of the IMF regarding the origins of the Mexican crisis are significant 
If correct, these findings squarely lay the blame for the Mexican crisis on the 
mismanagement of the exchange rate. The crisjs could have been avoided if Mexico 
had devalued earlier, and Mexican residents had· not lost confide11ce in the vaiue. of 

·. · ·their currency. Even more important, these findings suggest that it was not the 
'inward' flow of capital or investment by foreigners which was responsible for the 
crisis, but liberalisation of the capital account whereby residents were free to 
redenominate their domes~ic financial assets into foreign currency. In other words:, it 
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was the premature 'capital account convertibility', more than liberalisation of foreign 
capital flows, which led to Mexico's difficulties once confidence in the Mexican 
economy was shaken. 

Lessons to Be Learnt from Mexican Crisis 

There are some lessons, particularly fm the developing countries. The first and 
foremost is that should follow sound economic policies in relation to exchange rate 
management and debt management. 

Secondly, a surge in capital inflows, particularly portfolio investment led to a high 
value of peso which was on fixed rate in tum led to collapse and therefore market 
determined floating exchange rate is preferred in the current scenario. 

Thirdly, it should be remembered that capital inflows are often a reflection of 
transitory changes in the international environment, while outflows are USD:ally 
a sign of an enduring problem. Emerging-market governments should treat capital
outflows as permanent as it may happen any time particularly under capital account 
liberalization. 

A fourth lesson .with longer-term implications is that, even with the increasing 
sophistication of international capital markets, high rates of domestic savings are 
essential for healthy development. Foreign finance certainly cannot be relied upon 
permanently. M~xico's experience reveals that current account deficits that arise 
alongside a sound fiscal policy can also cause serious difficulties. Policy-makers 
should remember that current-account deficits, however caused, represent borrowing 
on a national scale. They are dangerous if they are too big; or if the terms on which 
they are financed are too sweet for the creditor; or if the proceeds are not used to 
generate extra capacity to repay. 

These principles and the Mexican experience suggest a fifth lesson: that close 
attention should be paid to any current-account deficit in excess of 5% of GDP, 
particularly if it is financed in a way that could lead to rapid reversals. A current
account deficit in which the financing is made possible by government guarantees to 
creditors, such as happened through the currency-riskinsurance provided by Mexico's 
dollar-denominated tesobonos, or through deposit insurance on foreign deposits in 
domestic banks, should also be watched carefully. Particular scrutiny Is nee~ed- if 

. --
increases in capital inflows are not matched by increases in investment in traded-
goods sectors. 
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A sixth lesson rimy be harder for developing country governments to accept: the need 
for greater openness. Transparency is essential to a well-functioning international 
capital market. Just as the idea of GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles}, 
has made an enormous contribution to American capital markets, so standards for 
reporting and discfosure can make ail enon:llous contribution to· the international 
capital market. In today's securitised world, such standards are especially important 

-. 

The seventh lesson, however, Is that even :When armed with all thi;{~~tra information,-
the i~ternational financial community must become better at surv~illance. This is a 
task for private analysts,_ a~ well a~ for the IM_F. But itis al~o a task for ~-ational finance 
·ministries·;. ol :·· . ~. 

One more lesson: from Mexi~o- is for the development of IMP emergerlcy financing 
procedures·, and fot increasing the general arrangement to borrow to support these 
procedures. To minimize mora1 ha~ard,, however,~ it remains- essential. that these 
procedures should not be spelt out in detail; and that it be universally understood that 
any financiat' assistance will come only with rigorous conditionality. 

Another lesson; is that long-term investment must be promoted!. Direct investment. 
flows are of higher quality because they usually represent a longer-term, better
informed commitment to· an economy. The quality of capital flows can be as 
important as the quantity~ 

There are certain. other ~mportant lessons for improvement in IMF surveillance and 
financing patterns. These lessons have been widely discussed at various platforms of 
IMF12

• These lessons include: 

i) Timely reporting of economic data and· cogent analysis of economic prospects 
and policies of the member countries by IMF13

, 

ii) . To provide timely and rel~v~nt policy adviCe on balance of payment difficulties, 
thereby limiting the dangers of major economic and financial disruptions 

iii)· Early diagnosis and.correction of weakness in the financial sector might do ,., 
much to lessen the severity of losses associated with a country's necessary. 
efforts to correct maladjustments in its balance of payments, 

iv) IMF surveillance should focus on policies includingdebt management such as 
· to highlight the large volume of short-term bonds as happened in case ofMexico 

with US dollar denominated tesobonos issued by tl:!_e Mexican .government, 
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v) In view of the facts that the direct or the portfolio investments take place in the 
private sector as happened in MexiCn14

, it will be important to maintain the 
principle that the risks associated with private investment in private sector 
assets are not the responsibilities of the· governments. The IMF ean forestall 
~uch adverse developments through surveillanc~ that disc~urages the provision 
of explicit or implicit government g:uarantees for private investments15

, 

vi) Iil order to contain the contagion effect the IMP: and~ its members, both shoufd 
be prepared to act promptly and for adequate financial- support for strong. 
adjustment l?~o~rammes, .. · 

vii) While it is. ru6t possible; to. establish with a high degr~e of confidence the: 
consequ~nces of a hypothetical failqre to establish a strong adJustment program 
far Mexico, it may reasonably b~ concluded that the results· fbr Mexico (and. · 
other coun~ries) would have beensubsta11ti~lly w.~rse than the painful adjustment 
prpcess that is presently under way. As a practical matter, without the assurance 
ofsubstantial external support (almost$40 billion of rnedium~term financing 

. from the IMF and the U.S:. Govenirrtent), the Mexican Government might welt 
have been forced to reschedule unilaterally its external and internal debt, most 
notably the tesobonos. Such an outcome would almost surely have led to deeper 
and longer recession in Mexico, stronger and more persistent contagion effects 
for other emerging-market countries, and impairment of Mexico's medium
term economic growth prospects. By any reasonable standard of judgement; the 
benefits from avoiding these losses must be many times the economic cost of 

- -
the financial support provided to Mexico and 

viii) It has sometimes been suggested that the financial support provided to. Mexico 
was a "bailout" that raises serious concerns about the "moral hazard" of 
inducing governments to pursue unduly risky policies. Such concerns, however, 
are exaggerated. It is clear that the economic pain of the present crisis in Mexico 
(even with' large-scale financial support) is very substantial. No government 
would have ratjonally decided to risk the economic difficulties that currently 
beset Mexico because of the expectation of the financial support that Mexico 
has received in the current crisis. However,~ it may be necessary to note that 
despite severaL study and debates! after the Mexican-crisis, no seriousness 
appear to have taken place either at IMF level or at the level of member countries 
lest it shouM repeat in South-East-Asia in 1997. 
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The Mexican crisis, and its lessons, had also been extensively debated in India. · 

There appears some inherent dangers in opening the economy and in the enhanced 

mobility of fin~nce capital. It has been argued that an open economy is more 

vulnerable to external market forces and to the 'caprices' of international financiers·. 

Generally, movement of capital into developing countries is not for productive 

purposes but for short-term speculative gains. By definition, such capital, or 'hot 

money', is likely to be volatile. It is therefore, suggested that India should not permit 

unrestricted foreign private capital flows particularly short term flows. In view of the 

IMF findings that the Mexican crisis was largely caused by movement out of pesos 

by residents (and not foreign investors); the Govt. should take some measures of 

capita1 controls on the movement of NRis. funds which was also one of the causes of 

BOP' crisis in'1990:. 

Other analysts have highlighted the basic differences. in the Indian and: 

Mexican situatipns. India's c:Urrent account deficit, unlike that of Mexico, is 

smalL It has seldom exceeded 2 percent of total external debt. In the past 

couple of years·,, this share has declined further. In any case, the volume of 

capital flows iq.to India, although large by historical standards, is also small, 

foreign exchange reserves, on the other hand, are twice as large as short-term 

lh1bilities (including non-resident deposits of maturities of less than one 

year). The fiscal deficit in India is no doubt higher than that of Mexico, and 

requires correction, but most of it is domestically financed. Under these. _ 

circumstances, it has been suggested that while some restraint is necessary, 

India need not be afraid of capital flows as long as fiscal and current account . 

deficits are kept under control. 

It is true that India's present situation is not comparable to that of Mexico. 

Even so, there are important lessons to be learnt from the Mexican experience 

both in terms of policy for capital inflows as well as management of such 

flows in case thyy become 'excessive' and thereby exert pressure on domestic. 

money supply and. external value of the currency. These lessons are as 

important for India as they are for other developing countries. Fortunately, in 

the aftermath o.f the Mexican crisis, a substantial amount of data and analysis 
are now available to guide us in developing an appropriate policy .framework 

for regulating capital flows. 
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Conclusions and Policy Implications 

The Mexican peso crisis was not unique, and there is the risk that a 'Mexico style 
crisis' could be repeated in developing or transition economies. Therefore policy
makers need, as & very important policy objective, to aim at avoiding such crises, as 
they are extremely costly to the domestic economy. It is important to stress that 
Mexican GDP fell by 7 percent in 1995, consumption declined by over 17 per cent 
and investment fell by 30 per c'ent (there has been an important recovery in 1996, but 
levels of output, consumption and investment per capita are still well below 1994 
levels). 

Important lessons can be learnt (or re-leamt) from a careful analysis of the Mexican 
peso crisis, as well as from previous foreign exchange crises. These relate both to
macroeconomic management of capital flows and to the style and pace ofliberalization 
both of the capital account and the financial sector. 

The following criteria for macro-policy seem essential : 

1. Unsustainable current account deficits should be avoided, especially for longer 
periods (more than one or two years). It is difficult to establish in advance.~fi~t 
levels of current account deficit are sustainable - that is, will continue to be 
financed. However, the emerging consensus is that for countries growing at 5 per · 
cent per annum or less, the current account deficit should not exceed 3-4 per cent 
ofGDP. 

2. As regards exchange rate policy, there is a trade off. While exchange rate 
flexibility can have some inflationary effect-though there is growing evioence 
that the degree of pass-through from exchange rate to prices is relatively low, 
especially for relatively low inflation economies (Leiderman and Bufman, 
1995)- greater exchange rate flexibility also diminishes the risk of declines in 
output and employment. If priority is given to the latter objective, that is avoiding 
declines in output and employment, then a more flexible exchange rate regime 
is more desirable. 

Furthermore, it is important to avoid excessive over-valuation of the currency 
even if this is attractive to governments, like the Mexican one in the 1992-94 
period, as it ·helps lower inflation quicker. However, if there is a crisis, it will -~ . 
result into not only fall of output, but wilt also increase the inflation significantly, 
as it did in Mexico in 1995. 

. .. 
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It should be mentioned that managing exchange rates in times of very large 
capital surges poses difficult dilemmas to policy makers (See Ffrench-Davis and 
Griffith-Jones, 1995). This is one important reason why excessive surges of 
shmt-term capital flows should be discouraged, so as to help avoid a very sharp· 
short -term deviation of the exchange rate from its medium term equilibrium. 

3. A third area of macroeconomic policy where clear lessons can be extracted from 
the Mexican. peso crisis relates to the management of the stock of public debt. 

Economic authorities should definitely a~oid assuming the foreign exchange 
risk in short-term goverNment debt (as the Mexican authorities did on a large 
scale by issuing very significant amounts ofTesobonos ). Furthermore, it may be 
desirable to change the structure of government debt towards more long-term 
paper, even if this implies somewhat higher costs in interest payments. More 
specifically, large scale purchases by foreigners of short-term goyernment debt 
are to be avoided. 

4. A final macroeconomic criteria emerging from the study of the Mexican peso 
crisis, is that in very open economies~ it is necessary to have far higher foreign 
exchange reserves than in the past, due to the volatility of capital flows. Sharp 
declines of foreign exchange reserves require a speedy policy response, and 
should never be dismissed as a terpporary problem. 

As regards the style and pace ofliberalization, both of the capital account and the 
financial sector, there has been a fairly important shift in thinking by international 
financial institutions, (for example towards recognizing the desirability of 
discouraging large short-term capital surges), but this shift still seems. to be 
incomplete." 

The key issues here include : 

1. Slow and gradual liberalization of the capital account is desirable, and should be 
done when the economy is properly stabiliz~d, and has a healthy financial sector. 
If excessive surges of capital flows occur, after liberalization of the capital 
account, measures need to be adopted to discourage them (for example, via 
reserve requirements for taxes). This is not a step back in the reform process; but 
a measure to make the reforms - and above all economic growth - sustainable. 
This seems one of the most clear-cut lessons from the Mexican peso crisis. 

-- -~ 
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2. The liberalization of the financial system should also be done gradually, 
especially if it coincides with a period of liberalizing the capital account and of 
surges of capital flows. Large capital inflows (and subsequent outflows) can 
have very disruptive effects on banking systems. 

Liberalization of the financial system should not be quicker than the development 
of a sound regulatory framework (including training personnel in new and 
complex tasks) will allow, without risk of a very large increase in non
performing loans. This is particularly the case when the banking system (as in 
Mexico) has just been privatized, as banks will be inexperienced in evaluating 
Fisk. 

J. There are twb specific important areas of regulation, whose need is highlighted 
by the Mexican experience. 

First, there is a need to appropriately take account of exchange rate risks, and of 
the fact that exchange rate risk becomes credit risk in the case of a large. 
devaluation and_,qlay lead to sharp increases in bad loans. If a bank borrows in 
foreign exchali~~h ifii~~~s .in foreign exchange, there is an indirect but 
important"exchan.ge rate (and credit) risk, as in the case of a large devaluation, 
the borrower may become insolvent and therefore unable to pay. The Mexican 
and other regulators did not fully take account of this risk, and it is important that 
this is prop~rly done in the future. 

Second! y, episodes of financial liberalization are often followed by large booms 
of consumer lending (not just in Mexico,-but also for example in the UK). This 
tends to lead to a decline in private savings, which contributes to a higher current 
account deficit. This tendency is sharply strengthened if there is a simultaneous 
surge in capital flows, especially if intermediated by the banking system. There 
seems to be a particularly strong case for discouraging excessive growth of 
consumer lending by regulatory (as well as macroeconomic) measures. A 
complementary policy is to do the liberalization of consumer credit particularly 
slowly and carefully. (Stephany Griffith-Jones 1998) 
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C HAP'FER- VU 

HOT-MONEY MOVEMENT AND SOUTH-EAST ASIAN 
CURRENCY TURMOILAND LESSONS FOR-INDIA 

- ' 

Historical BackgF01JDd of Global Fi11:ancia•: Crisis. 

Asian Financial Crisis, 1997 is: no't unique tg, the eco~omiC system becaus~ history is 
-replete with banKing and_ exchange. rate cr,l~es1 . In this'. century, for instance, there -
were numerous financial crise·~ of the interwar period; the sterling and French Franc 
crises. of the.1960s;the breakdown of the Bretton woods, system. In the earlier periods 
also th,,ere w~re twp-similar examples: one the B.arings Crisis of 1890~ whicb had 
striki~g parallels to the Mexican crisis. of 1994-9 52

, and otfier the U.S. exchange mte 
crisi~- of 1894-96:,. which hasb~en seen as a.~ speculative attack on the United States' 
adherence to the gold standard-and as an early example of the effectiveness of official 
borrowing of international reseives to st~n} a: currency crisis3

. In, fact, it was largely 
in response to vari9us crises that modem institutions and practices SUCh as the lender 
of the last resort function of -·central banks, deposits insurance, prudential and 
regulatory standards, and international financial arrangements- especially the IMF 
itself- were established and evolved. 

Types of Crises 

Broadly there are there three types of economic on financial crisis namely 
(i) currency crisis, (ii) banking crisis arid (iii) foreign debt crisis. A currency crisis · 
may be said ~o occur when a speculative attack on the exchange value. of a currency 
results: in a devaluation (or sharp depredation} of the currency; or . forces the 
authorities to defend the currency by expending large volumes of international 
reserves or by sharply raising interest rates. A banking crisis refers to a situation in 
which actual or potential bank runs or f~ilures induce banks to suspend the internal 
convertibility of their liabilities or which compels the government to intervene to 
prevent this by extending assistance on a large scale 4. Finally, a foreign debt crisis is 
a situation in which a country cannot service its forei~n debt, whether sovereign or 
private. 



Almost all types of crisis had common origins: The build up of unsustainable 
economic imbalances and mis-alignments in asset prices or exchange rates, often in 
a context of financial sector distortions and structural rigidities . .A crisis may be 
triggered by a·sudden loss ofconfidence in the currency or banking system, prompted 
by such deveiopments as a sudden correction in asset prices, and failures of financial 
institutions and non-financial corporations5

: . 

A currency crisis could be identifieq simply from a substantial nominal currency 
devaluation 6• This criterion, however, would exclude instances where. a currency 
came upder seveFep~essure but the authorities successfully defended it by intervening 
heaviiX:in the fmei~n exchange market, oF byraising interest rates sharply, or by other 
means~ 

. . 

Asian Tig_ers : A Myth .. 
In August 1993,. the World Bank brought ou(a publication_of 389 pages entitled The 
EastAsian Miracle. The ·economies characterised by seemingly miraculous economic 
per(:om1ance we~e Japan, the four: tigers (Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore and 
Taiwan) and the newly industrialising econumies (NIEs) of Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Thailand. The Bank report called these eight economies as the high~performingAsian 
economies (RAPEs). The World Bank Report (Chapter 1, pp 27-77) details a number 
of common characteristics of the eight HPAEs. Two major characteristics namely 
'rapid grath and reduced inequality' describe the economic miracle : 

"Their most obvious common characteristic is their high average rate of economic 
growth. During the same period, income ·inequality has declined, sometimes 
dramatically. These two outcomes --rapid growth andretluced inequality- are the 
defining characteristics of what has come to be known as the East Asian economic 
miracle [World Bank 1993: 27]'." 

For the three decades before Asia's financial crisis, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, and 
Thailand had an impressive record of econorriic performance-fast growth, low 
inflation, macroeconomic stability and strong fiscal positions, high saving rates, open 
economies, and thriving export sectors (See Table-I). It is therefore not too surprising 
that no one predicted the Asian crisis. Now that the cri.sis h~_s unfolded, it is, of course, 
much easier to identify the problems that lecl to it. In fact, there is a consensus on the 
causes of the crisis, in sharp contrast to the diversity of views on the remedies,:. . . : . ' . 
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The UNCTAD ( 1996) was of the opinion that the 'success' of the East Asian countries 
could be replicated by other developing countries. 

Table-1· 
Key indicators for Asian crisis economies: Malaysia•, Indonesia·, 

Thailand and Korea (% of GOP unless otherwise noted). 

·····························-·--·················· ......................... -~-~.?.?..::.~.-~.~:!~ --~-98.~.::.~ .. ~.~-~- J!~_9_q.::.~.~-~? ! ....... ~-~~.?.:. .......... J. ~~~---·· ....... !.~§).?: ........ . 
" · (average) (average) (average) · 

Malaysia 
ReaiGDPgrowth 7.1 5.4 8.8 9.5 • 8.6' 7.0 • 
Inflation 5.3 2.0 3.5 3.4 · 3.5 3.7 
·oo~~~::~_yiil9······.:.·:. ........ 2·1·~5·· .................. ?..~.~~ 32.1-_ --~~.5 ··3$.~!' :::::::::::.~?.:.9 
.F.=.:~~<:! .. ~.P..~.I_fl?..~.!i9..r:!: ................................ ?..~.:~ ........................... ?..~:!:?. .. : ........................... ~~.:.~ .. :. ··········~-~-g ............... ~.?..:?. .............. ~.?..:?. .... . 
Current accOunt -2.0 .::0·?.,: --6.0 . -10i ::4:~., -5.8 
,FIScal balance: -6.3 -4.0 , 0.0 3.8 • 4.2 ;· i6 i 
External debt service 3.8 9.0 6.0 • 6.6, 5.4 8.'.4 

. 5.5 8.0 8.2 
Indonesia · .................................................................... . ............... ·········································l········"····················""''"'''+·········"""""""''••••••••••••·•·":· .. l·-···· ............... , .... ::-.. 1:· .. ·· ............... , .......... , .... _ ........................ . 
-~~i:)IQI?I::>9TI?.~' ... 1:!:0 .... . .§.0 . 6.2 
Inflation 15.0 8.1 8.6 9.4 7.9 8..3 
Domestic saving, 19.3 23.2 28.9 

• 
29.0 28.8 27.3' 

19.8 24.3 27.4 28.4 
······················· ····························· ·····•······· .F.=.:~~.9 ... <:.?..P..~!!I?.~.~9.f.:l ........ . 28.1 26.5 

Current account -1.2 -3.5 -2.6 -3.3. -3.3 -2.9 
·································--································-··-········ ..... . ·····~·····-·················· 

f·--·····-............................... -1' ........................................... + ................................ ,, ................................ , ................................ . 
FIScal balance -2.6. -1.3 
External debt se~ 3.5 6.8 

0.3.· 0.8 
8'.6 8.5 

1>-····· 
1•.4 2.0' 
9.0, 10·.5· 

Thailand ................................................................................... f... ........................ , .... ,+··· ......................... = .. ···:·+ ................................. ", .... ::: .. lc· ................... ~ .. ·=+-·· .................. ~ ......... 1 
.. ~~~IQ.I?..I::>.9~1?.~..... 7.0 8.1 ' 8.6 · ~:!...: ............ §:~ ................ Q.6. 
Inflation. 9.0 3.1 5.1 5.8' 5.9 6.0. 

····························•·•••·· ··-···-···-····························· ............................................................................................... ~ .. . 

P.9.r:!.le.s~~§i:)Yif.:19 . 
FIXed capital formation 
Current account 
FIScal balance 
External debt service 

Korea _ 

19.6. 
23.6 
-5.6 
-5.8 
3.8 

25.4 34.2 
27.7' 40:4 
-3.2 -6.9 
-3.0 2.8 ............................ -................................... . 

5.8 4.5 

34.3 33.1 31.8 
............ ! ... 

41.8 
-8.0 
2.6 
5.0 

40.8_ 35.8 
-7.9 -3.9 
1.6 -0.4 . ............................................. . 
5.4 7.1 

ReaiGDPgrowth 7.0 9.6 7.7 8.9 7.1 6.0 
Inflation 17.6 3.8 · 6.4 . 4.5 · 4.9 4.3 . 

::P.~~:~~~~~:.~~:Y.~9:::::::::::::: ................................. :::?.$.I::::::::.:: : ... ::::::~?:t: .. ::::~::::::::::::::~.::~~.:.9: ·: ..... :: .. :.:.~:$:::! ...... :: .:.::~:~I ......... 32.9 · 
Fi)(f!~ <:.?.Ritcllf()r~tion 29.4 ... 29.4 ..... 36.7 • 36.6 ·, 36.8 36.6 
Current account -4.6 2.5 · -1.9 -2.0 · ...4.9 -2.9 · 

~~;~bc:~:~ ~~~ -~:!. -~:~ ;· n~~~ • n~~~' n~~~ 
Sources: IMF, 1997, World Economic Outbok: Interim Assessment, December, World ... sa,.i<... ............ .. · · .. ... · ............. · , ...................... ............ ·· ... · · ······ ····· ........... ············ .. , ......... · · .......... , ............................... , ... 

···Note .................. ···· · · · ·················-····-·· ··········-·-··························--·-···-······················ ·········-·-····- ·······-········-··· ·····-·--·············!··········· ···········-· -+··-·····-···-.. 

a. Percentage per annum. i 
b. Average annual % change of consumer prte ildex .. 
c. Gross international reserves in months of import cover: . 

. :~;.::I$.$.I:~~:~ ... f~_$._4.::~:~~~~-~~Y.aiia:fu~~:·:::.::: ... :.... : .. :::::.: ...... :: .. :: .. ::::::.. : .. :.: .. ::.::.: ............... . 
e. 1980-1990. · 

.. ........ j ................................. ) ........................... :··· 

f. 1995 figure. 
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Nature and Causes of the Crisis 
South East Asian crisis began on July 2, 1997 with substantial devaluation of Thai 

-Baht and has been tenned as global economic crisis by J pseph E. Stighitz ( 1998), The. 
then ChiefEconomist, World Bank, in a forewardnot~ tq the Annual Report on Global 
Economic Prospects 1998-99 .The Report says that this crisis is worstsince the 1980's 
debt crisis, down turning some economies from robust growth to deep recession in the . 
space of a few short months. The crisis has led to sharp slowdown in world output, 
trade a~d capital flows. 

According, tQ: a. ~odd BaJ:?:k Pt~SS· Rel~as~7 "Private capital flows. to· developing 
_ coun~des ~xpe~ien~ed; a ·irollei ¢0asteF year'' In 1997, rising strongly during the. -frrst -
halfofthe yearbefore colliding with the-EastAsian.fimin~iai crisis and the subsequent 
turmoil in global stock mark~ts·~- and· falling sharply ·in general retreat from new 
inve~t~epts in emerging mark~ts. Over the year as a whole, ne~ long tern'l private 
flows ro_~~ fot the ~eventh straight year to reach a total of$ 256 billion, ~p from $~ 247-
billion i.n 1996, Hqwever, following the turmoil in global stock markets in October,-
1997, fl()WS froln:in(~matjona~ ~apital markets fell sharply. -

In 'essence, there has been a mismatch between capital-account convertibility aJ:}d 
. .,.weakrt~ss in the financial and corporate sectors in the crisis-affected economie~. W.itJ! ' 
--good investment potential built up by past economic success, ~oreign capital inflows 
accelerated, especially since the capital accounts were liberalized. However,_ the 
institutional capacities in the financial sectors of these economies were not robust 
enough to manage these inflows effectively. In essence they lacked the capability to 
allocate capital _re~ources efficiently through a mechanism to assess values of future ___ , 
profits dispassionately. Poor corporate governance due to lack of transparency, as 
well as inadequate accounting and auditing standards, also contributed to the 
emergence of such overtly risky byhavior. Moreover, short-tenn external loans were 
often used for financing projects with long gestation periods, resulting in a mismatch 
in maturity. Partuf the foreign capital inflows were also invested in real estate, stock
markets and other sectors, which were prone to speculation. Therefore, the cause of 
the Asian crisis lies more in structural deficiencies than in macroeconomic 
mismanagement In this sense~ the Asian crisis is a n.ew type of crisis that may be 
~alled a "capitai accountcfisis" as coni pared with the conventional "current account 
crlsis."8.- -- -
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The problem staffed in Thailand and then spread to the rest of the region. Storm clouds 
had been gathering over Thailand for some time. It had a fixed exchange rate (and so 
did Malaysia). So, when the dollar strengthened after 1995, this pulled up the Thai 
baht and Malaysia ringgit too', and affected their export competitiveness. Thailand's 
current account deficit rose to a whopping eight per cent of GDP, which was as_ hig;h 
as Mexico's when that country went bust in 1994. 

What was treated at first, as a temporary imbalance became a crisis of the world's 
financial system. In. the past 20 years, two Mexican crises, in 1982 and 1994, spread 
to most ofLatinAmerica; the Asian crisis in 1997 also infected Eastern Europe, South 
Africa and Latin America. Each crisis has been more extensive and has spread more 
widely than its predecessor. Morris Goldstein (1998) daims this to be the third m-ajor 
crisis of the 1990s. Its predecessors were the crisis in th~ European Monetary System 
in 1992-:93, and the Mexican peso 9risisof 1994-95~ He has identified six various 
reasons behind the Asian crisis namely credit boom, _fixed exchange rate, financial 
sector mismatch, high current account deficit, major investment in property and 
stocks and contagion effects. However Marcus Noland (1998) has identified four 
principal causes for the crisis namely exchange rate misalignment, weak financial 
institutions, export slowdown and moral hazard. Another noted economist Edouard 
Balladur (1999) oflnstitute for International Economics has claimed that the Asian 
crisis is in fact, the outcome of an interaction between t.~e failings of markets, the 
failings of governments, and the failings of the international monetary system. 

I 

An analysis by IMF Staff (1998) suggests that the chances of a currency or banking 
crisis are increased when the economy is overheated: inflation is high, the-real 
exchange rate has appreciated, the current account deficit has widened, domestic 
credit has been growing rapidly, and asset prices have become inflated. An analysis 
further Indicates that real appreciation of the domestic currency, an excessive 
expansion of domestic credit, and a rapidly rising ratio ofbroad money to international 
reserves are signals of vulnerability to pressures in currency markets. Equity price 
declines and det~riorations in the terms of trade can also signal vulnerability to a 
crisis, as can a rise in world interest rates. Indeed, a number of these variables 
indicated the emergence of vulnerabilities in the Asian countries most affected by the 
recent crisis. Inqicators of vulnerability do give false signals, however, and they 
cannot predict crisis. 

Stanley Fischer ( 1998}, while analyzing the causes of the crisis has attributed banking 
and financial' sectm fragility as the main cause of the crisis. According to him the 
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problems facing Asia's banking systems were the legacy of years of bad 

lending practices and inadequate supervision and regulation that leq to rapid 

lending growth and excessive risk taking. Most of the countries in the region 
dispiayed lending growth well in excess ofGDP gro-yvth for several years and 
had higher loan leverage ratios than industrial countries with better-developed 

finan~hii infrastructure. Moreover, credit growth in some of these countries 
was led. in part by under-regulated nonblank financial intermediaries, such as 
finance companies in Thailand and merchant banks in Korea.- The large 

capital inflows to the region,_ driven by partial financial liberalization and 

implicit guarante~s of stable. ex9hange nttesl fueled an expansion of baJ]ks' 
'.: . . Qafartce sheets and increased eXp()Stlfe. to· liquidity, market ~md credit risks. 

•" . . . . . . . . . - . . . - . . 

' ' '' the fixed exc.han:.ge rate created pel-verse incentives. for banks and fina~ce 
companies. They found they coufd borrow in dollars abroad at low interest 
~at~s·, and re~lend.the money focali)r at high interesfrates. In theory, there was . 
a currency risk-devaluation, whichcouid greatly increase the cost of serviCing; 
t~e dollar debt. But the fixed exduinge rate created the illusion of zero 
currency risk And so Thailand and M'alaysia botfi1 used do liars to finance a 

domestic lending boom, which took bank credit to more than 150 per cent of 

GDP. Bo~rowing to finance export-oriented industry was always viable. But 
foreign bankers started believing they could place unlimited amount of 

foreign exchange in economies to earn miraculous returns. 

Soon a major part of the dollars was channeled by banks and finance 
companies into real estate, sparking a property boom and gross over-building. · 

{ 

This bubble had to burst .one day. Initially, banks lent happily against property 
as collateral. But wheri the -property bubble burs·t, property prices crashed', 
I , 

an·d the finance companies suddenly fouJ;Id the collateral insuffic~ent: to 

recover their loans. Most of the financial system went bust. 

This feature of the crisis has been described in a modei form by Krugman 
(1999) as 'Moral ~azard and asset deflation'. According to him one th~ng that 
quickly became apparent in the Asian crisis was that the depth and scope of 
the calamity put it outside the range of what traditional speculative.-attack 
models-whether of the "first generation" type developed in the late 70s and . 
early 80s (Krugman 1979, Flood and Garber 1984) or the "second-generation" 
type that became popular after the· European currency attacks of 1992 



(Obstfeld 1994)-could explain. The moral hazard over borrowing view was 
_emphasized in a series of initially under-appreciated paper by McKinnon and 

. ' . . . . 

Pill (especially McKinnon and Pill1987). The problem began with financial 
intennedlaries-institutions whose liabilities were perceived- as' having an: 

- -impliCit governrnerit_guarante~, but wer~ esserit~al(y muegulatedand therefore 
subject to severe moral haz~rd problems .. The excessively risky lending of 
these institutions created< inflati_ori. - not of goods. but o-f asset prices. The_ 
overpricing of ~ssets was sustained i~ part by ~ sort -of circular process, in 

· whic}I the proliferatiort o-f risky lending drove up the prices offisky assets, 
making the financi~t condition· of th,e _intermediarieS- Seem s_ounder _than it 
was. ~--·-

:Meapwhile,th~.':fha1governm(!nt used'h~its entire foreign exchange re~ferves. 
trying to prop up the fixed exchange rate .. When;_it finally gave up and let the -
baht float, panit'_ set in, and- the. cu_rrency plunged: Not eve# an IMF rescue· 

- pack~ge" _could reverse the trend. - - - -

In indp~esia and. Kon~a, the_ currency' plunge a~tually worsened after 
ann-ouncement ofiMF packages. Suddenly ~onfiden~e. in the Asian miracle 
~as replaced by biirid panic, which spread from Thailand to Malaysia-,_ the 
Philippines and I~donesia. -- · - - - - -

Indonesia had only a modest trade deficit and modest lendin~ boom. But its 
financi~l ~ystem was a disaster. Lending was based on good connections 
rathe~ than hard-nosed appraisals, and lending to friends and relatives of 
President Suhart~ (who dominated business) was mandatory. 

Korea had other problems. It had pecome rich through the "chaebol"-' 
system. Businessmen had little money of their own;. so tfie government 
directed enormous amounts of bank credit to- favoured "chaebol'·'' 
(business conglo:mera-tes) to e~~ble.<them to build huge empir~s. In the 
US, prudent companies have as much-equity as debt to guard against a 
business downturn. 

South Korea, Indones-ia, Malaysia*, Th~ibind and the· Philippines 
experienced- an: inflow of $93 billion in 1996 and an outflow of $1~ 

, billion in 1997 (Se-e Table~ II a~d ill}. . . ' . 
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Country 

Indonesia 

Table-11 

................................................. BY.~.~~.!.~.r.:a ... ~.~-~~.~~= ... ~~r.~~-~ ... F.=.!.r.:a~.~-!.r.:as ........................................................ _ .... . 
, (billiions of dollars) . ......................... .... . ........................................ 1.994 ............ 1.9951'- ........... 1'996T ........ 1.99.78 ........... 199sr 

.9l:II!.E:l.!:l!~.~I:IQ.!~§I.Ie.r.'.~: .. :....... -24.6.' -41·.3: : -54.~!. -26.0 17.6 . 
Externalfin!'lncing, net 47.4 ···' 80.~i 92.8! 15.2 15,2: 

! •. F.'.~~t-~ ... ~9.""'.~! ... ~~-!: ____ ............................................ ~2:§.: ............... ?.!...:~: ............... ~.~.:9. .. : .............. :.1_?.: .. ~: ..................... ::~.:~. ·. 
Equityinvestment 122 15.5' HU! -4.5 7.9 

,,_pi~E:l.~! .. E:l.91:1.~..................... 4.7 ... . 4;9' 7.0! 7.2 9~8; 
.. .. J='().r.tf<:)li()~quily · 7.6 ... • 10.6' 12.1 • -11.6 -1.9 

Privatecreditors · 28.2 61.8: 74.oi -7.6 -17.3 
·····--·······--·-·-···-········-···--··---·--··-··-···············;··-···· ................................... ····-··-·--:·-'- ·-·························;··· -·---·-----····· .............. ____ .. . 
, Commerdal Banks. . 24.0 · 49.5; · 55.5! -21.3· · -14.1 

' .. I'::J.!?..Q.~.I?.~ri.~.P~il-.'~!~ ... e:~.9.~.1'§'... 4·.2 i 12.4: : 18.4! .. · 131.7 , -3.2 

'·offidai1bws:··r;9r " ' ·: ........ : ............ -. ....... ......... ···7:0 3.6' ... ~cf2T . 
infl financial institutiOns, -0.6. -1.0! 

4.2: 1---0.:...... 7-; 

............................ , 
. 27.2 24.6 
23.0 : 18.5. 

4.3· l:-.....,...:..;6.--l1 

. . . l: ............................. ;-.1'········-···········-····:·-··· ··········=····-·--·-··· . ... ~e.~iCl.e.·6I.~6~'i69!~!6.~~;:·:6·~g··: : ......... =·1·1~~ .... ········~2s·:9~- -19.6 . -11.9 .... ' -5.7 

.13:~.~.r:Y.~.~-~.~~'-··9.()_~:.............................. -5.4 .. -13.7! -18.3 22.7 .J -27.1 ' 
(:-=increase): 

:-~=~~~~!E:l.! ... f.::!lf._~-~-~~t .......... c ........................................................... ~.L ................ i ....... ! ....................................... .L. ............... --·· · 
·1 South Korea, Indonesia·, Malaysia, Thailand and the Pnmppines. 
2 Including resident net lending, monetary gold, and errors and omissions. 
·:~-~~r.~;!~~~~~~-·f9.:r.·!~~-~:~ik?6'?i .. EFa.6.'~·;:::i~-~~::·····:·:··::::·:::::·::··::·:::··:··:·:::················:-····:··::····r· .. ··:··:············· .. ·:: . 

Table-Ill 

/ 

' 

External Debt (Percent of GOP) 

··. 

1994 1995 1996 

57.0 56.3 53.4 

1997 1998 

63.9 149.4 
.. ·' : Korea 24.1 26.0 31.6 33.4 46.9 

: ' 
Malaysia 38.6 37.6 38.4 44.0 58.8 

Philippines 60.4 53.1 50.5 55.3 73.3 

Thailand: 44.9 49.1 I 
49.8· 62.0; 

I 

76.6 

Of which: Short-term debt 
! ' 
i : 

lndonesia1 

' 
6.5 

.•. 
8.7 .7.5 27.~ 76.4 

Korea 1:t3 14.6 17.9 13.4' 9.6 

Malaysia. -· 7.5 : 7 .. 2 9.9· 11·.1· 11.7 

Philippines• . i 8.1i i.1: 8·,7 10.3· 1·1'.0 

Thailand 20.2 24.5 2q.1 24.6 27.0 

Source: World Economic. Outlook May 2000;_1MF,Pg.6h , · 

2i0 

' 1999 

95.5 

33.0 

55.3 

68.q 

611.5 

45.1· 

10.9 

: 9.4 

' 3.6 
; 
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Currency Crises and Causes of Contagion 

Macroeconomic imbalances have often been at the root of for~ign exchange market 
crises. Experience. clearly demonstrates that unsustainably large current account 
deficits.can bring about sudden reversals· in capital inflows and sharp change in 
exchange rate9

• Most often, crises have arisen when large external. imbalances have 
developed in inflexible exchange rate system that have allow~d the ciu"fency to 
becom~ significantfy overvalued. In the recent two crises of Mexican (1994) and 
South-East Asian. (1 997) types we find that instability it?- foreign exchange markets 
has been transmitted across countries. An attack on one currency has spilled over or 

. spread contagiously to -the currencies of otber countries with. apparently sound 
fundamentals·. 
. . 

· It is. usef1,1l to distinguish three sets of reason of why currency crises tend to l)e . 
. clustered in time10

• One is that crises may stem from a common cause-for instance,· 
major economic shifts in industrial countries that trigger crises in emerging markets
in what has been referred to as "monsoonat effects" a. The shatp increase inU.S . 

. interest rates in the early 1980s was an important factor in the Latin American debt 
crisis. Similarly, the large appreciation of' the dollar, especially vis-a-vis the yen, 
between mid-1995 and 1997 contributed to the weakening of the external sector in 
several southeast Asian countries. But while e!(temal events may contribute to or 
precipitate a crisis, a country'~ vulnerability to a crisis-depends on domestic economic 
conditions and policies, such. as over borrowing for tmproductive ~ses, a fragile 

' . ' . ,. 

· financial sector, or an inflexible exchange rate system. 
. -

A second reason why crises may be clustered is that a crisis in one country may affect 
the macroeconomic fundamentals in another country, either because of tr~de and 
capital market li~kages (for example, a devaluation in one country adversely affects 
the international competitiveness of other countries) or because of interdependences 
in creditors' portfolios (for example, illiquidity in one.market forces financial 
inte~ediaries t.o liquidate assets in other markets)12

. Such "spillovers" resulting: 
from interdependences have been cited as contributing in important ways. to the 
spread of the East Asian Crisis. A third reason for clustering is that a crisis in one 
country may lead creditors to reevaluate the fundamentals of other countries, even if 
these have not objectively changed, or may lead creditors to reduce the riskiness of 
their portfolios and "flee to quality." It is this effect, specifically, that is sometimes 

. referred to as contagion (OF "pure" contagion) 13
·; it rhay be associated with "herding" 

by in yes tors, resulting from bandwagon effects driven by asymmetric information or 
from ·the incentives faced by fund managers . 
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As countries become more integrated and the distribution of information in markets 
remains asymmetric (highly unequal), the possibility of contagion increases . 

. The contagion effects associated with private capital are likely to occur through five 
channels'. First, trade arrangements and exchange rate pressures contribute to 
volatility and contagion. Second, there is the "wake-up call" phenomenon, whereby 

. the collapse of one country's currency alters investors' perceptions about other 
countries' economic fundamentals. Third, institutional investors' herding behavior 
induces common outcomes in· countries with very, heterogeneous fundamentals. 
Fourth, there are financial links between countries. For example, the pattern' of 
finanCial holdings can lead to shocks spilling over into other countries, regardless of· 
those countries' ~undamentals. Fifth, liquidity-management practices of open-end 
mutual funds can create contagion effects as leveraged investors facing margin calls 
need to sell their asset holdings, which, because of information asymmetries, they 
may do at belo":'-market prices. 

Although the evidence is not conclusive, it seems that capital controls had the desired 
' < 

effect of lengthening maturities in Chile, Colombia, and Malaysia. This is an 
important policy outcome, because the short maturity of debt was identified as a main 
determinant of the volatility and reversals of capital flows in the Mexican and Asian 

~· 

cnses. 

S.~rges in capital inflows are often followed by sudden stops. With few exceptions, 
these sudden stops are involuntary and associated with a currency crisis and most 
often with a banking crisis as well. A comparison of recent crises suggests that their 
severity has intensifie~ in the -present decade. Until the recent Asian crisis, Latin 
America was the region most prone to large-scale capital inflow reversals. But the . ' 

Thai crisis, which resulted in a 26 percentage point swing in private capital flows 
(from inflows of about 18 percent of GDP in 1996 to outflows of more than 8 percent 
in 1997), supers~ded the 20 percent reversal in Argentina in the early 1980s. In terms 
of reserve losses an4 the estimated costs of bailing out the banking sector, the severity 

· of the Asian crises ·surpassed that of their Latin American counterparts in the 1990s, 
and represented a significant departure from the region's historic norm. 

Indicators of Vulnerability 

A commonly used approach to constructing an "early wamin_~ system", which is 

.• ·f'-• 
. :··.- . 
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followed below, is to identify a set of variables whose behaviour prior to episodes of 
financial marker pressures or crises is systematically different from that during 
normal, or tranquil, periods14

• By closely monitoring these variables, it may be 
possible to detect behaviour patterns similar to those that in the past have preceded 
crises. The difficulty lies in identifying the relevant variables that not only warn of 
an impending crisis with a high degree of success, but also do not produce frequent-

...... ·.;·:.-~ 

false signals, so that they can be used with some degree of confidence. · 

There are potentially a large number of variables that might serve as indicators of 
vulnerability. The choice is determined largely by one's understanding of the causes 
and proximate determinants ofcrises. For example, if it is considered that currency 
crises are caused mainly by fiscal problems, then variables such as the fiscal deficit, 
government consumption, and credit to the public sector by the banking system tend 
to featUre prominently in the set of indicators15

• If weaknesses in the financial sector 
are perceived to lie at the root of currency crises, then variables such as private sector 

· credit growth, measures of financial liberalization, the level of short-term foreign 
indebtedness of the banking system, the structure of domestic interest rates, changes 
in equity prices, the quality of bank assets measured by the extent of non-performing 

· -1bans, and so forth, could be used as indicators 16
• Similarly, if external sector 

problems are viewed as being largely responsible for currency crises, then the real 
exchange rate, the current account balance, changes in the terms of trade, the 
differential between foreign and domestic interest rates, changes in the level and 
maturity structure of foreign capital inflows, and other such variables may be used17

• 

Real sector variables such as the rate of .growth of output, the unemployment rate, 
variables to proxy institutional and structural factors, and political developments 

18 . have also been employed . 

Currency crises have often been preceded by a boom-bust cycle in asset prices. For 
instance, in almost all of the countries affected by the recent Asian Crisis, real estate 
and equity prices rose. steeply during the early 1980s and then declined sharply 
during the early 1990s and then again declined sharply from around mid-1996. 
Consistent with this experience the growth rate of equity prices in previous crises 
typically began to decline sharply around 6 to 12 months before a crisis, turned 
negative at around the sixth month, and then plummeted to around 25 percentage 
point below the tranquil-period average soon after the crisis. 
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Surging Capital Flows in Crisis-Hit Countries 

Large· capital inflows can bring considerable economic benefits to developing 
countries but,· if not properly managed, can also cause economies to overheat, 
increase exchange rate volatility, and lead eventually to large outflows. During the 
1990s, net capital flows to developing countries increased markedly~ In 1996, net 
private capital flows were $190 billion, almost four times larger than in 1990. During 
1990~97, annual net private capital inflows were also larger than those preceding the 
1982 debt crisis, and more heavily concentrated. Five countries accounted for more 
than50percent, and a dozen countries accountedfor75percent, oftotalinflows. Most 
of the surge was concentrated in Asia and Latin America. Consequently, 140 of 166 
developing nations collectively accounted fm less than 5 percent oftotal inflows (See 
Table-lV) (Alejandro Lopez-Mejia 1999). Composition and sectoral destinations of 
capital flows during the recent surge were different from those during the surge that 
preceded the 1982 debt crisis. In the 1970s, bank lending was the larger component 
of capital fiows, the most impo.rtant recipient of which was the public sector. In the 
1990s, by c~ntrast, bonds; foreign· direct investment, and portfolio investment 
dominated the surge, and the private sector did most of the external borrowing. 

Table-IV 

Net Capital Flows a in Crisis Countriesb (billion of US dollar) 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 . 1998 1999 2000 2001 

Net private capital flowsc 29.0 31.8 36.1 74.2 65.8 -20.4 -25.6 -24.6 -40.6 -18.1 

Net direct investment 7.3 7.6 8.8 7.5 8.4 10.3 8.6 10.2 12.0 7.2 

Net portfolio investment 6.4 17.2 9.9 17.4 20.3 12.9 -6.0 6.3 . 6.6 3.0 

Other net investment 15.3 7.0 17.4 49.2 37.1 -43.6 -28.2 -41.1 -59.2 -28.3 

Net official flows 2.0 0.6 0.3 0.7 -0.4 17.9 19.7 -4.7 5.0 -1.9 

. Change in reservesd -18.1 .:-20.6 -6.1 -18.5 -5.4 30.5 -52.1 -44.5 -17.2 -20.3 

Memorandum 
Current accounte -16.1 -13.5 -23.2 -40.4 -53.0 -25.0 69.1 62.9 43.1 36.7 

a Net capital flows comprise net direct investment, net portfolio investment, and other long-and short-term nev. 
investment flows, including official and private borrowing. Emerging markets includes developing countries 

. countries in transition, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan Province if China, and Israel. No data for Hong Kong SAR are 
available~ 

b Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand 

c Because of data limitations, other net investment may include some offiCial fjows. 

. d A minus sign indicates an increase. 
• The su'm of a current account balance, net private capital flows, net official flows, and the change in reserves equals · 
with the opposite sign, the sum of the capital account and errors and omissions. 

Source: World Economic Outlook May 2000, IMF, Pg.51-52. 
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Fire Sale FDI 

Table-V outlines the salient financial facts concerning the crisis in the East and 
South-East Asian countries (July 1997 -February 1998). In the worst affected country, 
Indonesia, the stock market had fallen by more th~n 80 per cent and the exchange rate 
of the rupiah against the dollar by almost 75 per cent. This implies that a foreign 
investor who invested $100 in a company quoted on the Indonesia stock market 
would have seen the value of the investment fall by 96 percent during the halfyear. 
By the same tokeri1, it also ·means that if a foreign corporation had to pay $100 to 
acquire an Indonesia company in July 1997, it could in principle purchase it now for 
only $4. This is Qf course not just a theoretical J?OSsili?ility; but as Krugman (1998) 
notes,. there is evidence of a 'fire sale' ofEastAsian assets currency in progress in the 

·. wake of the financial crisis19
• 1'Iie twin crises of the stock and currency markets have 

also resulted in. corporate and financial sector bankruptcies with huge losses of 
production and jobs. 

The financial structure of the corporations and the banks, as well as other deficiencies 
of the state-guided or state-directed financial system in Asian countries, made these 
economies .. very fragile. IMF (1997, p.l4) . 

. , 
Table-V 

South East Asian and Asian Countries 
(% movements in equity markets and exchange rates), 

1 July 1997-18 February 1998 

Country Equity Markets Exchange Rate (against US$) 

Indonesia -81.2 -73.5 

South Korea 32.3 -48.1 

Thailand -47.9 -43.2 

Malaysia -59.0 -33.3 

Singapore -45.0' -13.2 J 
Hong Kong .. 36.6 Pegged ,to US$ 

I ' Source : Financial Times, 20 February 1998: 

Incidence of the Crisis 

The relatively quick resolution of the currency crisis in East Asia and the strength of 
I • • 

recovery of the entire region since":'eady 1999 were beyond the most optimistic: 
forecasts of economists and international financial institutions. However, the toll 
extracted by the crisis was not insignificant; nor are all its effects likely to be 
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ephemeral. The impact of the crisis was the most severe on the five crisis-hit Asian 
countries (See Table VI and VII), and among them Indonesia and Thailand were the 
worst casualties, in terms of duration of the crisis, the extent of financial meltdown, 
as also the loss of output, employment and other indices of the real sector. 

Table-VI 
---········-·······-···-··---·--···-·-···-··-... ·-··-··------·-·····-·--·······--··--·····-------···-········-···-······-··--·····-··-············-------·-·-··--·-------····---------------····-··-·----· . . 

Incidence of East Asian Crisis 
Country Duration EXtent of Financial Meldown·* Output Loss ' Ma:xinum 

Rnancial Real' Maximum In mid as % of; Inflation 
·························· ············································ ..... ......................................... . ............................................................................. ··················•····••··••· ························································ 
. . Sector Sector During the December,1999 1996 GDP R~te . ·-·-···················································· ··········•···························· ···-······························ ···············c·iiS·iS·············· ............................................................................................................. --.............................. .. 

Thailand! .16months 1 quarters· -74% -42%' 64% ,10,7 (June-98) : 

.M9..~Y.~_ia: ............................ 1:.~ .. 1!.9..~!.~.~ ... ?..9.~.1:1.~~-~..... -82%: -52%. 44% 6.2(June-98) 
Indonesia. · 20 months 8 quarters · ···················~92·%· •··· ............ =7a%· ......................... 65% .. ~:?A.i~:p;.$.:~f: 
tF~"f.>.6Ir~l?:~~~: ..... 34 .. -~ri~bi ~ .. 9~?~~-~ .............................. ~76o~c;· ..................... : ...... :·:~§4·%· . ....... ...... .. J?.~ ... 11&(~~~~~~t 
Korea:· 9 months 5 quarters -74% · 12% 44% 9.5 (Feb-98) 

:.!=>.~.r.~.~-~fl~ ... <:..~.~~9..~ .. gf. .. ~~~~lil .. .P..~.~~--~-.. ~~~-~~~!~~~ .. fr.~.'!l .. ~.~--p~~~-~i~:~Y~I,_ ..................................................... . 
-~-~-~: ... 1.9.~§~.~~.ti..~.!...~g~-~Y-~.f~.~.J:t~.E:l.! .. ~.~.J:t:~-~~~ ... ?..9..9..9..: ... F.:l.~t~.9...~~.1·.: ............ c.......................... .. .................... .. 

Table-VII' 
Quarter GOP Growth Rate 

Country 1997 1998 1999 
Q1 Q2 Q3 04! Q1 Q2 Q3, Q4 Q1 Q2 03. Q4 

Indonesia 8.50% 6.80% • 2.50% 1.40% -7.90% -16.50% -17.40% -13.90% -10.30% 1.80% 0.50%. 5:80% 
Malaysia 820% 8.40% 7.40% 6.90% -1.80% 1>.80%. -8.60% -8,10% . -1.30% 4.10% 8.10% 10.60% 
Philippines 5.70% 5.70% '4.90% 4.70% 1.70% -120% -0.10% -1.90% .• 1:20% ·160% 3.10%. 4.60% 
Korea 5.40% 6.30% 6.30% 3.90%• -3.80% 1>.60% 1>.80% -5.30% 4.60% 9.80% .12.30% 13.00% 
Thailand 7.00% 7.50% 420% -11.50% . -16.80% -15.30% -13.60% -4.95% 0.90% 3.50% 7.70% 6.50% 

Similarity between Mexican Crisis and the Asian Crisis . 

The broader poi.nts of similarities between the Mexican Peso Crisis 1994 and the· 
South-East Asian Crisis 1997 are: the large current account deficits ranging between 
7%-8% of GDP: the fixed exchange rate regime; capital account convertibility and 
large inflow of short term debts in the form of dollar-denominated tesobonos in 
Mexico and foreign currency bank loans in South-East Asian countries ... 

Both the crises can be classified as 'currency crisis.'. Michel Camdessus, the 
Managing Director of the IMF; described the Mexican crisis in 1994-95 as "the first 
financial crisis of the twenty-first century"' to draw attention to the volume ·and 
velocity of the capital nows involved. The similarities between the Mexican crisis 
and the recent financial crisis in some Asian countries are striking. 
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The common problems relate to economic policy management faced by emerging 
nations in a world of highly mobile capital. A comparison of the two crises can help 
us to understand better their . causes and yield some useful lessons about the 
vulnerability of ~merging economies to sudden capital outflows. · · . _ _ 

The foreign exchange and financial problems encountered by Mexico in 1994-95 and 
by the Asian economies in 1997-98. caught niany- by- surprise,, ~iven that thes.e 
economies were considered to be fundamentally soun~ and even held as models for 
others to emulate. the huge fis~al defiCits or high,inflation seen in othe.J:" countries that 
has.-experienced financial cris~s were not apparent ii1 either Mexico or the_ Asian 
countri~s; Bo~h the Mexjcan< apd the Asian:, crises- were preceded by very buoyant 
flli_an~ial market~ for the assets of the -cou11tries in question. and, therefore, by ~ajqr 
inflows of capital. In both cases, irtvesto~s abruptly changed their attitudes,-leading 

· to bouts pfpa~ic ;md massive outflows ot'dapital. SimJrarly, the sudden inteiTUption 
-of capital flows unleashed a profound crisis in domestic financial systems, threatening 
the Staoiiity of the productive sectors·. ·- - - - - -

In both cases, the capital flows contributed to a very pronounced expansion of 
aggregate demand, a considerable increase in stock and real estate prices, accelerated 
'growth of bank assets and liabilities, and a sizable external current' account deficit 
(Table-VIII) 

Table-VIII 
Mexico and the Asian countries ran external current account 

deficits before the crises (percent of GOP) 

1995 1996 

Indonesia· -3.3 -3.3 
Korea• -2.0 -4.9. 

Malaysia -10.0 -4.9 
Philippines -4.4 -4.7 

• Thailand -8.0 -7.9 

I 1992 ' 199~! 

Mexico. -5.8 
I 

i 

19971 

-2.9 
-2.8 
-5.8 
-4-.5 
-3.9 

1994 

-7.0· -6."( -- ~ 
~~~------~----~--~~--~----~~---------!, 

, Sources: /MF; and Bank of Mexico, Finance & Development June,1998, Vo/;35~No.2,Pg.1·. 
· 

1 PrelimiRary. - _ -

MexiCo received considerable capital inflows in the years leading up to the crisis of 
1994-95. To a l~ge extent, this capital was attracted by the favorable outlook for the
econo~y after years of macroeconomic stabilization and intensive structural_ reform. 
Starting in the. mid-1980s, the country had embarked on a progt:aiiime of fisca1 
con~olidation, deregulation an~( privatization.. . . . . . - . 
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These poUcies led to economic recovery after nearly a decade oflow growth and high 
inflation. From 1989 to 1994, Mexico's average GDP growth rate was 3.9 percent, 
and, in 1993, inflation fell to single-digit levels for ~e first time in over 20 years. 
These developments_ suggested that Mexico was poised to enjoy sustained economic 
growth. In this context, unprecedented amounts of" capital flowed intq the country, 
reaching $104 billion between 1990 and 1994-20 percent of total! capital fiows to 
developing economies during that period. 

. . 

These capital flows helped widen· Mexico''s external current account deficit to such 
an extent that investors began ~o question its sustainability. The Mexican economy 

· becam¢ more vulnerable beca~se of this and other factors.:notably; rapid growth of · 
bank: ~redit to the private sector, iriainte~ance ofan exchange rate peg o.t; anchor, rising 
intem·ational interest rates, and political events and cnniinal acts that generated. 
considerable uncerta.inty. Similar was the situation in South-East Asian countries a~ 
discussed elsewhere. · 

Another pre-crisis feature comrtlon to· Mexico and the Asian. economies ·was.·the 
. . . . ._ ~ ....... ..;._. . 

eX.isterice·of an exchange rate peg or anchor; This type of exchange rate arrangement . 
is verj difficult to defend against speculative attacks, especially when a country's 
financial system is. weak. The interest rate increase required to shore up the exchange . 

. . 

rate have a severenegative impact on the financial system and may even cause a crisis 
- in that sector. 

Furthermore, ex~hange rate anchors can cause distortions in the fmanCial system. To 
the extent that the peg is considered an implicit guarantee that there will be no changes 
in the value of the currency, it is an incentive to borrow in foreign currencies and 
encourages the financial and business sectors to incur excessive exchange risk. ~n 
addition, with an exchange anchor, investors know that the implicit guarantee of 
convertibility is limited by the availability of international reserves and a country's 
capacity to borrow abroad. Consequently, when doubts arise as to th;e sustainability 
of its exchange rate arrangement, a country will attract mainly short -term, speculative .. . . 
capital inflows. 

In Mexico, as in Asia, appreciation of the real exchange rate, growing short-term 
external debt, and the size of tile external current account deficit, compounded by the 
weakriess qf the financial syste-m, exerted strong pressure on the foreign exchange 
·market. Speculative pressures against the peso led to abandonment of the peg and the 
adoptiort of a floating exchange rate on December 22, 1994 . 
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Similarly, as the markets began to question the sustainability of exchange rates in 
Asia, speculative pressures increased. This occurred against a backdrop of considerable · 
short-term external debt,. declining real estate pFkes,. decreasing extemal 
competitiveness,. and major current account deficits. The Asian countries had . . . 

problems . defending their currencies because. of the weakness of their financial 
. systems; speculation increased, leading to the collapse of their excha~ge arrangements 
(Guillenim Orti~ Martinez J~rie 19,98}. Stock markets· also plummetedlin both 
Mexico and Asia (Table-IX}. 

T~bie-1)( 
b---:-:-,--,-----;-----;-'---;---:------;----'---::-~· '7' ·.;__,:. _'-,-. ..:..-,-~~~-,'----:-::"--:--~:-'-:---:--7-:'---c'-'-:-::::'---:-:-~~--:-:-'::.,..;t. -
I; · ·. the crises caused' currencies tciici~preciate~. shar~ pri'ces t<i. ct~op•'· 

Indonesia 

Korea; 

Malaysia· 

Philippines 
,. 

Thailand 

Mexico 

and! interest rates to 5Qar In !;orne c()untries' · 
. Depreciation of the 

currency vis'-a-vis;the dollar 

(percent) 
·. . . 

Change~ ih the. 
share price index 

July 1 , 1997 .:... February 16~ 1998 ·. 

231.00. 

55.43' -58.41i 

51.37 -49.17 

87.09 -48.37 
.· .. ~ 

December 2, 1994'- March 31 , 1995 

98.12 -28.12 

Changes ih 
interest rate: 

(basis points l. 

2,398\ 

965~ 

373 

0 

-25 

5,875 

Sources: Bloomberg Financial Services LP.; and Bank of Mexico; Finance & Development, IMF, Vol. 35, June 1998. 

Speculative Currency Attacks 

- ,. 

East Asia was the great success story of the eighties. The East Asian countries. were 
not only economic successes, but also economic paragons: they had frugal governments 
;nd liberal policies. Economis,ts loved them. Compared to the oligarchies of Latin 
America and Eastern Europe, they looked much more trustworthy. Their fall was a 
great blow to the belief il). the rewards of economic virtue. CertainlY: for us in Asia, 
the East Asian meltdown; was a portentous event.. 

It is timy tO' stop· pretending that the ''econorhic crisis·" is an "Asian crisis-" or a 
"Japanese· crisis:' on a ':'Russiam crisis'''. br an '"emerging- mwkets crisis'\ This 



economic con~lsion is unprecedented in the post-World War II era, and has caught 
major political leaders and their economists completely unprepared~ Briefly, the 
sequence. of events can be summarized as bel()w~ . 

In the 1990s·, vast ~urns of foreign capital poured into the developing. countrie~. The 
funds arrived in many fomis: as investments . in local stocks, as bank loans, as· 
. purchases of bonds, as direct investment to build factories. Between 1990 and 1996, 
annual net inflows to all i'emerging markets" -from Brazil to China- averaged$ i5Q 
billion~ says the International Monetary Fund; that. was roughly 10 times the 1984-
89 averages. Somt? investments were justified on the basis of rapidt?coriomic growtli. 
Some were pure speculations .. 

The rapid and continuing integration pf emerging market countries into global 
financial markets. during the 1990s has been aCCOffiJ?anied by several currency crises, 
most recently involving the Thai baht and other Asian currencies', . and. the Czech 
koruna. These eyents, like the Mexican peso crisis in late 1994, have raised a host of 

. questions about tl1e nature of speculative cuqency attacks, the appropri~te defensiv~. 
policies, the degree of exchange .rate flexibility (including exit strategies) that is 
appropdate in th~ evolving. international financial environment, and the role or 

. : . ' . . 

international financial support. 

The same structural changes that have improved the access. of emerging market 
countries to international financial markets and opened national financial markets to 
foreign investors have also increased the potential intensity and duration of speculative 
attacks. For example, the growing institutionalization of saving and participation of 
institutional investors in international markets that have boosted demand for emerging 
market securities have also led to the growth of highly leveraged hedge funds and 
property traders P.repared to tolerate significant risk in their search for weaknesses in 
foreign exchange arrangements. Institutional investors now have the capacity to take 
substantial short positions in a weak currency through spot, forward, and currency 

·~ . -

options markets? and through t~e rapidly growing markets in structured products 
(leveraged debt or equity instruments with payoffs tied to an exchange rate). 
Estimates put the total assets of hedge funds, property traders,_ and speculative mutual 
funds ~t more than $100 biliion; in undertaking certain investments, these funds have 
leveraged their capital between fiye and ten times .. In this environment,_ countries 

. ne~d to: increase their intervention resqurces,. adopt J:I10re· compiex interveiJ.{ion 
.. · ·. strategies, ~nd be 'more vit}ilant for shifts lll investor s~ntiment. . . ' .. 
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Speculative currency attacks are not a uniquely modem phenomenon. Historically~ _ 
they have occurred during periods characterized by high capital mobility and fix:ed:.: ~ 

. exchange rates-for example, the gold~standard era.and the 1920s. Then, as no~, 
investors and lenders responded swiftly and abruptly to bad news about political or 
economic crises in a given country; launching speculative attacks on the country's 
gold reserves. 

During the second half of 1997 and in ~arly 1998, a series of speculative attacks 
caused several Asian currencies.:... notably, the Thai bath, Malaysian ringgit, Indonesian 
rupiah, and Korean won-to depreciate sharply. Although these currencies may have 
been overvalued. before tl)e attac~S, t~eir depreciation \VaS fat; greate~. than arty 
"correction" that might have been necessary to restore the export competitiveness of 
the countries in question. What explains the acuteness and persistence of the crisis? 

One key explanation is that policymakers failed to address problems in advance of 
the crisis and did.not act forcefully enoughwhen the crisis erupte~. Their rel~ctance 

· either to tighteen monetary pplicy to_ bolster exchange rates or to keep it sufficiently 
tight inore than temporarily was a part1cuiarly important factor contributing to the 
erosion of ·investor confidence in the region. The crisis became self-perpetuating. 

IMF Bailout and Issues to Deal with Future Crisis 

IMF acts as lender of last resort at the time of ~nandal crisis in the developing 
countries. IMF lending to Mexico in 1994 and Asian countries·in 1997 exceeded 
their borrowing quota as evident from the table-X. 

Table-X 
IMF Lending in Relation to Country Quotas 

Loan Amount Percent of 
• in Billions: · Year. Quota 

··Mexioo'·-·····:··:-··--·--···--·--·--:-:···:··:····:·~jf§()i ..... ., .. :····-·······-·······1··99·5··············---··········-743 .................... . 

Indonesia 9.9 1997 484' 

-~-l:l!f.:l ... ~<?.~~-·--······-······-······-······----·-·····?..I?.:~~ ................................... J.~~.?.. ........................... ~ .. !~ .. !~ ................ . 
Thailand 3.9 1997 498 
Sources: International Monetary Fund, Annual Report1997; and' 

... 1¥.r:=. .. Y.Y.~~.~~~:.~!te.:!~:.ir.!.l.~?.r.9.' ........... ................ . .. .......... .. ....................................... . 

However, the US Administration had also come forward, out of tum to bailout 
Mexico from economic crisis by utilizing its Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESf). The 
ESF was the main source of funding for the U.S. supplement to the IMF bailout of 
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Mexico in 199520
• The Administration also indicated thatthe ESF w~uld be the source 

of $8 billion in promised V .S. bilateral assistance to Indonesia and South Korea in the 
ongoing Asian crisis. Greater congressional oversight of the ESF would supplement 
restrictions on the IMF by ensuring that another avenue for international bailouts · 
would be restrictedtt. - ·· 

The financing packages assembled. to ·support the Asian' crisis· countries were 
impressive: $36 billion for Indonesia, $58 billion for Korea, and $17 billion for 
Thailand. But they were not so-large i~ relation to potential private capital flows. 
Moreover, not all of the money ·was availabk-especially at the outset-to counter 
market pressures. First, the IMF' stipporl was pha~ed-' . made available in trenches-: ' 

_ over the life of the programs; this is stan?ard-procedUFe~ ~ntended to ensure that the· 
authorities have a continuing incentive to adher~ to th~ adjustment policies agreed 
under the program, but it did reduce the auth~rities' ability to counter immediate 
market pressures·. Moreover, sqme of the bilateral money-the "second lines of 
defence·"-' -promised to Indonesia and Korea, was never actually disbursed~ 

The crisis raises a number of im~ort~nt issues fot the internat-ional~ tinanciat system, 
man:y of which are related to the development of a new international finanCial 
architecture. The unfolding of the crisis underscored the inherent difficulty of 
stopping a crisis once it has started, given the speedwith which short-term capital can 
move in response to changing market sentiment : prevention is the key. 

But how can countries prevent the buildup of vulnerabilities of the kind that led to the 
Asian crisis? Clearly, part of the answer is the maintenance of sound macroeconomic 
policies. The exchange rate regime is a particularly controversial aspect, because 
many _observers have focused on. the role of limited exchange rate flexibility iri 
fostering capital inflows prior to the crisis. Some have concluded that the only viable 
options are ful~ exchange rate flexibility or the opposite extreme of institutionalized 
fixity-a currency board or full dollarizatiort-. ·while others have expressed 
reservations over this "law of the excluded middle." This remains an active area of 

~ . 

policy discussion and research ... 

Another key element is improved financial supervision and regulation in both debtoF 
and creditor countries. The crisis also exposed possible flaws in risk management by 
international financial intermediaries, including inadequate stress testing of exposures 
. with regard to pric~ m~vements that were possible but_ appeared unlikely; 
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Transparency is also important to crisis prevention. At the height of the Asian crisis, 
some unpleasant information was . revealed-· in particular, on the weaknesses of 
central banks' international reserve positions-that exacerbated market panic; it 
wouid have been much bettedf such information- had instead been reVealed earlier .. ' : ' ' 

on, when it might have restrained the heady inflows of capital. In normal times-, · 
improvements in standards for data dissemination and steps to increase the transparency 
of policies could help markets to improve their pricing of risk, inhibiting the buildup 
of imbalances, and also sp_m; policymakers to take timel~· action to address 
vulnerabilities. Greater transparency of the IMF itself is an inte~ral part of this 
agenda.. -· 

-Strengthenedintemational smveillance with closermonitoring of the financial sector 
and a focus on international sta~dards may also help alert policymakers to upcoming 
problems. Such surveillance should also incorpomtty a regionaL perspective- to 

. . . -: . . -

provide_ warnings of impending regional contagion of the kind that spread the Asian 
cnsis· .. 

' . 

Some more difficult issues concern ways ~f invo_lving pdvate creditors in forestalling 
and resolving financial crises. Here, the central problem is how to. maintain private 
creditors•' exposure-. and impose losses on short-term creditors if appropriate'
without unduly exacerbating contagion. Recent international discussions have 
concentrated on assessing the potential benefits and costs of preparatory steps that 
could be taken in normal times-for instance, modifying standard bond contracts to 
faCilitate their restructuring in the event of a crisis and establishing contingent credit 
lines with private financial institutions. A related issue is the change in t_he IMF's 
policy on lending to countries with arrears -to pnvate sector creditors. 

Another thorny issue is that of-capital controls·. Here, there are three key aspects: one -
is the sequencing ofcapital account 11beralizatiort, where the crisis has highlighted the 
pitfalls of liberalizing short-term flows whi~e ieaving restrictions on longer~~erm 
flows, as well as the need to keep the pace of capital account liberalization in line with 
the strengthening of the domestic financial system. A second n!Iates to the possible 
merits of taxes to discourage short,.. term capital: inflows, such as those implemented 
in Chile. A final issue is the effectiveness ofcontrols over capital outflows in the event 
of a crisis: the central question for the 'international system is not whether controls 

. ·-- '·. . . 

could' have alleviated a particular crisis but whether a regime in which controls tend 
to be· imposed in the event of a crisis is-charaderiz~d by more or fewer crises, _of 
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greater or ·lesser severity-given that the prospect of controls strengthens the 
incentive for capital to run at the first signs of trouble~ The longer-term implications 
of the resulting limitations on access to intema,tional capital markets also need to be 
taken into. accoup.L . 

Another set of . issues pertains to crisi~· management. With regard to monetary · - :~ -: · 
policy, the experience of the Asian crisis suggests that; by and l~ge·, tight policies 

- worked: after a period of high interest rates," market pressures abated and interest 
rates f(!ll below pi-e-crisis levels. In fact, ~ri earlier firming of monetary policy might 
have been even inore effective in con.t~ning the crisis'". Nevertheless; important · 
unsettled issues remain regarding the eff~ctiveness ·of raising interest rates. in:. a 
crisis characterizyd by widespread insolvenCies'. With regard tO· fisc~ policy, the 
crisis. highlights the ·need for countries tQ adapt the~ policy. responses to changing . 

. macroeconomic- conditions. With regard to structural policies, the crisis 
. ' ' ' . 

underscores the i~portance of decisive action hut also raises some important-· . and,, 
for the most part, stiit unsettle'"f--~questions about the optimal pace and seqllencing . 
of reforms·~ 

Finally, the crisis has brought about a rethinking 'of the way official fi11~cing is 
provided tn address .. a crisis, including the appropriate size and phasing of IMF 
support_ to countries facing market pressures.,One important step in this regard is 
the IMF's recent introduction of the Contingent Credit Lines, which would provide 
large-scale financing to countries that might be affected by market contagion. 

Krugman's Diagnosis 

Paul Krugman of Stanford University had voiced contrary views· about the Asian. 
miracle much before the present meltdown. Unlike other economists and analysts 

. who had forecasted an eventual' Asian• ascendancy, Krugman believed that Asian 
economic growth rates· would_· taper off significantly,, well before a convergence 
with, world's economic leaders .. 

According to him the rapid growth in the Asian miracle economies had been the result 
of three ·primary factors. First~ the transition of labor from rural to industrial, the 
second, education of these workers·, and ·the third contributing factor~ the catching, · 
up effect in the capital stock. What was criticaUy lacking', according, to Krugmari was · 
~n abil~ty to- innovate irt technology~ · · · 
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According to the growth theory he advocated, growth can be expressed by means of 
the following fomiula : 

. . 

Econ,oinic Growth = Increases in Labor + Increases. in Capital + Changes in Total! 
Factor Productivity; 

. . 

Total factor pr~ductivity is theresiduat of growththat is not accounted for by 
increases in the labour force artd capital stock Total factor productivity looks at the 

· interaction of technological progress· with labour and capitaL Improvements in 
technolo~y increase the pr()d\IGtivity of labour as it works with more advanced 

. capital. 

For practiCal purposes, while 'increases fn labour and capital cafi, be measured, there 
is no measure of. total factor productivity~ Instead it is counted as the residual of 

· growth afteF accounting for increases in labor and capital. 

Using growth accounting and empirical estimates, Krugman concluded that the Asian 
growth miracle of the past decades has primarily been the result of migration of . . 

workers from faims to urbm} areas, significant increase in the participation by 
industrial workers during the past decades throughout Asia. The result is higher 
labour force participation- had been growing faster than the population as a whole. 
Asian :countries 'had also invested heavily in their capital stock, both physical and 
human·; Net investment has been relatively high as these countries rapidly added to 
their capital stock. 

According to Krugman's empirical estimates, almost all the rapid growth in tl).e 
developing economies of Asia can be accounted for by the above two_ factors: 
increased labor force participation rates and a building of the capital stock. 

Consequently, total factor productivity has shown little· or no growth asincreases in 
labor and capital account for the economic growth that has been occurring. Increased .. 
labor force participation and additions to capital can only expand at a rapid pace for 
only so long. 

Krugman's arg'ument is to encourage high growth rates_, giv~n steady population 
growth rates, the Asian economies should have relied on a strong pace of 
technological improvement. Krugman's empirical wmk shows little progress in 
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this area for these countries, as they primarily relied upon the adoption of technology 
developed elsewhere. 

It may be pointed out here that though KrUgman's diagnosis is apparently acceptable 
and the role of technology camiot be denied for sustainable growth: because capital 
and labour alone cannot lead to total factor productivity. However the warning signals 
given by ILO ab~ut the cascading effects of A,sian crisis on unemployment raises 
doubts about the kind of technology to be applied for the economic growth. Iri 
countries like India and China too much of capital intensive technology may displace 
jobs and therefore there is a need for a balap:cedview about technological changes and: 
it wm depend upmi<the ldnd of industry. m the prbduct selection decision of these 
countries for a long and; su:stair1able growtl): which has to he job qriented and not 

· merely growth oriented. However the role of technological innovation cannot be 
denied and the developing countries must dr~w ~ lesson from Asi~ crises. for 
sustainable development, · 

Optical! Illusions of Jaffrey Sachs 
Jeffrey Sachs, Director of the Harvard Institute for International Development, says · 
Asia''s crisis was caused by the panicky outflow of international capitaL According 
to him what we have experienced is massive inflows based on high optimism about 

- ' ·-· 

the region followed by massive outflows that· one can only characterize as a panic. 
The recent currency crises in emerging markets provide a salutary wake-:up call to 

· over-exuberant money managers. He opines that it is a good time to ponder over some 
basic economic lessons. 

According to hini, even when overall macroeconomic conditions look fairly good, as 
in most of today's emerging economies, financial markets can create two kinds of 
optical illusion that channel money to the wrong investments. 

One kind is produced by the capital inflows themselves. Economic reforms and 
financial liberalization produce a spurt of capital inflows, which chase high rates of 
return. The inflows in tum lead to currency appreciation, while the spending boom 
financed by the foreign flows leads to higher prices of non-trade goods, services.and 
real estate .. 

. ' 

. Investors r~rely understand, however, that the short-run currency appreciation offers 
an incorrect reading of future relati:ve prices. Since the capital inflows· must be repaid 
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in the long run by increased net exports, the exchange rate is most likely to have to 
depreciate in real terms to service the capital inflows. 

Another kind of illusion can be created by financial market liberalization that 
I 

typically accompanies the start of large-scale capital inflows. Throughout Latin 
America, central Europe and South-East Asia, banks have been deregulated and 
privatised in recent years, al!owing them much greater latitude to borrow from 
abroad. 

Banks and near-banks- such as Thailand~s now notorious financial trusts- become 
intermediaries for channeling foreign capital into the domestic economy. The trouble 
is that the newly liberalized banks and near-banks often operate under highly 
distorted incentives . 

. Under-capitalize~ banks (those who do not fulfill the capital adequacy norms as 
suggested in financial sectorreforms for banks andNBFC companies) have incentives 
to borrow abroad and invest domestically with reckless abandon. If the lending works 
out, the bankers .make money. If the lending fails, the depositors and creditors stand 
to lose money, but the bank's owners bear little risk themselves because they have 
little capital tied up in the bank. Even the depositors and the foreign creditors may be 
secure from risk, if the government bails them out in the case of bank failure. 

His analysis of the Mexican crisis and its impact on other countries - the so-called 
"Tequila Effect" shows that it could be explained by currency overvaluation and by 
excessive build-up of bank credits, a sign of irresponsible bank lending following 
financial market liberalization. 

Thailand's crisis had the same hallmarks: Overvaluation of the real exchange rate, 
coupled with booming bank lending, heavily directed at real estate. The overvaluation 
tended to push n~w investment towards non-tradeable sectors-notably construction
and away ffom the treadeable sectors that are necessary to provide the wherewithal 
for future servicing of foreign debts. 

Capital Controls : Its Meaning and Purpose 

Strictly defined, capital controls include only restrictions that affect the capital 
ac.count of a country's balance of payments. That takes in limits on foreign investment 
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in financial markets, on direct investment by foreigners in business of property, and 
on domestic residents' investments abroad. Capital controls are not, o~ this definition, 
the same as "exchange controls". Capital controls restrict asset movements while 
exchange controls can also affect ~pendi~g on imports and theuse of foreign currency 

. . . ' ~ . ; . . . . 

earned from exports.. . .. ' . 
'I 

Both types of controls were mud1 in fashion before and after the S'econdWorld W'aF. 
Restriction on the use of for~ign curr'el1CY .. for ttade nad vanished in most rich . 
countries by the early 1960s. By 1997, according to the Ip.ternational Monetary Ftiiid·, 
over 140' c~untdes had rnaqe t)1eir currend¢~ co~ve~i~le for such purposes,_ . · · 

.. . -~ . ' ' , ~ .. : . . . ' - . :. - ~ ': ~ . : . : . . ' . .·. -

Capitat'controls, in contrast, bave.reniairiedfat more wide~prea&After, the Se~ond 
World War, only Switzerland, c;artada a~J;.'the United States adopted. open capital 
regimes. Otherrichcountries maintained strict controls; many, indeed, stiffened them . 
. during the 1960s. and 1970s; Those were.the.days when you' hadto getyom passport 
stamped to receive foreigrt-curiency hpfes:, a~ d. when British tourists in. France. took 
~rongthyirown toe>dto save on 12redous ffanc·s. i>nven parttyby te~hni~al: innovation . 

. that ~ender~d such controis increasingly ineffective:, and partly by a g~owing vogue 
for freeJl}arkets, mosfadvanced e~onoinies dismantled the controls in the 1980s and 
early 1990s.~ · . · . 

. . 

In developing countries, however, the trend has been less uniform. Latin American 
countries had relatively few controls during the 1960s; they imposed manifold 
restrictions during the debt crisis of the 1980s to build up foreign-currency reserves; 
and then took them off rapidly from the iate 1980s. Asian countries began to loosen 
capital controls in the 1980s, a trend that ac~elerated in the1990s. The IMP's figures 
show that in 1997' 144 countries still had controls on foreign direct investment, and 

• • 0 ~ 

that 128 regulated international financial-market transactions in some way. 
Nonetheless~ the ull.mistakable trend.has 'oeen towards fewer capital controls 

Governments have also l~amt that capit~lcontrols do not work.wc;!U iind can have 
undesirable consequences. Lat~n America's controls, in the 1980s did little to keep 
mon'ey. at home but a lot to detei: forelg11 investment, Controls .helped to feed 
corruption,: as bureaucrats wer~ empowered to de~ermine who would' be exempted . 
from them,· And:·as governments have.· gradually liberalised domestic financial 

· ~markets·, restricting access t? foreign I1larkets has seemed increasingly anachronistic. 
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The perception regarding the money neutrality proposition, however, underwent a 
significant change with the Keynesian revolution, which emphasised that noniinal 
wages are relatively more rigid than prices, so that an increase in money supply will 
decrease ,real wages and brhig down unemployment. This idea was later given an 
empirical justification by A WPhilips through his celebrated Philips curve relationship 
between the wage rate or inflation rate and tile unemployment rate. 

I 
In India, our experience shows that money demand function is a stable function of 
select variables and it can be used to reasonably predict inflation. Several statistical 
functions of the demand for money estimated by _using the equilibrium and 
disequilibrium analysis provide overwhelming evidenc~ on the long run stability of 
the money demand function. A recent study conducted by the Development 
Research Group (DRG) of Reserve Bank of India which specifically tested the 
impact of financial deregulation in the Indian economy on the demand for money 
in the co integration framework stated that "there exists. a long-run relationship 
between money and its determinants namely exchange rate, interest rate, inflation 
rate and real output" [Parikh 1994]. Another study conducted by DRG stated that 
"cointegration tests confirm that broad money stock, output and prices have stable 
long-run linkages. 

A question has come for debate on capital account liberlization (CAL) particularly 
after the South-East Asian crisis as to whether CAL automatically lead to attract 
foreign investment 

For Instance, many African countries, in the recent past, have adopted full CAL but 
global capital is yet to flow there. On the other hand, China attraCted over $63 billion 
worth of foreigri capital in 1997, much of it as long-term foreign directjnvestment 
(FDI), without full capital account liberalization. Japan maintained high-speed 
growth in the 1950s and 1960s without full CAL. Similarly, South Korea enjoyed 
rapid development with government controlled financial markets in the 1970s and 
1980s. The present financial crisis in Korea.can be attributed to the decision by its 
authorities to remove controls and restrictions on the borrowing and lending by 
domestic and international financial institutions, in exchange for the membership of 
OECD~2. Furthermore, countries such as China and India have been able to survive 
the contagion effects of the South-East Asian crisis because of not adopting capital 
account convertibility (CAC). However India is gradually proceeding on the path of 
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capital account liberalization in a phased manner. The budget proposal in the Union 
Budget for 2001-02 contains a number of proposals allowing Indian companies to 
invest abroad up to $ 50 million on an annual basis through automatic route and to 
acquire shares of foreign companies up to an amount of $100 million by utilizing the 
proceeds of ADRs/GDRsn. 

In a recent study carried out by Dani Rodrik of Harvard University, it nas been pointed 
out that free capital mobility had no significant impact on the economies of almost 
100 countries (development and developed) during 1975-1989 for which the capital 
account was free o:f restrictions24

• According to this study, there is. no evidence to 
suggesJ that countries withou~ capita] controls have grown faster, invested more or 
experienced low inflation. 

Some economists are arguing in favour of some form of controls on global financial 
flows. Even those economists,. who have been vocal supporters· of the "free market" 
ideology, are arguing for the need for capital controls. These economists include Paul 
Krugman of MIT, Jeffery Sachs of Harvard, Joseph Stiglitz of the World Bank and 
Jagdish Bhagwati. In its latest Trade and Development Report 1998, the United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has also called for a 
return to capital controls as an indispensable part of the developing countries a~pur . 
against global financial instability and repeated speculative attacks on their currenCies. 
The Report says, "Capital controls are a tried technique for dealing with unstable 
capital movements"25

• Thus, there is a renewed interest in intellectual and political 
circles to reintroduce capital controls as an alternative to the IMF prescriptions. 
Some of the problems that have surfaced in capital markets-such as "herding" and 
"asset bubbles" -and that have been cited by proponents of capital controls rarely 
feature in trade in goods and services. One of the main arguments frequently made 
in favor of controls is that countries with little transparency and weak regulatory 
frameworks are likely to experience problems with macroeconomic management and 
their financial systems in the face of herding behavior (that is, when international 
investors seem to act en masse, blindly following each other in moving large amounts 
of short-term capital into and out of countries). The social costs incurred in such 
situations may outweigh the benefit of free capital movements. This was presumably 
the reason Malaysia reintroduced capital controls in September 1998. 

Would it be appropriate to impose capital controls to avoid future crises? This would 
be like closing the door after the proverbial horse has bolted. Furthermore, capital 
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controls are much less effective in stemming outflows than inflows. It would be more 
effective to deal boldly with the underlying problems in the financial and corporate 
sectors and to create the right environment so that when capital inflows resume they . . .· 
can be used productively. After all, these countries' easy access toforeign..capital. 
before the crisis contributed significantly to their rapid growth. Even if output in the 
Asian countries declined by, say, 10 percent, their growth over the past twenty years 
would still be impressive. What is important is the appropriate seq~encing of capital 
liberalization, to ensure that a country's financial system is capable of channeling 
capital into productive investment. 

The East and South-EastAsian countries nave to their credit substantial achievements 
in respect of infrastructure and institution building in the pre-reform period, which 
not only helped them to sustain the momentum of growth over a long period by 
simultaneously enabling a large number of the poor tb cross the poverty line but also 
enabled them to withstand the external economic shocks as well as those arising from 
the internal efforts at economic reform and adjustment to the changing economic 
environment. Fo~ example, already in 1980, the saving rate in East Asia at 30% of 
GDP was much higher than iri most countries of the world (World Bank, 1990a). The 
growth rates in GDP in East Asia over the sixties and the seventies at 7.9% and 6.5% 
respectively represented the highest recorded in the world. Further, agricultural 
growth rates in the post -green revolution but pre-adjustment period, i.e:, during 1965-
80, were far above population growth rates in this region ranging between 3.2% for 
East Asia to 4.6% for Thailand and Philippines (World Bank 1990, p.181). 
Tariffs on capital flows could take various forms, (i) They could be levied through 
non-interest-bearing reserve requirements, whereby interest would accrue to the 
central bank. (Chile had such requirements for a number of years but abolished them 
in September 1998), (ii) Tariffs could also be levied as a proportionate tax on capital 
inflows and outflows. Transaction taxes that aim to discourage short-term flows 
relative to long-term follows are called. These levies would need to be applied in such 
a manner that they temper volatility without insulating the domestic economy from 
iriternational markets and without raising financing costs during crises, (iii) Dual-or-_ 
multiple-exchange-rate systems whereby different exchange rates are applied to 
different types of capital movements are also conceivable, but experience with such 
systems has been unsatisfactory. 

Given the fact that the recent financial crises are the outcome of international 
financial liberalization and increased global capital mobility, there is a greater need 
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for regulation and supervision at national, regional and international levels. It is 
increasingly acknowledged by the policy makers that unless proper regulatory 
control mechanisms are developed, we will continue to witness greater financial 
turmoil in the world26 

.. 

The 'holy trinity' .of monetary policy consists of fixed exchange rates, perfect capital 
mobility and independent monetary policy. Governments would love to have all 
three, butbeing holy, it is unobtainable for mere mortals; the result is the well-known 
tri-lemma of international monetary policy. In reality, capital mobility is not perfect, 
so a nation with a fixed rate can get a bit of day-light between domestic and foreign 
interest rates. The degree of independence depends. upon some combination of the 
restrictiveness of capital controls and the size of the country's reserves. As capital 
controls have eroded, the size of potential foreign exchange flows has come to eclipse 
all conceivable levels of official intervention. Consequently, the holy trinity has . 
become more unobtainable (Eichengreen 1996). 

Vulnerability of Indian Economy to Financial Crisis 

The experience of Mexico and South-East Asian economies shows that financial 
crises followed financial reforms and globalisation. The macroeconomic theory tells · 
us that there are certain standard indicators of vulnerability to economic crises. The 
traditional factol's/indicators of vulnerability include slow growth of real GDP, 
external indebtedness, large current account deficit, volatile exchange rate, high 
inflation rate and public sector deficits. These are presented in Appendix 1. Data 
reveal that in the recent financial crises in Mexico and East Asian countries, many of 
these traditional factors are generally not found significant. The recent experience of 
financial crises show that current account deficits by themselves have not been 
helpful in predicting crises. While the accepted rule of thumb that a current account 
deficit more than 5 percent as an indicator of vulnerability is often used, no empirical 
evidence supports it. Further, it is revealed that the deterioration of current account 
balance in the East Asian countries was associated with a significant .increase in 
investment rate without a corresponding increase in saving rates. Other factors 
identified in the Asian crises of 1997 include real exchange rate appreciation and loss 
of competitiveness, deteriorating currency exposure, short -term indebtedness, lending 
books, weak quality of bank portfolios, and financial sector weaknesses. Data is 
presented in Appendix 2. A comparative analysis of major macroeconomic variables 
for major Asian· countries includi~g India is presented below in Table-XI. The 
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indicators of vulnerability show that the Indian economy is comparatively worse off 
in terms of its real fiscal deficit as a percentage of GDP and external debt-service as 
a ratio ofits exports. Over the years, the. proportion of hot money flows to the foreign 
exchange reserves of India has been steadily increasing. It increased from 37.5 
percent in 1994 to 53.5 percent in 1997 and further to 78.8 percent by February 
199827

• This figure is very high as compared to a maximum of 60 percent recomme~ded 
by the CAC committee. (Agarwal R. N~-2000) 

Table-XI 

........................... ~~-~~~~~~ .. 1§.~~~-l_!.l.i_~ .. !r.:-.c:J.i.~~-!.~ ... f!f.~~-i-~.r.t .. i§~f!~l_!.l.i_~~-· .. 1.~.~-~:::~.?. .......................................................... .. 
······················T····· (.'\Y~.'?.9~· ~-p~rc:€;!11~9.~ ()f§PPt 

ReaiGDP. InflatiOn Dam. Govt. r.0.?. 9.r:?.~. Dam. 
................. .......................... ........•....•. . ............. .. ········-··········· 

rate .saving fiscal1 rate credit 
rate De f. growth rate 

India 6.4 8.4 23.7 -9.6 16.1 12.3 
China 11.0 11.4 . 41.6 1.9 12.3 18.2 
Indonesia 7.2 8.8 29.1 0.7 23.7 22.1 
S.Korea 7.3 5.0 34.2 0 16.7 16.3 
Malaysia· 8.5 3.6 36.6 1.9· 14.8 14.2 
Philippines 4.3 7.7 19~3 -1.2 24.7 55.5 
Thailand 6.6 5.2 33.8 1.6 15.2 22.2 
Source: International Monetary Fund, International financial statistics, 1997. 
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India is in a peculiar position with regards to a financial crisis. We have committed 
ourselves to capital account ccti1Yertibility and there is a definite dependence on 
foreign funds. Not just direct foreign investment and Euro funds, but also foreign 
portfolio funds, which have virtually become a decisive factor in buoying the 
domestic capital markets. The Government is already talking about opening up its 
own debt market for foreign investment, which though a good solution could 
nevertheless be destabilizing. In such a situation, it does make sense to talk of 
devising some warning signals, which could serve as useful signposts for heralding 
a CriSIS. 

India has pr~blems, but they are different from Asia's and they remain exactly the 
same as they were before the Asian crisis. This nation is no Asian "tiger" with a fast
paced economy open to such destabilizing factors as currency speculation and global 
price cyclicality. India is a slow moving giant a vast, complex, diverse nation that 
neither could nor should attempt to behave, as have some of the less multidimensional 
economies of Asia. India's pace is not that of a tiger, but of an elephant. That is the 
image for India: the elephant will march unceasingly on, crushing the jungle in its 
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path by the force of its size and inevitable progress and arriving perhaps more slowly 
but also more securely at the freedom of the other side. 

The most fundamental structural difference in the economy and business environment 
oflndia compared to those of the wounded Asian tigers is that India's vast domestic 
market is still largely protected and untapped. It is far less export dependent. In 
addition, its corporations are insulated from the true competitive force of free 
international trade; in that sense, it is more like China than like the South-East Asian 
countries. Also, in contrast to the slowdown expected among Asian economies, 
India's macroeconomic situation is stable, with inflation and interest rates low and 
growth trends actually improving. It is revealing to note that India's equity market 
was the least hit within the region by the turmoit (Datta Soumilya and Patel Shanat 
1997). 

Lessons from South-East Asian C'urrency Crisis 

Whaf are the major lessons learned from the crisis? First, sound macroeconomic 
fundamentals do not suffice to achieve sustained economic growth. Structural fa~tors 
have played a much more decisive role in the Asian crisis. Second, for developing 
economies to reap the benefits of an open capital account, greater attention should 
be paid to the institutional capacity in the financial sector and to the sequencing of 
financial sector reforms. Third, it is vital to develop domestic capital markets in the 
region. This is particularly true as the region has a lot of savings. A well functioning 
capital market can mobilize long -term capital and encourage more efficient allocation 
of resources under market scrutiny. Fourth, the Asian crisis poses a new challenge to 
the international financial system. What is needed is essentially a system that enables 
international financial institutions to back up the ailing countries with sufficient 
amount of-liquidity, so that the governments can concentrate on structural reforms, 
especially on restructuring of their weak financial and corporate sectors, without 
unduly contracting the real economies. There is also a need to prepare an architecture 
to monitor international capital flows, whose reversal has proven to be devastating 
for capital receiving countries. Monitoring mechanisms should be enhanced not only 
at the national level, but also at the regional level to stave off the risks of 
contagion. 

When the Mexican meltdown hit the markets in December 1994, forcing a virtual 
collapse of the Mexican peso, the first thought among most market players was the 
possibility of more countries encountering the same crisis. A fundamental point is 
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that a large trade or current account deficit cannot persist for more than a few years, 
and in any case cannot be financed by private capital flows from abroad. The best 
form of private capital flows is direct investment in plant and factories.- Such 

. . 
i~vestments are les~ likely to be withdraw~, even though while the composition of 
capital inflows· can provide information. about their causes, it is often difficult to 
distinguish between foreign direct investment flows artd portfolio investment flows, 
especially in theshorttermdngeneral, an incr~a~e in money demand:is likely to 
attract short-term portfolio investment, whereas other changes, such as an increase 

. . . . . . 

in the domestic-rate of return on capital, willtend to attract longer-term foreign direct 
investment. In these cases1 als<\theremay be long delays between the stimulus and 
theinflow of ~apital, depe~ding, airiongoJhe~things, ofi,the re&ulatory environment 

-and absorptive capacity of the recipient co:untry. Thus, an increase in the domestic 
productivity of capital may -Initially lead to iarget portfolio inflows and only later 
attract greater, am<;mnts of foreign directjp.vestment. 

. . . ' . . . .. . - ; - . . 

Capital inflows to developing e~onom~es ate mai~Iy due to a) better economic -
· ·- : .,,prospe~tive In th~ host countries and b) a siowd~wn ~f economic· activities. irt the 

capital exporting countries. However there are certain_ problems imbedded with 
the ~apital inflows-: i) appreciation of the teal exchange rate, ii) larger trade deficits, 
iii) higher inflation and iv) Dutch disease (see notes)problems,. which are also known 

. . . 

as the side effects of capital inflows, and therefore, there is a need to manage capital 
inflows to minimize their detetrnental effects particularly in the wake of the Mexican 
crisis of December 1994, and the South Asian currency crisis of 1997 and the 
impelling dangers of "Tequilla effect" on the neighbouring countries. 

. _.;~-

The annual volume of fresh inflows may fluctuate. The worst form of capital flows 
is short ~term debt capital. The initial reaction was to look around for other economies 
with similar track records ot currencies that had remained strong over sustained 
periods on account of capital inflows, leading, to 'growirig trade and current account 
deficits. The domino effect on some Latin American and East Asian economies was 
visible fbr a short while,. rind centr~l banks had to briefly pull out aU stops to prevent 
their currenci~s going the Mexican way: ~atel~, th,ere have been signs of similar crisis 
situations emerging once again in Ea~t Asi'a; · 

- . 
The problems that can be created by an e·xcessiye reliance on capital flows, in an· 
environment of lax macro-ec~nomic polides; was dramatically illustrated by the 
crisis that suddenly hit Mexico ·on De-cember 20, 1994; Within a fe~ days, investor 

- ' ' ''. 
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confidence in Mexico, which was one of the largest recipients of foreign private 
capital, all but disappeared. There was panic in foreign exchange markets after the 
. sudden devaluation of the peso on December 20, and the exchange rate collapsed to 
half its value within a few days.ln 1993, Mexico had attracted foreign capital inflows. 
of $29 billion, which exceeded the current account deficit by nearly $6 billion. By 
March 1995 it had depleted its entire foreign exchange reserves of $28 billion. 

As the East Asian financial crisis worsens, many economists have singled out the 
inefficient use of capital as the main culprit. 

The lessons that can be learned from the present financial crisis are not new. We have 
known all along that within an environment that is free from political and bureaucratic 
interference, capital will always be put to its most efficient use. 

With their economies booming on the back oflarge inflows of foreign capital and low 
bank interest rates, many Asian governments felt they could afford to ignore the issue 
of financialliberalisation. Now it has been thrust into the limelight. The region-wide 
financiaL crisis t,hat is plunging once high-flying Asian economies into despair must 
force a rethink in economic policies... ~ 

Crises are inevitable. As long as there are financial markets, there will be boom and 
bust cycles. But vulnerability to crises can be limited. 

First, better information is needed so that situations can be· monitored and actions 
taken in a timely fashion. Had the rest of the world known how weak these countries' 
financial systems were, something could have been done sooner. Similarly, had the 
IMF known how rapidly international reserves were falling in Thailand, and 
subsequently in Korea, policy adjustments could have been made earlier. 

Second, the fin~ncial sector plays a critical role in all boom-bust cycles-in 
developed and developing countries alike. It is essential that appropriate prud~ntial 
and supervisory procedures be in place and that banks be in a position to assess risk. 
Financial sector reforms are therefore extremely important. 

Third, one very important lesson that has emerged from this crisis is that it is a mistake 
for a country to have a fixed exchange rate unless its authorities are prepared to do 
what it takes-that is, in addition to pursuing sound macroeconomic policies, it needs 
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to have a healthy banking system and a strong reserve position that can withstand a 
defensive rise in interest rates to fend off speculators. But few countries can maintain 
a fixed exchange rate when things go wrong. 

\ 

Fourth, capital market liberalization must be undertaken with care. The problem in 
the Asian countries was not that they liberalized their capital accounts but that the 
sequencing was· wro_ng and that liberalization was only partial.. Most of these 
countries liberalized short -term capital inflows before foreign direct investment, 
when they should have done it the other way around. Furthermore, although capital 
inflows were liberalized, the financial system remained closed to competition from 
outside. The combination of partial liberalization and structural rigidities meant that 
capital was invested without due regard to risk: . 

Summary and Conclusions 

The growing threat. of global crisis is fueling a debate over the means available to 
contain and resolve it, as well as over the ways in which countries can protect 
themselves from its consequences. The world economy has become so closely 
integrated that n?t only do countries need to ensure that they manage their own 
economies well; they must also be ready to anticipate, and adapt to, economic 
mismanagement elsewhere. We have yet to agree on a set of rules to manage 
international ·capital flows. Those described here would go far toward helping 
countries gauge the risks they faced in capital markets by making acceptable behavior 
transparent and by bringing to the surface some of the problems capital flows have 
posed for countries with proper economic fundamentals. 

'· . Just as the spectre of contagion has led us to advocate a lender of last resort endowed 
with resources commensurate with the scale of potential systemic threats, the 
prospect of efficient arbitrage channeling capital flows to economies on a scale that 
far exceeds their size must be confronted . 

.• 
Ways must be found to bring those inflows to a sustainable level. This calls for the 
lender of last resort to exercise surveillance over capital flows to ensure that sound 
policies are in pl~ce in the countries in which the capital flows originate, so that their 
scale and direction do not reflect policy inadequacies. This is a key task for 
international surveillance and it will require an analysis and understanding of the 
factors underlyi~g global capital flows. More generally, it will also require those 
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countries with the most influence in the world economy to accept responsibility for 
ensuring its stability, including in -the domain of capital flows~ 

Maintaining order in the world economy in the absence of a global authority is a hard 
challenge. If we are to meet it, we need to acknowledge that all countries are part of 
the global society. Establishing universally applicable orderly norms is not the same 
as asking individual countri~s to bend to outside pressure. On the contrary, such a 
common endeavorwill benefit everyone. In the words of Jose Ortegay Gas set: "Order 
is not a pressure which is imposed on society from without, but an equilibrium which 
is set up from within." 

To a large exten~, these countries were the victims of. their own success. Because of 
their strong economic performance throughout the early 1990s, the Asian countries 
were in denial when problems began to surface: Believing they were immune to the 
type of crisis that erupted in Latin America in the 1980s because they did not have the 
large fiscal deficits, heavy public debt burdens, rapid monetary expansion, and 
structural impediments that had made Latin America vulnerable, the Asian countries 
did not deal in earnest with their emerging problems until too late, 

Tha~land's story is very telling in this regard. The problems in Thailand started in 
1996. The IMF wai:ned the authorities in early 1997 of the impending foreign 
exchange crisis, but it was difficult to convince them of the seriousness of the 
emerging problei_TIS. The warning was not made public, of course, given the strong 
risk that such a move could precipitate the very crisis it was intended to avoid. 

Moreover, the ~F was not aware of the full extent of Thailand's problems at the 
time, because the baht was initially supported by heavy intervention in the forward 
market. Not knowing that virtually all of Thailand's international reserves had 
already been committed in the forward market, the IMP believed they were adequate
until mid-1997, when the country's usable reserves were nearly depleted and the 
authorities came to the IMP for help. Similarly, the IMF was not awar~ that 
Korea's foreign exchange reserves had been virtually used up until it was called to 
the scene. 

The underlying causes of the Asian crisis have been clearly identified. First, 
substantial foreign funds became available at relatively low interest rates, as 
investors in search of new opportunitie;;; shifted massive amounts of capital into 
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Asia. As in all boom cycles, stock and real estate prices in Asia shot up initially, 
so the region attracted even more funds. However, domestic allocation of these 
borrowed foreign resources was inefficient because of weak banking systems, poor 
corporate governance, and a lack of transparency in the financial sector. These 
_countries' limited absorptive capacity also contributed to the inefficient allocation of 
foreign funds. Second, the countries' exchange rate regimes~xchange rates were 
effectively fixed-. gave borrowers a false sense of security, encouraging them to take 
on dollar-denominated debt Third, in the countries affected by the crisis, exports 
were weak in the mid-1990s for a number of reasons, including the appreciation of 
the U.S. dollar against the yen, China's devaluation of the yuan in 1994, and the Ioss 
of some markets. following the establishment of the Nmth American Free Trade 
Agreement (NAFTA}. 

The massive capital inflows and weakening exports were reflected in widening 
current account deficits. To make matters worse, a substantial portion ofthe capital 
inflows was in the form' of short-term borrowing, leaving the countries vulnerable to 
external shocks. 

It is clear, with the benefit of hindsight that this situation was "just a big accident 
waiting to happen"; the only question was what would trigger it. Once the crisis 
broke out in Thailand in July 1997, the Asian countries were all vulnerable. And the 
markets overreacted. The thinking was that if this could happen in Thailand, it :was 
bound to happen in other Asian countries facing, to varying degrees, the same 
problems-weak financial and corporate sectors, a large current account deficit, and 
a heavy external debt burden. Ct~ditors withdrew funds from the region, and the 
crisis spread. 

When these countries approached the IMP for assistance, the most pressing issue 
initially was to provide them with adequate financing to deal with the liquidity crisis 
created by the sudden flight of capital and the collapse of their currencies, and to give · 
confidence to the market. The IMP provided the biggest loans in its history, while 
arranging for additional financing from other countries in the region as well as from 
the Group of Seven countries. 

Crises are inevitable. As long as there are financial markets, there will be boom and 
bust cycles. But vulnerability to crises can be limited. 
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First, better information is needed so that situations can be monitored and actions 
taken in a timely fashion. Had the rest of the world known how weak these countries' 
financial systems were, something could have been done sooner. Similarly, had the 
IMF known ho\¥ rapidly in~emationai reserves were falling in Thailand, and 
subsequently in Korea, policy adjustments could have been made earlier. 

Second, the financial sector plays a critical role in all boom-bust cycles-in 
developed and developing countries alike. It is essential that appropriate prudential 
and supervisory procedures be irt place and that banks be in a position to assess risk. 
Financial sector reforms are therefore extremely important. 

Thim:lr, one very important lesson that has emerged from this cdsis is that it is a 
mistake for a country to have a fixed exchange rate unless its authorities are prepared 
to do what it takes-that is, in addition to pursuing sound macroeconomic policies, 
it needs to have a healthy banking system and a strong reserve position that can 
withstand a defe~sive rise in interest rates to fend off speculators. But few countries 
can maintain a fixed exchange rate when things go wrong. 

Fourth, capital market liberalization must be undertaken with care. The problem in 
the Asian countries was not that they liberalized their capital accounts but that the 
sequencing was wrong and -that liberalization was only partial. Most of these 
countries liberalized short-term capital inflows before foreign direct investment, 
when they should have done it the other way around. Furthermore, although capital 
inflows were liberalized, the financial system remained closed to competition from 
outside. The combination of partial liberalization and structural rigidities meant that 
capital was invested without due regard to risk. 

Would it be appropriate to impose capital controls to avoid future crises? This would 
be like closing the door after the proverbial horse has bolted. Furthermore, capital 
controls are much less effective in stemming outflows than inflows.lt would be more 
effective to deal boldly with the underlying problems in the financial and corporate 
sectors and to create the right environment so that when capital inflows resume they 
can be used productively. After all, these countries' easy access to foreign capital 
before the crisis contributed significantly to their rapid growth. Even if output in the 
Asian countries declined by, say, 10 percent, their growth over the past twenty years 
would still be impressive. What is important is the appropriate sequencing of capitaL 
liberalization, to ensure that a country's financial system is capable of channeling 
capital into productive investment. 
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The abrupt reversals in economies that were hitherto deemed miraculous have · 
challenged the conventional wisdom that it is a good thing to let capital move freely 
across borders. Popular sentiment in much of East Asia blames the present crisis on 
the sudden and destabilising withdrawal of foreign capitat. Perhaps, it is suggested, 
things would have been calmer if less capital had been allowed to enter in the first 
place. 

For years, it has been debated in the governments of developing countries that 
financial liberalization is essential for prosperity. Instead of discouraging foreign 
investors, and crafting rules to stop local capital from fleeing abroad, they were 
advised to open up. The theory was that this would give them access to global savings 
they could then invest in order to grow fasteri. When Mexico and South Korea sought 
to join the OECD, the group of rich economies, they were pushed to open up their 
capital markets further. Most economists are still wedded to the idea that international 
capital flows are desirable in principle. Indeed, Asia itself seemed until recently to 
have proved the case. As the East Asian countries erased capital controls during the __ 
1990s, they enjoyed huge inflows of foreign money, amounting to 5-10% ofGDP (see 
chart}, which went hand-in-hand with fast growth. With their subsequent ctash, 
however, has come a recognition that free-flowing capital can throw up unforeseen 

··difficulties. In retrospect Alan Greenspan, the chairman of America's Federal 
Reserve, confessed, "it is clear that more investment monies flowed into these 
economies than could be profitably employed at reasonable risk." In an ideal 
economic system, this should not happen. Seeing that capital was producing a poor 
return in Asia, investors would put their money elsewhere. But real financial 
markets are more complex than the textbook models. Investors are erratic, swayed by 
waves of excessive optimism followed by waves of excessive pessimism. And it is 
impossible to eliminate moral hazard, which causes people to take excessive risks in 
the expectation that a central bank or the IMF will bail them out when things go 
wrong. These factors can mean that market forces do not allocate capital perfectly 
around the world. 

Stanley Fischer (1998) has stressed the need for opening up the long-term 
investment before the short term flows. According to him, "Although country 
circumstances differ, the general advice on international financial sector 
liberalization is· first to open to longer-term investment, particularly foreign 
direct investment, and only to open at the short end when the necessary 
preconditions, in the form of macroeconomic stability and a strong banking 
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and financial system, are in place. This was not the path chosen in Korea and 
Thailand. It needs also to be emphasized that lenders need to- consider 
carefully the environment into which they are lending." 

Asia's crisis' occurred despite a benign international economic environment, 
with low international interest rates and solid global growth in output and 
trade, and unlike the Mexican pe·so devaluation in 1994 or the debt crisis of 
the 1980s, the main factor in the crisis involved private sector financial 
decisions not public sector borrowing. The cause of the crisis reflects the 
huge shift in recent years from private-to-public sector capital flows towards 
private-to-private. sector flows. 

"The general failure to predict the severity of the crisis owes much to the fact that 
analysts focused excessively on traditional indicators of sovereign risk, such as high 
savings and low inflation, and paid too little attention to indicators of business risk, 
such as high leverage, and maturity and currency mismatches," said Uri Dadush, head 
of the World Bank's Development Prospects Group . 

... · .... P.P~Ildi)( 1: S()!l1eTr~cji~ioi1Clll11tiiC::I!()r~ ()fVul~rat>ility 
( in perceQtage)-

Rnancial Yea~ -- 1995 1996 1997 
Country Real GDP Growth 
India 7.6 7.8 5.0 
China 10.5 9.6 8.8 
Indonesia 8.2 8.0 4.7 
S. Korea· 8.9 7.1 5.5 
Malaysia 9.5 8.6 8.1 
Phnippines 4.8 5.7 5.1 
Thailand 8.8 5.5 -0.4 

Inflation Rate (CPI Based) 
India 9.6 8.8 7.0 
China 16.9 8.3 2.9 
lnaonesia 9.4 8.0 6.5 
S. Korea 4.5 5.0 4.4 
Malaysia 8.1 8.4 5.4 
Philippines 5.3 3.6 2.7 
Thailand 5.8 5.9 

Debt/GOP Ratio 1994 1995 1996 
India 33.1 30 26.3 
China 14.7 14.3 20.0 
Indonesia 55.6 54.7 48.4 
S. Korea 14.0 
Malaysia 39.7 39.9 38.5 
Philippines 57.7 54.2 48.3' 
Thailand' 33.2 34.1 42.6' 
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Fiscal 
······················-·············· .......................... 

Balance/GOP 
India -4.9 -4.7 -5.5 
China -1.0 -0.9 -0.7 
Indonesia. 2.2 1.2 o,3 
S. Korea · 0.3 O.t 0.6 
Malaysia 0.9 0.7 1.8 
Ph~ippines. 0.6 Oc3 0.1 
Thailand 2.9 2.3 1.6 
Source : International F111ancial Statistics, International Rnance Corporation, 

.1Mf!~~~~:............ .......................... ....... ....................................................................... . , ................... . 

...................................................................... ... ~p~ndix 2:. Ot~~r lndl.~~.!~~~. of.Y'::I'.'.:I.I:l.rability __________ ............................................. :.: ............................ . 

India 
China 
Indonesia 

Malaysia 
Philippines 
Thailand: 

India 
China 
Indonesia 
S. Korea 
Malaysia 
Philippines 
Thailand 

India 
China 
Indonesia 
S. Korea 
Malaysia 
Philippines 
Thailand 

India 
China 
Indonesia 
S. Korea 
Malaysia 
Philippines 
Thailand 

Current Account Deficit 
lis% ofGDP 

Short-term Ext./debt/Total ext. debt 

At the end 

....................... gfthe 
financial year 

1995· 1996. 
-1.7 -1.2 
0.2 0.9 
-3.4 -3.4 
-1.9 -4.7 
-9.7 -5.0 
-2.7 -4.7 
-7.9 -7.9 

1995 1996 
4.3 5.5 
18.9 19.7 

20.9 25.0 
21.2 27.8 
13.4 19.3 
49.4 41.4 

1997 
-1.6 
3.2 
-1A 
-t.8 
-5.3' 
-5.3' 
-2.0! 

1997 
7.2 
2.0 

11.5 

······················································-·-··············· ···················-·······-i·-·················································································~·-·········-·················-~·-········ 

Short-term Ext./debt/Foreign Reserves 1995 1996 1997 
16.9 23.2 25.5 
27.5 22.3 
173 165 182 

214 
29.5 39.3 62.0 
70.0 68.5 
111 99 153 

Real Exchange Rate 1990=1 00 . 1994 1995 1996 
75.6 79.4 76.3 

92 89 80.· 
91' 88 88 
86 84 78 
62 63 56 
89 . 87 80 
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Debt-Service to Exports 1995 1996 1997 
India 37.0 33.7 32.5 
China 7.3 6.7 9.8 
Indonesia 32.6 34.2 ~·39.5 

S. Korea· 
Mala~sia 6.0 6.9. 6.2 
Phifippines 16.1 12.7 11.7 
Thailand 11.4 . 12.3 15.6 

Growth Rate of Exports 1995 1996 1997 
India 20.3 2.1· -5.1. 
China 24.9 20.9 0.5 
Indonesia 13.3 7.9 0~7 

S. Korea 31.2 6.7 -4.9 
Mala~sia 26.1· 6.0 -1.1:.4, 
Phifippines 29.4 22.8 16.9: 
Thailand 24.8 3.8 -6.6: 

--~-C?.l:.l.f.~.:('-.~!.~~-_I?.~~~-I<?.P..~.f!.!..9.1J..!'9..C?.~? ... ('-.I?..§? .... ~ .. §~_f:l_c __________________ .. _. _______ .J ...................................... ;: ..... ______ ....................... _ ....................... _: 

Non-performing loans/total loans 1995 1996 1997 
India For public sector banks only 19.5 17.3 16.0 
China 22.0 22.5· 
Indonesia 3.1 3.8 
R Korea 0.9 0.8 
Malaysia 5.5 3,9 
Philippines 
Thailand 7.7 

.~9':1E~.l:'.:.~.IC?..I:>.~I..I?..~~~I.C?.P~r:'.! .. f.if!(3'::1~·-Y.YC?.Ei9§<3f.:l!S ... ~ .. ~~-~; .. ('-~i9.f.:IP.~Y~IC?.P.~r:'.!..9'::1.!ic:>.5?..~J.~.~~:; ... 
International F111ancial Statistics, International Monetary Fund, 1999; Economic Survey, 
Govt. of India 1998-99. 

················-····························"''""'''''''''''"''''''''''''"'''"""""''"'''"'""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"''"''''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''i''''''"''""'''''''''"''''''"'"'""i"•••·················"''''"''''''''''''''-'''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''"'''""'' 
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C HAP'FE R~VIU . 
. ·• , . 

. COMPARATIVE. ANALYSIS OF INDIA, CHINA,. 
MEXICO, AND SOUTH-EAST' ASIAN COUNTRIES: 

China and India: Comparative Study on E~onomic Reforms, 
. . . . . ' 

The reform strategy of China has been different from that of India and very different 
from that of Asian economies and some other countries. The Chinese did not show 
any haste or anxiety in thdr action and refused to be pressurized in whatever they did 
even. if the rest of the world· including, tlie US critieized them. Price controls and 
regulations functioned al~ng with fre,e market prices·. The result was that the 
common man was given protection against inflation, which was allowed in mild. 
dos~s along with increased growth and: investment. 

A comfortable and acceptable legal framework for foreign investors in China was 
created to replace arbitrariness and red tape while sacrificing some authority of the 
central government. Gradually many restrictions were eased and investors were 
induced to come forward. Comparatively speaking, the environment in India was not 
quite satisfactory; it was marked by uncertainty, vagueness and delays. The result was 
a mere trickle of ~I into India in comparison with its flow in China where a body 
of joint venture regulations took care of contentious issues, brought transparency in 
rules, avoided detailed negotiations and improved wage goods availability. 

India's reform strategy cannotbe quite easily compared with thatofChina though that 
is done often. China and some other countries of Indo-China as weli as some of the 
erstwhile republics of USSR had central planning, which was also partlx.true of the 
Indian economy. Like India in 1951, China adopted the Soviet model in 1949 and 
opted for a sort of open door policy in 1978. Her agricultural reforms benefited the 
ruraL -people significantly. This was an important matter. since China had a 
predominantly rural economy .. Unlike India where reforms remained a relatively 
unknown q:uentity iri. the rural sect_or, in China, they were welcomed by a large part 
of th~ population. Reforms in: other ~ectors, including foreign trade and investment, 
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were also introduced. These were not accompanied by economic or cultural shocks· 
since the process was slow, steady and graduaL Of course China has still to do a lot 
to cope with its fast modernizing economy because of its antiquated bureaucracy and 
infrastructure. With the gradual opening ofthe closed Chinese economy, increasing 
rural incomes led to an increasing demand for the products of non-agricultural sectors 
which would absorb the surplus rural labor and capital and which now worked for 
more exports. Like China, India too could have gone first for agricultural and then for 

' non-agricultural development Despite the generation of some inflationary and 
cyclical tendencies, the Chinese economy proceeded satisfactorily in spite of 
macroeconomic pressures like the demand for higher government expenditure and 
reduceq inflation, which could jeopardize reforms .. 

We can note that China has given its own colour and shape to reforms, which are 
marked by politico-economic adventure and an attempt to reorganize the country as 
a majoF politico-economic power, way ahead of that in any other country. It has 
already overtaken Russia and the way it is proceeding, it can overtake the US whose 
superiority is gradually being dimmed, At the same time questions are being raised 
about the very concepts of globalization and liberalization, a path, which some 
countries are treading with caution. 

There was a dramatic decline in absolute poverty in China from about one-third to less 
than one-tenth of total population in a short period of seven years between 1978 and 
1985 following economic liberalization. Surprisingly, however, no further reduction 
in poverty was achieved during the second half of the 1980s, and the proportion of 
total population living in absolute poverty stagnated around 9%, despite high overall 
economic growth during that period 1• Much of this remaining poverty is rural, as the 
head-count ratio for the rural sector was 11.5% in 1990 as against 0.4% for the urban 
sector. Further, absolute poverty is now almost entirely restricted to resource
deficient remote vpland areas in the interior provinces of northern, northwestern and 
southwestern China, where poverty persists on account of low productivity of land, 
despite the poor enjoying the land-use rights. In India on the other hand the head
count poverty r~tio has gone up during the reform period, from 35.04 in 1990-91to 
38.46 in 1997 in rural areas and from 35.11 to 37.23 in the country as a whole but the 
urban poverty has gone down during this period from 35.29 to 33.972

. However a 
recent survey of National Sample Survey Organisation of Govt. of India3 indicates 
that there is a significant decline in poverty estimates on the basis of a 30-day recall 
of household consumer expenditure. The survey data indicate that the poverty on all 
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India level has gone down during the refonn period from 36% in 1993-94 to ~6% in 
1999-2000 and ~e rural poverty has gone dowri from 37.3% to 27.1% during this 
period against the urban poverty from 36% to 23.3% 

' .. 

Common Fe~tures and Experiences 

China and India have much more in comll10ll than demographic and economic size. 
A number of factors make comparative a11alysis potentially rich. First, both countries 
are attempting simultaneously but independently to liberalize disfi.mctional systems. 
of central planning, state ownership and government regulation, which have been 
created in the four decades of democratic .socialism in India and of communism in: 
China. Both have carried through a significant measure of market reforms in industry, 
the financial sector, trade and foreign inv~stment rules (and; in China, agriculture} . 
. Both are also gradualists in their approach td economic reform4. Second, both are 
generating a form oftransitional capitalism :which has distinctive characteristics~ one 
is a large state sector which is as y~t on· the whole untouched by privatization but is · 

· being 'commercialized' and is contracting in rei~tive, if not absolut_e terms; another 
is fierc~1y competitive family-based; private busi11ess-though the concept of 'private' 

. business in China is still legally murky~ Inboth cases, but especially in China, there 
are substantial injections of capital and business organization from the large 'family 

\ conglomerates' of the Indian and Chinese Diasporas. 

The legitimacy and durability of India's political -~ystem is not in doubt but it has 
imposed considerable constraints on the economic refonn process. In the words of a 
key refonner: 'gradualism was the inevitable outcome of India's democratic and 

highly pluralistic society in which refonns ~an only be implemented if they are based 
on a sufficiently wide consensus' 5. 

In China, the argument shifted decisively in 1976 with the death of Mao, and the. end 
of the regime of the Gang of Four, The adoption in 1978' of the 'Four Modernizations' 

. . 

slogan provided a framework for a new direction by the Communist Party that 
empha,sized 'great growth in the productive forces which, in rurri, requires diverse 
changes in those.aspects of the productive forces' 6• The decisive1978 meeting of 
the 11th Central Committee cleared the way to domestic policy changes (ownership 
and management reforms, decentralization, price reform) and to opening up of trade 
and .foreign investment, both of which h.ave·since beer1 steadily developed. 
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Although the pressures for liberalization were largely internal (especially in China), 
there was also an external dimension. India has long been exposed to the ideas of its 
aid donors, particularly those of the World Bank, from whom there was growing 
criticism and programme of conditionality. The two oil shocks exposed India's 
external weaknesses, and in the early 1980s a balance-of-payments crisis led it to seek 
and adopt an International Monetary Fund (IMF) programme and to liberalize some 
imports and to promote exports. A further serious external financing crisis in 1991 
forced India back into the arms of the IMF,. to devaluation and to a more radical 
reorientation of policy. For China, too, a key event was an incipient balance-of
payments crisis· in 1978/9, in this case brought about by Mao's successor Hua 
Guofeng, whose attempt at reinstating centrally planned industrialization led to an· 
unmanageable flood of capital goods imports, with no capital inflows or exports to 
pay fOF them. These events helped to catalyse the acceptance of an.' open door' policy. 

China has emerged as a "bastion of: stability" in the Pacific region particularly after 
the South-East Asian crisis, which could not affect its economy. China's foreign 
reserves continue to grow, and tile Chinese currency remains stable with a tendency 
toward appreciation. Most fundamentaliy, China differs from ASEAN in the 
relationship between domestic and foreign financial markets. Most of the massive 
capital inflow China has enjoyed has come in the form of foreign direct investment, 
and the currency is not convertible on the capital account. China h~s relatively little 
exposure to private debt denominated in foreign currency, and the interactions 
between volatility in domestic financial markets and foreign currency markets are 
quite limited. As a result, there is little danger of a downward spiral caused by 
mutually reinforcing volatility in the markets for foreign exchange and domestic 
financial assets. There is thus little danger for the present that China will catch the 
"Thai disease." 

Comparative Analysis of Foreign Direct Investment in Select 
Countries: 

India and China 

China is the major recipient ofFDI amongst the developing countries. China's inflow 
of FDI has increased from an annual average of $4652 million in 1987-1992 to 
$45460 million in 1998 (See Table-I), which is a tenfold increase over a period often 
years. China's early entry into economic reform in 1978 has created proper 
infrastructure and transparent policies for attracting FDI accompanied with 
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economic decentralization. It's share in the developing countries total inflow ofFDI 
has increased from 13.17% in 1987-1992 to 27.40% in 1998. India on the other hand 
which entered late in the economic teform process in mid-1991 has also been 
receiving FD I with consistent increase over the reform period but in comparison with 
China, India's share is very small. India's share in FD] inflow was only $550 million 

- in 1993 which increased to $3351 million in 1997 but has gone down to $2258 million 
in1998i. In terms of percentage it has incteasedfrom0.7% in 1993 to 1.36% in 1998 
amongst the developing countfies tota1 inflow of FD I during these periods. ' 

. ' .. ; 1 ! 

I 

If we look at the FDI inward stock,_ there was stagnanation in India. between 
1980' and 1990 that is during the pre-reform period because the FDI inward 
stock remained unchanged at $1179 million in 1990. However the FD I inward 
stock has gradually increased to $5196 million in 199 5 and to $10973 million 
in 1997 and t~ $13231 milliO'n in 1998:. Thus there is considerable increase in 
FDI inward stock during seven yeats of economic reform in India. China's 
FDI inward stock in 1980 was only $S7 million or practically nil as compared 
to India's $1177 million but it has g,one up with. skyrocketing speed with in
a short period during 1990s from $4305 million in 1985 to $18:.568 billion in 
1990 aQd $261.117bn. in 1998, which is 21.42% of the total FDI inward stock 
of the developing countries total and: 5:.31% ofthe world FDI inward stock 
(See Table III). 

If we compare the FDI inward stock of China as a percentage of its gross domestic 
product, its share has gone up from 1.5% in 1985 to 5.2% in 1990 to 23.5% in 1997 
(See Table III). This shows a very vital role of FDI in China's GDP, India's share 
of FDI inward stock as a percentage of GDP on the other hand is comparatively 
very low, that is 0.4% in 1990 but has gone up to 3.3% in 1997 indicating an __ 

- improvement during the reform period. FDI inflow as a percentage of GDP has also 
increased substantially in China from 0.9% iit.1991 to 4.3% in 1997 (See Table V} 

as against India's 0.1% in 1991 to 0.7% in 1997. The data in Table Vindicates that 
- FDI plays a growingly dominant role in the gross economic activities in China 
whereas in India the role of FDI is very negligible so faF. If we make a comparisons 
of FDI inflow as a percentage of the gross capital fomiation in the two countries, we 

- find that in China it has increased from 4% an annuaF average between 1987-9-2 to. 
14.3% in 1997 (See Table II) whereas inindiaithas gone up from 1% in 1993 to only 
4.2% in 1997 a level where China began in 1987. 
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Thus all the various parameters as given in Table-I to V shows that China is much 
ahead oflndia in attracting FD I. The aggregate effect of the above analysis is reflected 
in an increase in the level of gross domestic investment in China as a percentage of 
GDP from 35% in 1980-89 to 39% in 1990'-96 (See Table VI) as against India where 
the level of gross domestic investment is. very low at 24% during 1990-96 which has 
marginally gone up from the pre-reform period of 22% in 1980:..89. The impact of 
increasing inflow of FDI in China is also visible in the GDP growth rate in China,. 
whichwas9.6%during 1982-91 onaverageandwentupto 14.2%in 1992and 13.5% 
in 1993 (See Table X). An almost double digit GDP growth in the whole 1990, in 
China is really very remarkable achievements of China's economic reforms and its 
positive effects on overall investment climate both domestic and FDI with. a 
considerable effect of increase in the gross domestic products .. 

The comparative studyofFDI inflow between India and China will remain incomplete 
unless we make an analysis of the source of FDI inflow in both the countries. A 
detailed study has been made about India in this respect in Chapter-IV and about 
China in Chapter-V Table-X] of Chapter-IV shows that almost 100% FDI in India 
has come from foreign countries, and non-resident Indians' (NRis') role in India's 

: FDI inflow is almost negligible whereas in case of China almost 60% ofFDI inflows · 
has come from ethnic Chinese residing in Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan and Singap~re 
as evident from Table-VIII and IX, Chapter-V. ~ 

The second noticeable difference in FDI inflow in India is that USA plays the lead 
role with 28.65% oflndia's total FDI inflow followed by several European countries 
contributing 22.84% during the reform period (August 1991-March 1998). The 
other major contributories are Japan (6.88% ), South-East Asian Countries (12.29%) 
and the tax shelter country, namely Mauritius (15.58%). The share of NRis is a 
nominal 0.7%. 

The third important aspect of comparison between the two countries is the period of 
the beginning of reforms. China began reforms in 1978 and started receiving FDI 
from 1979 and up to 1990 China had a gradual and consistent flow of FDI and the 
cumulative flow of FDI over 12 years of initial periods of reforms in China was 
$18.98 billion (1979-90). By this. time China was mature enough to receive FDI 
through its Special Economic Zones (SEZ's) with an open door policy and thus was 
able to exploit the full advantage of surge in FDI inflow to deveroping countries in 
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the decade of 1990s. India on the other hand was .a late comer in mid 1991 when 
economic reforms just began. 

The fourth important point of distinction between India and China is about the nature 
and composition of the flow of foreign investment, which in the case of India 
consisted of FDI and portfolio investment, sharing almost an equal portion in 1996-
97 as evident from Table-VIII Chapter-IV The total foreign investment in India 

·during the reform period (1991-98) was $26.39 billion of which FDI constitute_d _ . 
$10.87 billion and portfolio investment constituted $15.53 billion, which on a rd"ugh 
scale was 60% of the total foreign investment in India. I~ may be pertinent to mention 
that technically money raised by Indian companies through globar depository 
receipts are treated as portfolio investment although the money is utilized in industry 
and is not invested in the secondary market directly~ The money so raised was $6~54 
billion during the said period in India. On the other hand in China the foreign 
investment consist mainly of FDI and portfolio investment has practically no role 
because the concept of stock exchange itself is very new to China and the first stock 
exchange was opened in China in 199 5. The Foreign Institutional Investors have not 
been allowed freedom in the Chinese stock exchange, which is so far mainly 
controlled by state owned enterprises in China. 

Another important point of distinction between the two countries is the actual 
inflow over the approvals granted for investments. In India the actual flow as percent 
of approval was only 21.7% on average during the reform period (1991-1998) as 
evident from Table-XIII Chapter-IV. In case of China the actual inflow is much higher 
and accounted for 69.05% of the approved amount on annual average basis during 
1991-1998 as evident from Table-IV of Chapter-V. 

However, there are certain points of similarities about the role of foreign enterprises 
in India as well as China particularly their negative contribution in the international 
trade. The imports of foreign enterprises (FFEs in China and MNCs in India) are 
far in excess of their exports and sometimes have also exceeded the net inflow 
of funds brought by them. The empirical evidences are available in Table-XIV 
Chapter-IV in case of India and Table-XII & XIII in case of China in Chapter-V. 

Another remarkable similarity is noticed in respect of the impact of FDI inflow on 
external sectors of both the countries, which were solely dependent on externar 
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borrowings for meeting the current account deficit during their pre-reform period. It 
has been observed that in the early periods of reforms-in China more than two-third 
of the foreign capital inflows was in the form of external borrowings between 1979-
1990 which came down to one-fourth of the capital inflow in the later part of the 
reforms in the 1990's as evident from Table-III, Chapter-V in case of China. Similar 
evidences have also been noticed in case oflndia where debt service ratio, debt GDP 
ratio and other vulnerability on external accounts have been considerably reduced 
with increasing foreign exchange reserve, built by inflow of foreign investment 
during the reform period (See Table-XVI and XVII, Chapter-IV). 

China's inward FDI stock was only 5.2% of GDPin 1990 and has grown to 18.8% 
of its GDP in 1995. This indicates that much of China's FDI inflow has come during 
the period 1990-95. At the same time it is seen that Hong Kong China's inward stock 
has gone down during this period from 75% of GDP to 50.6% of GDP and its outward 
FDI stock has increased during the same period from 17.7% to 60.7%. This gives a 

clear indication that after liber~lization of FDI policies in China there is transfer of 
FD I stock from Hong Kong China to Mainland China. Another important feature as 
evident from this table is that during the pre-reform period China had no FDI stock 
whereas in case of India FDI inward stock was in existence since 1980 though India 
went fm economic ·reform in 1991. 

Comparative Analysis of FDI inflow in China and India 
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A detailed study on Mexico has been made in Chapter-VI, which reveals. that 
stabilization and structural adjustment program began in Mexico in early 1980s after 
the debt crisis in 1982. In this respect similar to China, Mexico is also a forerunner 
in the field of economic reforms as compared to India. We have noticed in our studie-s 
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in previous chapters that economic reforms have ~-direct relationship with inflow of 
foreign investment in place of external debts. Almost all developing countries before 
embarking on the J?ath of economic reforms followed the path of inward oriented 
policies and external borrowings were the only maj()F SOUrce of funding their CUFrent 
account deficits. Mexico opened its FDI route throughMaquiladmas in the border 
districts but soon thereafteF atso allowed portfolio i~vestment. in its stock market 
through Foreign Institutional Investors .. Simiiru: to India, foreign investment in .. · ,,.:,." ·-
Mexico consisted both types,. Direct investment and Portfolio investment. 

• - • • • 0 

FD] inflow in Mexico has been much largerh1valu~ as compared to India as is dearly 
evid.ent from the figures given in Tabl~-t Th~)nmial average FIDI in Mexico was 
$.4.310 billion during 1987'-1992 as compared to· a negligible $58' million annual 
average i~ India during this period. The FDI inflow in Merle() during this peribd is 
comparable with Chl~a. which had an. an~ual average· inflow of $4.652 billion 
during ~his period. India had j\ist qegatt'its reforms in mid 1991 _and therefore FDI 
flow in India began only afteF the reforiils process were started. Mexico ''s share in. 

. . . ' '· ~ . . 

the developing countries was 7044% in 1997 as compared to India's 1.94% during: 
that year which was almost four fold'. The. cumulativ~ inflow during '1993-98 in 
Mexico was $60.86billion as against Ind,ia's $ll.70 billion which was more than 
5 times. - · 

India and South-East Asian Countries 
It may be reiterated at the outset that all the countries in South East Asia under study 
had opened foreign investment policies much earlier to India and consequently the 

. : . 

FDI inflow in all those countries were considerably high during late 1980's and 
particularly at the time when India began its reforms in July 1991. Amongst the five 
select countries, the FDI inflow in Malaysia and Thailand were_much higher than 
Indonesia, Korea and Philippines. The annual average infl()W during 1987-1992 in 
Malaysia was $23 87 million and in Thailand $1656 million and in other three 
countries it was below $1000 million as· evid,ent from Table-I. 

There are few discernible and distinguishing featUres ofFD I iiiflow in the South-East 
Asian countries inter se as well as the South-East Asian countries as a whole vis-a-

- -

vis India, which represent the South Asian countries. The first important feature is 
the volume of FDI inflow. If we take th~·total figures of FDI inflow of the- five 
select countries which does not include Singapore it comes to $84L226 billion during 
1993-1998 as compared to $11.702 billion of india but if we compare individual 
countries India exceeds oni¥ Philippines .. · - "·. . 
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The second distinguishing feature is that amongst the five select countries the FDI 
inflow during six years (1993:-1998) was largest in Malaysia followed by Indonesia 
which was marginally higher than Thailand; Korea occupied fourth position and 

. Philippines was in the fifth position. lt may be pertinent to mention that all the five: 
countcles individually received much low~r FDI infl()was compared to Mexico and 
Chimi: during t~is period. · 

. . 

The third distinguishing feature is tnat t}i.e FDI inflow in all the cnsis hit countries in 
' -

the year 1998 remained positive except Indonesia where there was a negative flow 
of $356 billion. In two countrie~ namely, Thailand anq Korea, t.he :FD I inflow in the 
year 1998 almostd~ubledtheFOiinflowi~, 1997. In Thailand, tfieFDiinflowin 1998; 

· wa~ $6969 million as compared to $373~ .millio~ in 1997' and in Korea it was $~ t43' 
milli~~ in 1998 as comparedto$2844 million in -1997. This fiighersurgeofFDI flows 
in these two countries could be due to drastic fall in the exchange rate and the share 
prices which mad~ purchase of domestic enterprises by the multinational companies 
cheaper as generally happens on the prlricipl¢ of 'Fire Sale FD r as often cited by Paui 
Krugman the noted economist. Surprisingly the FD] inflow in Malaysia went down 
from$5106 millipn in 1997 to$372Tmil1ion in 1998. This could be possible d~e to 

. capital account controls introduced in Malaysia after the currency crisis. Another 
distinguishing feature is that the FDI inflow has consistently increased in the select 
South:: East Asia.n countries during: '1993~ 1998 and their shat~ in the developing 
countries was 11.08% ov~r this period.·.· 

The statistics. given in Table.-II is in respect of inward and outward FDI flows 
as the percentage of gross fixed capital formation in the select countries 
during 1987-1997. The first distinguishing feature, which emerges .from the 
said table, is that Malaysia is the· ione country with. considerable high 
percentage of inward and outward FDt-Though the share of inward FDI as the 
percentage of domesti~:; investment has come down in Malaysia from 20.3% 
in .1993 to 12.2% in 1997 _it stiU occupies an important position amongst the 

. . . 

select countries after Mex,£co and China:.· 
. . . . . . 

Tabk-III gives the details of FDI inward stock of the select countries during 1980~ 
1998'-. The data ~eveals · t4at Indonesia has, the -highest amount ot inward· stock of 
$61.116 billion followed by Malaysia $4t00~- billion and Korea $20.478 billion, 
which is marginally higher than Thailand $19,.978 billion in the. year 199&. India's 
FDiinward stock of $13.23i billion,is.h1gher than Philippines$10.133 billion in 

2.56 
'-:.··..;.. 



1998)ndia in true sense is comparable with Korea and Thailand to some extent but 
is far behind Indonesia and Malaysia. 

Table-IV gives the details of inward FD I stocks as the percentage of GDP in the select 
countries. A cursory look at the table shows that Malaysia has the highest FD r inward 
stock which is 38.1% of its GDP, higher than China where the ratio is 23.5 and 
Indonesia where this ratio is 28.6%. Thus it appears that FDI occupies a predominant 
place in Malaysia and Indonesia as revealed from Table-III & IV: Korea where FDI 
inflow is much higher than Indonesia and Malaysia, the FDI inward.stock in terms 
of percentage of fixed capital formation and as a percentage of GDP is much lower 
signifying a lower dominanc~ ofFDI in that country. India can be compared to Korea 
in terms ofFDI inward stock as the percentage of GDP, which is 33 in the year 1997 
as against 3.5 in Korea. 

Table-V gives the details of FDI inflow as a percentage as. GDP in the select 
Asian. economies between 1991-1997. The data of this table are different from data 
of Table-IV, which reflect FDistock as a percentage of GDP. All the countries under 
study show an increasing trend of FDI during this period. However their respective 
share is different. The ratios ofMalaysia and China are comparable with 5.3% of GDP 
(Malaysia) and 4.3% of GDP (China) in the year 1997. One distinguishing feature 
between China and Malaysia is that in China the ratio has gone up from 0.9% in 1991 
to 4.3% in 1997 whereas in case of Malaysia the ratio has gone down from 8.3% in 
1991 to 5.3% in 1'997. The share of India is 0.7% in 1997 as against0.1% in 1991 but 
it is the smallest amongst the select countries and can be compared only with Thailand 
and Philippines where the ratio was 1.3% and 1.14% respectively in 1997. Indonesia's 

· ratio was 2%, which is higher than Thailand and Philippines but much lower than 
Malaysia and China. 

Table-VI gives the overall investment to GDP ratios in select countries with different 
block periods in the previous four decade during 1960's. It appears that Mexico's 

- investment. GDP ratio was lowest during 1990-1996 at 22% of GDPand Thailand's 
was highest at 41%. Amongst the other sdect countries Malaysia had 38% followed 
by Korea 37% and Indonesia 32%. India's share was 24%, which was higher than 
Philippines with 23% during this period ( 1990-1996). The above ratio suggest that 
as developing countries all the select countries are trying their level best with 
maximum possible amount of domestic investment by meeting the savings investment 
gap by the inflow of foreign capital in the form ofFDI and external borrowings. India 
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has a long way to go from its present domestic investment ratio of 24% to compet~. 
with Thailand and China, which has a higher investment ratio of 39%-amlAl%. 
respectively. It may be pertinent to mention with the existing ICOR of foUF, India 
needs to invest at least 36% in domestic investment in order to achieve a growth rate 
of 9% from its present level of GDP growth rate of 6%. 

A Comparative study of FDI inflow in Select Countries (1987-1998) 
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Table-V 
Select Asian economies-Foreign direct investments Inflow as % of GOP 

Country 1991 . 1992 : 1993 · 1994 1995 1996 · 1997 
.India 0.1. 0.1 . 0,:?

1
, 0.4 • 0.6. 0.6. 0.7 

China 1.7. 5.3: 5.9. 4.8 4.6 4.3 

Indonesia 2.3 2.8: 2 t. .2 ................... ~ .. :.?.. .... ... . .. J.:.?. ................ ...1:.::'!.+' .............. :::.::::: . .j:. ........... :::.::.::::.j; ....................... ::::.j ' 

Malaysia 8.3. 8.9 i 7.8 : 5.7. 4.8 5.1 ! 5.3 

1.6 2 1•.8 1.6 1'.4 ....... ............................. 

: Slngap~rE!· .... 8.8. 2.1 . 
. ·I· 

5.5 4.8: 4.9 4.3 5c3 ' 

Thailand· 1:.51' 1A . · 1.1 0:.7 0.7 : 0.9 1'.3 
:source: World Economic O~look 1998\http://www.nic.ih/ , .. pm·c:c;·iJnc'fi57Fep:QrtS/fiiii~ii<>6aiiltril:.............. ·· · ' ..................................... .. .. T ......... ............................. .. 

Table-VI· 

Seiected· Economies: Investment-GOP Ratios1 

(Percent) 

i Averages. 

'196(}C69' i 197QC79 ' I 1980c89 1 1990-96· i 
I 

> 
•. ,. China2 I 35 ' 35 34' 39: 

lndonesia2 18 : 19 27 32 
> 

India~ 16 18• 22 I 24 
Korea 18 28 30' 

i 
37 

Malaysia2 15 23 30 38 
: 

Philippines2 19 25 ' 23 ! 23 
Thaiiand2 22 25 28 41 
Mexico2 17 22 22 22 

1 Investment refers to gross fixed capital formation plus change in 
Inventories. 

2 Data start in 1963. 

Source: World Economic Outlook (IMF) October 1998, Pg.BB. 
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Comparative Study of Private Capital Flows in Select Countries · 

A detailed discussion has already been made in Chapter'-II about the net resource 

flows to the developing countries where it was noticed that the net private capital 

flows have been increasing ag·ainst the official flows which have been decreasing 

particularly since 1990. when large flow of capital consisting direct and portfolio 

investment started pouring in developed countries·. 

In this section an attempt has been made to analyse the various components of the 

private capitals namely, direct investmen~, portfolio investment and bank lending. 

In the year 1990 and 1996 in the select countries, the statistics given in Table-VII 
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reveal that there is a quantum jump in the net capital flow in all the select countries 
from 1990-1996. For example in India the net capital flow has increased from $1873 
million to $6404 million, which is an increase over 350%. Malaysia has made the 
highest jump from $7 69 million in 1992 to $12096 million in 1996, China had the 
highest amount of growth in inflow in absolute term from $8107 million to $50100 
million. Mexico had higher amount of inflow in the base year 1990 which was $8240 
million, marginally higher than China in that year but has increased to only $23647 
million in 1996 which is less than half of China. Amongst the select countries China 
stands first followed by Mexico, Indonesia and Thailand. India remains at the lowest 
with only $6404 million. 

Foreign direct investment is one of the components of the private capital flow and 
has increased substantially during the above period and no further emphasis is 
given on thi~ because detailed discussion had already been made in the foregoing 
paragraph. However one important point, which needs attention is the ratio of 
foreign direct investment in the total capital flow in the select countries. On a plain 
reading of the table it appears that China is the only country with highest ratio of FD] 
in the total capital flows which is almost 80% that is $40 billion of FDI out of $5U 
billion of the net capital flow. 

The second component of the private capital flow is portfolio investment, which has 
two parts: bond and equity. Mexico has received the highest amount in bonds -
amounting to $11.34 billion followed by Thailand $3.77 billion and Indonesia $3.7 
billion. India has a net outflow of $457 million in bonds in 1996. The second 
component of portfolio is the equity investment in the secondary market. It is 
important to note that India has topped the list with highest amount of portfolio 
investment in the form of equity shares amounting to $4.40 billion in 1996 followed 
by Malaysia $4.35 billion and Mexico $ 3.92 billion. China's share in portfolio 
investment is very low with only $3.46 billion as already discussed in Chapter-V. It 
is generally argued and empirically established that portfolio investment is volatile 
and direct investment is long term and more reliable. The past experience ofM.exican 
peso crisis in 1994 and South East Asian currency crisis in 1997 are the telling 
examples of the risk involved with the portfolio investment. Mexico which has· 
already been a victim of several financial crises in the past including the debt crisis 
in 1982 should be more cautious because the portfolio investment in the forms of 
bonds and equity in Mexico is highest amongst the select countries and is much higher 
as compared to the fD I flow. India also ne-~ds to be very cautious because the portfolio 
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inflow is higher than the FDiin.tlow and therefore there is a need to increase direct 
-·· - - _, -w- . 

investment as a percentage of net capital flow. 

The third important component of the private capital flow is bank borrowings. It has 
been obseFVed in~ chapter-VII that one of the important causes of South East Asian 
currency crisis in 1997 was short-term bank borrowing. Table-I in Chapter:. VII gives 
an ilius~rative example of the sudden outflow of short'-term debts. The statistics given 
in the table-VII are 'up to 1996 for the pre currency crisis stage in South-East Asia. The 
data reveals that,there was a substantial increase in the bank borrowings in South-East 
Asian, countrie~ during 1990's as ~ready discussed in details in Chapter-VU and as 
alst>' refl¢cted i11 this table. However, one distinguishing feature, which needs special 
analysis', is the high component of the bimkborrowings in China, which is next only 
to Thailand in 1996. However, ifwe coinpru:e it with total capital inflow in China the 
incidence of bank borrowings i~ only about 10% whereas in case of Thailand it is 
almost 50%. Thus it is not the aggregate amount but the proportionate amount which 
is important and China appears to be, ~ithin its re~sonable limits. India had a neg~tive 
flow In bank borrowings similar to portfolio bonds and thus India's vulnerability tn 
these parameters is minimum amongst the select countries. 

-, ., 

Table-:-VIII shows the pattern of private financial flows _1n China,_ Mexico, India and 
the select' Asian countries as a percent~ge of total private inflows in developing 
countries during 1993-199 8. It reveals from the table that China's share in FD I inflow 
to the developing countries during 1993-1998 was highest being 25.7% followed by 
Mexico 6.5%, Malaysia 3.7% and India only 1.4%. While China's share was highest 
the Philippines' share was the lowest at 1% only. The share of Indonesia was 2.2% 
and of Thailand 2.1% which was higher than that of India. 

China and Mexico shared almost an equal ratio of 10.8% and 10.9% of the portfolio 
equity flow to the developing countries whereas India's share was only 6.1 %. The 
share of Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand are more or less equal to Indi~'s between 
5 to 6 percent. However, the share of ·Philippines was lowe~t at 3.2% only. It is 

. ' 

important to note that India i~ more attractive to its foreign investors in the stock 
market, which has. attracted 6.1% of portfolio in the developing countries as against 
only 1.4% ofFDI inflow in the, developing ~ountries. India needs to reverse this ratin 
in order to achiev~a risk free s~stainabfe g~owth. Chirm's share in the portfolio bonds: 
in th~ developing country Was; 4.4% which was· lowest as compared to I~dia's. 5.6% 
and Mexico's 10.8%. · 
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Table-VII 
A Comparative studv of Private Financial Aows In select countries 

Net Priv.3te Foreign Direct Porftolio Bank and 

................................................ s;.~e.~.~.l .. !l<?.~~....... Investment ··············-··--·····-····-····'.':IY~.!:l~r:t.! ............ -............... ! trade related ········ ·-···-····-iei1Cii'i1';;:····-········· 

~ .................................... : ................ -;;;-.. m ...... :I·I·I·:IO• .... n .... · ................... • .. , ............ ;;: ... m ...... ,1.1·1·.10-, ... n .... s ................... •.=. · ............ ;;;.Bm.~t·lnl .. t:o·~n .. ~s;_..... Equity ' ;J) ;J) ;J) ............. $ .. 'iTiii'iiOi15"""""""" ; ........... $"iTii'iiiO'i1'5: .............. . 
1990 1996; 1990ii 1996! 1990. 1996: 1990 1996! 1990 1996 

India ...... • .. 1,8!;3 .. 6.<1:~; .J92 · ?,587\ 147 -457 105 4,;3§)f3 .J.4?~. -124 • 

' ..................................................... 
China 8,1()?. 5(),100; },413? 40,180i -48 1:,19(). .............................. 0 '.. 3,469 . 4,€)(5f3 5,264 

. Mexioo .....•.. a .. ?4c:J 23,647: ?.,.93:4 ... ?.61~! 
. ..................... ~--························ ........................... . 

661 .1.1,344. 763 

·~:i':~~ ............... ~:~.~~· ·::~::=:·~:~:= :::::::~:·~4 ...... 2:336'! ::::::::::::~·7 ~:~~~:~ .. ·:::::::~~:~:1·····1,§51 ..... ~.:·.~~? .. ~)3'§§ 
Malasia 76~ .. 12,09§ ! .... 2,~=:p 4.5.0011; ~t-,?3~. > ?:.()6?::: 293 · ..... 4.;3!53. ! .. :-61!: 1.1130 .. 

• ' I ; 

}.r:t.c:l.c::l.':l.~~i<:i:.. .. , .......... 3. .• ?..:!.§1 ...... ~ .. 13,.'2.~.9. .. ~ ........ ~ .• .Q~3. ........ ?::.960: ......... ?..~ ........ =:3. •. ?.:4.:4.. 312 3,099 : 1 ,788 ' 3,228 
~ \ . ·········-·· ........................... ~---·····-··········· ~--··························' 

.~9r.~.~ ................ , ............................... •.: ..................... :::::. : ............... ?..~.13~ [ ............. ~2,.::3:.~2.::::5 w· .......................... j ............................. ; ....................... ::::: .• : .......................... ~-·· ............................................... . 

Singapore - . 5,575 9,440 · _j' _ 1 

1 

:Source: World Development Indicators 1998, pp-334-336. (The World Bank) 
' . ~ 

................................................................... !~.'?..1~.::Y.1.1.1: ............................................................................................. * 
. Pattern of. private financial flows in, 

~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~::::~::::::::::::::::::::::§:~~.~~C.:.f~:~~~i~:~::::::::::::~::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::...... ' 

, ...................................................................... , ................... ~.~.~~.::.~.~.~~ ........................................................................ . 
............................................ ............... J~~.r.:~.~.r.!!:<.t.~ .. 9!'.!~1 ... ~.L ........ .. 

China 25.7 10.8 4.4 .. iViexiC0 ................................. 5~5 ..................... ·--·-·fo-:-ii .................... -.-· .. 1·a·:a······· ....... ·· ............. 1 .. 3 ........... . 
india··················· ............... 1~4 ..................... 6~1 5.6 ··· ......... :::o:·2· ·· 

:M~~.v..~.~: ....... ::: :.:::· .. 3~ 7 ::::.:::: :::::::::::::::~:;~:::::: :·...... . ...... :::f~::::::::::::::: .. ··is-:6· 
Indonesia 2.2 5.9 22 -3.7 Tii.a.iia.nCi ....................... 2~·1 ......................... 6-:~3· · ·········· ............. 2-:-i5 ..... ··· .. 1:3 ......... .. 
Phili ines 1.0 3.2 2.1 0.3. 
Source: World Investment Report, 2000 p.23 
:~:~::9.~:~~:~:~~::~~:~::~:!::~~Y.~~:P.~~:~::~:6~:~~~::~:6:~:::::::::: .................................. . 
.. c::.<?.'::l.~!':~.!;; ... ir.:J ... g§l.~!':~.l .... ~.,d Eastern Europe durin 
1993-1998. Excluding Bermuda, Cayman Islands, 
·i=i'ai19 .... i<'Oi19 (china)~ ·saiJ·a·i .. A:ra'bia~ ·siii9a.P'are .. 
ariCi i'aiiNaii F>ra\iiii·c:e·c;tctiina·~·· ··· · · · · ........ . 

••••••.••••..•••••.•••••••••• 1 

Comparative Study of Portfolio Investment and Stock Market 
Development in Select Countries 

The analysis made in the previous chapters dealing with each country suggests that 
except for China where the stock market is of recent origin, the other select countries 
including India have stock market activities for a long time. The analysis made in the 
previous sections in this chapters also confirms that portfolio investment in China 
during the period under study was negligible. It is only in recent years that China has 
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started receiving some amount of portfolio investment after establishment of two 
stock exchanges in 1995. Table-IX reflects market capitalization of select countries 
between 1985 ana 1996 as percentage of their gross domestic product. It is noticed 
from the table that there is substantial increase in- the market capitalization of the 
securities traded in the respective countries. In India the market capitalization as a 
proportion to its 'GDP has gone up from 9.9% in 1985 to 66.2% in 1996. In Malaysia 
the market capitalization is very high at 326.6% of its GDP over 52% in 1985. In 
Philippines the. market capitalization has gone up from 2.2%.to 97.5% followed by 
Thailand. from 4.8% to 53.1% and in Indonesia where it has gone up from 0.1% to 
41.2%. The growth in market capitalization has remained lowest in South Korea 
w.here it has gone up from 9.8% to 29.9% only. 

Another important ratio of the stock market development is the turnover ratio of the 
stock market. Turnover ratio is the average turnover of scripts in the stock market as 
a proportion of market capitalization. Generally the turnover ration is high if the 
market capitalization is low and vice-versa. It is noticed from the table that South 
Korea, which has the lowest market capitalization, has the highest turnover ratio, 
which has gone upfrom 56.4% in 1985 to 127.7% in 1996. Malaysia on the other hand 
also reflect a converse relationship between market capitalization and the turnover 
ratio which has gone up from 14.4% in 1985 to only 56.5% in 1996 against the market 
capitalization of. 323.6% of its GDP in 1996. The table thus gives an indication that 
the countries with low market capitalization has higher turnover ratio and vice versa. 
In India the turnover ratio was 34.5% in 1995 when market capitalization was only 
9.9% and the ratio has gone down to 21.7% whereas the market capitalization has 
gone up to 66.2% in 1996. Another important indicator is the foreign share in stock 
market turnover. It reveals from the data that Indian stock market is less active in 
terms of turnover ratio and foreign share in the turnover. 

Table-IX 
·······•••················•·····••·••·•·······················•·······•·•············································••·•··•·································••••···•·············•··•···············································•··•·····················•···•••·················· 

Stock Market Development in Asia: 1985-96 

Rnancial 1985 1 996 1 985 1996 1995 
··············· .... .. 

Year 
India 9.9· 66.2 34.5 21.7 25 
Indonesia 0.1 41.2 2.6 35.3 75 
S.Korea 7.8 28.9 56.4 127.7 81 
Malaysia 52· 323.6 14.4 56.5 sci; 
Philippines 2.2 97.5 16.q 31.6 50 
Thailand 4.8 53.1. 3d.6' 44.4 26. 
Emerging 7.2 40.5 38.8 51.4 
Economies· 
Sources:1:. Emerging Stock MarketFactbook, lnternatioinal Finance Corpora-
·iian:19'97;2:· inCiian sEiC:l.iritiesM"ari<et. A R"evie:W;i\iatiO.naisiaci< ExCilan9e of'······ 
.. 1n.9i~; .. ~.~§l~: .. ;3..: 1?.9..r:!.li:>~Y. .. §~C?C::.I5 .. §'.:'C:::h?.'.r::'9~." .. 9..f'l'ic:::i:c.l.ll?ir~g~ry., .................................... . 
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A Comparative Study of Economic Parameters in Select Countries 
Economic reforms in general have contributed to the growth in the select countries. 
Although individual experiences differ about equitable and balance growth in 
respective countries, The GDP growth rate quring the ten years o~ average basis 
between 1982-199]. wa~ 9.6% in, China, which was, highest amongst the select 
countries followed by Korea 8.9%, Thailand 8.1% and Malaysia 6.3%. The·GDP 
growth during this period (pre-refomi) in India was 5·.4%, which iS:. co nip arable with 
Indonesia 5.5% and Malaysia 6.3% which had already adopted market economy~ 

. . . . . 

Mexico and Philippines were at the lowest growth in this period at 1.4% and 1.3% 
respectively (S'e~· 'fable-X)~ · . 

· China, continued to grow at a higher Speed between 1992"' 1997: as revealed from the 
figures given for ea~h year during this period. The highest growth rate achieved in 
199,2 by China was. 14.2% as the peakrateand ther~after the growth chart of China 
has started declining from 13~5% in 1993 to 8.8% in 1991. Malaysiaontheotherhand 
continued to. maintain its tempo of growth fr~in the average of 6~3% during 1982., 
199l to· 8·; 9% in .1992 to· 10% in 1996 that is up to the year before the crisis in 1997 
when its growth ~eclined to 7.5%. Philippines has made ~ comparatively good 
·progress during the decade of 1990;s as its growth has picked up from 0.3% in 1992 
to 5.8% in 1996 with a little decline to. 5!2% in 1997. An important feature, Tabie
X reveals, is th~t Mexico which was the victim of currency crisis in 1994 had a 
negative growth of (-)6.2% in the immediately succeeding year 1995. Similarly 
Thailand from where the currency crisis started in 1997 also had a negative growth 
of 1.8% in 1997_. India also resembles a similar example with a little decline in its 
growth rate to 4.2% in 1992 after a BOP crisis in 1990~ 1991. However it is noticed 
that in the post-crisis period the growth rate has picked' up in Mexico to 5.1% in 1996 · 
and 6.8.o/o in 1997, which is an all time record in the Mexican history of previous two 
decades. Similarly in India the economy grew by 6.7% in 1994 and 7.6% in 1995, 
which is also a record so far in Indian economy. The growth started declining in 1996 
when it recorded a lower growth of7 .1% in 1996 and 5.8% in 1997. 

Another important economi~ indicator is the rate of inflation, which is given in Table
XI for all the select countries. Mexico had the highest ever rate of inflation during the 
decadeofl980's,whichaveraged'64.4% during 1982-1991 partieufarly after the debt 
crisis of 1982. The inflation rate came down to 7% in 1994 with the ~elp, of the · 
measures taken for the structural. reforms by the Sallnas administration during 1988.-

·. ' - . ' . ' ,. __ ' . 
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1994. However the Peso Crisis, which hit the Mexican economy in December 1994 
had adverse effects on the general economy with decline in the growth rate and rise 
in the inflation rate. TheinflationinMexicorose to 34.8% in 1995 and35.3% in 1996 

· and has slightly gone down to 20.8% in 1997. The data gives an indication that any·· 
type of financial crisis has adverse effect on the GDP growth rate and the inflation in 
the country and it is also proved particularly in case of Mexico that the growth rate 
has improved after the two crises namely the debt crisis in 1982 and the peso crisis 
in 1994 although it remains an open question about the time and period required for 
stabilization and improyement in the economy. The second question arising out of the .,, __ ,_, .. 
Mexican experience is the sustainability of the high growth and the low inflation 
because what was achieved after the debt crisis was lost during the Peso Crisis. 

In the case of China a comparative study of Table-X and XI suggest that the GDP. 
growth rate remained higher than the rate ofinflation from 1982 to 1992; however 
during 1993 to 1995 the growth rate declined during these three years and the inflation· 
rate rose higher. In 1994 the GDP growth declined to 12.6% but the inflation went up 
to 24.1% that is almost double the rate of the growth in the economy and the situation 
continued till1995 when the GDP growth rate was 10.5% although the inflation was 
17.1%. The sudden surge in the capital flow during the early period of 1990's in China- . 
had the effect of increase ih money supply in the economy without simultaneous 
increase in the demand of the industrial goods. This would be partly due to the effect 
of 'Dutch-Disease'7. However in the later period in the year 1996 and 1997 the 
Chinese author~ties has been able to control the inflation rate by managing the 
demand and there is a success in achieving a low rate of inflation of 8.3% in 1996 and 
2.8% in 1997. The data available for the subsequent years as given in Table-XI show 
that there is a negative rate of inflation, which means that the prices have declined in 
China in 1998 and 1999. This could also be due to oversupply of goods and services, 
In case oflndia there was a substantial decline of inflation rate to 6.3% in 1993 from 
a high of 11.8% in 1992. However due to the slowdown of economic process and the 
populist economic policies of the central government the rate of inflation went high· 
to a·double digit figure of 10.20% in 1994 and 1995. However the rate has declined 
to 7.2% in 1997 and similar to China the inflation rate has come down further in the 
year 1~98 and 1999. 

The above analysis reveals that the inflow of foreign investment during the reform 
period with open door policy for the foreign investment has contributed to the growth 
of these economies but due to the internal factms such as the labour productivity and 
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other government policies and having regard to the past economic background of the 
respective economies, the growth rate is not similar. Reference may also be made to 
Table-XI Chapter-VII where a comparative analysis has been given for the select 
economies fOF the period 1993-1997 about domestic savings, fiscal deficits, current 
account deficits and growth rate in money supply. Comparisons of certain economic 
and social parameters have also been given in Appendix I and II about India, China 
andMexicn .. 

A cOn1P3ratiVe.5tUCiy of.gros!a~~~stic ... fi.rOduci(.Reai (;O"fif... · ··· ············!• 
of select countries (1982-1997) 

: Tert-Year-SAverage ! 
• 1982-9,1 i 1992, 1 !;l93, 1994. 1995, Hl96 . Hl97 

.Ghina 9.6 14.2, t3.5: 12.6 • 10.5 79~.61 __ : 85 .. ···:.88··· '· ............................. ·.!.,,, lndi'a 5.4' · 4.2' 5.o · 6.7 · 7.6 · 

.irdone·s~a;········ 5.5 1.2 .· 7.3. 7.~ s.2 · ifa······ 4.5, 1 

-~~:;~~e..~: ........................................ ~;-~ ........................ ~:~. ' . ;:; : .... ~.:.~ .......... ~.;-~ ······~-~:~ ..... ~::~. : ............ I 
:~~~~-----t--- ii '_ ----i-i ----i;i•-- H ii • ----i ;. :i;i -- ~-l~ 
§9.y~~:YY~:>.r::'9.5~.1.:191J1~.9.~~-1?.9.~.JYI~>.\.?.99.9.JIJYII1~ P9.:.?..~.~~?..1.?.: ......... . ...... . ................... 1 

·······················-····-~---~~J.?.l'l.~~.!.iY.~-~!~.~x ... C?.!c::C?.;;_~';;~.P.~.i~-~~.t~~-"-'-! .. l.~ ..... !.i.C?..'!>. ................... -........................................ 1' 
: . of select countries (1982-1997) .......... : 

· Ten-Years Average 
' 1982-91 1992' 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 

China* 7.1 6.4 14.7 24.1 17.1 8.3 2.8 · 
India* 8.9 11.8 6.4 
Indonesia. 8.3 7.5 9.7 
l\t'l<ll<lYl:;i<:l . 2.5 4.7 3.5 

f.'.I:J_i_lippiQ~S. . ... .. . ..... 13.5 ... .. .. . .... ~.:.!:J .......... . 7.6 
Thailand 3.8 4.1 3.4 

10.2 10.2 
8.5 9.4 
3.7 3.4 
9.1 8.1 
5.1 5.8 

9.0 7.2. 
7.9 6.6 

3.5 ... ?.J ............ . 
8.4 5.0 . ..................................... . 
5.9 5.6 

Mexico 64.4 15.5 9.8 7.0 34.8 35.3 20.8 

... §C?..~_r.~_:Y.'!.C?.E~ .. !':.9?..r:'.9~~- 9..~!1c:>.C?..I<; .. I\t1.§.1Y., .. ?..Q9..9. .. JI.I'./If.).! P..9 :?..~.!:J.::?..?..9..: ........................................... -............................. . 
. ~ ... ':l~<l.!i'?..':l ... r.~~~-if:l ... C::::.I:J.i.':J<l ... ':l.Cl~ .. ~.'?.r:'.~.~.9"YI1 tc:~.(~)9..:~.'Yc>. .. i.r:' ~!:)!:)~ <lr:'c:J(~) ~:~~_iQ ~.f:l.~~ <l.r:'.~.!r:!. 
India 2.2% in 1998 and 1999. 
Source:ibid•. 

Exchange Rate Policies (China and India) 

Chinese authorities describe the current exchange rate as a "managed float". The 
exchange rate is permitted ·to fluctuate in a narrow band around central rates 
announced by the People's Bank of China. China uses the RMB/dollar exchange rate 
as the basic rate, and RMB rates against other currencies are calculated by referring 
to international market rates of the previous day. China still lacks a foreign exchange 
market where foreign exchange dealers interact directly with international markets 

·~ · (Country Re'ports 1998). India on the other hand has market-determined rate with 
minimum interf~rence of its central bank .. 
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South-East Asian Currency Crisis has affected the value of Indian Rupee vis-a-vis 
dollar adversely but had no effect on Chinese RMB/Ytmn. On the other hand Chinese 
currency has appreciated in value over the period since 1995 up to 1998 gradually by 
3.94%. The present exchange rate (See Table XII) of Chinese RMB/Yuan is 827.91 
against US$100. which was 861.87 RMB/Yuan per US$100 in 1994. It may be 
pertinent to note that China devalued its currency in a massive scale in 1994 by 
almost 50% from 576.19. Yuan per $100 in 1993 to 86].87 Yuan per $100 in ~994 .. __ 
China introduce~ full convertibility of its currency for current account transactions 
on December 1st 1996 but has not adopted capital account convertibility as yet. India 
has also not yet adopted convertibility on capital account. 

TabJe:..Xii 
·················································································-······---~---······ ................................. ............................. ·······!········ 
Average Exchange Rate of RMB Yuan agai"nst 

r:t:J~ill.C.~riY~r:li'?.l~ curr~~ie!;J IVJicjcjle Rate) 
Unit:RMB.Yuan 
Year .100 US Dollars 100 US Dollars 
1981 170.51: 790.9 

::~:::;:~;_::::-.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... :: ::::::::::::::::::::-.~~::::~:~::::::::::::::::::: .. _ ........... :::;:;:~:::~ .. ::::::::::::::::::I::::::::::: 
1991 . 532.27 1794.3· . 
1992 551.49 2447.4. 

······················--················· .......................... 
1993 576.19 3064.9 
1994 861.fl7 3136.6 ..... , ....... 
1995 835.07 3139.9 

············································· 
1996 831-.42 3345.0 
1997 828.98 3350.0 ...................................................................... 
1998 827.91' 4207.10 
Note: Data in this table are obtained from .............................................................................................................................. _ .. _ .............................................................. -+ ............. . 

; the National Bureau of Statistics. 

'0.!::~91.':19~ ~ate~ (Jpto ryl§fC:~ 19921J1JaS the offici<=:ll rates. . .. .L ... 
· Govt. of India and thereafter the merchants rates are announced 
··tiy .. Fore·ig·n ... EXciiange .. Dealers.ASso.ciation ofi'il(iia (FEDAI) 

· .. ~.IJE.~:!::.t?.?..f.l.c?..l!.l.ic:?..~'::l.r:Y.':lY .. ~.9..9.9.::9..~ .. ! .. ggY.!: . .c?.!. .. l!:l.c:i.i§. P..9.:.§:?~: ..... , 

A Comparison of the Indian Economy with the Asian Currency Crisis 

Indian economy is comparatively more dependent on its large domestic market with 
low dependence on exports, for its sustained growth of 5 to 6 percent for the past two 
d~cades as compared to the South-East Asian economies, which have followed 
export-oriented growth. Inflation in India is demand driven as compared to a 
primarily import/cost-driven type of inflation in Asia; less than 2 percent current
account deficit in India is manageable as against the Iarge current-account deficits 
that have been one of the major precipitators of the Asian crisis and protected 
currency. The Indian rupee is still only paJ!i:ly convertible: the current account is 
convertible but the capital account is not. Since currency operators can take only 
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limited positions, speculation- on the scale recently seen in South-East Asia is 
virtually impossible. It is quite easy for the central bank to intervene and stabilize the 
rupee. In mid-November 1997, the central bank teemed its will with its war chest and 
did just that, spending over US $ 1 billion to buy up rupee, especially to curb local 
speculators. 

Unlike most ofAsia, the Indian economy is not dominated by the property sector and 
therefore is insulated from the risky asset bubbles that characterize it. In India, 
property sector concerns do not even appear in stock exchange listings. Foreign 
equity and debt investments focus. on industrial business- sectors and the 
creditworthiness ofthese assets are significantly superior to property assets. India has 
very little expos1:1re to short-term foreign debt. Some 98% of the national foreign 
cUFrency debt carries long-term matUFities and most of that is either bilateral or 
multilateral. At the same time, exposure to foreign debts is decreasing. As a 
percentage of GDP, it has dropped from 30.67% in 1994 to an estimated 26.58% in 
1997, and the d~bt-service rati~ has gone down from 27.5% to 26.4%. Exports as a 
percent of GDP are only 16%, making Indian case far less vulnerable to the cyclicality 
of global- markets than are its South-East Asian cousins. Large Indian corporates are 
primarily focused in capturing the domestic market and fight against import 
competition. Although in the past five years the Government has cut import tariffs in 
order to force its domestic industry to become more competitive, it has done so like 
an element on a relentless but slow march; it wants to open India's markets to global 
competition but with a minimum of dislocations. With its vast population, India is 
expected to enjoy a low labour-cost advantage for at least a generation. At the same 
time, the skill base is improving; for instance, the softw~re industry doubled its export 
sales to $ 2 billion in fiscal 1996-97. 

The inflows of foreign capital have strengthened India's external position. India now 
has a greater capacity to withstand external and internal shocks. It is also less 
dependent on of~cial capital flows, which have been declining in real terms in recent 
years. At the same time, the sudden surge in capital inflows in 1993 and 1994 made 
the task of macro-economic management more difficult. These added substantially 
to the growth of money supply in the country. In order to restrain monetary growth, 
the Reserve Bank was compelled to tighten monetary policy and increase real interest 
rates. There was also a pressure on the exchange rate as the supply of foreign 
exchange exceeded demand. 
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Although India is not immune to the effects of slowing world markets, its own 
economy is primarily domestically focused, which makes it less vulnerable to 
external factors. India's current account deficit remains relatively low, and its current 
short-term external debt, around 5% of GDP, is comparatively _low for an emerging 
economy of its size. India is not heavily dependent on exports, which account for 
about 10% of GDP. Unlike many other emerging economies, In addition, its banking 
system is relatively healthy, with no major failures to date. The India Government's 
renewed focus on economic reforms should increase the curre~t level of foreign 
direct investment (FDI) and spur economic growth. 

With reference to the Asian crisis, it is now strongly arg):led that the main culprit was. 
not internationalization per se, rather it was weaknesses in the domestic financial 
system of these economies which should have been corrected before or during the 
integration process. A recent study of Johnston and Pazarbasioglu (1995) concludes 
that countries, that had faced financial crisis had failed to adjust real interest rates,_ 

· prevent inflationary credit and monetary expansion, and had allowed greater 
inefficiencies in their banking systems. As far as India is concerned, it has recently 
started' to integrate itself with the rest of the world. Therefore its chances of getting 
affected by the development in its neighborhood have increased considerably. To 
substantiate this point, it may be recollected that 19 October 1987 crash in US stock 
market did not affect Indian bourses so much. However the stock market crash on 27 
October 1997 in South-EastAsiahas crashed Indian stockmarket as well. Nevertheless, 
India survived the financial crisis for various reasons including_ the strength of its 
financial system and appropriate monetary policy decisions taken by the Central 
Bank. 

According to Annual Survey Report of The United Nations Economic and 
Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) (Reported in the Times 

of India, Jan. 5, 2001 )8, the risk of a second regional crisis is remote although 
the growth may be slowed because of economic slow down in the United 
States and Japan. 

India and China are two big economies in the Asian region to have remained largely 
insulated from the East Asian currency crisis, which has caused a severe economic 
slowdown irCthe region. So far there has been no serious spillover effect of the 
Asian meltdown on India and China. Economists feel that neither of these two 
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economies is integrated enough with global markets to get affected by the 'contagion 

effect' sweeping through South-East Asia. 

India has better _regulatory and financial: supervision systems than the South East 

Asian countries. _But even Chile, with very well developed financial markets and 

sophisticated financial supervision systems in place, did not allow easy capital 

movements in and out. Chilean regul~tions required 30 per cent of portfolio 

investment to be for one yeaF in a central bank deposit account. However;"this rule 

has been abolished now since September 1998. 

Thmi&h India is a large country by international standard, its financial markets are 

still rather shallow in an international sense. That is why 1996 World Development 

Report had said even before the Asian crisis 'be careful on the capita] account' .It had 

signaled portfolio capital as a very important area where some controls are obviously 

needed. 

However, it is also true that there is no consensus as yet on how those controls 

should best be applied. Should it be through taxes or through the Chilean type 

of deposit system? But what the East Asian crisis suggests is that one must be 

very careful if there are no restrictions. In that case, and this applies in the · . . 

Indian context, capital account convertibility must be viewed with great 

caution. And this will quite clearly hold good for some period of time, and 

certainly until there are some great improvements in India's industrial and 

commercial regimes. 

India was not as badly engulfed by the currency crisis as other countries in the 

South-East region. Slower deregulation of the financial sector in India has 

proved to be a good policy decision. If India had adopted Capital Account 

Convertibility (CAC) it would have been difficult to protect its economy 

from getting severely affected by the Asian turmoil. Similar to India China 

has also succeeded to protect itself from the Asian flu, as its currency is· not 
fully convertible. However, it seems that our policy makers have not learnt 

any lessons from the South-East Asian crisis as they are following an open 

door policy towards hot money flows in the form of external commercial 

borrowings and_ portfolio investment. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

The comparative analysis made in the foregoing par-agraphs gives a clear indication 
that China has been most successful with low inflation and higher amount of domestic 
savings accompanied with higher and sustainable GDP growth rate without undergoing 
any financial crisis so far. The other economies have also been successful in attracting 
foreign investments but due to higher amount of portfolio and short-term debts these 
economies, particularly Mexico and South-East Asian countries, had to face currency 
crisis. It is also evident that it is not the large amount of capital flows but the proper 
management of the fund which is important without which the countries with large 
capital flows are likely to face crisis at the time of reversal of flow for future 
uncertainties which may arise due to various economic :factms includingthe slowness. 
in the economy .or policy errors in the exchange rate management. The reasons of . 
success in China are mainly because of large amount of inflow in the form of direct 
investment and the contribution of MNC's in the export growth of China. The 
economic decentralization and setting up of special economic zones with adoption 
of MIGA convention had contributed together towards a high and sustainable 
economic growth. 

The comparative analysis has also resulted into certain basic findings such as: i) There 
is a surge in FDI inflow in crisis-hit countries, particularly Korea and Thailand after 
the currency crisis giving empirical evidence about a hypothesis of 'Fire Sale FDI' 
of Paul Krugman, ii) The outward FDI flows of Hong Kong has been the main source 
of FDI inflow in China, iii) Though the FDI inward flows of Malaysia has been 
comparatively low a-s a percentage of fixed capital formation as compared to China, 
its FDI stocks as a percentage of GDP is much higher than China. iv) It is not the total 
amount of private capital flows but its component in the from of FDI or portfolio or 
in the form of bank lending which is more important, v) The financial crisis lead to 
drastic fall or negative growth in the economy but with proper policy changes may 
bring higher growth rates and vi) A lower growth rate has generally been accompanied 
by a higher rate. of inflation and vice versa. 
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Appendix- I 

Comparison of Economic Performance Among Select Countries 

Indices India China. Mexico 

l.GNP (World Bank Atlas method): 
a. per capita 1999 (in $} 450 780: 4400 
b. ranking of countries. 162 140• 7l 

2. GNP (PPP) 
a. per capita 1999 (in $) 2149 3291 7719 
b. ranking of countries 153 128' 75 

3.GDP annual growth rate in % 
a) 1980-90 5.8 lOci 1.1 
b) 1990-99 6.1 10c7 2.7 

4. Average annual' rate of 8.9 9.7 19.5 
Inflation 1990-98 (in%) 

5.Gr<;Jss domestic investment , 23.9 38.8 24.8: 
(GDI) as %of GDP (1997-1999) 

6. Average annual growth of GDJ 7.4 12.8 3.9 
(1990-99) 

7. Gross domestic savings 20.3 42.5: 23.8' 
as% GDP (1997-1999) 

8. Average annual growth of 11.3 13.0 14.3 
exports of goods & services 
(1990-99) 

9. External debt as% of 23.0 16.4 42.0 
GNP (1998) 

10. Gross reserves in US $ billion 
a) in 1990 5.64 34.48 10.22 
b) in 1999 32.7 157.73 31.78 

II. Net foreign direct investment 
(in US$ billion) 
a) annual average 1987-1992 0.06 4.65 4.31 
b) 1998 2.26 45.5 10.24 

12.Composite ICRG risk rating 64.3 72.3 70.5 
(March 2000) 

13. Institutional investor credit 45.3 56.6 49.8 
Rating (March 2000) 

14. Stock market capitalization 
(in US$ blllion) in 1999 

184.6 330.7 154.0 

15. Stock market capitalization 33.7 22.9 38.9 
as% ofGDP in 1997 

16. Subsidies & other current 40 51 
transfers as % of.total 
expenditure in 1997 

17. Education Profile 
a) Public education expenditure 3.2: 2.3 4.9 
as% of GNP (1995-97) 
b) Public education expenditure 11.6 12.2 23.0 
as% Govt. Expenditure (1995-97) 
c) Share of pre-primary, primary 66.0 69.6 82.8 
and secondary in education 
expenditure (i 994-97) 
d) adult literacy rate 1998 55.7 82.8 90.8 
e) youth literacy rate 1998 70.9 97.2 96.6 
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18. Health Profile 
a) Public expenditure on health 
as o/o of GDP (1990-98) 
b) o/o of population with access to 
improved water. source (1990-96): 
c) o/o of population with access to· 
sanitation ( 1990-96) 
d) infant mortality rate 
per 1000 live births (1998) 
e) life expectancy at birth 
f) daily per capita supply of 
calories (1997) 
g) daily per capitw supply of 
protein in grams (1997) 
h) Doctors per 1 lakh of 
population ( 1992-95) 
i) Tubercul'osis. per I lakh 
People in 1997 
j) per cent of infants with 
low birth weight (1990-97} 

19, Military expenditure as o/o 
of GNP in 1997 

20. Highest marginal tax rate in % 
in 1999' 
a) individual 
b) corporate 

21. Power. & Transportation· 
a) power consumption per 
capita KWH (1997) 

b) T &D losses (1997) 
c) paved road as o/o of total (1998) 
d) goods transported by rail 
thousand ton-km per$ million 
of GDP (PPP) (1998) 
e) air passenger carried· 'OOOOOs 

(1998) 

22.Communications, information 
& science & technology 
per 1 000 people 
a) radios (1997) 
b) TV sets (1998) 
c) Telephone mainlines (1998) 
d) PCs (1998) 
e) internet hosts per 10,000 
(January 2000) 
f) scientists & engineers in R&D 
per million people (1987-97) 
g) high technology exports as o/o 
of manufacturing exports 
h) waiting time for telephone 
connection in years (1997) 

23. GFD of Central Govt. 
(o/o of GDP) 
a) 1990 
b) 1998 

24. Capital Expenditure of 
Central Government(% of GDP) 

0.6 

81 

16 

70 

62.9 
2496 

59 

48 

118.3 

33 

2.8 

30.0 
35 

363 

18 
45.7 

137.1 

165.2 

121 
69 
22 

2.7 
0.23 

149 

5 

1.0 

-7.5 
-5.2 

Appendix- I ( contd.) 

2.0 2.8 

90 83 

2} 66 

31 30 

70.1 72.3 
2897 3097 

78 83 

115 85 

33•.7 25.0 

9 7 

2.2 u 

45 40• 
30 35 

714 1459 

8 14 
29.7 

304.8 62.1 

532.3 177.2 

333 325 
272 261 

70 104 
8.9 47 

0.57 40.9 

454 214 

15 19 

0.1 0.8 

-1.9 -2.5 
-1.5 -1.1 

a) 1990 1.8 2.5 
b) 1998 1.6 1.9 
Note: The data for making country comparisons are primarily culled out from World Development Reports and Human Development Reports, . 
World Bank. For the performances of Indian economy during the post independence period they are mostly drawn from Economic Survey, 
Government of India, World Development Report, World Bank and RBI Occasional Papers vol. 18 Nos. 2 and 3. 

Adopted from Annexure-2 
Golden Jubilee Commemoration lecture delivered by Dr.. Y. V. Reddy, Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of India on the Occasion of Syoari1 
Mohotsay~ of Vivek Vandhari College, Hyderabad on Oct. 30, 2000. · · · · · 
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Appendix-11 

Annexure - 1 : Ranking of India, China and Mexico 
Based on Various Socio-Economic Indicators 

Indices India China Mexico 
1. Econo.mic creativity 38 48 35 

_1'.1~~~-.(?.9..9.92......... .. ... ......... ············ 
a.Technology Index (2000) 
b. Startup lnde:x(2000) 

38 
38 

................................................. 
47 11 
46 51 . 

.............................. ··························· 
2. Growth competitiveness 
Index (2000) 

49 41 43 

--~=---g_~.r..r.~.Q! .. ~ .. rne.~@Yf::!Q.~-~!:i ........................................................... ~?. .... . 
lnde.x (~.Q9.9L.. ............... ....................... ........... . .................. . 
4. Mitroeconomic competitiveness 42 : 
Index~? ODD) 

5. Environmental regulatory regime 

_lnd~x (1999) ... 

. 6. Financial market sophisti
cation (1999) 

·······;····· 

39 

!..: .. qr::lr..~p~_ir::J.t:J .. .Pe.E~P.ti'?.t:J:........ .. ................ ..... ........... .. ..~£:> , .. . 
. Index (1996) $ 

44 42 

. .......... ·····························-··· 
49· 34 

40 30 

50 35 

50. 38 

.. ~.: ... tJ.'::l.f!.l~'.l .. .P..~Y.~.Igpf!.l_~'.l.~ ................................................................ ~ .. ?.~ .. : ..................... ~-~- ... . 55 
Index (1 998) 

.a:<3DP(ppp) index .. 0.51 
· b. Education index 0.55 
····-·-·································-···········-··························· ······················-··························· ............................. . 
·b. life expe~~.t:~.S!._index 0.63 

0.57 
0.79 
0.75 

0.73 
0.84 
0.79 

.. ~: ... tl.~.f!.l.?..'.l ... Pr::lY.~.r:!Y............... . .................................................. ············-···-············ ........... ....... . ....................................................... . 
lnde.~-<~-~~-~r ............ . 58 30 12 

1 0. Re~ssionaryexpectations6 6.2 5.7 

.. {.~.~.t:J .. L.!.~.ry __ ?..Q.Q.9.) ... (.'?.'.l ... ?..~.r.~ ... ~.~~-~-~-'.l .......... ··························· ······························ ······································ ......... . 
0 to 7)# 

11. Globalisation Index annual· 2.0 7.0 -4.5 
················· ...... 

12. Emerging market access 46 37 68 
. Index (2000) 
*for 85 developing countries and 18 industrialized countries (in which 
USA and Japan belong) separatelY $-higher the rank greater is the 

--~-~-~~~~ .. .9f..P.~~~.iY.!::!.9. .. ~()~~-p~i()_f.:l ... '?.~ .. ~.<:::~ .. r::lf..tr~'.l.?..P.§l.~~-t:1.9:': .. 1C~ .. i9..~e..r:.!tl~, .......... . 
value less is the recessionary expectations. 
Adopted from Annexure-1 

__ gg_lc:J..~.~-~.1:1.~.1.if::!.~ ... 9<?.r.TJ~r.Tl~.r.<:'l.~is>.r::' .. l.~<:::!l:l.~~---~-~-~-iy_~~~-~---I:>.Y .. .Q~: ... '!..:Y..:.R.~9..~Y.! ... 
q~pLjtygt::)y~r'::l<:Jr, !3~~~ry~ E3~r1~<:Jf.lf19.i~ ?r1 ~~e <:)~~~t:l '?.f. ~~rT1~ .. 
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. CHAPTER-IX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS - - . ' ~· ' . . . 

The fall of the Berli~ Wall i11 ~ 989 and the erid of the cold war removed political and · 
economk barriers oetween th~ _East anc(the We~t ~ndi unleashed a wave of global 
econ.cnni~e integ,ration at a faster sp~eqi during th~ d~cade of i 990:, The Marrakesh 
Agreement signed: in April1994 gave birth td WoddTrade Organisation paving the 

- way for Multiiateral Agreements and changed the rules of global trades. The world 
has become borderless with free flow of goqds and capitals with liberalizati<;>n polices 
on trade and inv~stments. 

The two consecuti~e oil shocks of 1973 and 1-979Greatedbalance of payments crisis 
. . 

in most of the developing countries, which had to rely on external borrowings to meet 
their current account deficits. The BOP problems were aggravated with the world 
recession ofearly I 980;s andfaU inthe pdc6s ofmost of the commodities, which were 
the source of export earnings ·for the developing countries. The. widening trade 
deficits necessitated heavy borrowings from external resources coupled with fiscal 
imbalances at home because of expansionary economic policies, which necessitated 
heavy internal borrowings during the decade of 1980's. The Latin American countries · 
. became early victims of the debt. crisis, which hit their economies one after another 
after the first shock in August 1982 in Mexico, which failed to repay its debts to the 
international lending institutions. These courit~ies had to queue up before the IMF, 
which pr~yided structural adjustment loa11s (SA~s)', and were subjected to. certain 
conditions in the name of policies of stabilization and the structmal adjustments 
programmes. Thus began the era of economic reforms._and structu"fal adjustments in 
the form of liberalization, privatisation and globalis~tion. The developing countries · 
which were hitherto· following the policies of infant industry protection, import 
substitt1tiori and state contr:oll~d economies gradually shifted to, market oriented_ 
economies by dismantling controls and restrictions for ipdustry at home and import 
ft-om abroad. Pfivatisation programmeme started in a, massive scat~ in inost of the 
Latin American countries with open foreign investmt111~. policies-and cut in subsidies 

. - - '' ' ~ ' 
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· and government expenditures in order to control their inflation and fiscal deficits. 
These structural adjustment programmes, which were being followed in Latin . 
American countries, were recoined as 'Washington Consensus'by George Williamson, 
an eminent economist in 1989. 

When Latin American countries were suffering fiom external debt burden and were 
busy with rescheduling of their debts, the international financial institutions were 
looking for new borrowers in the ASl(L'1 countries including India. After the World 
recessions of early 1980's expansionary economic policies were followed in the USA 
ancl most of the European coimtries popularly known as the supply side economiCs. 
This also hacl cascading ~ffects in India. and other developing countries. which 
resorted to h~avy external borrowings. to boo~~ their economic growth. India also 
followed expansionary ecqnotnic policies in lat~ 1980s with huge current account · 
deficits on extern~l sectors and wide fiscal deficits at home co~1pled with high rate of 
inflation. While there was an incre.asein the growth rate from 3.5% during 19 50-1980 
to 5.6% during1980-J990; the. external debts of the country staJted ballooning and 
increasedfrom$23~8billioP. or14.3% ofGDPattheendof 1980.:.1981 to$62.3 billion 
or 22.8% of GDP at the end of 1990791, The current account deficits doubled from 
an annual average of $2:3 billion ( or:.l :3%. of GDP.) during the first half of 1980's to 
an annual average.of $5.5 billion (or 2.2% of.GDP) during the second haif of 1980's. . . 

Consequently. the debtservtce burden also rose. from 7.9% of the cmTent account 
receipts and 14.9%· dfthe export earnings in 1980-1981 to. 21.7% of the current 
account receipts and 29.8% of the export. earning$ in 1990-1991. The gulf war of 1990 

. -

coupled with· increasing oil prices added fuel to the fire. The foreign exchange 
reserves dwindled and reache.dto .a lmv level of.$1.2 billion in mid January 1991 and 
$1.1 billionin·eridJune1991. 

With thjs precarious condition I~d.ia was forced to mortgage its gold to the Bank of . 
England because when theinternationallending institutions stopped further lending 
because of downgrading of ~ndia's.credit rati~g~ International Monetary Fund as is 
popularly known as the lender of last resort came to the rescue by providing structural 
~djnstment_loans along with its conditionalities by.prescribing stmctural adjustment 
programmes as per the design of \Vashingtoil Consensus and thus began the era of 
economic reforms in India whe~1 the new government led by Pri111e Minister Mr. P. 
V. Narasirnha Rao announced New E~mion1ic Policy (NEP) in July 199·1. The NEP 
included major reforms in the domestic sectors as well as the external sectors with 
around 22% devaluation oflndian currenc;r which w~1s made partially convertible on 
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trade account initially and later made fully convertible both on trade account and 
current account. Foreign investments were· allowed with 51% participation in most · 
of the industries under automatic route and with approval of the Central Government 
in selectjve cases. In September 1992 the government announced free access to 
Indian stock market by foreign institutional investors with a cap of 24%, which has 
been gradually increased over the years from 30% to 40% to the present limit of 49%. 
Indian companies have also been allowed to raise money throughADR/GDR route 
and Indian companies have also been allowed to list their shares. in overseas stock 
exchange. Foreign Direct Investment and Foreign Portfolio Investment started 
entering the Indian economy both in the industry and in the stock market respectively. 

India has so far been partially successful in attracting foreign direct investment, 
which in aggregate accounted to $11.96 billion during the initial period of reforms 
(1991-1998) as against cumulative receipt of $1.179 million of inflow till the year 
1990 that is during the pre-refomi period. 

India's share of FDI inflows amongst the developing countries is less than 2% and 
accounted for only 0.7% of its GDP in 1997. The actual inflow has been very poor 
as compared to the approvals granted and in aggregate a·ccounted for only 21.7% on 
annual average during 1991-1998. 

Foreign Portfolio Investment, which is of volatile nature has exceeded the FDI inflow 
and .its cumulative total amounted $15.627 billion during 1991-1998. This includes 
investment by Foreign Financial Institutions of $8.083 billion, Euro issues by Indian 
companies through AD RIG DR 0f $6.363 and offshore funds of $0.908 billion. The 
aggregate amount of foreign investment during the said initial period of -reforms 
accounted to $26.393 billion of which roughly 40% was in FDI and around ~0% in 
Portfolio. Though technically Euro issues are raised through the primary market, 
these are, in fact, subscribed only by foreign institutional investors who take part in 
these issues through their global outfits and do trading in both kinds of scrips i.e. 
shares in the home country exchanges andADR/GDR in the overseas stock exchanges. 
However, the money raised through ADR/GDR route are primarily for use in 
industries by the Indian industries and as such these should be treated as FDI but 
sometimes their end use for other financial restructuring cannot be ruled out. 
Therefore, it remains an open question whether it forms part of FD I or FPI in a strict 
sense though the Reserve Bank classifies it as part of portfolio investments. 
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India which was exclusively dependent on external borrowings to finance its current 
account deficits in 1990 made a. p_aradigm shift through non-guaranteed equity 
funding which has resulted into subst(lntiaLimprovement in debt service ratio from 

·::~~;y. 

· 35.3% in 1990-1991 to 10% in 1997-1998 arid to 16% in 1999-2000 and its external 
debt to GDP ratio has gone downfrom 28.7% in·1990-1991 to 24.3% in 1997-1998 
and 21.9% 1999'-2000. The debt to export-ratio has gone down from 454% in 1991 
to 262% in 1997-98 and 257% in 1999-2000. Its short term total debt ratio has gone 
down from 10.2% in 1991 to 5.4% in 1997-1998 to 4.1 in 1999-2000. Its foreign 
exchange reserve has. gone up from $5.8 billion in 1991 with an import cover of 2.5 
months to $29.4 billion in 1997.:.1998 with an import cover of 6.9 months to $38. 
billion in 1999'-2000 with an import cover of 8.2 months. 

There have been several other positive. improvements in its balance of payments 
situation with current account deficits going down from 3.1% in 1991 to 1.4% in 
1997-1998 and 0.9% in 1999-2000. The contribution of foreign investment in the 
balance of payment which was 0.3% in 1991 increased to 1.3% 1997-1998 with a 
marginal decline to 1.1% of GDP in 1999-2000. 

· One of the basic objectives of the foreign savings either in the form of foreign:; .-::~~~,, 

investment or external debt is to fill the savings investment gap and theJoreign 
. . -

exchange gap apart from the technology gap for higher rate of growth i~ the country. 
The domestic investments depend upon two factors- the available domestic savings 
and the foreign savings. The domestic investment climate, which is determined by the 
market forces generally, determines the aggregate investment requirements in the 
country. The growth rate of the country depends on the amount of domestic 
investment and the incremental capital output ratio or total factor productivity. 

-
The amount of foreign investment requirement depends upon the savings investment 
gap, which has gone down from 3.2% in 1991 to 1.5% in 1997-1998 and 1% in 
1999-2000. This is due to a decline in gross domestic investment from ~6.3% in 1991 
to 25% iri"1997-1998 and to 23.3% in 1999-2000 and a~imultaneous decline in gross 
domestic savings from 23.1% in 1991 to 22.3% in 1999-2000 with a marginal 
increase to 23.5% in 1997-1998. Thus although there has been an increase in the flow 
in the form of foreign investment there has been a decline in its necessity due to 
substantial decline in savings investment gap. Though the capital account receipts 
remained mof¢:~rless stagnant, there is a marginal decline from 2. 7% in 1991 to 2.3 % __ · _ 
in 1997-199$-~hd 1999-2000 but there is a decline in the receipt of external debt,. 
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which has been offset by the increase in the foreign investment. However, due to 
declineincurrentaccountdeficitsfrom3.1% to 1.4% in 1997-1998 and0.9%in 1999-
2000 the foreign exchange gap has also come down during the reform period. The 
current account deficit determines the foreign exchange gap. Since there was a 
decline in savings investment gap as well as in the foreign exchange gap the foreign 
investment inflow, which has the function to fill the gap, did not receive any 
motivation because of the lack of demand in the country. 

. . 

-·.-. 

Thus the first conclusion that can be arrived at is that it is the local demand of the . 
foreign capital, which determines the flow of foreign investment and is also known 
as the 'pull factor' and if this does not work the external factors or the 'push factor' 
also does not work effectively. It is the combination of pull and push factors, which 
lead to the growth in the foreign investment flow particularly for the foreign direct 
investment, which is purely based on the long-term investment requirement of the 
country. It is noticed that though there is huge requirement for the foreign capital in 
terms of the needs. of the. development of infrastructure of power, road 
telecommunication etc. in the country but due to several combination of factors in 
the domestic economy, which is passing through a transitory phase, the demand of the 
foreign capital is not picking up. The second inportant point of serious concern is the 
decline in the domestic savings which in other words reflect decline in the savings 
income ratio. 

The foreign capital, which has come through portfolio investment also remaill~. 
unutilized. and underutilized. Therefore the first and foremost requirement for . 
increase in.FDI in the country is to create prop~r policy framework, which can give 
a boost to the domestic investment. What is noticed is that due to lack of demand in 
the domestic market and due to lack of export competitiveness of the Indian industries 
in the export market coupled with increase in·supply due to liberal imports has made 
the investment sluggish in the post reforms period and there is a decline in domestic 
investment by 3% in the year 1999-2000 and by 1.3% in the year 1997-1998. The 
increase in the GDP growth rate during the Eighth Five Year Plan period to 6.8% was 
mainly becaus.e of growth in service sector particularly the information technology 
and partly because of growth in the demand of capital goods in the initial period 9f 
reform because of liberal industrial policies. The Indian industry is passing through 
a phase of slowdown for the past 3-4 years since 1995 mainly due to decline in public 
investment, which has substantially gone down in the post reform period. 
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The policy errors of 1980s with expansionary policies resulted into heavy borrowings 
both at home and abroad. This led to a situation of unmanageable fiscal deficits and 

''· .·· · current account deficits followed by high debt service ratio, which finally resulted 
intoBOPcrisis in 1990. The change in policy directions in 1990s manifesteda U-turn 
by contractionary policies by giving more thrust on controlling the fiscal.deficits and 
inflation. This has resulted into decline in public investment, which was the main 
engine of growth in the earlier decades. This had a cascading effect in the general slow 
down in economic activities and decline in private investment as well. The industrial 
growth therefore slowed down and the overall domestic investment as well as the 
domestic savings have declined. The tight monetary and fiscal policy at home with 
liberalised policy of trade and foreign investment has dampened the investment 
climat~ in the country. The Indian industry, which was dependent on the demand of 
their industrial goods by the public sector has failed to adjust with the competition . 
with multinational companies and free import of commodities. The situation in 
India looks similar to Mexico, which had adopted stabilization policies after the debt 
crisis of 1982. There was a general decline in economic activities in Mexico during 
1982-91 when its GDP growth declined to an annual average low of just 1.4 percent 
for ten years. Indian situation is slightly different because it is comparatively at a 
lower stage of economic development as compared to Mexico which is a middle 
income group country as per the IMF standard and secondly in the new era the service 
sector is playing a major role in the economic development. However the point of 
emphasis is on the policy undertaken in haste in both the countries in the aftermath 
of the debt/b.o. p. crisis as per the IMF prescription and guidelines. China did not face 
this kind of problem with the reforms because it followed the path of gradualism and 
with proper sequencing by beginning the reforms in the agricultural sector and a 
gradual shift to industry and finally liberalizing the external sector by developing 
proper infrastructure at home. Thus India needs to learn many lessons from China, 
which has been able to achieve a sustained growth of 9.6 percent during the early . 
period of reforms in 1982-91. 

The second conclusion that can be drawn is that in India the economic reforms star(ed 
in haste by riding on all the horses at the same time. The internal sector reforms should 
have been introduced first and allowed Indian industry to adjust gradually with the 
international competition. The labour market reforms and sett~ng up of Special 
Economic Zones which are of recent origin should have preceded the open policies 
for FDI with transparent policy framework and desired infrastructure as was done in 
China which has been able to attract 25.7 per cent of FDI flowing to the developing 
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countries during 199J-98 as against India where the FDI share was only 1.4 percent 
during this period. 

The second aspect of the foreign investment is the inflow of. foreign portfolio 
investment, which is almost :new to the Indian economy and to the Indian capital 
market After the entry of foreign institutional investors in the Indian stock market its 
market capitalization has gone up substantially along with increase in number of 
listed companies in India. The· market capitalization to GDP ratio· has g<?ne up from 
36.2 in 1991 to 52.6 in 1997 and the number of listed companies has gone up from 
2,556 in 1991 to 5,843 in 1997. However, the turnover ratio has declined from 57 to 
42 in 1997 but it touched a lowest point of 10.5 in 1995. 

The studies made on the inflow of the foreign portfolio investment in India reveals 
certain basic findings. Firstly it has been noticed that out of the total capital flowing 

. to the developing economies during 1993-1998 India received 1.4% towards direct 
investment, 6.1% towards portfolio equity 5.6% towards foreign currency bonds and 
there was an outflow of -0.2% for the bank lending. The receipt in the form of bonds . 
were in fact towards the convertible bonds through ADR/GD~. routes which were 
ultimately converted into equity shares and thus the total flow in portfolio equity is 
11.7% which is tenfold of India's share of FDI in the developing economies. It is 
pertinent to make it clear that of the total inflow of the foreign investment in India 
portfolio accounted for 60% and the balance 40% came through direct investment. 
The above ratio suggest that. on the one hand there is vast potentiality to exploit the 

~-·· 

FDI inflow in the developing economies of which China shares more thim 25% and 
on the other hand there is a need to balance the ratio between direct investment and 
the portfolio investment. It is found from the study of portfolio investment in case of 
Mexico and South East Asia that portfolio investment has easy-come and easy-go 
nature and therefore the real success of reforms depends on ifihease in the ratio of 

· direct investment to portfolio investment which is a case in China where the FDI 
inflow account for more than 90% of the totaL foreign capital inflow. It is further 
noticed on a comparative study on China and India that China was more successful 
in attracting a large capital flow in its country both in the form of FD I and portfolio . 
accounting for 25.7% of total FD I inflow in the developing country and 15.2% of the 
portfolio investment during 1993-1998. 

:I'he second finding of the study is that out of 480 foreign institutional investors 
registered with SEBI for operation in Indian stock markets only a handful of them 
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dominates the Indian market by contributing over 40% of the total investment of $9 
billion made up to November 1997. The growing dominance of the Fils has weakened 
the strength of domestic institutional investors such as the UTI in the country. The 
volatility of the portfolio investment by Fils is evident from the fact that though the 
cumulative net investment by them has increased during the period of reforms there . 
is substantial fluctuation in the net amount invested in each year. For instance, their 
net investment increased from $827 million in 1993, to $2165 million in 1994 but 
declined 'to an almost 50% to $1191 million in 1995. This could be due to 'Tequila 
Effect,' which took place in all the emerging market after the Mexican Peso Crisis in 
December 1994. The net investment again increased by more than 150% to $3058 
million in 1996:. Their behaviour is like 'flying geese' from one market to another 
market because there are no restrictions on capital account for the FII's even though 
India has not adopted capital account convertibility so far. What is noticed is that the 
FII' shave the herd instinct as became fully evident during the South-EastAsian Crisis 
in 1997. In November 1997 when the 'Asian Flu' was spreading through the globe 
they became a net seller in the Indian stock market. This was the first such negative 
behaviour noticed since their first entry in India after September 1992. It may be. 
noted that Indian capital market is becoming gradually integrated with the global 
capital market. On 19th October 1987 when there was worst ever crash in the US· 
stock market Indian stock market was not affected. However when the world stock . 
market crashed in November 1997, there was a major crash in Indian market as well. 

. The volatility was reflected once ·again in the year 1997 with pull-out of funds by the 
Fils, which they had brought in before the crash and their net investment fell down 
by around 43% to $1747 million in 1997. The Fils continued to remain a net seller 
after the Asian Crisis and in the year 1998 there was a net outflow of fund from the 
country to the extent of $338 billion, which was a single instance of net outflow in 
any single year after their entry in the country. In terms of percentage there was a net 
outflow of 120% against an inflow of $1747 million in 1997. 

The third feature which has been noticed in the study is that with the growing amount 
·of portfolio investment in the count.ry the ratio of the hot money flow to the foreign 
exchange reserves has increased over the period from a low of 37.5% in 1994 to 
53.52% by March 1997, and then to 78.80% by February 1998. The above data are 

·on the basis of the stock of short-term debts, investment by FII's and the proceeds 
through ADR/GDR issues. The NRI deposits, which amounted to $20.39 billion in . 
1997, are not included in the hot money basket, although in 1990 the NRI's did not 
hesitate to pulL out their funds at the time of BOP crisis. The above data suggest that 
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even with a low amount of current account deficits the high volume of hot money 
contents may" create problems at the time of any financial difficulties. However the . 
fact that with the floating rate of exchange, India has been able to weather the Asian 
<;risis in 1997 although Indian rupee declined by more than 25% against US$ from 
33.50 in 1997 toRs. 42.07 in 1998·. 

The fourth point, which has surfaced through the study, is that the small investors have 
remained a loser with the increase in volatileness in the stock market prices due to 
heavy fluctuation in the daily price movement. The entry of Fils in the Indian Stock · 
market has failed to invigorate small savings, rather too much Fils involvement has 
scared small· savers/investors: away fmm the market. This is evident from the 
substantial decline in the resource mobilization by the corporate sector through 
primary market which has come down from Rs.l6117 crores in 1995-1996 to 
Rs.l0400crores in 1996-1997 and to Rs.3i38 crores in 1997-1998. Besides this the 
small investors have also suffered heavily with decline in their asset value with drastic 
fall in a large number of scrips, which are not the favourite of the Fils. 

Another important aspect of study on FD rand FPI flows in India reveals that although 
FDI inflow has not been able to create any substantial impact on the Indian economy 
during the period ( 1991-1997) the foreign Portfolio investment has manifested its 
influence in the Indian capital markets as observed in the earlier paragraphs. What 
has been seen above is that the FDI has created some influence on the external 
sectors with improvement in the vulnerability ratio of external debt to GDP, short
term debt to foreign exchange reserve, and debt service payments as a percentage of . 
current receipts and debt service ratio. It has also added to some extent to..the foreign 
exchange reserve but the above improvement in the external sector has been possible 
with the· combined strength of the inflow, which has come through the portfolio 
jnvestment. It has neither added to the overall domestic investment which has rather 
gonedownfrom26.3% in 1991 to 25% in 1997-1998 and the domestic savings which 
has also been adversely affected by going down from 23.1% in 1991 to 22.3% in 
1999-2000. This could be possibly due to the short span of the study of six years from 
the inceptions of the reforms. In China, which began its reforms in 197 8 took a long 
time to create any influence in the inflow of foreign investment especially the FDI 
which had started pouring in Chinese economy with a heavy inflow in 1990s that is 
almost after 13 years of reforms in China. 

Another important aspect of the study is that the multinational companies operating 
in India spend huge amount for import of raw material and stores for their industrial , 
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operation and their expenditures in the foreign currencies far exceeds their earnings 
through exports. Although separate data are not available for FDI in the form of 
setting up of new industries and the investment made through the merger and 
acquisition the crowding out effect of domestic industry by the multinational 
companies cannot be ruled out because the liberal imports and reduction in import 
duties have weakened the marketing strength and viability of domestic concerns and 
brown field investments are taking place in the country in larger quantity as against 
the desired Greenfield investments. 

A comparative study of FDI between India and China reveals that China has been 
more successful in attracting FD I than India. FD I in China: accounted for more than 
14% of its gross fixed capital formation as against India where it was only 4.2% in 
1997. C~imi has received more FDI than portfolio investment and the actual inflow · 
in China is proportionately much _larger as compared to the approved FDI. The ethnic 
Chinese play a vital role in FDI inflow in China as compared to Non Resident Indians 
(NRis) in India's foreign direct investment. The setting up of Special Economic 
Zones and economic decentralization have played an important role in China as 
against India where bureaucratic hurdles delay the process of actual inflow of FDI. 
Reforms in China were carried on iri phases through proper· sequ~ncing. The 
multinational companies have also played an important roly,in increasing the export 
earnings in China. 

Although communism dominates in China and democracy in India, in both the 
countries the state was the engine of development between 19 50-1951 to 1990-1991. 
State-led industrialization gave the driver's seat to state enterprises and efficiency 
improvement, based on profit maximization idea, faded into insignificance. China 
chose the path of 'gradualism' when it started its economic reforms with the 
ascendancy of Deng Xiaoping in 1978. China gradually allowed for greater · 
independence to Provincial and Local Authorities and also permitted individual 
initiatives by farmers and small business enterprises. 

Recent studies (McMillan an Naughton 1992) show that productivity has risen 
dramatically in China between 1989-1990 and 1992-1993. During the same period 
productivity marginally declined in India. The Incremental Capital Output Ratio 
(ICOR) sharply declined in China while it marginally'"fell in India between 1987-
1988 and 1992-1993-. 
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The Chinese miracle is not based on a "shock therapy" (McMillan and Naughton, 
1992) but rather on a 'gradual therapy,' which could deliver_ the goods since Chinese 
economic structure is somewhat helpful to reforms. If we take an overview, ~Newill 
find that the reforms in China were gradual, incremental and often experimental. 

Both China and India has been able to weather the South East Asian Crisis of 1997 · 
. and thus prove that both the economies are resilient to any exte~al shocks mainly 

because of their huge domestic marke~ and comparatively lesser exposure to the 
international world. 

One very noticeable finding that has come under study about China is that despite a 
heavy inflow ofFDI from 1991 through 1997 the growth rate in China has declined 
continuously since 1993. The GDP growth rate in China in 1992 was 14.2%, which 
gradually started declining from 1993 and reached to a level of 8.8% in 1997. Another 

· important feature, which has surfaced during the study, is that with the decline in the 
GDP growth rate the rate of inflation has gone high. For example the GDP growth 
declined from 13.5% in 1993 to 12.6% in 1994 whereas the inflation rate went up 
from 14.7% in 1993 to 24.1% in 1994. The inflation continued to remain high in 1995 
at 17.1%while the growth rate declined further to 10.5%. The above feature gives an 
indication that the surge in FDI inflow has not succeeded in boosting the growth rate 
. . . . . . 

in China during the decade of 1990s, which had already an average growth rate of 
9.6% during 1982-1991 when the inflow ofFDI was nominal. 

Apart from the above observations about the impact of foreign investment on the 
Indian and Chinese economy there are some other findings, which emanate from the 
studies of Mexican Peso Crisis in 1994 and South-East Asian Crisis in 1997. There 
are some similarities between the Mexican crisis and the South-East Asian Crisis. The 
broader points of similarities between the two crises are shown below. 

The large current account deficits ranging between 7% and 8% of GDP, the fixed 
exchange rate regimein both·economies, the free capital account convertibility and 
the large inflow of short -term debts were experiencedby both the economies. Both the · 
crises can be classified as the currency crises. The most important common features 
of both the economies were that they were cited as miracle economies just before the 
occurrence of crises. There was no sign of either high fiscal deficit or high inflation 
rate and their economies were booming with buoyant financial markets including the 
property prices and sha-re prices. However, it was noticed that in both the countries 

' 
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there were abrupt changes in the attitude of the investors, which led to panic and 
massive outflow of capital. In both the cases the capital inflows contribute~ to a very 
pronounced expansion of aggregate demand, a considerable increase in stock and real 
estate prices, accelerated growth of bank assets and liabilities, and sizeable 9urrent 
account deficits. However, when the crisis took place, it affected their growth rate, . 
which came down substantially. In case of Mexico where the growth rate was 4.5% 
in the year 1994, there was a negative growth of(-) 6.2% in 1995. Similarly, in 
Thailand where the growth rate was 5.9% in 1996, there was a negative growth rate 
of(-) 1.8% in 199'7. 

Another noticeable feature in both the crises has been an increase in the level of 
foreign direct investment inflow, although there was decline in the inflow of the 
foreign portfolio investment. This . clearly proves the volatile nature of portfolio 
investment, which became the cause of crisis in both the economies. However, the 
increase in the FDI particularly after the South East Asian Crisis in 1997 which 
resulted into substantial increase in FDI in Korea and Thailand was on account of 
purchase of domestic enterprises by the multinational companies at throw away 

. prices, popularly known as 'Fire Sale FDI". The increase in FDI in Korea was quite 
substantial from $2.8 billion in 1997 to $5.1 billion in -1998 and in Thailand it 

. increased from $3.7 billion in 1997 to $6.98 in 1998. This observation is based upon . 
two reasons. Firstly, the slump in the stock market and the drastic fall in the external 
value of the local currency has a cumulative effect whereby the investment through 
merger and acquisition take place in the crisis hit country in a big way. Another reason 
·'is-the desperate sale of the domestic companies by the local entrepreneur who look 
out for resourceful persons to bail them out from their short-term liabilities. 

One common but unique feature of the Mexican crisis as well as of the Asian crisis 
is that the short term debts and foreign currency bonds were the main propellers of 
the crisis. The portfolio equity played a very minimum role. The reasons for equity 
investment not flowing out has been noticed as it is invested in local currency whereas 
the short term debt or the bonds are denominated in foreign currency. At the time of 
crisis the bonds and the short-term debts can pull out easily if there is capital account 
convertibility. However, equity investment has to be sold first at the local stock 
exchange at the reduced market prices and then converted the realised market value 
into foreign currency at a lower exchange rate. The loss attributable to equity market . 
was measured as(-) 81.2% and to the exchange rate(-) 73.5% in case oflndonesia 
between 1st July 1997-18th February 1998. The extent of incidence during this 
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period was more or less similar in other Asian countries (See Table V, Chapter VII). 
Similar was the case of Mexico during the Peso crisis in 1994 where the meltdown 
in stock market was measured as (-) 28.12% and in the exchange rate was (-) 98.12% 
during the crisis period between December 2, 1994 to March 31, 199 5. In such a 
situation the pull-out by the equity investors may happen at a very high east. For 

· example, an investment of equivalent to, say, $100 in Indonesia before cfisi(:~, 

would have fetched only $18.8 in the stock market in terms of the local currency due 
to fall in stock prices and a further loss on account of exchange rate loss. The investor 
would have received ultimately $5 only .. 'Fhus the real effective loss to a portfolio 
investor would have been 95%. The loss on account of bonds or short term debts on 

· the other hand would have been nil because they are either non-securitised or are 
traded at near their face value and since they are denominated in foreign currencies 
there is no loss for meltdown on stock market or in the currency rriarket. The bonds/ 
short-term debts are also generally guaranteed by the Govt. of the host country and 
there is also the support of moral hazard, as generally, the IMF provides the bailout 
package to the crisis hit countries beyond their normal quota (See Table.- X, Chapter 
VII). Thus it can. be concluded that the short -term debts and bonds are more 
volatile than the portfolio investment in equity shares. The study has also noted that 
between the portfolio market and the currency market the portfolio is less volatile 
than the currency markets because in case of portfolio the investor has plenty of 

· choices for switchover from one scrip to another. This choice is limited in case of· -
currencies, which are very scarce in numbers say US dollar or pound sterling or the 
Japanese yen. 

The study also notes that the incidence of the crisis is very high on the GDP growth 
rates and the output loss (See Table VI, Chapter VII). In case ofThailand the duration 
of the crisis was about 16 months in the financial market and 7 quarters in the real 
sector anci the extentofthefinancialmeltdown during the crisis was 74%. In case of 
Indonesia, the duration of the crisis was 20 months in the financial sector and 8 
quarters in real sector and the extent offinanc.ial meltdown was 92%. The incidence 
of the crisis on inflation and interest rate was also very high in all the crisis- hit 
countries. In Thailand the inflation was 10.7% in June 1998 but in Indonesia it was 
82.4% in September 1998. The interest rates were 2398 basis point1 above in 
Indonesia and 965 basis points above in Korea during the crisis period between July 
1, 1997- February 1998. However the incidence was minimum in Philipines and 

· Thailand (See Table IX, Chapter-VII). 
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Before the crisis, Thailand, and so also the major South-East Asian economies, had. 
been enjoying a long period of high growth, and had sound macro-economic 
foundations with very high domestic savings ratio. As compared to this, India's GDP 
growth has been hovering around 6% and the economy suffers from weaker macro
economic fundamentals. It is to be noted from the Asian crisis that an economy may 
be a victim of the forces of globalisation even as it is enjoying high growth and has 
sound fundamentals. 

The collapse of the high-growth Thai economy lay in its de-regulated banking sector 
that had indulged itself in excessively bad and risky lending. Secondly, there was 
over-investment in a particular sector (i.e. real estate) where the commercial banks. 
had lent heavily. Sudden collapse of prices in the real estate market had resulted in 
huge bad loans and losses. But the collapse took place with the onset of the financial · 
panic in the immediate aftermath of devaluation of the Baht. 

Devaluation of the currency had some logic. Thailand had a major problem of large 
and growing current account deficit even though all macro-economic parameters 
were· fairly sound. Devaluation of the Chinese currency in 1994 h~d affected the 
competitiveness of Thai exports, resulting in slower export growth, while high GDP 
growth was maintaining import growth at a much higher level. In this context, 
devaluation of Baht was a logical step. But this, coupled with the crisis in the banking 
sector following crash of the property prices, had triggered a financial panic and 
subsequently large- scale outflow of capital. The panic had soon engulfed the 
neighboring high-growth economies of Malaysia and Indonesia, and subsequently 
South Korea, where too there was a high incidence of bad and risky lending, and crony 
capitalism was at its worst. 

The crisis that had ensued in these high-growth, high-savings, and high-investment · 
economies has many useful lessons and the severity of the impact highlights the need 
for prudent management of our economy. The following are some of the important 
lessons : 

High growth tends to hide many serious problems creeping in the system. It needs 
better monitoring and vigilance. High growth situation calls for better governance. 
Unregulated forces of free market can spell a serious disaster even in a situation of 
high growth. Market forces need effective and transparent regulatory framework. 



Quality of lending as well as investments are important factors to monitor in an . 
environment of de-regulated financial sector, though de-regulation of this sector per 
se was not at fault. 

High foreign exchange reserves, especially when it is due to short-term foreign 
capital, cannot be cause for satisfaction. Current account deficit is a critical parameter 
that needs to be kept under controL High GD:P growth and large investment growth 
can lead to a serious current accourit deficit in the absence of matching export growth. 
However, it has been noticed that generally high growth with large surge o is usually 
accompanied by high current account deficit. There is a correlationo between savings 
investment gap and foreign exchange gap, which is usually reflected in current 
account deficit. China is an exception to the rule that high growth has been 
accompanied by high export growth and low current account deficit. Mexico and 
South-East Asian Countries, however had high growth with higher rate of current 
account deficit. w such a situation, pegged exchange rate can also have inherent 
threats. The South- East Asian countries had pegged their currencies to the US dollar. · 
Devaluation of Baht, as it was pegged to dollar, had led the speculators to suspect the 
real size of foreign exchange reserve and fueled financial panic. Appropriate 
exchange rate policy, therefore, assumes .critical importance. "The ubiquitous feature 
of recent emerging market crisis is that the exchange rate defense, typically ending 
in a devaluation, has often been followed by a rapid and ferocious withdrawal of 
credit' by foreign investors. It is the panic, not the devaluation itself, which leads to 
the acute damage to the emerging mar~ets and to the creditors". (Jaffrey D Sachs and 
Wang Thye Woo, 1999) 

An economy with high domestic savings should avoid excessive exposure to external 
deb(especially short-term, when domestic cost of capital prevails high. However, in 
a de-regulated free market economy, low-cost foreign capital (even if short-term) 
tends to replace (usually high cost) domestic capital. In the crisis-hit economies of 
South-East Asia domestic rate of interest was maintained at a much higher level, 
compared to international level. One of the reasons behind the bad lending by the 
domestic financial institutions and commercial banks was large discrepancy between 
cost domestic of capital and cost of foreign capital. 

Finalty, though capital account convertibility did not per se lead to the crisis, it did 
facilitate the flight of capital when the crisis broke out. While there is need for caution 
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about introduction of capital account convertibility, an economy with capital account 
convertibility needs careful management. To sum up it may be said that structural 

" d~ficiencies were the main reasons behind the Asian Crisis although macroeconomic 
management was proper. The above finding is supported by the following facts : (i) _ 
Financial sector's inability to manage the large inflow of capital; (ii) The lack of 
ability to allocate capital resources efficiently; (iii) Poor corporate governance; (iv) 
Mismatch between short-term funds for their use in long gestation projects; (v) 
Speculative investment of short-term funds in stock market and Real Estate. It was 
more a capital account crisis' as against the current crisis. 

It has been observed in the study that capital account liberalization is not a pre
condition for large capital inflows. Though it helps in creating a conducive policy 
environment it does not have any direct bearing on increase or decrease of capital 
flows. China is a live example with high amount of FDI inflow without capital 
account convertibility and therefore India should not make haste in going for it at least 
in the near future because its adverse effects have been observed in both the recent 
currency crises in Mexico and in Asian countries. 

The Indian economy today is very· different from the pre-crisis situation of the . 
South-East Asian economies. The factors that had led to the crisis in those 
economies do not exist in the· Iridian economy. However, it has its own potential 
risks. It is a much weaker economy open to globalization and external competition. 
Health of the external economy is critically dependent on portfolio investment by 
the Fils, though the extent of private short -term debt in total external debt is low and 
the size of external debt itself has declined in recent years. Percepti.on and sentiments 
of the Fils have significant impact on our capital market and the level of forex 
reserves. 

' Further, with more and more Indian companies going for external commercial 
borrowings and listings in the stock exchanges abroad, exposure to international 
financial crisis is growing. Any future stock market crisis anywhere in the world 
e~onomy, and especially in the US, may have much greater impact on our stock 
market. 

Unlike in the South-East Asian countries, the foreign investors have not built 
much long-term stakes in the Indian economy. Flow of FDI has been minimal, 
compared to China and the emerging market economies. Uncompetitiveness 
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of the domestic enterprises and liberal trade policy, with restricted export 

opportunities, hold the threat of a large current account defic;it as GDP growth 

picks up. India should have sufficiently high export growth in order to finance 

1m ports at higher levels. In this context, it is felt that their is an urgent need for 

developing a suitable strategy for globalisation of the Indian economy, a· 

strategy that can make it a strong and competitive global economic power by 

avoiding the possible pitfalls on the way . 

. The rapid growth, geographical spread and international integration ofTNC activities .. 

make it increasingly difficult to draw traditional distinctions between domestic and 

foreign firms or between production in different locations. Take, for instance, the 

' ownership of companies. National boundaries are becoming blurred as firms start to 

list their shares in several stock exchanges an_d spread head office functions across 

countries. Over time, some companies may disperse ownership so widely that their · 

"nationality'' becomes very difficult to define. TNCs have often been referred as 

stateless, but their spread and interests place them increasingly above individual 

national interests2;. 

The ultimate objective of FDI liberalization is to enhance economic growth and . 

welfare. Developing countries, in particular, have increasingly turned to FDI as a· 

source of th~ capital, technology, managerial know-how and market access, needed 

for sustained economic growth and development. The move towards more open FDI 

regimes has been accompanied by a shift in many countries ·towards greater 

. deregulation of economic activity and greater reliance on market forces in their .. 

domestic economies, as well as on international trade and factor. movements 

(especially those relating to capital and skilled human resources). 

To sum up, an inference can be drawn that India still needs to strengthen its policy 

measures towards foreign investors, if it wants to be a leader for claiming bigger 

chunk of FDI among the Asian developing countries. For this the first and foremost 

step should be to step up its rate of economic growth. Iii the second instance, there 

is a strong need to bring about correlation bet'Yeen the FDI inflows and domestic 

investment. The enormous amount of foreign capital pouring into the economy 

preferably through foreign direct investment and in other forms such as Fils and Euro 

issues, as replacement for loans and aids for development needs of the developing· 

world in general and India in particular have created a global equity culture in the the 
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financing pattern of the industries. The Government should therefore make every 
effort to tune the foreign investment policy measures to suit the develop~ental needs 
of our economy. There is a need to reduce the plethora of approval required now for 
setting up industries and the flow ofFDI would multiply if India could roll back the 
red tape and roll out the red carpet to the foreign investors in the desired direction in 
infrastructure ~nd high-tech areas. However, the country must keep a watch and make 
proper representation against the undue demands of the European Union and OECD 
group of countries for adoption of multilateral investment treaty to be monitored by 
the WTO, which inter-alia includes a-demand to give national treatment to MNCs and 
removal of all control in the host countries. 

Investment is a key factor in ec~nomic growth. Practically all empirical studies of 
inter-country differences in growth rates suggest that high growth is associated with 
high investment rates. Recent endogenous growth theories also reinforce the link 
between investment and growth. 

In a closed economy, with no access to foreign savings, investments are financed 
solely from domestic savings. However, even in open economies, it remains an 
empirical regularity that countries tp~t have achieved a high rate of investment also 
have high rates of dom~stic savings. This implies that, in most countries with superior 
investment performance, foreign investment helps development process. They 
permit domestic investment in a country to exceed its own savings. However in India, 
there are contrary evidences with decline indomestic savings and domestic investment 
over the reform period covered under study. (See Table XVI Chapter IV) 

FDI has come to play a growing role during the 1990s within international flows of · 
capital. The development priorities of developing countries include income growth 
rising investments and exports, creating more and better employment opportunities, 
and benefiting from technological progress. 

Foreign direct investment can play an important role' in the development process. 
However, the objectives ofTNCs differ from those of host governments: governments 
seek to spur national development, while TNCs seek to enhance their own 
competitiveness in an international context 

A vital part of the new context is the need to improve competitiveness, 
"competitiyeness". We may define as the ability to sustain income growth in an open 
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economy setting. In a liberalizing and globalizing world, growth can be sustained 
only if countries can create new, higher value-added activities that hold their own in 
9pen markets. This requires many things. Central among them is the ability to use new 
technologies efficiently and furnishing the requisite skills and institutions. 
Globalization also affects TNCs. The ownership advantages tha~ account for their 
international activity are changing in line with technical change and shrinking 
economic space. Rapid innovation and deployment of new technologies in line with 
logistic and market demands is more important than ever before. The rising complexity 
of information :flows and the diversity of possible locations mean that TNCs h~ve to 
organize and manage their activities differently. The spread of technology to, and 
growth of skills in, different countries means that new TNCs are constantly entering 
the arena to challenge established ones. 

A striking feature of the new context is how TNCs are shifting increasingly their _ 
portfolios_ofmobile assets across the globe to find the best match witht~e immobile,.,_,. . 
assets of different locations. In the process, they are also shifting some functions that 
create their ownership assets like R&D, training and strategic management to 
pifferent locations within an internationally integrated production and marketing 
system (the process of "deep integration"}. 
Foreign direct investment has been welcomed by developing ~ountries for two 
reasons. One, it adds to the total investible resources and second, it acts as a vehicle 
for transferring various technological and managerial resources- all in one package. 
Such investments are expected to bring with them advanced ·technology, modern 
management skills and access to new external markets. 

One advantage of foreign investment to the recipient country lies in the fact that the 
outflow of funds is linked to the success of the project. Servicing of the capital begins 
only when the investment reaches the profit making stage unlike commercial 
borrowings where servicing begins shortly after disbursement. While borrowing _ 
goes to aug111ent the investible resources in the'short term and medium term, direct 
investment in"equity provides resources on a much longe(basis. Also, in the case of 
direct investment, outflows in the form of profits are pro-cyclical as profits are 
psually made when the economy is doing well. 

It must be recognised that many countries in the past have expressed_some reservations 
regarding foreign investment. Fears have been expressed on the adverse impact on 
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domestic entrepreneurship, profit manipulation through transfer .-pricjng and 
interference in politics. These concerns have led to some conditions being put on the 
extent of equity holding and the activities in which foreign firms are welcome. · 
However, there has been a signi:Ucant shift in perception. There is also an increasing 
recognition on the part of foreign firms that they should pursue policies in line with 
the host countries' overall development strategies and that their activities must be in 
tune with the local aspirations. 

Although foreign investment policies have been liberalised in India since_1991, there 
is by no means unanimity of views among experts, and indeed the public, on the 
effects of such investment in India. The first is the political argument that large-scale 
foreign ownership of industrial assets could pose a threat to national sovereignty or 
mortgage the national interest to foreigners. The only practical way of preventing 
such a possibility from arising is to ensure that foreign investment is subject to 

. domestic laws and domestic industrial policies and India should continue to fight 
· against the ill motive efforts of imposing "Multilateral Agreement on Investment" by 
the WTO. A second set of arguments against foreign investmenrconcems possible 
welfare-retarding cross-border transactions between the parent company abroad and · 
the subsidiary company at home (e.g., 'transfer pricing' leading to transfer of capital 
abroad). With the lowering of tariff levels and the removal of domestic investment 
restrictions, the temptation to raise costs artificially should now be less. The correct 
answer to the problem of 'transfer-pricing', under present circumstances, 'is to 
encourage competition and further reduce barriers to new investment. 

India's economic progress has largely been triggered by domestic investment. Bulk 
of the investment resources have come from domestic savings. 'Lhis will continue to 
be so. Nevertheless, foreign direct investment is crucial for the economy not only 
because it adds to the investment resources in some of the critical sectors, but also 
because of the transfer of technology and other skills, which come along with foreign 
direct investment. 

External capital flows to· developing countries have undergone fundamental changes 
during the past three decades. More recently they have been influenced by rapid · 
liberalization of financial markets _and privatization of economic activity in developing 
countries. The private sector has become the principal borrower in international 
capital markets and recipient of other private financial flows.· FDI inflows have 
increased in importance during the 1990s, becoming the single most important 
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component of total capital flows to developing -countries: their share in total flows 
increased from 28 per cent in 1991 to 56 per cent in 1998 . 

. FD I inflows include, however, only part of the financing of foreign affiliates in host 
countries. They are internal to a TNC system, originating from a parent company or 
form retained earnings. Affiliates can also raise funds (through bonds, loans, etc.) 0 

from sources external to their corporate system including domestic capit~l markets 
of host countries and international markets.To the extent that these sources are in 
international capital markets, they increase the inflow of foreign financial resources 
for development. 

As regards the contribution of FDI flows to external financing; one <;>f the three 
components of FDI, retained earnings, requires special attention. Retained or 
reinvested earnings may be viewed-based on a residence principle and in the absence 
of transfer from abroad - not as an infusion of fresh capital from abroad (Vernon, 
1999); b\.!t.a?::~omestic savings . 

. -~:~~ . .:·:·· . : ... 

Financial integration between an emerging-market country and the rest of the world 
has many advantages. First, for a successfully developing country, the rate of return 
to gomestic capital is sufficiently so high that investment can be financed more 
cheaply by borrowing from abroad than out of domestic saving alone: Second, 0 

investors in richer countries cai_J. earn a higher rate of return on their saving by 
investing in the emerging market than they could domestically. Third, everyone 
benefits from the opportunity to diversify risks and smooth disturbances. Fourth, 
letting foreign financial institutions into the country improves the efficiency of 
domestic financial markets. Over-regulated and potentially inefficient domestic 
institutions are subject to the harsh discipline of competition and the deJ!lonstration 
effect of having examples to emulate. At the same time, the governments face the 
discipline of the international capital markets in the event they make policy mistakes. 
However the financial risk sometimes may overweight the financial returns as 
happened in the case of South-East Asian Countries where the lending institution 
carried a greater risk to earn higher rate of return. 

There are s~me indications, however, that financial markets do not always work quite 
as perfectly as the economic theorist suggests. Most salient are such recurrent 
disruptions as the 1982 international debt crisis, 1992-93 crisis in the European 
Exchange Rate Mechanism, 1994-95 Mexican peso crisis, and 1997-98 Asian 
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financial crisis. It is difficult to argue that investors have punished countries when 
and only when the governments are following bad and risky policies. First, large 
inflows often give way suddenly to large outflows, with little news appearing in 
between that might explain the change in sentiment. Second, contagion sometimes 
spreads fast to countries where f~.mdamentals appear strong. 

The above observation are based on four premises: (i) modern financial markets do 
not work perfectly, as the recurrence of crises indicates, but. (ii) we are better off with 
them than without them, so that (iii) as countries industrialize, open markets should 

. . 

be the goal and (iv) the interesting question in the meantime is whether or not there 
exis~s some possible tinkering. with the freedom of capital movement that might 
potentially reduce the frequency or severity of the crises that occur. 

In todays' globalized world the economic health of a developing country is largely 
dependent on the extent of its trade and investment it can attract._ The international 
rules, which govern trade and investment, are determined-in the forum ofWorld Trade 
Organisation (WTO), the new international body established in January 1995 as a 
result of the Uruguay Round of GATT trade negotiation. The OECD group is trying 
for implementation of Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAl), which would 
reduce the ability of host governments to regulate foreign investments arid would 
provide investors with greater protection against expropriation and a mechanism to 
settle disputes which niay arise with local governments. The proposed MAl speaks 
more about the right of foreign investments and little abo1:1t their obligations to the 
environment or the basic right of" their workers. 

The Economic Survey 1999-2000 highlights several areas of concern about some 
trends in the Indian economy, namely (i) sharp decline in domestic savings ratio, and 
the investment ratio (due to slower rate of capital formation), (ii) sharp decline in 
average annual growth in agricultural production and (iii) deteriorating state of 
infrastructure, with no major impact ofliberalisation in sight on this sector even after 
ten years of economic reform. 

Declining domestic savings ratio in a globalising economy is not at all a comfortable 
situation. It increases the risk of excessive dependence on foreign capital and tends 
to increase external short -term debt. Stagnant, or declining, investment ratio, similarly, 
is a pointer to the_J~o.t"t~t""we are neglecting the imperative of capital formation for 
the future. This m~y als6~_1ricrease the vulnerability of our existing capital assets that _ 
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may be easy targets for takeovers, hostile or friendly. It also highlights, to some 
extent, a grim reality awaiting the economy. Liberalisation has not brought enough 
FDI as yet. An area of deep concern is that during the period ofreforms the public 
investment in agriculture has gone down as evident from various data given in 
Economic Survey 2000-2001 Govt. oflndia. At 1993-94 prices the public investment 
remained stagnant at Rs.4,668 crore in 1999-2000 as compared to Rs.4,467 crore in 
1993.-94. Its share in total investment in agriculture sector has gone down from 33% 
in 1993-94 to 25% in 1999-2000. The total investment as a percentage of GDP in 
agriculture has gone down from 1.6% in 1993-94 to 1.5% in 1999-2000. This 
compares very poorly if we consider the gross domestic investment in the country, 
which has marginally gone up from 23.1% in 1993-94 to 23.3% in 1999-2000. The 
share of agriculture in the gross capital formation is only 0:64%, which is very poor 
and needs immediate attention o.f the policy makers. Agriculture contributed 14.6 of · 
India's total value of exports in 1999-2000 but it share has gone down from an average 
of 24.2% during 1980~81 to 1991-92 to 18.3% during 1992-93 to 1999-2000. The 
contribution of FDI in gross capital formation in Agricultural sector is NIL till date 
because the Govt. has not allowed FDI in this sector save and except food processing 
industry where FDI share is 6.28% during 1991-1998. Therefore Agriculture 
sector is primarily dependent on domestic capifal and it may be col"l:cluded that 
Agriculture being a sensitive nerve of Indian economy the public investment has a 
greater role to play. The neglect of Agricultural Sector dyring the reform period is 
further evident from the fact that the growth of this sector has declined from 3.94 
percent during 1980-81 to 1990-91 to 1.95 percent during the post reform period 
1990-91 to 1998-99. 

It is also important to note that liberalisation policy, with its thrust on FDI, has not 
helped us in a big way. The flow of FDI has been insignificant when compared to 
countries like China and those of South-East Asia and Latin America. In the 
immediate aftermath of liberalisation, many joint venture arrangements had taken 
place, but subsequently most of such operations broke down to form either majority 
or 100% foreign-controlled companies. The erstwhileFERAcompanies have increased 
rheir stakes to gain majority control, without contributing very much by way of riew 
investment. Further, MNCs having joint ventures with the Indian companies are even 
keen to set up 100% subsidiaries to manufacture the same produ~ts. 

The basic objectives behind liberalisation of FDI policy, namely access to latest 
technology, management skills, exports etc., have not been achieved so far._But in 
many sectors it has destabilised the indigenous enterprises and in certain high-tech 
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sectors they (the foreign companies) have secured total control of the markets, even . 
as they have ?rought little by way of investment. In other words, foreign companies 
are gaining control of the domestic market at a relatively lower cost and without 
developing significant stake in the economy. 

The South-East Asia crisis has weakened support for the proposition that financial 
markets work flawlessly. Accordingly, more attention is falling on proposals that 
some developing countries should introduce some sort of intemati9nal capital 
controls, or at least should slow down the speed with which they remove existing 
controls. Measures that apply a tax penalty to capital flows (or an implicit tax, such 
as the deposit requirements) are to be preferred on efficiency grounds to controls that 
amount to outright ceilings or prohibitions. Of these proposals, perhaps the strongest 
case can be made in favour of Chile-style penalties on short-term capital inflows,· 
prudential restrictions on banks' borrowing in foreign currency, or the intersection of 
these two measures. These policies might do no more than change the composition 
of capital inflows for a while- away from banks' short-term borrowing in foreign 
currency. But such an effect might nonetheless be useful, particularly wheri a country : · 
is experiencing a large inflow an~ is unsure whether the funds are being put to good · 
use. Statistical evidence suggests that the probability of a future currency crisis goes 
up when capital inflows take the form of short-term bank borrowing, and goes down 
When they take the foi:rn of foreign direct investment (Table U£hapter VII). 
Taxation of foreign exchange transactions could be an effective measure to reduce the 
fluctuations of currencies, as proposed by the Nobel Laureate James To1Jin in 1978. 
As the small developing economies do not and cannot be expected to have abundant 
reserves to this end, they should intensify their co-operation in the currency market 
so as to form a united forum in the face of speculative attacks. The newly established 
Asian Fund and similar mechanisms can do more in this direction. 

Capital receipts can never be a substitute for inflows on the trade account. It is only 
-sustained growth in exports, which can lend stability to the rupee's exchange rate in 
the long run. 

Non-debt flows like portfolio investments from Fils look forwardfor a kind of capital . ,,..._ 

appreciation they can get on their investment. There could be a setback on this front 
because international investor has bec_ome wise to the fact that the Indian rupee on 
average has depreciated 10 per cent every year. Therefore the foreign investor 
discouiJJs this from the projected return from capital appreciation. 
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A distinction must be made between capital inflows in the form of long term direct 
investment and the short term and more volatile funds. Perhaps, a role model could 

. be Chile, which levies· taxes on short-term capital inflows to make it costly for local 
borrowers. The regulation and partial control of capital flows wilt give developing 
countries some breathing space. They can utilize this space by overhauling their · 
financial and banking structures._ 

"The real wealth of a nation is its people. And the purpose of development is to create 
an enabling environment for people to enjoy long, healthy and creative lives. This 
simple but powerful truth is too often forgotten in the pursuit of material and financial 
wealth, as has been emphasised by the first Human Development Report, published 
in 1990." The Indian policy makers need to remember these words arid strive for 
economic growth with a human face in the globalised environment. 

A Brief Resume of the Main Points .. 

1. The economic generally reforms lead to increase in FDI inflow but unless there 
is conducive investment climate in the host country, no investment will take 
place whether It is domestic or foreign. This has been felt in Indian case during 
1991-97 with fall in the rate of domestic savings and-domestic investments as 
compared with the pre-reform period in 1990-91. The two-gap formula has failed 
to invigorate FDI inflow because the savings-investment gap and the foreign
exchange gap,have nan·owed down during the reform period. 

2. The foreign portfolio investment responded quickly as compared to foreign 
direct investment because the former is not linked to the investment climate in 
the country but is more linked to the policy framework of the-host country. The 
purpose of the FPI is not to stay for the long term but to make quick gains and 
it has an easy come easy go nature .. It has also been able to create its influence 
in the Indian stock market within very short time with low market capitalization 
base and with huge funds at their disposals~ It has increased the volatileness in 
the stock market and the aggregate flow in FPI has been higher than FDI. 

· 3. China has proved to be more successful in attracting FDI and in implementa
tion of the reform programmemes, which began in 1978 with gradualism and 
without shock therapy. The ethnic Chinese living in Hongkong, Macao and 
Taiwan province have made large contribution in China's FDI inflow unlike 
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Indian NRis who have invested more in bank deposits. The proper sequencing 
of reforms and setting up of special economic zones and economic decentralization 
in selective manner are the main reasons for success of reforms in China. 

4. ~!though the lessons of Mexican Peso Crisis of 1994 were very explicit, the 
developing countries did not adoptthem and the results have been manifested in 
the form of Asian Crisis in 1997. Most of the causes of the crisis have been found 
to be common. For example, the high amount of current account deficits and its 
financing by foreign currency denominated short-term debts backed by Govt. 
guarantees, the proportionately larger inflow of portfolio investments and the 
vices of the capital account convertibility. Therefore unless proper lessons are 
taken and followed sincerely such crises are bound to be repeated in future. 

·-
5. India needs to draw proper lessons from China about proper sequencing of 

reforms and its implementations according to its own needs and circumstances 
. and not as per the road-map designed by IMF and WTO because the experience 
so far has not yielded much benefits to the country. The country is facing the 
problems of economic slow down for the past five years, there is fall in the rates 
of domestic savings and domestic investments and the increase in the rural 
poverty and unemployment. Theforeign exchange reserve is largely made of 
short -term flows, which can behave like hot money any time. There is crowding 
out effect of the domestic industry through cheaper- imports and brownfield 
investments. 

6. China should draw one lesson from the Asian crisis that despite all strong 
fundamentals the crisis may_ knock their door because the country is following 
a managed float and its exchange rates have not been changed since 1994, rather 
it has appreciated in value by around four percent in 1998. The high valued peso 
was the major cause of the Mexican crisis in 1994. India's excha!)ge rate 
management is comparatively better than China and it is based on market-forces. 
Chinese economy· is gradually becoming more exposed to the international 
forces with export earnings and foreign capital receipts occupying an important 
place in its economy. The Chinese economy has already started declining since 
1993 with increase in the inflation rate. The Chinese authorities have been able 
to arrest the inflation but the GDP growth rate continues to slacken. There is a 
huge reported capital flight which is reflected as errors and omissions in their 
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published statements of balance of payments and amounted to more than 35% 
of its FDI receipts but these facts are being ignored by Chine~e authorities. It is 
high time for China to devalue its currency and to make it full float on market. 
forces in order to avoid any future crisis. The only safety valve in China is that 
its currency is not convertible on capital account but the other weaknesses in the 
system may wash away this valve as is happening with illegal transfer of money 
from the country. 

7. Countries with large capital flow particularly the portfolio and the other form of 
short-term flows must have some mechanism of capi_tal controls. A variety of 
measures have been suggested in the study including the Tobin-tax or a reserve 
requirement on the short term capital flows specially when they leave the 
country. 

8. Along with the high capital mobility, it is necessary to pay proper attention to 
capital productivity. The end use of foreign capital is very imgortant. The 
expenditure in luxury goods imports as happened in Mexico in 1994 or the 
investments in real estate in south east asia was not for the efficient use of the 
foreign capital which is very costly and risky. Technology should also grow at 
home. Paul Krugman had predicted about the South-East Asian crisis much 
before on the basis that a growth simply on the basis of increase in-labou("tnd · 
capital cannot be sustained for long. Therefore continuous innovation of new 
technology for increase in total factor productivity together with efficient 
resource management are essential and it can substitute the requirement of 
labour and capitalto a large extent by increasing thei~ productivity. 

9. The optical illusion concept of Jeffrey Sachs about South-East Asian economy 
focuses on the need for proper and efficient reforms in the financial and the 
banking sector before embarking on the capital account liberalisation. The 
country must have proper accounting disclosure norms and the prudential norms 
for lending before it moves on the super highway of global capitalism. 

10. The other important part of the study is that it is the domestic savings and the 
export earnings, which will ultimately lead to sustainable growth of the economy. 
Foreign capital can only be a short-term measure of growth and not the 
permanent solution. FDI also needs servicing in the long run in the form of 

- ~ 
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royalty and dividends. FDI can substitute external debts in the short run but 
ultimately it will be the export earnings, which can lead to higher and sustainable· . 
growth. Similarly, in the domestic sector it is the high amount of domestic 
savings which will lead to higher rate of growth. 

11. The last but not the least, India is a vast country with huge population and 
unemployed people with a large number depending on agriculture and the rural 
economy and, therefore, agriculture needs special attention. We have noticed in 
the study that during the reform period investment in agriculture sector has gone 
down. Economic reform must bear a human face. The experience of the reform 
process so far suggests that rural poverty has increased during the reform period, 
the unemployment has increased and economic activities have slowed down in 
general. The country cannot simply depend on the market forces, the State will· 
have to play its role to meet the social problems arising out of the economic 
policy decisions. The growth therefore, has to be balanced with equitable 
regional development and with mininium possible inequality in the society. 
Then only we can have a meaningful and substainable process of. 
development.. 

Notes and References 

I. Basis Points refer to the premium added to the interest rate fixed by LIB OR (London Interest 
Bank Offered Rate) depending on the credit rating of a borrowing country or a particular 
borrowing company. 

2. World Investment Report, 2000 pg. 20-21 . 
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